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Family Com~uter Your Authorized Apple Dealer. 
-----CENTER 

Fair Oaks Shopping Center, 11917L Fair Oaks Mall, Fairfax, Virginia (703) 385·2758 
8acklick Shopping Center, 6691 8acklick Road, Springfield, Virginia (703) 866·9122 
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Appetite... 

Your Mac can go through a lot 
of information and you can 
help. Strap on a hard disk drive 
for the ultimate in performance. 
Family Computer carries these 
fine hard disk drives: 

·HyperDrive™ 
oMacBottom™ 
•DataFrame™ 
oRodine™ 
and(of course) 
·Apple™ 

Get Expert 
Input... 

I"':.::::::;::::\" 

.. . On Improving 
Your Output. 

Authorized Al?ple 
Express SerVIce 

When your Apple equipment breaks down, you need it fixed, not 
excuses. That's why we're introducing ServiCenter Express 
Service for Apple 7t members at a special rate. But what does 
Express Service mean to you? Express Service means fast 
repairs at reasonable prices for you. As an Apple 7t member in good 
standing you pay only regular labor rates for Express Service. It 
means that if we have parts in stock for your Apple-brand 
peripheral, you can have it repaired while you wait in most cases . 

Attend one of our desktop publishing seminars to 

To take advantage of this special offer you must do two things . 
First, call for an appointment before bringing you machine in for 
repair. Second, you must present your current Apple 1t membership 
card when you present your equipment for repair to receive the 
special Apple 1t discount on Express Service labor rates. ~1;1;!;~~f~in~d~ou~t~h~o~w:FamilY Computer Center and Apple can improve the way you look on 

paper. Call Dale Coyner, 
644-8442, for schedule and/or 

For one day only, you can bring in your 
Apple or Macintosh for a free check-up! 
To insure proper operation of your 
computer we'll run a diagnostic test of 
the computer, test disk drives for 
correct speed -and proper alignment to 
prevent data loss or damage to your 
disk drive, and we'll even clean the disk 
drives head and reader. 

\ 

rJ) 

Saturday, July 18, 1987 
10 a.m. till 6 p.m. 

Springfield location only 
No appointments. 

Limit two computers per household 
Limit two disk drives per computer 
Special 20% discount on 
Applecare purchased on 

equipment tested that day. 

Satisfy Your Mac's 

Come in and 

see the new 

Macintosh II 


Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple CompuJer. Inc . Apple IIGS and Macintosh SE are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc . 



Clinton Computer 
Your #1 Apple Dealer! 

8032 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA (703)442-3800 '* '* 6443 Old Alex. Ferry Rd, Clinton, MD (301)856·2500 
2775. WashingtonSt, Alexandria, VA (703)838-9700 '* '* 9636Ft. McadeRd, Laurel, MD (301)953-11100r(301)792·0600

'* 12204RockvillePike,Rockvi11e,MD (301)881-2810 '* 

Clinton Computer -
A Full-Service Dealership! 


Five Stores Cover Metro Area 
Clinton Opens Fifth Store - in Rockville 

Clinton Computer, the Metro area's largest indepen
dent retail computer dealer. now has five stores -- in 
Clinton, Rockville and Laurel. MD, and in Vienna and 
Alexandria, VA. We are authorized dealers for Apple™ 
microcomputers at all five locations, 

In addition, our Clinton and Alexandria stores are 
authorized IBMTM Personal Computer dealerships, We also 
sell printers, monitors, software, supplies, and service. 

Clinton Computer'sNew Store at 12204RockvillePike 

The company operates a huge 3600-square-foot service 
and repair facility in Clinton, with satellite repair shops 
at the Laurel, Vienna. Rockville and Alexandria stores. 

Clinton Computer was founded in 1978 by co-owners 
Art Lundquist and Chuck Perilll, It began as a two-man 
consulting firm on the fourth floor of an office building 
and has grown Into a multi-million-dollar retail business. 

DISCOUNT POLICY FORWASHINGTON APPLE PI MEMBERS 
CLINTON COMPUTER offers Washington Apple PI members a 25% 
DISCOUNT OFF TIlE LIST PRICE on all non-allocated Apple 
brand peripherals (no CPU's), software and AppleCare. For 
upgrades, the 25% discount applies to both the parts and normal 

bor rate. Discount Is available to persons who have been PI 
,-"Iembcrs for at least 3 months. Discount cannot be applied 

retroactively. PI members need to present their eards up-front. No 
phone or mail orders, please. Discount cannot be used In 
combination with other promotions. Products on allocation from 
Apple are excluded from this offer. Clinton Computer reserves the 
righ t to change this policy at any time. 

New Macintosh SE 
Expandable and Flexible -- the brand new Apple@ 

Maclntosh™ SEI 
It comes fully-equipped with two Internal disk drives. 

You get an 800K disk drive and either a second internal 
800K drive oran internal 20MB Hard Disk. 

Plus, a built-In expansion slot allows you to customize 
a system with a variety of cards to meet your needs. 

What's more. since the Macintosh SE Is a Macintosh, 
it's easy to use and learn. Besides that. It can run the large 
software library that has made the Macintosh a standard 
for business applications like desktop publishing, graph
Ics, desktop communications, word processing, databases 
and spreadsheets. 

Fantastic Hard Disk Drive Sale! 
During July. Apple Pi members may purchase 

Macintosh Hard Disks at outstanding sale prices! Just 
bring In this ad or a copy along with your PI membership 
card. 

Apple 20MB Internal lID for Mac SE $799 
Gee FX20 External HD $799 
Rodlme 20MB 20PLUS External HD $799 
Rodime 45MB 45PLUS External HD $1199 

This ad was produced on a Macintosh and l..aserWrlter, using 
MacWrlte and Aldus PageMaker. Apple, the Apple logo. and 
LaserWrlter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 
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To boldlygo at s~eeds 

no Apple lias gonebefore. 


Get TransWarp.n' The iastest accelerator you can buy 
for your AfJpleTh'lle, 1~ or 11+. 

Computing at warp speed! 
It's an experience )OU shouldn't miss. And "'ith Tr.msWarp, 

)UU won't ha\'e to. Because Tr.l11s\Xmp ",ill nlll your sotm~lre up 
to.{6 /i1ll(':>.Ih\1('1' - leaving olher accder.llors in Ihe swrdll<;t! 

No mon: waiting while )HUr App~'· slowly £L'amUlges text or 
Gtlcul;lIes ~pn:atbheeL'i \X!jlh 25<lK of ltltr.l·fa.~t RAM, TmnsW'urp 
~peeds up all Apple som\~lre - including Apple\X'orks, SupcrCalc 
3a, VisiC:tlc, :Uld :tll eduGltional som\'arc, gf'Jphics and games. 
And iI's mmpatib~ with :tll standard peripher.tl Glnb (slIch as 
H:ull\,\'orks and Apple memory canis), PlUme :Ultr Sider hanl 
disk, .~~ii" l1niDisks, HQ·colLUlln Glrtb, modem., dock card, 
1lI00l'iCS :U1d mon:! You name il Tr.UlSW:Up accelerates it There's 
e\'cn a 16 bit upgr.lde chip a\~lilahle should 16 hit som\~lre 
Ix'come a\~lillble le)f the Apple. 

An important difference. 
Tr.ms\X'arp's not the on~' speedup Glrtl on the market But it's 

Ihe only one Ihat aeeder.lIl'S your Apple's main mcmory, R01'.1 
(//U/ all,\ilitll)' lIleI/WI:): And \\;Ih mon' and morL' progr.lms 
residing in :lll'diiary memory, bu)ing :Ulyone ebe's :Il'cder.llor 
makes le'Sco; :md less sense bc'(:all'iC Tr.ms\'\'arp ~peL'(ls up software 
up to :I times h~ler Ih:m other caIlb on Ihe market 1x.'(.';lll'iC the 
olhers cuft :ll\:der.lle programs in :lll'diiary memory, '(hat's \\hy 
Tr.lI1s\Varp is so much h~ter Ihan the rest Nt::l~' all of toda~'s 
morL' powcrti.tl progr.um nUl parti:~' or complete~' in all'dliary 
mcmo!")~ progr.lms like Apple\Vorks. PinpoinL :-'\anaging Your 
Monl,)', SuperCak: .3:1, BPI and Pa.'iGII. ilL~t to n:Ulle a fe'\\', Why 
settle Ie lr a Gutl tI];1! nnly a('ce~r.ues part of mcmo!")') CKt 
Tr.lI1s\'\!:up, it aeedcr.lIL's all memory. Tr.msW:up L"\'en work~ \\itll 
mO~l IHL-\' de\ices including tile Swyft~ eard 

TIlcre's one more differencL'. Sirll~ Tr.IIl~Walp doesn't ll'iC 
mcmory Glching. ~l)U get mrL~istem high ~p..'l'(.1 perfimnanee. 

A cinch to use. 

Simp~' plug Tr.msWarp into any slot in ~nur Apple II, 11+ or Ill' 
-induding ~k>l .3 in tile Ill'. In.'it:mdy )1.JlI'U be computing :It 
~x'l'(.b ~1.)1I only dre:Ul1L't1 about bcfi1n:. And shOltltl )11l1 e\'er 
\\hh to rlln :II nonnal stx'l'(.l simply prL..";s the E'iC kL'y \\h~ 
wming )1JllJ' Apple on 

Washington Apple Pi . July 1907 

Since Tr.UlsWarp is mmplctciy tr.1Il~parent, )OU \\\)f1't new 
preboot disks or sped:tl som\~1I'C. It's rea~' to go right out of the 
package! 

Speed = Productivity 
Imagine tile prodULlhity gain.<; )UlJ'U aehie"\'C when yuur 

prognmlS are running over thrt.-e times fJ.'>ter. Tr.msWmp is so 
powerfuL your Apple \\in make IBM PCs~ and e'\'CI1 ATs~ look 
like slo\\p:>kes - whether you're p\;uming I<LxeS, plotting charl~ 
or pb);ng games! Take :I kx)k al :I few of the fealu£L'S tll:lt set 
Tmn<;W:up apaJt 

• 3,6 MHZ 650)2 • Plugs into any SIOL including 
• 	256K of ldtr.l·fust on·board slot 3 on the Apple lie 

Ro\)\\ • Atl.~ler.ul'(l 16 hit option 
• Accdemte; main alld a\ailable 

all'dliary memory • Can nUl at full accelemtion 
• 	Low power consumption fbr half accelemtion or nonnal 

cool op(.'ration Apple spl'l'" 

• TOl<tlIy tr.m.'>lxU'Cl1! oper.ltion • 5 yt::l£ \\:IIT:Ulty 
\\;Ih :tlI sofl\\illC 

Satisfaction guaranteed! 
Giw .1'011,. Apple the Tr.ulSWarp am:Ulwge. Witll our risk·m.>c 

I "i·tby mOl1l'Y back guar.Ultl"C, ~ml I];IW notlling to h'iC but 
\\:lSted time, C.11I todl~~ 
TramWarp Accelerator ., ... ",.,',., ..... , ... ,.,.,.,. 5279 
16 bit upgrade (may add laler) ." .... ,.,'"." .. , ... ,., $89 

For fast response: 
Call Applied Engineering 9 am. to II p,m, ~ da~~ at (21)1) 

2-i1-6060. ~lasterCard. \1SA and Co.o. welcome, Tex.1S residents 
add 51.,<"" s:tles t;l'X. Add $10,00 if out'iide U.SA 

Or 11/(//1 cht.-ck or mone,), on.Jer to Applil'" En!-,'inl't'ring P.o. 
Box ~9S, Carrollton TX ")(XX), 

~ APPLIED ENGINEERING'" r--, 
The Apple enbancement e.\pel1s, 

P.O, Box 798, Carrollton, TX 75006 (214) 241-6060 
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IEDITORIAL I 
We don't do things conservatively in this household. 1. 

We installed System ~.l. finder 5.5 and the new utilities on 
our hard disk. 2. We installed Tops so that we could share the 
LW+ and hopefully the DataFrame. 3. We started on the 
Journal with the newly-released PageMaker 2.0. 4. We also 
used Super Mac's new utilities and drivers fot the DataFrame. 
Now we can't tell whether the strange actions arc due to errors 
on our part or bugs in anyone or combinations. of the new 
software. But things have surely changed by usmg PM 2.0. 

'-" Many good and many bad. Perhaps after another Journal or 
two we will have a better fix on the bad, as to whether they 
are really bad. 

Examples of the bad-Minor ones include: control keys 
have been changed for sizing the window (CD-l IDstead of CD

A for Actual page size, CD-W instead of CD-F for Fit in 
Window). Apparently Aldus was won over by PC users. 
Significantly bad is that PM docs not recognize right margin 
settings from word processing files. All our working habits 
have to undergo major revisions. Heading and column 
formatting has to be re-leamed, making as much usc of the 
master page formatting and default sellings as possible. The 
0,0 horizontal vertical setting is changed to the upper left 
comer of the page, not the upper left of the margin sellings. 
The screen refresh is very flaky. Charts and text sometime 
group together unexpectedly. One MacWrite document opened 
as a null document despite the fact that MacWrite did open it 
correctly several times using the same system and finder. We 
"SAVEd As" a different document and this certified its 

contd. on pg 6 
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 


r'~ll ;;;:a~va:;~::

i ,t.....~ ...,i ton Apple Pl. 
Jlinc'iiii'd July is a time of 
tmnsition at Washington 
Apple Pi, as we change "ad
ministrations," with a new 
set of officers and directors 
taking over from the old. 
As these words are being 
wrinen, we do not know the 
results of the election. 
There will be, however, a 
number our valuable offi
cers and directors moving 
into new roles here at the Pi, 

and I want to take this opportunity to give them some of the rec
ognition they deserve for all their service to the Pi. 

Vice President for Apple II programs Bruce Fieltl is retiring 
from that office, although he is presently running for Director-at
Large. Bruce has been one of the Pi's most stalwart volunteers 
over many years, helping to run the Apple II Question-and
Answer sessions and authoring the Apple II Q&A column in the 
WAP Journal. WAP members who arc also members of the 
A.P.P.L.E. Co-op Illay know thm Bruce is the Apple Doctor in 
Call-A.P.P.L.E. 

Our other Vice President,Jay lIcllcr, who has been oversee
ing Macintosh programs for the past year, is also stepping down. 
Jay came to our rescue last year when he ugreed (no one used 
thumbscrews, not even once!) to serve as Vice President for 
Macintosh progrums. Juy is somewhat unique among Macintosh 
enthusiusts in that he has a background in hardw'lre und engi
neering us well us software. He brought that b.lckground and the 
help of many other Pi volunteers into making our Macintosh 
programs among the most interesting we have ever had. 

Rich Wasscrstrum is retiring from'l formul role on the Board 
of Directors after having served as a Director-at-Large for more 
years,to my knowledge, than anyone else in the history of the Pi. 
Rich will continue to serve in the important role of Group 
Purch'lse coordinator and on our Dealer Relations Comminee. 

We will also miss the good counsel of Marty Mi/rucl, but 
Many will be continuing to serve as Macintosh New Disk 
Librarian and as one of the tutors of our new Macintosh users' 
tutorials. Marty's contribution as New Disk Librarian is one that 
deserves special commendation. Given the rate at which new 
public-domain and shareware software comes out, Marty's task 
is monumental, and one for which all Mac users must be 
extremely gmteful. Thanks, Marty! 

This is not, however, a time only of leave-taking. On the 
assumption that candidates who run unopposed for officers of 
WAP (President, the two Vice Presidents, Secretary and Treas
urer) arc highly likely to win,let me congratulate Ray lIobbs and 
welcome him back into Pi-wide ofJice. Ray served for a number 

.r', 

of years on the Board of Directors and has also been chairman of 
the PI-SIG ("PI" standing for "Program Interfacing") and more 
recently of the MusicSIG. It was Ray, many of you will recall, 
who put together the fabulous music program for the May 
meeting. Ray will be the new Vice President for Apple II 
programs. 

On the same basis,let me congratulate Bob Platt, who will be 
the new Vice President for Macintosh programs. Bob has served 
as a Director-4It-Large for several years, and his work in rebuild
ing our tutorial program has been outstanding and of immense 
benefit to the many Pi members who have taken advantage of the 
inexpensive-yet-valuable W AP tutorials. 

And let me congratulate two other valuuble W AP volunteers 
who will be staying on in their current roles: Pcter Combes, our 
Secretary, and Eel Myerson, our Trcasurer. Not enough of us see 
the work that these two volunteers do, as it is for the most part 
done behind the scenes, but it is all the more valuable for being 
so. Peter hus the responsibility of keeping up with what goes on 
at Board of Directors meetings as well as keeping track of the Pi's 
formal documents. WAP is particularly fortunate to have two 
such dedicmed volunteers as Ed and Priscilla Mycrsoll, who, 
together, manage the Pi's finances. The amount of work required 
to do this is considerable, and for us to have found two such 
dedicated professionals to serve as volunteers makes us espe
cially fortunate. 0.. 

'" '" '" 
The Great SE Fall COIltru~'ersy: A small but non-trivial 

minority of the Pi's Macintosh SE owners arc reporting a noise 
problem with the fans in their SE's. While mostSE fans are very 
quiet-the ventilation in your home or office is noisier-a few 
arc noisy enough to be a significant distraction to doing concen
trated work. A number of people on the Telecommunications 
System have reported this. My law firm, which hus six SE's, has 
one with a fan that was noisy enough to turn on a voice-activated 
speakerphone located four feet from the computer. Bemie 
Urban, our Editor, re,lds newsletters from other user groups with 
whom we exchunge our Journal (see ,fcllas. we do reael what you 
send /ls!) and reports to me thata number of groups have reported 
the smne experiences that Pi members have had. 

I should stress that the problem is u relatively rare one. As I 
said, our firm's experience is literally one-in-six; the actual 
problem rate for SE's overall is, I suspect, somewhat lower. 

The problem is that when you take in your SE to be fixed at 
your authorized Apple dealer, the dealer either refuses or is 
reluctant to repair or exchange the SE. I have heard that there is 
a fix to the problem that involves replucing one of the fan's 
resistors with a resistor of a different value, but I do not want to 
say whether this works or not, never having tried it or known 
personally someone who has. But the answer that many dealers 
seem to be giving, that the noisy fan is "normal," is just not 
ucceptable. (Perhaps computer stores arc naturally noisy~ 
places....) 

But the truly troubling thing.is thut dealers nrc not willing to 
eontd. 
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remedy the problem. This situation sounds similar to the Great 
Macintosh Power Supply Controversy of 1986. In that case, a 
small but non-trivial number of people were reporting thaltheir 
Macintosh power supplies failed, requiring replacement. This 
usually occurred immediately after service work or after a board 
upgmde. Dealers refused atlirstto say that it was anything but 
coincidence, and required users to pay for the replacement of the 
power supply. In fact, it appears, the problem was in part with 
the power supply itself but, in greater part, with the service 
technicians around the country who were failing to follow 
strictly Apple's rules for adjusting voltage tolerances and ob
serving proper grounding procedures. Apple sent out repeated 
service bulletins to technicians and made improvements in the 
power supply, and the problems diminished considerably-but 
customers who had to pay around S 1 00 each for power supply 
replacements were left out in the cold. 

We may be in a similar situation with the SE fan, although 
fortunately the fan noise is not the fatal problem that a dead 
power supply is. But if dealers will not recognize that Macintosh 
SE users have a legitimate problem, the result is still customer 
dissatisfaction. 

Apple Computer, Inc. knows, based on the number of com
plaints it has received, that it has a problem. We used AppleLink 
to tell lean-Louis Gassee, Vice President for Product Develop
ment, and Randy /lallat, Hardware Project Manager, about the 
problems Pi members were facing. The replies we received are 
worth quoting in full not only for their content but also because, 
interestingly, both messages convey something of the qualities 
of their respective authors. 

Randy replied with his characteristic directness, "I'm for
warding your 'link to Charlie Oppenheimer, who is well aware 
of the issue you raise. Charlie may not be able to respond 
immediately, but I'llaskhimto get back to you when he has more 
information." 

Jean-Louis'sreply combines forthrightness with charm, both 
of which he is well-known for: 

You're right, we have a problem with the SE fan. 
We have already done a substantial amount of investi
gating. What we think we know is the following: 
1. There is indeed an occasional variation from unit to 

unit. We are working with manufacturing and our 
supplier in order to minimize there variations. 

2. To our knowledge the SE's we ship are within our 
spec, 55 dbA. Actually well within, about 5 db less. 

3. The SE is several db's "quieter" than othercomput
ers incorporating hard disks, if you see what Imean. 

4. That's not an excuse: if our customers don't like it, 
we have to find a way to change it. That's what we 
are doing. Your Apple user group contact will 
communicate with you. Always feel free to conl4lct 
me directly. 
I'm writing this from home and I have an SE, a 

second (external) HD 20SC and a LaserWriter and I'm 
trying to listen to the Two and Thrcc-part Inventions 
played by Andras Schiff... so you can teU your fellow 
members that Iknow how they feel even if my SE is not 
abnormally loud. 

Thanks for caring, 

JLG 


* * * 

A note to authors of ]oumal articles writtell Oil the Mac 

usillg Word 3.0: In discussing this column with Hemic Urban, 
our Journal Editor, I learned that now that he has PageMaker 2.0, 
he can read and write Word 3.0 files-but that they must be Ilot 
be saved using the "Fast Save" option. Before saving aWord 3.0 
file to submit for the Journal, use "Save As..." and ullcheck the 
"Fast Save" box underneath the file name. 

There is adifferellce-but ill mouse pads? We now descend 
into the truly trivial. There is a difference in brand names, as we 
often find out, but to find a difference in simple products is stiU 
sometimes surprising. Our office bought a couple of Wave Pad 
brand mousepads through an office supply store, and to our 
surprise, they did not work as effectively as Moustrak, Inc. brand 
mousepads we bought from the Pi's Group Purchase program. 
The Wave Pad mousepads appeared to transfer dust to the rollers 
inside our mice very quickly compared to the Moustrak 
mousepads. In fact, the Wave Pad was so bad that the rollers had 
to be cleaned every week or two, or else the cursor would move 
erratically, particularly in the horizontal direction. Why this 
should be so, I do not know. But there was a difference. 

Reasons Why I Use the Computer I Do: A quotation from 
William F. Zachmann's column in the May II, 1987 issue of 
[nJoWorld, in which he writes about the best way to organize an 
MS-DOS computer's hard disk: 

"Only three files go in my root directory: 
Command.Com, Autoexec.Bat, and Conrig.Sys. All 
the other entries in the root are for subdirectories. I use 
the DOS Path command in my Autocxec.Bat file to set 
a search path through the directories that conl4lin 
commands and programs which I frequently use. 

"The search path passes through three directories: 
Sysutl, Sysut2, and Sysut3. Old IBM mainframe 
types like myself will recognize these as the conven
tional DD names for intermediate sort files on 360/370 
mainframes. I use them for their nostalgic appeal." 

I could not make this up. G!l 

Marcia F. Astley 
INTERIOR DESIGNER 
• Residential 
• CommerCial 

• Associate Member ASID 

10118 Renfrew Rood 
Silver Spring. Maryland 20901 
( 301 ) 593-0312 
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Executive Board - May 13, 1987 

Marty Milrod was presented the very first membership direc
tory. The nominating committee had completed its work, and an 
elections committee was now needed to count the ballots. Paul 
Schlosser volunteered. WAP now has a lieense to distribute 
Apple system software, i.e. DOS and ProDOS masters, and 
Macintosh system software. The latest versions of Finder and 
System have been sent to us. Details were discussed as to how 
to make Macintosh system software available on the TCS. It was 
decided that we would obtain a full license for the TCS. Lee 
Raesly reported that new equipment had arrived for the TCS, and 
hoped to get the second line running within a week. A fee scale 
for the Garage Sale was determined-dealers $50, exhibitors S5, 
non-member shoppers $2, and member shopper $1. Bernie 
Urban and Lee Raesly reported on the Dayton user group 
conference. Only the New York group has a BBS that is 
anywhere nearly as extensive as our TCS. Almost all other large 
user groups charge more than we do for membership fees. 
Disketerias in most other groups are limited to the "disk of the 
month." Bernie is chairman of the committee to discuss the 
formation of a "supergroup" to give services to user groups. 
About 150 user groups were represented. A committee of 12 will 
investigate what serviees can be provided. The Directors' 
Retreat has decided that W AP should be an educational group 
with Apple (brand) emphasis. A committee has been established 
to write a mission statement for WAP. @ 

General Information 

Apple user groups may reprint without prior permission any 
portion of the contents herein, provided proper author, title and 
publication credits are given. 

Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi are S32.00 for 
the first year and $25.00 per year thereafter, beginning in the 
month joined. If you would like to join, please call the club office 
or write to the office address. A membership application will be 
mailed to you. Subscriptions to the Washington Apple Pi Journal 
are not available. The Journal is distributed as a benefit of 
membership. 

Mailing Notice: Change of address must be postmarked at 
least 30 days prior to effective date of move. Journal issues 
missed due to non-receipt of change of address may be acquired 
via mail for S2.50 per issue. 

Current office hours are: 
Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 PM 
Thursday - 7 PM to 9:00 PM 
Saturday - 12 Noon to 3:00 PM 

Please note that the office is closed on all U.S. Govern ment 
holidays. Members are asked to place phone calls to the office 
during the day Monday - Friday when possible, since only one 
person staffs the office during evening hours and on Saturday. 

The office will be closed on Tuesday evening during July 
and August,and will be closed on Friday July 3 and Saturday 
July 4. 
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Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usually) of 
each month, both Apple and Mac, at the Uniformed Services 
University of the Health Sciences (USUHS), on the campus of 
the Bethesda Naval Medical Center, 4301 Jones Bridge Road, 
Bethesda, MD. Disketeria transactions, Journal pickup, mem
berships, etc. are from 8:45-9:30 AM and during the Q& A 
sessions (times for these vary according to the main meeting 
topic). The business meeting is from 9:00-9:30. 

A sign interpreter and reserved seating can be provided for 
the hearing impaired, but we need 5 business days notice. Call 
the office. 

Following are dates for upcoming months: 
July 25 
August 22 

The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on the 
second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the office. 
Sometimes an alternate date is selected-see the W AP calendar 
for any changes. 

APPLESEEDS 
by Bruce F. Field 

REFORMING 

David Hakim is interested in restarting the AppleSeeds SIG. 
This is a special Special-Interest-Group for kids that meets 
during the boring Saturday meeting. David is hoping to start a 
lively group that will discuss programming tips, game reviews, 
graphics techniques, music, and other topics of interest to the 
younger set. Because of the Garage Sale in June, the first meeting 
will be in the USUHS cafeteria on July 25th starting at 9:00 am. 
The meeting is open to all. 

A few parents have volunteered to help the kids with topics 
and suggestions for the meetings. To lessen the burden on any 
one individual we would like a few more parents to volunteer to 
help out. If you could help out with a meeting once in a while 
either contact me, Bruce Field, at 340-7038 and I'll pass your 
name along to the group, or come and talk to one of the parents 
at the AppleSeeds meetings. @ 

Editorial contd. from pg 3 
existence to PM. A significant irritant is caused by a hair-trigger 
grabbing of an extra line when rolling back text. We thought that 
it was set to sense for descenders but it seems to grab even when 
below (but ncar) the line you wish to have remain. 

But good things abound. Speed of laying the text has 
increased dramatically. You can resize (within reason) your text 
column, overriding existing column settings. The automatic 
kerning and hyphenation certainly cuts down on the white 
spacing between words. Don't do hyphenations in your word 
processor. PM does a fine job there. Some other niceties are 
popping up from time to time, such as once an item is "sent to 
back" it seems to stay there until you want it otherwise. 

This is not intended to be a review but rather a first blush 
reaction. We need to familiarize ourselves with it a good bit 
more. The layout for "President's Corner" was considerably 
easier. How do you like the new look of the Journal? @ 



* July 1987 * 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

1 Mac Progmrs. 
7:30 PM Office; 
dPub SIG 
7:30 PM PEPCO 

2 
GarneSIG 
7:30 PM 
Office 

3 
Federal Holiday 
Office Closed 

4 
Independence 
Day; Office 
Closed 

5 -> 
Deadline for 
Journal Articles 
is Mon. May 6 

6 
PI SIG 
7:30 PM 
Office 

7 Office Closed 
Tues. 7-9 PM 
during July and 
Au~ust 

8 
Executive Board 
7:30 PM 
Office 

9 
Stock SIG 
8:00 PM 
Office 

10 11 
Frederick Slice; 
Annapolis Slice; 
Music SIG 

12 13 Introduction 
to Macintosh 
Tutorial - Office 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

14 15 16 
Pascal SIG 
8:00 PM 
Office 

17 18 

19 20 Intermediate 
Mac Skills 
Tutorial - Offic 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

21 22 
Apple 11/ 
7:30 PM 
WAP Office 

23 
No EDSIG 
meeting in 
July 

24 25 
WAP Meeting 
USUHS 

26 27 Becoming a 
Mac Power User 
Tutorial - Office 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

28 Mutual Fund 
Sub-Group 
(Stock SIG) 
8:00 PM Office 

29 30 31 

* August 1987 * 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

1 Making Music 
With Your Mac 
Tutorial - Office 
10-12 Noon 

2 3 
PI SIG 
7:30 PM 
Office 

4 
Deadline for 
Journal Articles 

5 Mac Progmrs. 
7:30 PM Office; 
dPubSIG 
7:30 PM PEPCO 

6 
GarneSIG 
7:30 PM 
Office 

7 8 WordPerfect 
on the Apple II 
Tutorial - Office 
9-12 Noon 

9 10 Introduction 
to Macintosh 
Tutorial - Office 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

11 12 
Executive Board 
7:30 PM 

13 
Stock SIG 
8:00 PM 
Office 

14 15 

16 17 In termccli ate 
Mac Skills 
Tutorial - Office 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

18 19 20 
Pascal SIG 
8:00 PM 
Office 

21 22 
WAP Meeting 
USUHS 

23 24 Becoming a 
Mac Power User 
Tutorial - Office 
7:30 - 9:30 PM 

25 Mutual Fund 
Sub-Group 
(Stock SIG) 
8:00 PM Office 

26 
No Apple II/ 
Meeting in 
August 

27 
No EDSIG 
Meeting in 
Aug\l~t 

28 29 

'In I'll 

ISIGNEWsl 
AppIe IIGS SIGmeets at 8:00 AM before the re gular W AP meetin g 

in the USUHS cafeteria. For information call Ted Meyer at (703) 893
6845. 

Apple 11/ SIG meets on the 4th Wednesday of the month at 7:30 PM 
in the W AP office. The next meeting will be on July 22. 

AppleWorks SIG offers two meeting options: 8:00AM before the 
regular WAP meeting and 12 Noon after the meeting. Allend either or 
both. 

DlsabledSIG - Call Jay Thai at 344-3649 for info. 
dPub SIG (Desktop Publishing) meets on the 1st Wednes- day of 

the month at 7:30 PM in the PEPCO Auditorium at 1900 Penn. Ave., 
"-' NW. The next meeting is on July 1. 

EDSIG (the education special interest group) meets on the 4th 
Thursday ofthe month at7:30 PM at the office. No meetings in July and 
August. 

Fed(eral) SIG usually meets on the 3rd Wednesday of the m onth 
at the office, 7:30 PM. 

GameSIG meets on the IstThursda Yof the month at the office, 7~0 
PM. The next meeting will be on July 2. 

Mac Programmers meet on the 1st Wednesday of the month atlhe 
office, 7:30PM. The next meeting is on July 1. 

MusicSIG meets on the 2nd Saturday of each month. Call Ray 
Hobbs 490-7484, or Gary Larson 337-4267, for details. 

PIG, the Pascal Interest Group, meets on the 3rd Thursday of each 
month at 8:00 PM at the office. New and prospective users arc welcome. 
The next meeting will be on July 16. 

PI-SIG (Program Interface) meets on the lst Monday of the month 
at 7:30 PM at the office. See their news elsewhere. 

Stock SIG meetings are on the second Thursday of each month at 
the office, 8 PM. The next meeting is on July 9. 

Telecom SIG meets after the regular meeting on the 4th Saturday of 
the month. ® 
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MEETING REPORT 
by Robert C. PlattWANTED: November 1986 issue of Byte Magazine. 

Stephen Bach, Rt. 2, Box 89, Scottsville, V A 24590 (804) 286
3466. WAP's May meeting offered a variety ofinforrnative presen

W ANTED: A copy of the Microsoft File manual. Call tations. First, before the main meeting, the Telecommunications 
Sheldon Kopp at 363-0050. SrG sponsored a help table for people seeking to use their 

WANTED: WAP member to correspond with fellow Mac modems and for W AP's telecommunications system. At the 
owner in Australia. Noel Kelvin, 107 Fernberg Road, Rosalie same time, the Apple IIgs SIG held its first session at its new 8 
QLD 4064, AustrJlia. a.m. meeting time. Meanwhile, the WAP library sold disks, 

WANTED TO RENT: I need to rent a Mac (512Kormore) including our fIrst JIgs disks. 
for two months. If you have one thm you can spare, please call Following the business meeting, a plcnary session covered 
l\'larvin Mark at (202) 543-0095. Please leave n short message CD-ROMs and WORMs. Jim L'lnford demonstrated a WORM 
on my recorder if I'm not in. drive connected to a Mac SE. "WORM" stands for Write Once, 

PERSONS WANTED: To share cost of buying fv1S Excel Read Many times. Each WORM removable disk uses a glass 
and Word 3.0 tutorials on disk/nudio casselle. A ~ copy of substrate to burn in information permanentl y. The disk holds 400 
each tutorial will be rot.lled among the participnnlS. Call Larry Megabytes of data. WORM drives will be useful in archival 
Feldman, weekdays 10 - 2:30, 654-8060. applications or to distribute high resolution engineering draw

FOR SALE: Apple 400K external drive for the Mac. Best ings. The WORM drive connects to the Mac through the SCSI 
offer. Call Carolyn Komnda, (w) 703-385-5880x3851 or (h) port. 
703-691-1986. Anne-Marie Barker demonstrated a CD-ROM player. This 

FOR SALE: A Prometheus 300c modem for the Apple ftc. device is very similar to the music Compact Disk players. 
Auto answer/auto dial, with internal speaker, 300 baud modem. Although some industry standards have been developed to use 
Comes with manual and Procom-A,a communications program. CD's, they are MS-DOS oriented, so Anne-Marie had to create 
Contact Brian at (703) 569-7826. Asking $65 or best offer her own formats to store the Merriam Webster Ninth New 
negotiable. Collegiate dictionary [or on-line retrieval on the Mac. Not only 

FOR SALE: Carrying case for the Macintosh, Apple Mfg., were definitions stored, but also [ull screen graphics and audio 
Apple rvlodem 300/1200 and cable, Laserstart So[tStyle nnd recordings of pronunciations. Anne-Marie also demonstrated 
cable, rvJacimosh rvlucTerminal. Contact Joan at 340-1253. "Map Cabinet", which features the entire United States as a CD

FO R SA I.E: Hayes Smartcom II software for the Macintosh. ROM map data base. The user can select which map clements to 
Originally purchased in February 1987. $80. Call Karen, (w) display (e.g., rivers, interstate highways, political boundaries.) 
301-268-9660 or (h) 301-263-3404. Both programs were very impressive. CD-ROM players which 

FOR SALE: 400K external drive for Macintosh, $50. can be attached to the Mac arc now marketed by at least three 
Excellent condition with original box. Call Ann Seiler (w) 497- manufacturers. 
4688 or (h) 757-5672. Bob Fontana and Lewis Rosas then demonstrated various 

FOR SALE: Apple Imagewriter I printer, S220; DECLA50 scientific software p.lckages which plot functions and design 
(llllagewriter compatible), S200; Okidata Microline 92 printer, digital filters. Both believe that the engineering community's 
S245; Tckcom 212c (async/sync) modem, S200; Hayes 300 acceptance of the Mac has grown since the introduction of the SE 
Smartmodem, S 120. All items in like new condition, no reason and the Mac II. 
able offer refused. Call Gary at 703-882-3998 (area code The Apple II program featured several impressive demon
requircd from metro area). @ strations by our younger members of software which they 

created. Bill Basham, author of Diversi-DOS, Diversi-Copy, 
etc. was the featured guest in the Apple II Q&A session. Bill 
grew up in Silver Spring, attended U of Maryland Medical 
School, and served on the teaching faculty of the University of 
Illinois Medical School when bitten by the Apple bug. Although 
Bill's first product was a copy-protection scheme "protecto
Disk", he soon turned to sh'lreware (even before IBM program
mers popularized that term). His Diversi-DOS has been avail
able as WAP Disk 130 and Diversi-Copy as \VAP Disk 45 for 
many years. Bill's presence triggered an extensive discussion of 
copy protection. The conclusion was that if users refuse to buy 
copy protected software, the publishers will stop using copy 
protection. However, it is important to send in shareware fees to 
keep people working on new programs. Bill has turned his ,~ 
development efforts to the IIgs, and his Diversi-Copy on the IIgs 
(\VAP Disk 200 I) is one of the few copy programs available. Bill 
now resides in Detroit. ® 

CLASSIFIEDS 


COMMERCIAL CLASSIFIEDS 


Lascrwl'itcr Plus available [or W AP and AAS members to 
print documents from Macintosh disks. S.75 per page, S6/hr. for 
Macintosh computer time. f\'lust show membership card. Call 
Annapolis Office Services at 301-268-9660. 

FOR SALE: Apple //e with 64K, 2 disk drives, Apple III 
green monitor, 6mhz Z80 Accelerator Card, CP/M, MM, soft
ware and manuals, S725. Call Dave after 6 p.m. 301-540-2605. 

FOR SALE: Corv"s OmniDrin' 20-Networking Drive, 
up to 64 users, 1 megabyte LrJnsfer speed/4 times faster than 
Apple Talk. Price S 1200 or negotiable (software and manuals 
included). Please contact Mrs. Israel at 301-230·0929. SERI
OUS INQUIRIES ONL Y! 6 
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Operant Systems 

HARDWARE 

DOT-HATRIX PRIHTERS
Pan.150nic 10911 1160 cos, EpsolM:ollpatible "best buy"l. 219 


1080i 1120 cps, lUI above I. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 189 

Epson 	FX-B6e 1200 cps, S2 cps NlQ .odel ............. Icalll 


FX-286e 1200 cps wide carriagel ............... Icalll 

LX-86 1100 cps, 16 Cpl NLQ .odel ...•..•....... Icalll 

LQ-B00/LQ-I000 1180 cps, 24-pin NLQ .odel ..... Icalll 


Okidata 	192-Plus 1200 CPI, N..Q lode I. .................. 369 

193-Plus 1132 colu.n version of abovel ......... 549 

292/293 1200 CPI draft, 100 cps NLQ, IS-pinl Icalll 


Toshiba 321SL 1216 cps draft, slickest 24-pin availl ... 549 

351 1300 cps, wide carriage version of abovel. 1099 


NEC P5/P6/P7 Pinwriter 124-pin high-quality latrixl. Icalll 

Citizen HSP 20 1200 cps .atrix, Epson-co.patiblel ...... 349 


DAISYWHEEL &LASER PRINTERS-
Citizen Pre.ier 35 135 cps, fastest for the .oneyl ..... 499 

Qu.e LetterPro PlUS 145 cps daisywheel) .........•...... 595 

Silver-Reed 800 140 cps, Diablo-co.patible) ............ 759 

NEC Elf 116 cps, par &ser interface, NEC/Diabio ellull. 419 


sa30 155 cps dais~wheel, built like a tank) ....... 1195 

Diablo 635 155 cps da1sgwheell ....•.................... B25 

H-P LaserJet Series II 1512k 1 1.5.eg, 8 PP.I •... 1895/2295

Okidata Laserline 6 16 PP', H-P Plus cOlpatiblel ...... 1495 

PS Jet IPostscript upgrade for Canan/H-P lasers) ...... 2150 

QHS-PS BOO Plus IB PP', LaserUriter callpatiblel ..... Icalll 

Epson, OHdata, A5T, quadru, QUle lasers •.......... Icalll 


tIODEMS-
Hayes S.art.ode. 1200A 11200/300 card for J[t/J[e) .. Icalll 


HicroDode. ][e 1300 baud card for J[t/][e w/sftl. 145 

S.art.ode.2400 12400/12001300 baud, RS-232I ..•.. 599 

SlIart.odel 1200 11200 baud, RS-2321 •..•...•..•..• 389 

Saartllode. 300 1300 baud, RS-2S21 ......••........ 145 


Anchor Auto.ation Express 112001300 loaded wi featuresl 219 

Ualks.ode. 12 11200/300 baud, RS-232I 139 

Lightning 24 12400/1200/300, RS-2321. 325 


Proletheu5 Proia del 1200G (12001300 baud, RS-2S21 ...... 179 

Proladel 1200A 11200/300 card wi softwarel .. 209 


US RobotiCi Courier 2400 1240011200/300 baud, RS-2321 .. 395 

Courier 1200 112001300, autodial/ansl ...... 239 


ZooDHodel J[e Plus 1300 baud card w/adv softwarel ...... 119 

DISK DRIUES-


Sider 10-.eg / 20-Deg hard disk for J[e/t/gs ....... 525/595

Applied Engineering half-hi floppy Ifor ][t/el ......... 119 


Controller for 2 drives ............. 55 

Videa Technology half-hi floppy Ifor J[e/c/gsl ......... 125 


CP'H & 6502C SYSTEMS-

Applicard 16 Khz Z-BO, 64K to 192K RAM, 70-col videa) .. 129 

Titan Ac:c:elerator ][e Igives J[t/e speed of ][gsl ...... 229 

Speed De.on 16502C high-speed coprocessorl ............. 159 

Applied Engineering 2-Ral Ultra 3 1256K+, clock, CP/HI. 259 


TransUilrp 13.6 Mhz 6502C, 256K RAHI 225 

HOHITORS-


Aldek 300G/300A 112" green/uber anti-glare, 18Hhzl 1251139 

Calor 600 113" co.posite/RCB color, 16 .hz I. ..... 425 


NEC JB-1205 latber anti-glare screen, 20Hhzl ........... 119 

Tholson 14" co.posite/RCB color .........•.............. 259 


INTERFACES & BUFFERS & CLOCKS
Pkaso/U printer interface Isuperior graphicsl .....•.... 129 

Quadraa Kicrofazer (9K to 12BK printer bufferl •.•.••..• 139 

ProGrappler printer interface Iparallel w/ graphicsl .... as 

Buffered Crappler+ 116K to 64K buffer plus graphicsl ••. 139 

Practical Peripherals SeriALl Ifor lode.s or printersl .. 99 


Craphicard (parallel w/ graphicsl. 69 

Printerface Ipar w/o graphicsl .... 59 

ProCloc. IPRODOS co.patiblel ..... 109 


VIDEO BOARDS
ALS BO-col card Iw/64K RAH, AppleWorks-co.patiblel ...... 69 

Applied Engineering Ra.Uorks III (64K--3 leg t 80 call. 139 


View~aster (80 cal for IItl ........ 119 

HEHlJRY EXPANSION-


Hicrotek 16K RAH card Ifor J(fl. ........................ 69 

Applied Engineering Ra.Factor 1256k-l leg for t/e/gsl. 189 


gsRAH 1256.--1.5 leg ral for gs .•.• 139 


- SOFTWARE 
LIORD PROCESSING-

Uord Perfect Inew version w/spellerl ................ 95 

Uordstar 3.3 lincludes 61hz 2-aO Applicardl ....... 159 

Bank Street Uriter (64K &128K versionsl ............ 49 

ph: Write ](0 Iw/spellerl. .....•................... 79 

HouseUri to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 95 

ScreenWriter ProfessionaL .•.•...................... as 

HOleWord Iw/speller I. ............................... 49 

Sensible Speller IV IDOS or PRODOS versions Availl .. 79 


SPREADSHEETS--

SuperCalc Sa Isuper Ipreadsheet/graphici for ][u/cl 129 

Multiplan Ibest spreadsheet for ][tl. .........•..... 70 


INFORMATION twlAGEliENT
dBASE II Ithe best Apple database, requires CP/MI .. 299 

pfs: File w/Report .................................. 79 


BUSINESS' ACCOOOINC-
Dollars &Sense laccounting w/graphicsl .......•.•... 79 

Hanaging Your Haney (accounting t investlent Igltl. 119 

Peachtree Bac. to Basics Ac:counting IGL/AR/API ..... 129 

BPI Accounting ICl/AR/AP/PAY/INUENTORY) ....... each 159 


COIiIilNlCATIOllS-

Ascii Express Professional Ibest 005/PRODOS prograll BO 


HouseTal. (new, wi pull-downs for e/cl. 95 

Crosstalk Ibest prograa for CP/HI .....•............ 125 

CODpuServe Starter Kit lpassword &25 dollar creditl 25 


0005 &EN05
Print Shop/Print Shop Co.panion/Libraries ..... 36/29/19

Newsrool/Clip Art Collection ..................... 42119 

Pinpoint Desktop Ac:cessories ........................ 45 


Infolerge (.aillerge for Applewor.sl ....... 49 

Spelling Checker Ipops up in Appleworksl ... 45 


Typing Tutor Ill .................................... 36 

Kensington Systel Saver Fan Iw/surgo protectorl ..... 66 

CH Hach III or Kraft 3-button joystic •.............. 39 

KoalaPad Graphics TableL Iwith graphics software) ... as 

Curtis Elerald Surge Protector 16 outlets' cordi ... 45 

Flight Siaulator II or .£T...•..•.•••.••.••.....•... 39 


Microsoft Uorks I finally 111....................... 189 

Ward Inew version 3.01. .................. 259 

Excel Ibest Hac spreadsheet availablel ... 245 

Basic Interpreter/Co.piler ............ 99/125 


t1 Chart Ipresentation businell graphicsl .... as 

A File ..................................... 119 

C ReadySetCol Ipage processor, new version 31 ..... Icalll 

][ Pagelia.ker Ilore page processing I. ................ lcalll 

~ Odesta Helix 2.0 Idatabase for the serious userl ... 235 

T Dollars &Sense laccounting w/graphicsl ............. 95 

o SideHc:k w/PhoneLink ................................ 65 

5 Hicah AT 20 or 30 lfa5t internal hard did I. .... Icalll 

~ Peripheral Land 20 or 30 leg SCSI drive ........ 725/795


Video Tech BOOK external floppy.................... 215 

HacSnap He.ory lupgrade 512K \0 1 leg or 2 .egl 169/475

IOlega 10/20 leg relovable cartridge drive ...... Icalll 

Kensington Hac: Systel Saver Ifan &surge protectorl. 75 


CALL FOR PRICES OF ITEMS ooT LISTED 

-- Please Co.pare Our Prices -
If ~ou find a lower price, give us a chance to beat it. 

Feel free to call for answers to technical questions. 

TO ORDER: Call Jeff Dillon at 13011 434-0405 

or 


Write or visit: 

OPERANT SYSTEHS, 7676 New Ha.pshire Ave, Suite 312 

Langley Park, Kd 20783 


Hd. sales add 51 tax. UPS shipping i. available. 
All itels carr~ full lanufacturer'l warranties. 
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For Use by WAP Members OnlyIWAP HOTLINE 
Have WEblem7 The following club members have agreed to help other members. PLEASE, keep in mind that the peo~e listed are 
VOLU EERS. Respect all telephone restrictions, where listed, and no calls after 10:00 PM except where indicated. sers of the 
Hotline users are remmded that calls regarding commercial software packages should be limited to those you have purchased. Please 
do not can about copied software for which you have no documentation. Telephone numbers are home phones unless otherwise 
specified. When requests are made to return calls, long distance will be collect 

General • Apple /I 

Accounting Packages 
Accountant(Dcc.Sup.)
BPI Programs 

Home Accountant 
Howardsoft (Tax) 

APPLE SSC 
Apple TechNotes 
AppleWorks 

AppleWorks Data Base 

John Day ~301~ 621·7543Dave Harvey 703 578~621 
Robert Marlm 301 498-6074 

Mark Pankin 03 524-0937 
Jaxon Brown 301 350-3283 
Otis Greever 615 	 638-1525 
Leon Raesly 301 439-1799 
Leon Raesly 301 439-1799 
Otis Greever 615 638-1525 
Bernie Benson 301 951-5294 
Joe Chelena 703 978-1816 
Ken DeVito 703 960-0787 
Charles Baumgardner 703 538-2316 
Ken Black 703 369-3366 
Moraan J::gling 301 	 721-7874 

Communications Packages an M ems·Telecom. 
Anchor Mark 12 

A~e Inc. Modem 

A II EXpress

RlZCOM Modem 

Hayes Smartmodem 

Smartcom I 
XTALK CP/M Comm. 
Com~uters, Specific 
AEP e flc
L SAlMac XL 

Macintosh: 


General 


Desktop Pub/Graphics
Excel 

Helix 

Inside Mac 

MacDraw 


MacLion (DBMS)
MacProject
MacTerminal 
MS-BASIC & MS·File 
Ma~ic
Mu tiplan 

Omnis 3 and 3+ 
OvcrVue 

Programming

ReadySetGo 


Spreadshccts
Sp!eadshects&Graphcs
SIdekick 
ThinkTank 

Word 
Data Bases 
dBase II 

dBase II & ill 

Data Perfect 

PFS 


Q.Pro-4 

Jerem~ Parker 
John ay
Dave Harvey
Jeremy Parker 
Bernie Benson 
Hannon Pritchard 
Bernie Benson 

John Day
John Day 

Michael Yourshaw 
Terry Monks 
DonaJd Schmitt 
Jay Rohr 
David Morganstein
Mark Pankm 
Jim Graham 
Dick & Nancy Byrd 
JimB% •
Harvey vine 
Jon Hardis 
Tom Berina 
Tom Parrish 
Mark Miani 
Jay Lucas 
Jon Hardis 
Jolm Love 
J0r,ce C. Little 
Jo m Boblitz 
John Love 
WaIt Francis 
Paul Tabler 
J.T.(Tom) DeMay Jr. 
Tom Parrish 
Michael Yourshaw 
Jim Graham 
MBC!Y. Milrod 
Davia MorgarlStein 
Bob Pul~o 
Ray HOD (BBS)
Jim Graham 
Tom Parrish 
Marty Milrod 

Paul Bublitz 
John Staft!ses 
Ray HOD (BBS?
Jim Kellock (day
Leon Raesly
Leon Raesly
Bill Etue 
Ginny' S~vak 
John Staples 

301 	 229-2578 
301 	 621·7543 
703 	 578-4621 
301 	 229-2578 
301 	 951·5294 
301 972-4667 
301 951-5294 

pOl~ 621-7543 
301 	 621·7543 

703 534-2077 
703 471~610 
717 334-3265 
301 655·0875 
301 972~263 
703 524·0937 
703 643-1848 
703 978·3440 
703 662·0640 
301 299·9380 
301 330-1422 
301 434·3256 
301 654·8784 
202 333-0098 
703 751-3332 
301 330-1422 
703 569-2294 
301 321·2989 
301 356·9384 
703 569-2294 
202 966·5742 
703 278-8708 
301 779-4632 
301 654·8784 
703 534·2077 
703 643·1848 
301 464-5981 
301 972~263 
202 797-0879 
301 490·7484 
703 643·1848 
301 654·8784 
301 464·5981 

301 261-4124 
703 255·6955 
301 490-7484 
301 986·9522 
301 439-1799 
301 439-1799 

03 620-2103 
202 362·3887 
703 255-6955 

Games • ~ple /I Charles Don Hall 
Games· ac Ron Wartow 
Hard Dl~ks 
Corvus & Omninet Tom Vier (BBS)
Corvus Leon Raesly
Sider Jaxon Brown 

Otis Greever 
IBM Ray Hobbs (BBS)

LeOn Raesly'
Languages (A=Ap~esoft, I=Integer, P=Pascal, 

M= achlnt 
A 
A 
A.I 

A 

A 

A.l.M 
A,I.M 
M 
P 
Forth 
MS Basic 

Math/OR AcRIns. 
Monitor, R 
Music Systems 
Operatin& Systems 
Apple D S 

CP/M 

MS·DOS 
ProDOS 

Printers 
General 

Apple Color Plotter 
AJgle Daisy Wheel 
I 	 460 
Im~ewriter 
M -80 
Okidata 

Print Shop 
l'ewsroom 
Spreadsheets 

Lotus 1-2-3 

VisiCalc 

Sprdsht. 2.~Ma~icCalc)

SuperCalc er. .0 


Stat. Packages 

Stock MarJ(et 
Tlme·Sharlng
Word Proces.'iOrs 
Apple Writer II 

Gutenberg 
Gutenber~ & Jr. 
Letter & imply Perfect 
Ma~ic Window and II 
Appe PIE 
ScreenWriter II 

Word Handler 
Word Perfect 

Word Star 

uis Big~
Peter Com 
Jeff Dillon 
Richard Langston
Leon Raesly
Richard Untied 
John Love 
Ray Hobbs (BBS)
Michael Hartman 
Bruce Field 
Ray Hobbs (BBS)
Mark Pankin 
John Day'
Ray Hobbs (BBS) 

John Love 
Adam Robie 
Richard Untied 
Ray Hobbs (BBS)
LeOn Raesly
Ray Hobbs (BBS)
Leon Raesly
John Love 

Walt Francis 
Leon Raesly
John Day
John Day
Jeff Stetekluh 
John Day
Jeff Dillon 
Michael Proffitt 
Dan Robrish 
Thomas O'Hagan 
Carol Thomas 
Leon Raesly
Walt FrancIS 
Walt Francis 
Ray' Hobbs (BBS)
Wlilt Francis 
Leon Raesly 
Leon Raes~ 
Terry Prud 
Davld Morganstein
Robert WoOd 
Dave Harvey
Walt Francis 
Diarme Lorenz 
Leon Raesly 
Harris Silverstone 
Neil Mun~ Can. 
Leon Raesy
Joyce C. LIllIe 
Jim Graham 
Peter Combes 
Gene Carter 
Jon Vau!'C1 
James EOwards 
Henry Donahoe 
Leon Raesly
Dana Riel 

801~ 864-2715
301 	 654-4439 

986·8085 
439-1799r301 
350-3283301 

615 638-1525 
01 490-7484 

439-1799301 

301 967-3977 
251-6369301 
422-6458301 
869-7466301 

301 439·1799 
609 596·8816 
703 569-2294 
301 490·7484 
301 445·1583 

340·7038301 
301 490-7484 
703 524-0937 
301 621·7543 
301 490·7484 

703 569-2294 
460-6537301 

609 596·8816 
301 490·7484 
301 439·1799 

490·7484301 
301 439·1799 
703 569·2294 

202 966·5742 
301 439·1799 
301 621-7543 
301 621·7543 
703 979-8249 
301 621·7543 
301 662·2070 
301 874-2270 

530-4202301 
301 593·9683 
301 424·1266 
301 439·1799 
202 966-5742 
202 966·5742 
301 490·7484 
202 966·5742 
301 439·1799 
301 430-1799 
301 933·3065 
301 972-4263 
703 893·9591 
703 578·5621 
202 966·5742 
301 530-7881 
301 439·1799 
301 435-3582 
416 298·3964 
301 439·1799 
301 321·2989 
703 643·1848 
301 251·6369 
202 363-2342 
301 593·3316 
301 585·3002 
202 298·9107 
301 439-1799 
301 350·3283 

(\ 

,-..." 

• Calls until midnight are ok. ,-..." 
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SPECIAL: BIG DROP IN PRINTERS PRICES!! 
SEE BELOW!! 

II MACINTOSH CORNER 

• SSIDD DISKS. BOX OF 10 ..... 
• SSIDD DISKS. CASE OF 50 .... 
.10 DISK STORAGE BOX ........ 
• 36 DISK STORAGE BOX .. . . . . .. 
• DSIDD DISKS. BOX OF 10 ..... 
• DSIDD DISKS. CASE OF 50 .... 
• IMAGEWRITER CABLE ........ 

• MODEM CABLE .............. 

• IMAGEWRITER RIBBON ........ 


5';" INCH DISKETTES & STORAGE 

• SS/DD. BOX OF 10 ............ $5.00 

• SS/DD. PAK OF 25 ............ 511.00 

• SS/DD. CASE OF 100 ......... 539.00 

• SS/DD. CARTON OF 500 ...... 5175.00 
• 2·NOTCH/DS/DD. BOX OF 10 .... $6.00 
• 2·NOTCH/DS/DD. PAK OF 25 ... 513.00 
• 2-NOTCHOSOD. CASE OF 100 ..... $45.00 
• 	10 DISKETTE CASES .......... $2.25 EACH 

5 for 510.00 
(_ort CClt."" C>OCI!n, DElCl!.IlUCI<, DllJ2. OIIUH, 

amv. RW. \'nL0W) 

.75 FLIP TOP DISK CASE ...... 511.00 

PRINTERS 

• STAR "!P·l0 ................ 5159.00· 

• PANASONIC 1080i. 120 CPS .... $209.00· 
• PANASONIC 1091i .......... 5229.000 

• CITIZEN MSP·15. WIDE ....... $419.00 

• PANASONIC P3131. LQ...... $299.00 
• NEC P6. LQ ................ 5545.00 

• OKIMATE 20 COLOR ......... 5209.00 


PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

.1000 SHEETS OF PAPER .... $19.00,· 
• 2500 SHEETS OF PAPER . . . . .. 
• PANASONICCITIZEN/EPSON 

RIBBONS .................... 
• GRAPHICS PARALLEL 

INTERFACE CARD ........... . 
• PRINTER STAND . 
• SWITCH BOX. 2 WAY 
• SWITCH BOX. 4 WAY 

DISK DRIVES 

• FLOPPY DRIVE 5109.00 
• CONTROLLER 549.00 

* DENOTES NEW PRICE 
. DENOTES NEW ITEM 

(301) 652·4232 

'ASSOCIATES 
8231 WOODMONT AVENUE, BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814 
STORE HOURS: Monday through Thursday: 12 noon· 8 p.m. 

Friday: 12 noon· 6 p.m. - Saturday: 11 a.m.' 5 p.m. 

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE! 

_ 

514.00 
560.00 

52.SO 
59.00 

516.00 
570.00 
519.00 
519.00 

59.00 

529.00 

57.00' 

559.00 
514.00 
539.00 
559.00 

MONITORS 

• HI RES COMPOSITE ..... . 
• RGB COLOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

MODEMS 

.30011200 EXT................ 


.30011200/2400 EXT ........... 


SOUND & VIDEO DEVICES 

• MUSIC SYNTHESIZER ....... 

• COMPUTER EYES ........... 


CHIPS 

• EPROMS 2716/273212764 ....... 

• EPROMS 27128'27256 . . . . . . . . .. 
• 64K. SET OF 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
• 256K. SET OF 8 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 

GENERAL ITEMS 

• SURGE PROTECTOR .......... 

• 	6·0UTLETS WITH 

SURGE PROTECT . . . . . . . . . . .. 
• CABLE GENDER 

CHANGER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
• CABLES (S OR P) ............ 

• GLARE FILTER. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS 

• LASER 128 ................ . 5395.00 

• VF PC. APPLE II & IBM 

COMPATIBLE .............. . 5929.00· 
• VF PC. IBM COMPATIBLE .. . 5580.00 • 
• VF AT. IBM COMPATIBLE .. . 51040.00'" 

GAME I/O DEVICES 

• CH MACH II JOYSTICK ..... 533.00 
• CH MACH III JOYSTICK ...... 539.00 
• liO PORT EXPANDER . . . . . . . .. 525.00 
.9·16 OR 16·9 ADAPTER ........ 59.00 

SLOT EXPANSION 

• MULTI·RAM. 64K MEMORY . $119.00 
• 320K MEMORY ............ 514B.00· 

• 512K MEMORY ............ 5168.00· 

• 	RGB OPTION ON 

MULTI·RAM .. ADD $40.00' 
• SERI·ALL ..... . ...... 599.00 

... 565.00• SLOT 3 CLOCK 
• Z·BO BOARD .. 539.00 

$119.00 
5319.00 

599.00 
5279.00 

5149.00 
5109.00 

$6.00 
5S.00 
$9.60 

524.80· 

59.00 

525.00 

59.00 
519.00 
529.00 

• ACCELERATOR ... " .. . 	 .. 5229.00 
• EDD 4 PLUS EXACT BIT 

COpy BOARD ............... 569.00 
• MULTIPLE·SLOT CHASSIS .... $149.00 
• SINGLE·SLOT EXTENDER ..... $29.00 
• QUICK·LOADER PROM BD .. . $149.00 
• PROM BURNER ............. 5119.00 


SPECIAL PERIPHERALS 

• COOLING FAN WITH 
SURGE PROTECT ........ . . 539.00 

• POWER SUPPLY ......... . .. $69.00 

• SHIFT KEY MOD KIT .. . .. $S.OO 
• RF MODULATOR ..... 539.00 

APPLE SOFTWARE 

• COPY II + .................. 529.00 

• ESSENTIAL DATA 

DUPLICATOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 525.00 
• 	PLUSWORKS (RUNS ApPLEWORKS 

ON II +) ...................... 519.00 
• "WRITE CHOICE" 

WORD PROCESSOR . . . . . . . . .. 529.00' 
• PROTERM COMMUNICATIONS . $79.00 '" 

APPLE lie CORNER IIII'----
• SECOND DISK DR FOR lie .. .. 
• HOTLINK TO 

PARALLEL PRINTER ..... 
• GRAPPLER C .... 
• PRINTER OR 

MODEM CABLE ............. 
• DISK DRIVE CABLE 

ADAPTER ............. . 
.9·16 GAME I/O ADAPTER .... . 
• MUL TI·RAM CX. 256K 
• MUL TI·RAM CX. 512K .... 

uPS SHIPPING: $4.00 per order plus $6.00 
per printer or mOMor. Computers' 530.00. 

lO% surcharge por 30 days on 

purchase orders. 

PLEASE NOTE! PRICES CHANGE OFTEN' 
PRICE ON DATE OF PURCHASE APPLIES, 

a 	 a 
LONG-DISTANCE: CALL TOLL·FREE FROM 

ANY TONE·GENERATING PHONE: DIAL 
950·1088: (IF YOU RECEIVE A RECORDING. 

DIAL 800·446·4462 INSTEAD); WAIT FOR 
TONE; DIAL 363·1313 

PLEASE NOTE: THE NEW VF TOLL·FREE 

ORDERING NUMBER WILL BE OPERATING 


STARTING IN MIO-JULY CALI eao·666·STAR 


5109.00 

$55.00 
$95.00 

520.00 

515.00 
59.00 

$239.00 
526S.00· 
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ON THE TRAIL OF THE APPLE III 
by David Ottalini, III SIG Co-Chairman 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--~.~ 

11/ SIG MOVES 
It's time for your III SIG to move on-again. After spending 

about a year at the National Chamber of Commerce, some 
renovation work there has forced us to seek a new meeting place. 
Just in time, our own Washington Apple Pi office came to the 
rescue! So as of the June mecting, your /II SIG will now meet the 
fourth Wednesday at7:30 PM in Bethesda, atthe WAPoffice (in 
the room where tutorials are held and where our Apple /II is 
located.) 

I want to publicly thank Ed Zier at the Chamber for his help 
and willingness to let our SIG mectthere. It proved to be an 
excellent location. But by meeting at the WAP office, we will 
have direct access to our own Apple /II as well as the resources 
of the WAP. Why not join us? 

As for the rest of the summer,lII SIGers, we will have a July 
meeting, but will take a rest in August. We'll pick up again in the 
fall with a meeting in September. Any ideas for programs, or 
SIG members willing to demonstrate a program, etc. are most 
welcome. Just give Tom or me a call. 

HARDWARE NEEDS 
Speaking of our Apple /II in the office, we could really use a 

second disk drive to improve its operation. Anyone willing to 
make a donation? We are moving to get that Profile 5MB Hard 
disk opcmtional (it is still sick). We plan to send it to Sun 
Systems fora check-up (hopefully it will be there by the time you 
read this!). Anyone know any sources for Seagate ST 5065MB 
hard disk drives? I also wonder if the analog card in a 5MB 
Prolile will operate a 10MB Profile (using the 10MB Profile 
driver). 

That leads me to another question. Can an IBM hard disk be 
made to work with an Apple (/1 and/l/)? I gotacall recently from 
a W AP member looking into that possibility, since IBM hard 
disks are so much cheapcr than their Apple counterparts. It 
should be possible (in fact, this caller said he had talked to 
someone who said they had done it but refused to say how 
because it was "a secret."). I should think with the appropriate 
driver and interface, it would be something someone could make 
some money at. Any comments or suggestions? 

TIP OF THE MONTH 
For those of you still trying to learn how to use your Apple I 

/I, I can highly recommend a series of recent articles in On Three 
for beginners. Richard and Lavona Rann have put together one 
of the bcsttutorials I've secn in a long time. I hope they consider 
issuing it as one publication at some point. 

ON TilE LANGUAGE FRONT 
As I mentioned in a previous Trail article, Pair Software now 

has a new version of Forth called Go FORTH available (the 
version number is 3.4). Both the SOS and ProDOS versions are 
on the same disk, and can be booted in either the Apple /I or /II 
directly. I have received a review copy of the program and hope 
to share my attempts to learn and use the program with you over 
time. 

Pair's Frank Moore also has indicted he will be publishing a 
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monthly FORTH newsletter for $12 a year and has announced a 
FORTH programmers contest, with first prize of$I000. This is 
open to all FORTH programmers, so if you'd like more informa
tion, contact Pair Software at 320 1 Murchison Way, Carmichael, 
CA. 95608. By the way, there are a few FORTH PD disks in the 
WAP library, including a GO FORTH tutorial from 1983 which 
I hope to check out and report back to you on. 

On another front, MAUGer Chris Acreman has now become 
the distributor ofSOS-based PASCAL programs from the USUS 
disk library. To receive the disks, you must join USUS for 
$35.00 per year. The programs include games, software tools, 
utilities, communications packages, etc. There is an application 
in the MUSUS Forum on CompuServe in DLl if you are 
interested. Chris's ID number on CompuServe is 72747,3060 if 
you want to contact him for more information. 

THREEWORKS NOW AVAILABLE 
The latest upgrade to the Apple /II Bibliography and Data 

Bases, now renamed ThrccWorks is out. Included are three 
bibliographies comprising 1000+ articles about the Apple /II 
from 1980 to 1986. There are also data bases on everything from 
Apple /II clubs, books, vendors and PD libraries to a complete 
listing of Business Basic Keywords. You can get it from the 
Third Apple Users Group or Apple THREE Group International. 
Pair Software and Pacific Technology Systems in Rockville are 
also expected to carry ThreeWorks, which is in AppleWorks/ 
Three EZ Pieces format. 256K is recommended due to the size 
of some files. 

TUTORIALS 
Thanks to /II SIGer Ed Gooding's Three's Company BBS, I 

have downloaded some tutorials on such subjects as replacing 
your Power Supply, upgrading to 256K, etc. and will place 
printed copies in the WAP library as well as on the WAP TCS. 
I will provide a complete listing in a future Trail article. I also 
hope to have a "Best of Three's Company" PD disk available 

JOB MART I 
HELP WANTED: Washington Apple Pi has an opening for a 
clerical person to work 16 -20 hours per week, during the regular 
weekday office hours from 10 - 2:30. Duties include assisting 
with memberShip mail (in and out) and performing routine 
clerical duties. $5.00 per hour. Schedule flexible. Ideal for 
parent of school age children. Informal, non-smoking atmos
phere. Call Gena, 654-8060 M-F 10-2:30. 

HELP WANTED: Advertising firm desires person inter
ested in doing graphic arts on Mac. Prefer someone who is 
familiar with PageMaker but will train individual who is fast 
leamer. Rcquires good grammar and language skills. Call 384
9403. 

HELP WANTED: Individuals proficient in AppleWorks .~. 

(Word Processing) who are willing to work on an emergency 
basis. All time to be compensated. NON-SMOKERS. Call 
Gloria. 301-933-3805, weekdays 9-4. @ 



iEDSIG NEWS 
by Patricia Kirby 

EDSIG CALENDAR 
There will be no EDSIG meetings during July and August. 

The next meeting will be on the 4th Thursday of September at 
the WAP Office. 
Meeting Report· May Meeting 

QUESTIONNAIRE QUERIES GENERAL WAP PRO· 
GRAM INTERESTS. EDSIG has been looking for ways to 
expand its program and activities, and attract more participants 
than the dedicated few who come each 4th Thursday evening. To 
that end, we gave out 100 questionnaires at the general WAP 
May meeting. 

EDISG's own May meeting was devoted to an analysis of the 
50 returned questionnaires. While are asking for l.uu.ma!. readers 
to answer the same questionnaire, we thought it would be 
insightful to give a summary of those questionnaires. 

Perhaps one ofEDSIG's suspicions was confirmed by two 
respondents when they said, "I thought EDSIG was only for 
teachers." (It isn't.) We have wondered how much this view 
prevails. For instance, we've wanted to attract parents wit~ an 
interest in educational software for their children, or adults 
interested in educational computer applications for themselves. 

As for teachers, we have not attracted hordes of them to our 
meetings, and wondered whether it is because they are tired after 
a long day on their feet-or feel they have enough colleagues at 
school with whom to share an interest in educational Apple 

'-" eomputer applications. 
About 3/5 of the respondents were parents, and 1/4 were 

computer programmers or software developers. Few were 
teachers. They expressed interest in a number of types of 
programs-about 1/3 in "general computer issues" and slightly 
more in choosing educational software for a wide range of age 
groups of children or young adults, and in specific subject areas. 

Almost half the respOndenL'i said they would like to find out 
more about educational computer courses and opportunities for 
themselves as adult learners. Almost 1/3 indicated an interest in 
instructional gmphics as a meeting topic. Perhaps these two 
topics generated interest merely because they appeared on the 
questionnaire and the respondents might not have really thought 
about them before. However, the fact thatso many checked them 
was insightful. 

Had respondents ever thought of becoming EDSIG mem
bers? Thirty-three said no-IS said yes, and 10 left their names 
and phone numbers to be called for further information. Ques
tionnaires can stimulate membership as well as responses! To 
our surprise, we received many responses to the question, "what 
prevented you from doing so" to the above question, alLhough the 
question was prefaced by, "If yes to the above question"! 
"Distance from Bethesda" • "tired at the end of the day" - and 
"other outside commitments" each drew about 1/5 of the reasons 
checked. One or two explained they had just joined ApplePi, or 
were not aware of the meetings, or did not have strong enough 

'-" interest. 
In discussing the responses at our May meeting, EDSIG 

attracted several from the outer reaches of Western Maryland 
(THATdrive is commitmenton a weeknight!),an active member 
of GameSIG, and an M.A. candidate in Computer Education. 
This mix provoked lively discussion. We hope to attract more 
such mixes. 

Look/or an EDSIG presentation at the GENERAL WAP 
meeting in October. Ideas are still welcome. Send them along 
wilh the questionnaire near the back 0/ the Journal. @ 

Let your computer earn money for you-develop mailing
I lists of various professions or specialties and we will rent them I 
I for you. Royalties paid for each rental. Call Professional List I 
I Services-PLS, Inc-for full details. Ask for Lee Raesly. (301) I 

r-------------------, 

L___________________


439-1799. 
~ 

APPLE COMPATIBLES 

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE! 


64/80 Column Bo (lie) ............... $ 39 
256K/80 Column Bo . w/Sollware (lie) $109 
80 Column Bo . Vldex Compatible (11f) $ 49 
Z80 CP/M Bo (Ilf/lle) ................ $ 38 
16KAamBo-w/Cable (Iii) ......... $ 35 
128K Aam Bo (lif/lle) ................ $ 89 
GraphiC Parallel Bo - w/Cable (lit/lle) $ 45 
Super Serial BAd - w/cable .......... $ 49 
GS Super Cooler Fan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 25 
Disk Drive HH (Specify IIf/llef or Ilc) $129 
NumeriC Key Pad·16 Keys (1Ie) ........ $ 35 
Coolin Fan w/Surge Proleclor (IIt/lle) $ 28 
Joy Slick (SpeCify Iltllle or Ilc) ....... $ 15 
JOySlick w/Large Fire Bullon .......... $ 25 
Mml Vacumn Cleaner ................. $ 10 
Two Conlrol SW Boxes (AlB) 

For Cenlronlc/AS232 Conneclors .. , $ 29 
AS232 Gender Changers M/M - F 'F ... $ 5 
RS232 Jumper Boxes - Disk Notchers $ 5 
AS232 Dala Teslers ... $ 8 

ONE YEAR WARRANT'( ON~LL PRODUCTS .4 
CALL/WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST ~ 
ADD S3 SHIPPING (Plr ORDER. nol per Item) . 

NEXO DISTRIBUTION 

914 East 8th Street, Suite 109 


National City, CA 92050 

(619) 474-3328 10a",-6 Mon-Fti 


UNIV & SCHOOL P.O.'. WELCOMEI 
VISA/MC OKAY-C.O.D. ADD $2.00 
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I'm getting prelly much back in the saddle again. As regular 
readers of this column know, I found a foster home for my Apple 
][+ and bought a new Woz-signature IIGS. It was pretty rough 
going for a while, friends, what with nothing out of myoid 
system working on the new, and new features that seemed to be 
somewhere just out of reach, but things have just about gotten 
back to normal (whatever that is, in this office). My IIGS and 
Mac sit about nine inches apart on my desk, separated by a half
dozen disk drives of various sizes and ajoystick (thank the good 
Lord focthe "desktop" interface, since I haven'tsecn the wooden 
variety for over a year). My Alpha Syntauri music system 
decided to work finully, and I now huvea RAM disk when I need 
it. Do I like the new system? Outside, the grass is now about 38 
inches tall and the mower has cobwebs all over it. A cicada 
dropped down the chimney lust week and started chirping 
angrily. I sumpled the sound und played it buck through the IIGS. 
The cicada moduluted the sound. The GS responded in kind. I 
think they're in love. I like the idea, except that it's confusing to 
people when I talk about the bug in my system (OK, Iupologize). 

I frequently get culls concerning gelling assembly language 
routines into the machine. Most computer users LOililY don't 
relate well to assembly language, and feci a little lost typing 
something into the computer without knowing anything about 
what's going to happen, how or for how long. For that reason, 
I'm going to devote this article to the whys and whatevers of 
assembly lunguage on the Apple. Don't turn away yet, though. 
You're not going to have to learn assembly language to under
st.1nd (or make usc of) this article. 

When the world was young, computers had to be spoon fed. 
They understood nothing except Is and Os. Programmers had to 
write code that computers understood, so they learned binary, or 
Is and Os coding. The resulting programs looked something like 

10100010 
00110010 
00001000 
11000101 

or words to that effect. To make things a lillie (but not much) 
easier, the binary code was translated into hexadecimal code
base 16 instead of base 2. Then they could happily write A2 08 
32 C5 in lieu of the above. Of course, the meaning of A2 32 08 
C5 could be a lillie obscure, but programmers used to wear lub 
coats, and could be expected to undersl.and it. 

Somewhere along the way, a program was wrillen to translate 
mnemonic code into binury code, and then programmers could 
write progrnms in a shorthand Iunguage which wus easier to 
understand than hexadecimul. The computer would assemble 
the mnemonic code into binary code which the computer could 
understand. Thus, the Assembler program was born. Of course, 

the programmers lost their lab coats. Now, code began to look 
like 

MOY 0832H,01C5H 
which meant something like "move the byte located at 0832 

tolocation01C5". To carry the story along, the asscmbly process 
was still laborious for programmers, who (having lost their lab 
coats) wanted an easier way to write programs. Assembly 
language is a "second generation" language; that is, it is one 
generation removed from the native language of computers 
(binary). Assembly language also translates on a one-for-one 
basis: one assembly language instruction is translated into one 
machine language instruction. Some operations, however, are so 
generic that it is unnecessarily cumbersome to write 25 or 30 
instructions to perform, since the same 25 to 30 instructions will 
perforce be written over and over again throughout the program. 
The next logical step was to write a higher-level language for 
programmers-one that would enable the programmer to write 
a single instruction which the translator program would translate 
into many machine language instructions. The enabling pro
grams were called compilers, and represented a further step 
away from the native language of the computers. Compiled 
languages such as PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL and C are 
called "third-generation" languages. Normally, the compiler 
breaks down the third-generation code into a second-generation 
code, then resolves any ambiguities in addresses and so forth. 
This is done in one or two "passes", or computer readings 
through the code. Further, some third-generation languages may 
not be compiled at all. For example, built into the Apple is an 
interpreter program, which can interpret BASIC commands or 
statements into the necessary machine language instructions to 
be executed. It's very handy-you don't have to go through the 
compilation process-but it's also slow, because the interpreta
tion must be done each and every time an instruction is encoun
tered (even repeating instructions within loops!), which means 
that actually cwo programs arc running-yours, and the inter
preter itself. Compiled programs run about 15 times faster than 
interpreted programs. 

This brings us back to assembly language. You see, some
times the compiled language generalizes instructions. That is, a 
loop like 

for i =1 to 10 do 
begin 

j:= j +2; 
k:= k - 2 

end; 
sets up a variable, i, initializes it to the value I, then performs 

the addition on the variable j and the subtraction from the 
variable k, then decrements i, checks it against the value 10 

contd. 
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Slllart COlllputer: 

More Reasons to Buy 


Our Generic PC. 

by Bud Stolker 

In the IBM PC-compatible world there are many kinds of computers. 
Though they may look alike, they all differ under the cover-in the 
quality ofthe components, in the scope and usefulnessohoftware, in the 
degree of care and foresight with which they're engineered and built. 
Some are better buys than others. Herewith we present a few criteria 
useful in comparing PC-compatibles. No matter what you need in a 
personal computer or where you buy it, you should ensure that the PC 
comea with the following features: 

• 	Fully IBM-compadble. We've tested our systems extensively, and 
have found them to work with all software designed for the IBM PC. 
Our PCs are strictly compatible with the IBM hardware standard, too. 
The cheaper clones, though attractive in price, sacrifice full hardware 
compatibility, in effect locking you out ofmlijor future upgrades. 

• 	Fully equipped. Even our least expensive models have battery. 
operated clocks for automatic time and date stamping. They each come 
equipped with enough "ports" to handle a modem, printer. mouse, 
joystick, and light pen-all at once. Software installation is complete. 
We provide Iii or more noppy disks (or 400·500 hard disk program and 
data files) linked into a menu aystem that puts all common tasks just a 
few keystrokes away. Word and idea processing, data base manage
ment, spreadsheet, telecommunications. name and addresslile, note· 
pad, calendar, alarm clock. printer management-all that and more is 
standard with our Generic PCs. We match software to your needs, and 
install your own software, If any, at no charge. You get capabilities 
you'll want, tools you'll like, performance you'll appreciate, and a solid 
foundation on which you'll build quickly and easily. 

• 	Well·tuned. The systems we offer strike a proper balance among 
speed, storage, and software. They have the good "feel" that only a 
properly optimized PC can provide. Even our lowest cost systems 
benefit by intelligent applications ofappropriate software. We recent· 
Iy boosted performance oftwo competitors' PC clones by 75% and 90% 
respectively just by setting them up properly. They way PCs are built 
and configured makes a big difference. 

• 	Carefully performance-tested. Parts that don't meet our atan· 
dards wind up in our reject pile, not in our clients' PCs. (Ask about our 
second·tier systems at scandalous prices. They're great buys if you 
don't mind a noisy fan, a mushy keyboard, or an out·of.square video 
display. All are guaranteed to drive you crazy. but they're cheap, and 
they work. Yea, Virginia, there really is a 1500 pc. but do you really 
want one?) 

The Generic PCs we custom·build for clients seem to be what folks want. 
Our clients typically stay in touch. and onen come back for more equip. 
ment as their needs grow. Many send their friends and colleagues to us. 
We must be doing something right. Give us a call when you're ready for a 
PC, and let's talk about why a cu.tom·tailored per.onal computer {rom 
Landmark Computer Lab. ia the be.t buy you can makE'. 

Landmark Computer Laboratories 

Suite 1506 


101 South Whiting Street 

Alexandria, Virginia 22304 


Telephone (703) 370·2242 g SourceMall TCB076 

taM PC. PC ST. aDd PC AT aN ~ ........r\a 0( ,_,.u..1 a___ Madl..... e;.,or.t

Shll/l {'tJlllPIIIH /Jt#./IIJII(/ $811t' .18% 8/ld IIltJn 

l1li nlnlllil"-. #./'Ip/IN1JIt fJIII1l1t'tH$fJI/1ttI'

I,,, l1li~ NJlllllIIINT. IlN.hIIIItI!J HIIC. .. 

III1M111' III IItlII11!h:JIIIJJ IIl1WrllIHprltrs 

PanatOnlt 10911 w/30cPS. NLQ ........... $215.00 


10801 In 'tock...................... $255.00 


Citizen Premiere 35 01Isywheel.......... S450.00 


[pton Prln"".••.••.•••..•..•..•..••••..•.•..•..•.••$CAlL 


PRP[R - MICROP[Rr - 5PECIRl! .............. $22.50 


Ribbons•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$tRLL 

UERBRTI"'1 51/455/00 - 10.00. JI/2 OS $24.00 

SP[(laL- MaHEU MD 1 ........................... $1 0.00 

OISKBRNkS - 51/40r 31/2..................... $10.00 

Cool" 11me surge, ran Dnd CloclC.......... $15.00 

Rprh:orn / Ie 6011(/00 column tard........ $65.00 

I't1DgnDuoH 12" amber monltor.............. $85.00 

LaS[R 128 computer wI tDble .............. $415.00 

[Hternal disk drille ................. $155.0(1 

(Hpantlon baH ........................$68.00 

Koala Pad touch tlblet.......................... $B5.00 

NEWI ProgrlPpler, works on II &S.........$85.00 

Serlel Grappler, Grlppler c................... $81.50 

CleaJl1nce on asst'd software: 10811....S10.00 

Prtntthop [lmpanlon............................. $25.00 

Uldeawarts .•..•..•..•.•........•..•..•.......•........• $58.00 

KenSington Turbo Mouse ........................ $90.00 

Thundercloct ......................................... $ t 00.00 

Record Master (40 or 00 column .......... $40.00 

coPY 11+ or copy II "'1R(....................... $20.00 

tomplete line of kenSington Matcenorles 

JOYSJICKS: [.MAtH III Sl1.50, Knft US.OO 
tOMPml I(N, LTI. 

11116 Item, MIll IDed 
SII••r s,nol, .... 21912 

301-641-6868 
tall I. enler S.o.sl-lIIur.dey 10 R.M.-9'.N. 
D'S .III,plol euetlallle, q.e.11I1 .aueu.l. 
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(which was itself created out there somewhere in memory as a 
variable). Until i equals 10, the loop will be repeated. An 
assembly language routine to do the same thing would use at least 
one, if not two less variables, and would perform the loop 
counting in registers, which arc rapid-access locations, instead 
of in RAM. In other words, assembly language is inherently 
faster than compiled languages, simply because it can becustom
tailored to the situation at hand. It pays for this speed by being 
much more costly in programmer's time. 

Sometimes, speed is critical in an application, and in such 
situations it's hard to beat assembly language for speed. In other 
situations, speed itself may not be critical, but timing is. Assem
bly language routines lend themselves to timing precision (how 
many cycles docs the PASCAL routine above take to com
plete?). Like it or not, there are some (thank God not all) 
situations in which you've got to do it in assembly language. 

Having (at length) gone i nto why you find assembly hmguage 
routines to be put into your Apple, I would like to take a few 
paragraphs to explain how to do it. Let's take a typical assembly 
language routine as a working example. Here's a quickie which 
plots a triangle on the hi-res screen (taken from one of my 
favorite books, Apple Graphics & Arcade Game D\~si!:o, by 
Jeffrey Stanton-The Book Co., Los Angeles, CA., 1982): 

ORO $6000 
6000: 20 E2 F3 JSR $F3E2 ; HGR 
6003: A2 03 LOX 11$03 ; COLOR=WHITE 
6005: 20 FO F6 JSR $F6FO ; HCOLOR 
6008: AO 00 LOY #SOO ; HORIZ. POSITION HI BYTE 
600A:A264 LOX #$64 ; HORIZ. POSITION LO BYTE 
6ooC: A9 32 LOA #$32 ; VERT. POSITION 
600E:20 57 F4 JSR $F457 ; HPLOT POINT 1 
6011: A200 LOX #$00 ; HORIZ. POSITION HI BYTE 
6013: A9 96 LOA #$96 ; HORIZ. POSITION LO BYTE 
6015: AO 64 LOY 11$64 ; VERT. POSITION 
6017: 20 3A F5 JSR $F53A ; lILlNE TO POINT 2 
601A:A200 LOX #$00 ; HORIZ. POSITION HI BYTE 
601C:A932 LOA #$32 ; HORIZ. POSITION LO BYTE 
601 E: AO 64 LOY #$64 ; VERT. POSITION 
6020: 20 3A F5 JSR $F53A ; HLlNE TO POINT 3 
6023: A2 00 LOX #$00 ; HORIZ. POSITION HI BYTE 
6025: A9 64 LOA 11$64 ; HORIZ. POSITION LO BYTE 
6027: AO 32 LOY #$32 ; VERT. POSITION 
6029: 20 3A F5 JSR $F53A ; HLlNE BACK TO POINT 1 
602C:60 RTS ; RETURN 

Now, here's how to get this routine into (1) your Apple, and 
(2) into your program: 

1. Notice the first column, the numbers like "60-". 1l1ese 
numbers are the absolute memory locations where this program 
was originall y loaded into memory. Ifyour own BASIC program 
isn't very long, you can use the same memory locations to load 
this subroutine into your Apple. Otherwise, you can change the 
locations. However, this area ofmemory is generJlly pretty safe. 
Alternatively, you can load this subroutine way down in mem
ory, on page 3 (memory locations S300-S3FF). This is possible 
because the entire routine occupies only 45 bytes of memory (the 
length is S2D in hexadecimal). It will load nicely from locations 
S300 to S32C. Wherever you decide to put it, remember two 
things about it-where you loaded it, and how long it is. Jot u1e 
numbers down in hex. In our case I am going to load it onto page 

3, so the numbers I jot down are: LOCATION $300, LENGTH 
S2D. 

2. Enter the monitor (CALL -151). 
3. Put a disk into the disk drive to save the routine. 
4. Tell the Monitor where you want to load the routine, by r-\ 

typing in u1e memory address, but don't hit RETURN yet. 
5. Immediately following the address, type in a colon. Don't 

hit RETURN. 
6. Now, looking at the second column of numbers (and 

letters), these are the machine language instructions that the 
Apple will use to carry out the routine's instructions. The hex 
numbers are written as groups of two digits (the nrst group of 
numbers is 20 E2 F3). Enter these hex numbers as they are shown 
above, with a space separating each group of two digits. You 
may enter as many groups of two as you like, just as long as the 
line that you are typing is less than 255 characters. Your input 
line should look something like this: 

.. 300:20 E2 F3 A2 03 20 FO F6 AO 00 A2 64 A9 3220 

57 F4 A200 A9 96 AO 64 20 3A F5 A2 00 A9 32 AO 

64 20 3A F5 A2 00 A9 64 AO 32 20 3A F5 60 


and then you hit RETURN. The routine is now in memory. 
7. Leave the Monitor (3DOG). 
8. Save the routine under some name that you can remember, 

like "TRIANGLE". In ordeno do this, you must save the ~ 
memory occupied by the routine, and save it as binary data. At 
this point you must refer back to the numbers youjotleddown for 
the starting location and length of the routine. The command to 
save the file is: 

BSAVE TRIANGLE, AS300, LS2D 
The BSAVE part tells the Apple that it is a binary file, the AS 

part tells the Apple where to sImI saving, and the L$ part tell.) the 
Apple how many bytes to save. 

9. The next part is to usc the routine in your own BASIC 
program. In order to do u1is, you must get your program up and 
running, load in the subroutine TRIANGLE from disk and then 
jump to it as a subroutine from your BASIC program. Let's use 
a simple program that docs nothing more than those things. I'll 
call the BASIC program "LOADER". It will look like this: 

10 DS =CHRS(4) 

20 PRINT DS;"BLOAD TRIA1~GLE, AS300" 

30 CALL 768 

40END 


Wow. That looks impossibly simple. Let'ssee how it works. 
Line 10 sets up a variable, DS, as the ASCII character 4, 

which is a control-D character. This is critical, because when a 
control-D is printed, it alerts DOS that what follows is going to 

be a DOS command. 
Line 20 does just u1at. It prints the Control-D, followed by a 

string message to DOS to load the file TRIANGLE starting at 
location S300. The usc of BLOAD instead of LOAD tells DOS 
that the file is binary data. 

l. iDe 10 docs the jump to the subroutine. Since it is a machine 
I~mguage progrJm instead of a BASIC subroutine, we must use 
a CALL instruction instead of a GOSUB. The computer rc
sponds in a similar way, however. The machine language routine 
will be executed, and when the Apple hits the last byte control 
will be passed b~lCk to thc BASIC program. At u1is juncture, I 
would like to call your attention to ule code of the last byte of the 

contd. on pg 47 
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Q&A 
by Robert C. Platt and Bruce F. Field 

There was a typo in the May "Q&A" column, which illus
trates the old maxim, "never dare make a typo when reporting a 
typo." Page 88 of the Apple lie Technical Reference Manual 
(1985) incorrectly reports the AUXMOVE routine as starting at 
address $C312. The value should be$C311. We had the correct 
and incorrect numbers reversed in the May column. Sorry about 
that. By the way, note that AUXMOVE is a part of the slot 3 
firmware. As a result, if you have an interface card in slot 3, 
AUXMOVE is hidden and unusable. 

Column Printing from AppleWorks. Christopher Van 
Buren of the Q-Mar group wrote in response to our suggestion 
about using the spreadsheet portion of AppleWorks to create 
multiple column documents. Chris publishes an impressive 
looking newsleuer called "Exclusive Reference" for Apple
Works users. Call (619) 455-7513 for a subscription at $39.95 
per year. Both Chris and the WAP Journal have carried descrip
tions of the procedure necessary to create a document in word 
processing mode, print it to disk with the proper column width 
(using JU), using the data base to convert it to a DIF file, and 
finally placing the columns on the pages using the spreadsheet. 

AST Sprint Disk and AppleWorks. Alan Mitchell of Port 
Orford, Oregon writes about his problems using an AST 
Sprintdisk (distributed by Central Point Software) with Apple
Works 1.3. He contacted technical support at Norwich Data 
Services which fixed his disks with patch files and sent along the 
following technical information. Needless to say, Alan is very 
impressed with the help he received from Norwich. 

A problem in the ProDOS ramdisk initialization routine 
arises when AppleWorks searches for a Apple II Memory 
Expansion Card and finds the AST SprintDisk. AppleWorks 
then determines the status of the card by a ProDOS call 
(gecfile_info for /RAMn) which returns values for frecand total 
num ber ofblocks. Ifthe machine has been cold booted, this is the 
first such access, and the card proceeds to initialize itself. 
Apparently, on older Apples (probably before revision 7) and on 
Franklins, tile number of free blocks is reported as zero. Apple
Works believes it and crashes. 

The problem has becn traced to a hardware defect. In 
problem machines, the bank register is not stable and can be 
affected by a page advance. Here, when the page is set for writing 
the free block map, the bank register advances by one, mis
storing this vital information. Norwich Data believes that the 
Apple Memory Expansion Card will not run properly unless the 
bank number is always set when the card address is updated. 
Fortunately, AppleWorks (but not the ProDOS initialization 
routine) always does this. 

Norwich Data suggests the problem can be avoided by first 
formatting the Sprintdisk with FILER or Copy ][ Plus, rather 
initializing within AppleWorks. 

'-' Q. What is a "desk accessory?" 
A. 	A desk accessory is a small program which executes while a 

main application program remains suspended in RAM 

memory. This allows the user to "leave" an application, 
perform a quick task and then return to the exact place where 
he left off. To make the jargon of the MS-DOS world sound 
more imposing, desk accessories arc called TSR' s for"termi
nate but stay resident." 

The Apple IIgs has two types of desk accessories: classic 
desk accessories (CDA) and new desk accessories (NDA). 
CDA's work in either native or emulation mode, while 
NDA's work only in native (16 bit) mode. CDA's have 
ProDOS file type $B9 and are available in every Apple IIgs 
program as long as interrupts are not disabled. CDA's take 
control of the screen rather than use windows. Examples of 
CDA's are the Control Panel and the Alternate Screen Dis
play. They arc accessed by pressing open apple-control
escape. NDA's are similar to desk accessories on the Mac. 
NDA's work in a window which appears on top of your 
application. NDA's have ProDOS file type SB8. 

The current desktop on System Disk version 1.lalso 
comes with $Fl type files for the following desk accessories: 
Calc ula tor, Date, Puzzle, S how Text File and Sort D ircctory. 
These files are in the DESKTOP/DESK.ACC subdirectory. 
For further information see Chapter 24 of Michael Fischer's 
Apple /lgs Technical Reference. (OsbournelMcGraw-HiII 
1986) $19.95, which is a good source of information for gs 
programmers. 

Q. How do you install a desk accessory on a IIgs? 
A. Take a type $B8 or $B9 file and put it in both the 

DESK.ACCS subdirectory in the SYSTEM subdirectory 
and the DESK.ACC subdirectory in the DES KTOP subdirec
tory on your startup disk. You must reboot the startup disk to 
have your new desk accessory recognized. 

Q. What programs can copy 3.5" disks in one pass? 
A. Try the shareware program Diversi-Copy by Bill Basham. It 

works on the IIgs as well as with UniDisk 3.5' s attached to the 
lIe and /lc. 

Q. How can I find out whether an Apple II program is IIgs 
compatible? 

A. Apple Computer sent a notebook listing all known com
patiblity information to its dealers. If the salesman at your 
dealer docs not know about the notebook. ask to speak to the 
manager. 

Q. What program converts Macintosh fonts to the IIgs? 
A. Apple Computer wrote "Fontmunger" which should be re

leased for distribution shortly. 
Q. Will Copy ][ Plus work on the IIgs? 
A. The current version of Copy ][ Plus (7.4) does not disable 

interrupts, so it may destroy data when using the control panel 
or moving the mouse while writing to a 5.25" disk. It will 
work fine with 3.5" disks, however. 

Q. In May, you gave a routine to test auxilliary memory. Is there 
a shorter routine for enhanced Apple /Ie's? 

A. 	Yes. The self-test in the enhanced Apple /Ie ROM tests the 
auxilliary RAM bank. To invoke it, press control-closed 

contd. 
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apple-reset. 
Q. How can I patch FlO to work with more than two drives in a 

slot? 
A. WAP member Tom Vier has the following patch, that will 

handle up to 9 DOS 3.3 drives: 
DRIVES=S 
BLOADFID 
POKE 2419,176+DRlVES+1 
POKE 2495,176+DRIVES+I 
IF DRIVES>7 THEN POKE 2431,15:POKE 2507,IS 
BSAVE FlD,AS2051,LS4687 

Q. What should you do ifthe system disk which came with your 
IIgs does not have the DESKTOP program? 

A. Get a copy from your Apple Dealer. 
Q. I get a blurry screen display on my IJgs when I return from a 

CDA to the desktop. 
A. The desktop supplied on the system disk version 1.1 auto

matically sets your IIgs into monochrome mode. When you 
enter the control panel, you are changing your display to color 
mode. To fix, change to monochrome in the display selection 
of the Control Panel. 

Q. I'm a proud Apple][+ owner and have ISO disks worth of 
AppleWriter II and Visifile data files. I'm planning to 
convert to a Macintosh and would like to convert these files. 

A. Many Mac data base programs will accept input in DIF file 
format. As for AppleWriter II, these files are saved as DOS 
3.3 ASCII text files. However, watch out for enbedded 
printer control commands. There are several ways to port 
your files over to the Mac. First, you can purchase or borrow 
a UniDisk 3.5 and control card and convert these files over to 
ProDOS on 3.5" disks using the ProDOS System Utilities. 
Once on 3.5" disks, you can use MacPassport to read the 
ProDOS disks on the Mac. MacPassport is available from 
APDA for $10. Second, if you have a serial card and 
communications program on your Apple ][+, you can use 
your Mac's Imagewriter cable or a "null modem" cable to 
connect your ][ directly to a Mac. By running communica
tions packages on the Apple ][ and the Mac at the same time, 
files can be sent. Some packages such as1[ in aMac include 
a special set of communication routines for both machines 
and complete instructions. 

Q. Can I port my MicrosoftWord files from the Mac to my Apple 
II which is equipped with a 3.5" UniDisk? 

A. Not without losing formatting information. To bring the file 
over you must save it as Text Only. Then use the procedure 
outlined in the last answer to either telecommunicate it over 
a "null modem" cable or use the MacPassport program to 
write ProDOS 3.S" disks. 

Q. When I use the desktop on System Disk ver 1.1 with a 
Mountain Music card in my expansion slots, the desktop will 
not recognize the presence of any external disk drives at
tached to the Smartport. This problem disappears when I 
remove the Music card. 

A. The desktop is a ProDOS 8 based program which Apple is 
distributing as an interim solution until ProDOS 16 and a 
"finder-like" program are developed. In general, always test 
drive IIgs software with expansion slots occupied before you 
buy software. The IIgs appears to have more sensitivity to 

cards in expansion slots than the lIe world. This is due to the 
fact that the firmware on most cards was designed before the 
IIgs came on the scene. 

Q. At times my printer will hang AppleWorks and I will lose my ,1"""\ 
current word processing file as a result of rebooting. Is there 
any way that I can recover and return to AppleWorks to save 
my files? 

A. Regardless of what word processoryou use, you should make 
a habit of saving your files before you print. If AppleWorks 
hangs, follow these steps and pray: 

Step!: Press <Control>-<Reset> to enter the Monitor. (If 
you don't get the * prompt, forget it.) 

Step 2: At the *, type C073:0 <return> 
At the *, type 3 <control>-P <return> (If you don't get 80 
column mode, it's hopeless.) 

Step 3: Atthe *, type 2FO:2C 83 CO 2C 83 CO 4C <return> 
Step 4: At the *, type :33 10 <return> (For AppleWorks 

versions 1.1 through 1.3) or type 
:27 11 <return> (for AppleWorks version 2.0) 

Step 5: At the *, type 2FOG <return> 
If the main menu of AppleWorks appears garbled, press 
<escape.> Save your desktop files and reboot. 

Q. Several months ago I purchased a series of public domain 
disks including "Charts and Graphs" for my Applellc. Ijust 
recently tried to use the disk for the first time and believe I 
need to enter different codes for the printer routines. When 
I have tried to print a chart I get a printer line feed and the 
screen clears and then regenerates the previously displayed 
information. What codes can I enter to use the programs? r-., 

A. I don't have acopy ofthe program in front ofme but I suspect 
that the codes in the program are designed to command a 
specific printer interface card to print (dump) the hi-res 
graphics screen. Unfortunately the printer interface card 
built into the Apple IIc will not do this graphics dump; you 
will have to buy a special program to print the hi-res screen. 
You may be able to find a public domain graphics dump 
program and you will want one the runs under DOS 3.3 rather 
than ProDOS. One commercial program that I know of is 
Beagle Bros "Triple-Dump" which will dump hi-res graph
ics, lo-res graphics, double hi-res graphics, double lo-res 
graphics, 40-column text, and 80-column text. The program 
has gotten pretty good reviews. It is probably available at 
most software stores or you can get it direct from Beagle 
Bros, 3990 Old Town Avenue, Suite 102C, San Diego, CA 
92110 for $39.9S. 

In orderto use any dump program you will have to modify 
your "Charts and Graphs" program to save the hi-res screen 
to disk. Replace the lines with the printer codes with the 
following instructions. (The line numbers below are in
cluded just to remind you that they are needed, use the line 
numbers from the lines containing the printer codes.) 

9740 TEXT:INPUT "Save using what filename?"; 
FlLE$ 

97S0 PRINT CHR$(4)"BSAVE "FILES",A$4000, 
LS2000"~, 

When you run the modified program it will draw the chart on 
the graphics screen and then switch back to the text screen to 

contd. on pg 35 
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OFFICERS & CHAIRMEN 

President - Scott Galbraith 
Vice President - Stephen Hadley 
Secretary /freasurer - Donna Logan 
Apple II Librarian - Tony Svajlenka 
Macintosh Librarian - Harold Polk 
SYSOP - Scott Galbraith 

The Frederick Apple Core now meets on the ~ Saturday 
of each month in the large conference room of the Frederick 
Library at 110 E. Patrick Street, Frederick, MD at 9:30 AM. 
Programs are normally scheduled for both the Macintosh and the 
Apple II. 

The July 11th meeting will NOT be held at the library. 
Instead the group will be having a Picnic at Pinecliff Park. This 
is a family affair! Bring your own lunch-Pinecliff offers 
covered picnic areas, grills, play equipment for the little ones, 
softball fields, FUN FUN FUN. The fun begins at llam. Please 
join us-we really had a super time last year!. You do not have 
to be a member to come to ANY of the meetings or outings. 
Pinccliff Park is located east of Frederick, just south of 1-70. If 
you need a map to the park please contact Donna Logan and she 

HOTLINE MEMBERS 

Scott Galbraith (II&GS) 
Kurt Holter (Mac) 
Bruce Taylor (Mac) 
Stephen Hadley (Mac & 

Graphics) 
Cracker Barrel BBS 

- (301) 865-3035 
- (301) 663-4199 
- (301) 371-6181 
- (301) 831-5353 

- (301) 662-3131 

wiII send you one. She can be reached at 898-3179 home or 695
6006 office. 

At the June meeting, we had an in-depth demonstration ofthe 
new Mac II. We also wish to thank Ron Wartow for a fabulous 
May meeeting concerning leisure time software for the Apple II 
and Mac. We would like to point out thatthere are always Apple 
nand Mac computers available at the meetings, so anyone with 
a software problem is encouraged to bring the package and ask 
for help. 

FAC Upcoming Programs: 
July 11 - Family Picnic at Pinecliff 
August 8 - GS Developments - New Products and 

Graphics; Custom Mac Icon designs ® 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
GP/tv1&>PR(])DQS···· ··0·1 SKETERfA ···NOTES 


••• §y.D·d.hm·{[.••••••.~.~II··.•·.·.i) ........•·.·. 


This month I am adding Ron Cain's Small C Compiler, with 
Floating Point Arithmetic to the WAP library. This disk is 
volume 224 from the SIG/M: library. Several month's ago a 
friend of mine, Bill Karl gave me a copy of this disk on CP/M: 8 
inch format. My friend died last March and so I would like to 
dedicate this disk to his memory. I have converted this to a two 
sided Apple CP/M: formatted disk. On the fIrSt side I have put all 
ofthe source code and documentation files. The compiler, macro 
assembler, and linker as well as the header files and libraries are 
all on the reverse side of the disk. These files are in the squeezed 
fIle format and will have to be unsqueezed by using usq.com 
before you can use them. USQ.COM is also provided. 

Ron Cain's Small C Compiler was first published in Dr. 
DobbsJoumal issue#45. This version has been greatly enhanced 
bya number of people. James R Van Zandthas added the floating 
point capability and Jim Hendrix has added a greatly improved 
I/O library. Small C now includes printf and many of the other 
stdio functions which are so familiar to C programmers. This 
package also incl udes its own macro assembIer, and object code 

"'-' linker. These features were not available in the earlier version. 
There is a large amount of public domain source code written 

in Small C. The compiler itself is written in Small C and the 
source code is included on the disk. The compiler will actually 
compile itself. I hope over the next few months to collect some 
of these utilities and put them together on another disk of Small 
C utilities. There is also a 6502 version out there somewhere. If 
I find that then we will have Small C for ProDOS. 

Well that's it for this month. Next month I hope to have the 
documentation for XLISP for ProDOS and then that will be 
included in the library. (Ifanyone happens to have the doc's for 
Xlisp version 1.1 please let me know). Lee Raesly has informed 
me of some AppleWorks templates and there are still a few 
special surprises out there. Remell)bcr if you have software to 
donate to the library let me know. Until later, keep those disk's 
spinning. ® 
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MACROS FOR APPLEWORKS 
by Richard M. Rowell 

MACROS? No it is not a new diet fad from California. No, 
they are not the ex-presidential couple from the Philippines. A 
macro is a single keystroke (sometimes a few keystrokes) that 
replace a greater number of keystrokes, thereby saving time and 
energy and eliminating the aggravation that results from tedious 
and rcpetitive keyboard operations. As a bonus, macros are more 
accurate than a bored or tired typist. Macro features have long 
becn popular in all kinds of microcomputer applications, but 
only rclatively recently have they becn implementcd in Apple
Works. The Beagle Bros., publishers of MacroWorks and Super 
MacroWorks, intitially advertised their product as "making 
AppleWorks do everything that it should have done in the first 
place". 

There are currently four popular programs available to add 
macro capacity to AppleWorks. They are: AUTOWORKS, 
KEYPLA YER, MACROWORKS, and SUPER MAC
ROWORKS. In addition AppleWritcr's WPL (Word Processing 
Language) allows macro activity. 

Each of these programs offers a different mix of power, ease 
of usc and features. AutoWorks and Key Player work with all 
versions of AppleWorks. Macroworks is compatible with ver
sions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, while Super MacroWorks enhances 
version 2.0. User reaction to and support for the various 
packages seems to relate more to which one a given individual 
picked up first rather than a clear superiority of one product over 
another. An exception to this currently is Super MacroWorks, 
which appears to offer more power and features than the other 
alternatives. However, opinions will certainly change as new 
versions and updates of all the packages arc released and they 
leapfrog one another in the quest for the "perfect" macro pro
gram. 

Whenever you find yourself doing a repetitive task at the 
keyboard it is time to install a macro program. The task may 
consist of typing "Pacific Technology Systems" again and again 
in the word processor, or it may be moving down eleven rows and 
over two columns and bl.mking a cell in the spreadsheet. One 
macro key will perform each task. 

All oflhese packages alter your AppleWorks StartUp disk, so 
that once installed they are available on-call at any time. All take 
over the solid-Apple key (or Option key on a IIgs). None arc 
compatible with each other, so choose one. 

The choice betwecn MacroWorks and Super MacroWorks is 
an easy one; it depends upon which version of AppleWorks you 
arc using. Super MucroWorks has many, many features not 
found in MacroWorks (for example, an "if' command). Writing 
your own macros in Super MacroWorks is far easier than in 
MacroWorks, although both usc the AppleWorks word proces
sor. Both come with many built-in macros. Tired of answering 
those printer questions in AppleWorks? From the beginning? 
Which Printer? How many copies? With the built-in macro, 
simply push solid-Apple P and the printer goes to work. 

Another nice feature, although not really macro-related, of 
the Beagle Bros. disks will be discovered when your Apple-

Works crashes. With MacroWorks installed, type 33DG; with 
Super MacroWorks hit Control-Reset, and you wiII (probably) 
find yoursclfback in AppleWorks. 

I originalIy purchased AutoWorks for its "READ DISK" 
feature. This program will automatically construct an Apple
Works data base of the names of as many disks and files as you 
wish to feed into your drive. (Super MacroWorks can perform 
the same feat.) AutoWorks also includes a Mail Merge-very 
useful for those of you who have not upgraded to AppleWorks 
version 2.0. 

Oh, one more little frecbie from Super MacroWorks-the 
ability to change the character representing a curriage return if 
you've grown tired of AppleWorks' checkerboard. I'vechanged 
mine to.J. 

Summary of ~1acro Utilities 
Super 

MacroWorks MacroWorks AutoWorks KeyPlayer 
Publisher Beagle Bros. Beagle Bros. S'wre Touch Pinpoint 
Compatible 

withAW 1.0 - 1.3 2.0 All All 
Use Mouse Yes Yes Yes No 
Upper/lower 

case convert No Yes Yes No 
Link files No Yes No No 
Read on-screen 

characters No Yes No No 
List price $34.95 $49.95 $49.95 $49.00 

An example applicution of a macro occurs if you want to be 
able to press one key to type in yourcompuny name and address. 
After deciding that you want to use the "A" key for this (Super 
MacroWorks) macro, it would be wrillen as: 

A:<awp>PACIFICTECHNOLOGYSYSTEMS<Rtn> 
Box 8005<Rtn>Rockville, MD 20856<Rtn>! 

You could also add AppleWorks printer options (Apple-O) to 
place the return address in the upper left corner of an envelope. 
All of the formatting and typing is then executed by pressing 
solid-Apple-A. 

It is generally necessary to write your own macros as their use 
is usually specific to your situation, but perhaps seeing a few 
examples that I use will inspire you to create your own. Mine 
listed below are functional, although not elegant (sort of like the 
author). 

FILL IN: FilIs in (dittos) any blank entries for one category 
in a database. 

A:<adb><sa-B><sa-C><Rpt>! 
B:<adb><if>-<oa-'><sa-A>! 
C:<adb><ifnot>-<Rtn><sa-A>! 

STRIPPER: Removes all carriage returns from a word proc
essor document. Useful for "unformatting" text from an elec
tronic bulletin board system. 

D:<awp><oa-T>R<Esc><sa-E>! 
E:<awp><sa-Rtn><oa-D><Rtn> <Rpt>! 

contd. 
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Note: if you wish to strip only a portion of the text place the J :<adb><O=><read><rcad><read><rcad><rcad> 
cursor at the appropriate start point befor pressing solid-Apple <Rtn><up>! 
D. 	 K:<adb><ifO> 1<oa-C>T <Rul><oa-Q><down> 

NUMBER'N: Provides automatic numbering. Very useful <Rtn><oa-C> F<oa-Q><up><Rln><sa-G> 1 
in a spreadsheet. Each time solid-Apple-F is pressed the next Note: This application requires some preparation. It needs 

~ number will be used. two data base files on the desktop: a mailing list file and a storage 
F:<all><list><Ctrl-A> 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,101 file for possible dupes. The mailing list file should be sorted by 

DUPE CHECK: Searches a data base for names that begin ZIP code before executing the macro. 
with the same first five letters. As you begin to use macros the application of the preceding 

G:<adb><sa-H><sa-I><sa-J><sa-K><Rpt>1 exmnplcs will become clear. I would like to put together a 
H:<adb><O=><read><read><read><read><read> collection of macros for AppleWorks and add them to the 

<saveO> 1 1 
1:<adb><Rtn>I 

APPLEWORKS 
SIG NEWS 
by Peg Matzen 

AppleWorks SIG'ers continue to gather for 
meaty Q & A meetings. In the event you don't 
know about the availability of such AppleWorks 
wisdom, be advised that WAP AppleWorks 
users meet at both 8:00 a.m. and 12 Noon after 
the regular W AP meetings to air their problems 
and frustrations or share their solutions and 
successes. 

The SIG enjoys a number of resident experts 
'-' who participate regularly and some frequenLly 

write AppleWorks articles for L1lis journal (see 
Ken De Vito, Lou Pastura and Richard Rowell 
in recent issues of the WAP Journal). Watch for 
these articles, as well as notes from the Apple
Works SIG meetings. 

Pointers of possible interest gleaned from the 
May 23 meeting and elsewhere: 

1) A number of complaints were voiced about 
Apple's slow response to inquiries and rebate 
requests. 

2) Half-height letters are ideal for sub- and 
super-scripts. 

3) Control-L underlines efficiently in Apple
Works 2.0. 

4) Richard Rowell reports there will be an 
"Applefest Conference and Exposition" Sep
tember 18-20, in San Francisco-L1le first since 
1983. The conference will focus on the Apple II; 
Steve Wozniak wiII be the keynote speaker. 
Richard has taken a booth for his firm, Pacific 
Technology Systems, Inc. If you go 10 Ihe 
conference you will find him right next door to 
Beagle Bros.! 

AppleWorks SIGs will not meet in June
"-'attend the Garage Sale instead-but they will 

meet again in July. Corne! 0 

Washington Apple Pi Disketeria. If you have one that works for 
you send me a copy. 0 

AppIe/lc 
is a reglslered 

1r8derntuk 
or Apple 

CompWl'We have the Inc. 

IGHEST QUALITY 

~ APPLIED 
ENGINEERING 

and the 

LOWEST PRICES 


Allin Stock! 

APPLIED ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 
(additional AE items in sloek) AppleWorks 1.3 	 $179.00 
as·RAM. 1.5 Meg $284.00 Locksmith 6.0 (Reduced!) 59.00 
as·RAM Plus, 1 Meg 354.00 Pinpoint StarterPak 139.00 
Z·RAM Ultra 1. 512K 189.00 Bag or Tricks 2 49.95 
Z·RAM Ultra 2. 1 Meg 294.00 
Z·RAM Ultra 3, 1 Meg 339.00 HARDWARE 
RamFactor, 1 Meg 279.00 Panasonic DMP Printer $327.00 
RamWorks III, 1 Meg 249.00 (Imagewriter substitute) 
Serial Pro 124.00 Enhancement Kit 62.00 
RamCharger ror RamFactor 134.00 Promodem300C 119.00 
TransWarp 209.00 L.A. 30 Meg SCSI Hard Drive (MacPlus) 770.00 
TimeMaster H.O. 84.00 L.A. 20 Meg SCSI Hard Drive (MacPlus) 650.00 
Phasor 137.00 L.A. 10 MB Hard Disk (PlusJleJlc,aS) 650.00 

L.A. 20 MB Hard Disk (plusJle.llc.aS) 797.00PORTABLE SYSTEM Sider 10 Meg (lie. as) 575.00 
C.VUE LCD Flat Monitor ror lie $299.00 Sider 20 Meg (lie, as) 645.00 
C.vUE LCD ror Laser 128 338.00 AB Switch Box 	 29.00 
Prairie Power System. Battery Pack ABCD Switch Box 39.00 

(8 Hr. UPS) f, Carrying Case 139.00 5.25 DSDD (Disks) with order (1 0 pak) 8.99 
lie Power Cigarette Lighter 3.50 DSDD (Disks) with order (10 pak) 21.99 

Adapter 24.95 Top Notch Disk Notcher 12.95 
lie Power Extension Cable 16.95 C.VUE Travel Kit (protective 
lie Power Y Adapter 18.95 cover. lens cleaner, lubricator) $9.95 

·If you don't see it, CALL USI MasterCard and VISA accepted _~ 
• Next-day delivery available Prlee ••ubJecl 10 change wllhoul nollct __ 

TOLL FREE ORDERLINE: 1-800-438-2883 
(7 days, 8 am-5 pm PST) (AK, HI, & outside CA) 

All Prices FOB San Diego 
CALL (619) 274-1253 (within CA & outside 0.5.) for 
FREE • Technical Support • Appleworks Support P.O. Box 171466 


Son DIego. CA 92117 and • Price Quotes on all Apple Products 
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PLUS-WORKS + APPLEWORKS ON THE ][+ 

by Boris Levine 

This is a brief report based on my experiences so far in using 
Plus-Works to put AppleWorks on my ][+. I have got up to, but 
not yet started, the instructions for connecting to the printer. So 
far, the process has been simple and the results encouraging. 

BEFORE GETTING STARTED 
Plus-Works modifies the AppleWorks Startup disk so that it 

will boot and operate on an Apple ][+. There is a lot of informa
tion out there: in the instructions furnished with Plus-Works 
itself; in "Open-Apple", especially August 1985; Apple's own 
A W Tutorial on "How to use A W", plus several items in the 
WAP Journal. 

There arc certain requirements for using Plus-Works on the 
][+, and there is a choice in seleeting the version of Plus-Works 
for your particular] [ +: needed at least are an 80-column card, and 
an expanded memory card. My set-up comprises: 

Shift-key modification for lower case 
80-column card Viewmaster 
Expanded memory card PCPI 
Printer Diablo 1620 daisy wheel 

Plus-Works is offered in two versions: a basic version which 
lists for $19.95 and a more elabomte -XM which puts all 
available memory into the desktop and makes usc of several 
memory boards, including the PCPI board which accompanies 
PCPI's CPM. (NOTE: There had been u separate XM-P disk for 
the PCPI board, but I found my XM version 3.3. does use the 
PCPI board.) Plus-Works is available locally (sec W AP Journal 
ads for for at least one source) or from Norwich Data Services, 
PO Box 356, East Norwich, NY 11732 (516-922-9584). 

GOAIIEAD 
The instructions furnished with Plus-Works ure terse but 

clear and easy to follow. However, they arc printed in a tiny 
typeface and cover a wide variety of][+ options, 80column and 
memory boards. So, the first thing to do is to copy the Plus
Works instruction pamphlet on a copier which will enlarge the 
text to readable size. Next, read the text and strike out all options 
not applicable to your equipment. Third, for reasons that will 
appear shortly, go through it again, over-writing all 'open apple' 
symbols with 'ESC'. 

Now, with an 'unprotected' working COpy of AppleWorks 
Startup disk on hand (a good idea is to have at least two copies), 
follow the instructions for copying Plus-Works onto it. Note that 
you start with the ][+ in 40-column mode and only when 
instructed go to 80-column mode. In case of error, or to explore 
other options, usc that other COpy of the AppleWorks Stmtup 
disk and do it over. 

Plus-Works handles the limitations of the][+ by providing 
alternative keyings. The major change is that the ESCape key is 
substituted for the 'openapple' , so if you didn't make it earlier, 
mark this substitution in the instruction sheets. Further, Apple
Works provides sevcral dozen Applc and Ctrl commands, some 
of which are summarized in the table on page 14 of Plus-Works. 
For my purposcs, I have settled on t110se I would usc most 
frequently for word-processing, and have listed them at the end. 
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(Note: thc commands arc similar, but not always identical in the 
three AppleWorks modes). 

There have been no real problems in fonowing the instruc
tions, so far. With the modified S~1rtup disk, the AppleWorks 
logo appcars and rcports that 12K arc availablc. 

However, two minor items have come up: 
The tutorial disk: "Apple prcsents AppleWorks" does not 

boot. This disk insists on dC<lling with either a /Ie or /lc. (I may 
write to Norwich for help.) 

The exit instruction: '6 Quit' goes to a blank screen, rather 
than the <AppleWorks> good-bye. However, pressing Ctrl
Reset docs get this exit line. 

There is also a significant typo in tile reference chart on page 
14 of the Plus-Works instructions; tile keying for 'open apple
Icft arrow' is ESC Ctrl-A (not Ctrl-R, which is used for right
arrow) 

PRINTER CONNECTION: THE NEXT STEP 
The variety ofprintcrs has made the interconneetion a special 

problcm for all wordprocessors , AppleWorks included. The 
AppleWorks program rccognizes a dozen, but what to do with all 
the others. (Mine is a Diablo 1620 daisywheel witll an Apple 
Comm. card.) 

Plus-Works points out that this printer-relation is properly an 
AppleWorks responsibility; nevertheless, it provides a cautious 
but extcndcd approach to this part of thc operation. There are 
additional instructions in 'Open-Apple' and of course in 'Using 
AppleWorks'. With all this good advice, I will proceed cau
tiously to this next sUlge. 

SEVERAL USEFUL COMMANDS for the 
Word-processor I\fode 
Move cursor up Ctrl-E (NOTE the ESDX 

Clustcr) 
down Ctrl-X 
left Ctrl-S 
right Ctrl-D 

Move cursor to page: 

top ESC Ctrl-E 

end ESC Ctrl-X 

next word ESC Ctrl-D 

prior word ESC Ctrl-S 

file start ESC 1 

mid ESC 2-8 

end ESC9 


Change cursor mode ESCE 

Delete previolls character Ctrl-G 


to end of line Ctrl-Y 

ESC (for real) ESC ESC 

Rescind unwanted ESC o 

Special Charactcr-function Ctrl-Z 

FILE: Save filc ESC S 


Quick file-change ESC Q 
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THE NATIONAL ApPLEWORKS USERS GROUP 

presents 

Two great ways to expand your 

AppleWorks horizons ... 


Attend an AppleWorks seminar ... 

AppleWorks: Beyond the Basics 
Featuring Dr. Warren Williams 

Saturday, August 29, 1987 10 am-3 pm 

Tyson Weslpark Hotel 

8401 Weslpark Drive 


Mclean, Virginia 22102 


Dr. Warren Williams, a nationally recognized AppleWorks authority. 
offers tips and techniques that benefit all AppleWorks users. He de
scribes short-cuts, examples, and uses for this powerful program. This 
half-day seminar provides an opportunity for you to get answers to your 
questions from an AppleWorks expert. Attendees receive a written sum
mary of the ideas presented in this informative meeting. 

\-.t .
Semmar Program ••• 

9:30 - 10:00 On-site Registration 
10:00 - 11:00 General Problems, Disk and Space Management 
11 :00 - 12:00 Word Processing: Tips, techniques, and suggestions 
12:00 - 1:00 Break 

1 :00 - 2:00 Data Base: Tips, techniques, and suggestions 
2:00 - 3:00 Spreadsheets: Tips, techniques. and suggestions 

Fee... 
thru August 14 after August 14 

NAUG Members 
Non-members 
Registration and Membership 

l!zmm:';m~'E:;w:[.;m·:i,'::;::~·'i1~:~~ 

About the speaker... 
Dr. Williams' recent presentations 
include: 

'Advanced AppleWerks: Tricks and Techniques' 
Michigan AsscciaJion of COtTf'utef User's in 
LO/lfrling- Ko./al7llJZoo, MI. Mwch. 1986. 

"AppIoWerks: Ooing What tho Pregram Can' 
00.' Asscciation 01 Educational Datil SystOrrrl
New Orleans. LA. />pf4 1986. 

'AppleWorlls: Undocumented Features: Na
tionlll EdUClltlonlJ1 CO""utOf Ccnlerof!C8- San 
Diego, CA. June. 1986. 

Dr. Williams has presented Apple
Works seminars in Chicago, Den
er, Detroit, 51. Louis, Philadelphia. 

'-flnd other major cities. 

$55 $65 
$70 $80 
$79 $89 

mrft:::;:.m':"""'%«-w.~r(,_w~W<~::m:;mrw 

Comments from previous 
seminars... 

"ExcellonU Gave the Infermation I needr 
/len Gloobr. St /.D.... Mo. 

"LOa/ned a let el tips te sP80d up eparations: 
w. 801"'. o.~Q~ /.II 

"I am Just a beginner. but new I knew what 

(AppleWerks) can do: 


£)QoJ1J,3 Zngom:n, A.4.roI'a. Co. 


'Tho plosento.tlen was oasy te fetlow and the 
printed eX1\lT1l1os wore geed aids: 

P.N.C. AM Att>tN./.Ii. 

'Very helpful advice, pleasantly presented: 
$, 0",., W,""'''ShJf. Co. 

The National AppleWorks Users Group policy: 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back! 

m;x~;:::::;:::;:;:;:::;:';';:~?::a::::*::t:;::::::_~;:;:a?:m:::.~~:x:J:'(.~;:»::f.:::;:::~r;:ri:;':;':;:;:;:;:;:r:~::§;:r:~;:(:;:;:;:t:~;:m:::::?:~:~:~~:;:~.:::~ 

Read an AppleWorks newsletter ... 

The AppleWorks Forum 
This 20+ page monthly newsletter is one of the 

many benefits of your membership in lhe 
National AppleWorks Users Group. 

Here are some of the articles lhat appeared in our 24 page June 
issue: 

• Printer codes for over 60 popular printers. 
• How to print three line headers at the top of each page. 
• A review of SchoolWorks. 
• How to use the protection feature in spreadsheets. 
• How to improve your spreadsheets with the @IF function. 
• Three ways to enter repeated data into the data base. 
• There's a bug in ProDOS 8 version 1.3. 
• An update on the Pinpoint desk accessories. 

NAUG maintains a library of public domain disks and members share an 
electronic bulletin board. A one-year membership costs $24 for twelve 
months of the AppleWorks Forum. 

Special Savings 
Members of the National AppleWorks Users Group receive a 
$15 discount on the seminar registration fee. 

Make checks payable to: 
National AppleWorks Users Group 

Box 87453, Canton, Michigan 48187 
(313) 397-1594 

r------------------,

Registration /Membership Form 

Name ____________________ 

Address ___________________ 

City State __ Zip ___ 

Phone ( 

o NAUG membership ($24) 

o Seminar registration $.___ 

Names of other attendees: 

_____________ NAUG member? ___ 

_____________ NAUG member? ___ 

Amount enclosed ________________-::L _________________~~ 
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THE MAKING OF "THE APPLEWORKS 
USER'S GROUP'S GREATEST HITS" 
by Paul Kelbaugh 

I think I heard the magic words at eitherthe first or second 
AppleWorks SIG meeting of 1987. I had arrived much too early 
for the WAP monthly meeting and grabbed a chair in the 
cafeteria while Ken DeVito, Lou Pasturaand Richard Rowell led 
the AppleWorks attendees through a broad range of questions 
and comments conccrning ApplcWorks. Ken DeVito had just 
finished fielding a question and then, almost as an afterthought, 
said, "You might want to check the T A \VUG library disks". 

WHAT? It was 8:30 on a sleepy Saturday morning, but did I 
hear there was a library of AppleWorks files floating around? I 
waited patiently und then pounced on Ken at the conclusion of 
the meeting. "Ask Lou Paslura, he keeps them". Lou and I 
missed conneetions for the rest of thut Suturduy und I spent the 
entire month thinking ubout those magic library disks. How 
many were there? Ken hadn 't s~lid, but geeez, maybe there were 
three or four disks full. 

I couldn 'I wait any longer. I sent Ken 41 messuge on the TCS 
usking him to reconfirm the number of disks. "Ken, are there 
enough to fill a 3.5" micro-disk?" Ken's message came right 
buck "Paul, there are enough to fill at least FIVE 3.5" micros." 

I stared at the screen, rereading Ken's message. I thought I 
had died and gone to heaven. Imagine the wealth of information 
on five micro-disks of AppleWorks files. I sent Lou Pustura a 
similar message. "Lou, can you bring the TAWUG library to the 
March meeting so I can copy them?" Lou took a few days to 
respond. With hindsight, I now realize Lou was probably trying 
to figure how to breuk it to me gently. He finally came back, 
"Paul, I'll bring them to the next monthly meeting. There are 
twenty-eight sides on 5.25' floppies." 

It was more than I could bear. TWENTY-EIGHT sides!! 
The March 87 meeting came around. With a somber face, 

Lou kept his end of the deal and handed me the box of disks. He 
kept a straight face. "Paul, how many mortgage amortization 
programs does'1 person really need?" His comment was lost on 
me. I had solid gold in my hands and I couldn't waitto get home. 

I took nearly two hours to copy all twenty-eight sides. With 
the library disks safely tucked away to avoid a bout with 
Murphy's Law, I booted up AppleWorks und began loading my 
loot into the desktop. 

The carth did not move. I stared at the screen as file after file 
wus loaded to desktop, "worked" and deleted. There is no polite 
wuy to say it. This SlUff was-uuhhhhhh-well, no purpose is 
served here by repeating my rC41ction. 

After six or seven sides, I had The AppleWork's Users Group 
(TAWUG) history down. It had started as a elearing house for 
original Apple Works fi les. Send in some of the creati ve uses you 
had found for AppleWorks and if it was useful, it would be 
loaded on the next disk to be mude uvuilable to those willing 10 

pay about $2 a disk or send in their own disks for file trunsfer. 
Things were 41 lillIe sparse in the early duys of AppleWorks, so 

as a result, many of the files on the early disks are leuers and 
messages exchanging comments and good wishes. I knew I was 
in trouble when I loaded up a file und rC41d, "Good news! Apple 
has announced version 1.2 of AppleWorks is ready to be re
leased!" 

It took ncarly sixty hours to weed through all the disks. I did 
find some files which looked promising. As Lou Pastura had 
promised, there were lots of loan calculation programs. I 
counted eight on the first ten disks. I picked out the one which 
looked the most promising and deleted the rest. Then I found a 
worksheet for buying a new or used car. Hhhhmmm. Interesting. 
That's worth keeping. Then I found a data base listing all the 
episodes of Star Trek in chronologicul order showing the dates 
the episodes were first aired on network television. This was a 
gem! One person's trash is another person's treasure. I saved it. 
Ohh! Here is a complete listing of all the TV satellite channels. 
You never know when someone will ask you which satellite 
bemns the Playboy channel back to eurth ("Beam me down, 
Hugh"). Answer: WESTSTAR 4. 

Somewhere around hour forty-five on this project an idea 
developed. Why not "The AppleWorks User's Groups Greatest 
Hits"? There were probably less than a hundred files here which 
really warranted viewing and long-term saving. All would easily 
fit on one 3.5" microdisk or both sides of a couple of 5.25" floppy 
disks. 

The resL was explained and detailed La the April 87 Apple
Works SIG. 

I found that most of the T A WUG files fit in one of twelve 
categories: 

DESKTOP ACCESSORIES COLLECTIONS 
MONEY APPLE II MISC 
TIME FUN STUFF 
FOOD & GARDEN STAR TREK 
LISTS PRINTER INFO 
GENEALOGY BUSINESS 
With some much needed assistance from Glen Bredon's 

"PROSEL", I was able to reorganize the files and directories and 
the "Greatest Hits" w.lS born. These were grouped on four sides 
and, with some able 'lSsistance from Paul Schlosser were then 
loaded to the WAP Download board for downloading in four 
groups. 

I recommend them for your review if you are an AppleWorks 
user looking for ideas. Nothing will shock you and I doubt 
seriously that any light bulbs will be turned on. If nothing else, 
I've taken a very large data base of questionable utility and 
turned it into a small data base of questionable utility. Remember 
that I used my own subjective criteria as to what was worthy of 
this sampler. Your tusle and mine are probably different. But it r-'\ 
was fun and I hope you take time to look Lhrough the "Grcatest ' 
Hits". 

conLd. on pg 27 
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APPLE IIGS 
by Peg Matzen 

SIG NEWS 

Yes, there is a IIGS SIG-and-it promises to be a place to 
take problems and get solutions! 

Interested GS'ers met at 8 a.m. before the regular WAP 
meeting on May 23. Conversation was lively; comments and 
questions abounded. Chairman Ted Meyer had lined up mem
bers to bring parts of their systems-so a functioning GS system, 
with its many goodies, enthralled W AP members all morning, 
even after the SIG meeting had ended. Ray Hobbs provided 
"expert" advice during the SIG meeting. 

To be a bonafide WAP SIG, a group must have not only a 
chairman, but also a recorder and a librarian. Peg Matzen 
volunteered to be Recorder; David Todd and Shermnn Lewis 
agreed to serve as Disk Librarians. 

One function of the SIG will be to add GS volumes to the 
WAP Library. Sherman Lewis (703-437-3483) is the collecting 
agent for software to be formalLed on 3.5-inch disks for the WAP 
Disketeria. So, share your wealth with Sherman. 

As part of the function of adding GS volumes to the 
Disketeria, David Todd (301-228-0237) is organizing the down
loading from commercial telecommunications services (e.g. 
CompuServe). So, before you download call David-he's 
available after 6:00 pm. 

Chairman Ted Meyer demonstrated the two GS disks re

cently compiled and available from the the WAP Disketeria: 
Volume 2001, "Utilities & Pictures A" (includes Basic Stuff, 
Desk Accessories, Pictures, etc.) and Volume 2002, "Demon
strations A" (includes Hodgepodge; Demo.SystI6; Paint; Pic
tures; etc.). 

Bill Basham, DSR Inc., 34880 Bunker Hill Rd., Farmington, 
Michigan, honored the group with his presence and creative 
ideas. Bill had driven all night to arrive in the Washington area 
in time for the WAP meeting AND HIS BROTHER'S GRADU
ATION. Diversi-CopyTM was created by Bill; he is distributing 
it in a new and interesting way. He took a copy of our SIG 
membership list and suggested that he might send each of us a 
demo disk. Watch the mails. 

SIG members encourage you to come and share your wealth 
and woes as you get acquainted with your IIGS. (Getting 
acquainted with the system may be a lifelong process for some 
of us nonhackers-but IT SURE IS FUN-most of the time!) 

If you arc a programmer and can't come at 8:00 for our SIG 
meeting, you may want to try PI SIG, an active group working 
with the GS. 

See you at the Garage Sale in June. If you can't stand the 
temptations of the garage sale-see you at the SIG meeting in 
M~ ~ 

,
-'. 
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UPGRADING FROM AN APPLE //e TO A IIgs: 
A WAP Member.'s Adventure in Reality 
by Paul C. Kelbaugh 

It isn't hard to remember the date: September 27,1986. It is 
one of those dates that is engraved in my internal datebook along 
with my wedding anniverary, the birthdates of my wife and 
children and the last possible pay date on my monthly mortgage 
on the house. September 27,1986 was the date W AP's monthly 
meeting hosted a special preview of the Apple IIgs. It knocked 
my socks off (actually itdid more than that, but this is a "G" rated 
magazine). 

I attended that WAP meeting impailed on the horns of a 
dilemma. A strong advocate of "Apple II Forever!", I was 
prepared to welcome anything which would inject life into the 
Apple II line. On the other hand, I had owned my Apple lie for 
less than a year and finally had itcustomized and loaded just the 
way I wanted it. After months of tinkering, all my programs were 
finally running the way I wanted them. I didn't understand how 
I had gOllen to that point, but I had. And it was the comfortable 
feeling of a working truce between man and machine. 

After the September 27 WAP meeting, I went home and 
turned on the trusty Apple /Ie. 

"UNABLE TO LOAD PRODOS" 
The lie knew. The honeymoon was over. I was lusting for 

another machine. Fortunately, cost and the limited availability 
of the new Apple !Igs made it unnecessary to act. But, I 
recognized the feeling in the pit of my stomach. It was the same 
one I had in January 1986 when I had borrowed a lie to run some 
programs which wouldn't run on my Franklin 1200. The 
Franklin is still in the closet and I've never looked back. But now 
there was this machine called a IIgs and I was enamoured. 

There was a possible compromise which might work. The 
folks from Cupertino, led by Ellen Leanse, had told us that there 
was a motherboard swap-out and some other changes to the /Ie 
which would make the /Ie into a Ugs and the cost would be about 
5500. I focused on that number. $500. 

Continuous calls to my friendly dealer at regular intervals 
during October, November and December 1986 proved this was 
too good to be true. No availability of the Ugs motherboard for 
the lie swap-out. Another decision involving dollars deferred. 
Then I began following the comments of Lee Raesly and Bruce 
Field and others on the TCS regarding the pros and cons of a 
swap-out versus CUlling your losses, selling out and starting over 
with a new purchase. Gee, Lee's arguments were awfully 
good-but Bruce had a good point there. And at the monthly 
question and answer session, Ray Hobbs had raised an interest
ing issue-I was miserable. 

Then, some assistance arrived. The February 1987 issue of 
A+ Magazine showed up in the mailbox in early January with my 
burning question emblazoned across the cover: "THE IIGS 
UPGRADE: Should You Get Apple's Upgrade Kit or is There a 
Better Way?" 

I devoured the issue. The article was written by Gary Little, 
of Pinpoint lind "Point to Point" fame. Hey, I trusted this guy. He 
was going to give me the answer. Well, he copped out a little. He 

straddled the fence. He gave us four scenarios, with one costing 
about S500 (there was that figure again-S500) and three others 
escalating up to a cost of almost $1200. The one that caught my 
eye was "Scenario 2" in which a lie owner cuts his losses, sells 
his system, swaps over a few cards and buys a IIgs and a 3.5 disk 
drive. Gary indicated the brave of heart who would choose this 
route would have to pour in another 5650, above and beyond 
what they got from the sale of the lie. 

I didn't sleep that night. Okay, so that is $150 more than the 
$500 figure 1had been living with for three or four months. But 
geez, $650 and the sale of myoid system and I could be sitting 
at the wheel of a new Apple IIgs. My life was beginning to sound 
like an Ourisman Chevrolet commercial. But could 1afford to 
"Always get my way" as the Ourisman commercial promises? 

There was the new figure: S650. I slept on it for a while. 1was 
hooked. As long as I didn't go over 5650, I could afford it. April 
27,1987,1 made my move. Seven months, to theday,afterElIen 
Leanse hosted the WAP presentation, I was a IIgs owner. I was 
offered the chance to buy a IIgs CPU from my Apple dealer for 
20% off list. My wife, thc praetical one in the family posed the 
world renowned question that is repeated daily across America 
and the free world as we know it, "You already have a computer. 
Why buy another one?" And of course the follow-up question, 
"What is this going to cost?" She did it in a nice way. She doesn't r'\ 
understand this computer madness, but she knows it makes me 
happy. So she tolerates it. 

1 looked her right in the eyes and said, "It'll cost us $650 
assuming I sell the old system." Whether she believed me is not 
at issue. What really was unstated was, "Did I believe myself?" 
Was I going to be able to pull off the swap from lie to IIgs for 
S650? The rest of this article is dedicated to proving I am either 
a pathological liar ,or the worst financial planner in the history of 
civilization. 

On September 27, 1986, (there's that date again) here's what 
I owned as my Apple lie system: 

Apple lie (enhanced) 
Amdek 300A Amber monitor 
Apple lie mouse and mousecard 
Apple II 5.25 disk drive (Shugart 390) 
Central Point 3.5 disk drive 
Central Point Universal Disk Controller card 
RamWorks II w/738k 
Prometheus 1200A modem 
PKASO printer interface 
Okidata printer 
Thunderware Thunderclock 
Kensington System Saver Fan for lie 

I also owned about fifty 5.25" floppy disks, ten 3.5 micro
disks and 25 commercial programs. My "must usc" software was .r'\ 
AppleWorks v.1.3, Macroworks, Pinpoint 1.2, Spelling Checker . 
for Pinpoint v. 1.0.2, Managing Your Money v.2.0, MegaWorks 
v.1.2 and a fcw other odds and ends. Some were bought new, 

contd. 
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some used. The total investment out of pocket was about 52,000. 
Since April 27, 1987, here's how my "upgrade scenario" has 

played out: 
Purchased a JIgs CPU for 5800 
Sold the //e along with Mouse / JIe Mousecard for 

5500 
Harvested 512K in 41256 chips off RamWorksII 
Sold RamWorksII with 256K onboard for $110 
Transferred PKASO, Thunderclock, Prometheus 

1200A to JIgs 
Purchased GSRAM (Applied Engineering) with 
512K for $169 and added harvested 512k chips 

for total 1 meg. 
Shipped Centml Point Card back to vendor for 
reworking and modification to work in JIgs. 
Repair cost: 525 

Unable to get Central Point 800K drive to work 
on JIgs, so purchased Apple 3.5 drive for $300 

Kensington System Saver docs not transfer over, 
so purchased an MDIdeas ConServer fan and 
surgeprotecLOr for 5100 

Transferred 5.25 drive w/ controller board to IIgs 
Sent 550 to Apple for Appleworks 2.0 upgrade 
Sent 522.50 to Beagle for upgrade to 
SuperMacroworks 

Sent 520 to Pinpoint to upgrade to Pinpoint v.2.0 
and Pinpoint Spelling Checker v.2.0 

And what do I have now? Atrue cadillac system,lacking only 
a color monitor. (NOTE: There is a method to my madness here. 
As most IIgs users and lovers are aware,the Sony KVI311 color 
television/monitor is a great deal. However, Sony stopped 
producing them in early Spring, 1987. As I was upgrading my 
system and writing this article, I was advised Sony would replace 
the KV1311 in their line-up beginning in July 1987 with a new 
improved version of the KV1311 under a different model num
ber. I decided to wait). A IIgs with a 1 meg memory expansion, 
3 disk drives (yes, I finally got the Central Point 3.5 disk drive to 
work after the controller board was modified) and updated 
software. But what did it cost me? Purchases and hardware and 
software upgrades came in at $1486.50 plus tax/or shipping. I 
got $660 for the equipment I sold. Net out of pocket expense? 
5876.50 plus tax/or shipping. I'll realize a few more bucks back 
after I sell the Amdek 300 amber monitor and the Kensington 
System Saver. But I expect to spend another 5500 for the new 
Sony monitor and cable when they are available in a few months. 

The reality of the //e to IIgs upgrade is that the "scenarios" 
costing 5500 to 5650 are probably just not going to happen for 
you. If you plan to sell your Apple//eand buy a new JIgs, I'd say 
5900 to S1400 is more realistic and acknowledges that software 
upgrades, Ram cards, color monitors and 3.5 disk dri ves will go 
hand-in-glove with the IIgs. To realize the capabilities of this 
machine, you might as well open up the wallet and give 'til it 
hurts. Believe me, the pain is diminished once you power up.@ 

TAWUG's Greatest Hits contd. from pg 24 
Oh yes, Ken DeVito tells me more TAWUG disks are on 

order and someone will need LO sort through them. I don't know, 
Ken. How many mortgage amortization programs do you really 
need? @ 

AppJenl Software Macintosh™ Software 
Accollntim: 

DAC-Easy Acc1. S51 Back to Basics Sys.S 153 
On Balance 70 BPI Gen. Acct 165 

Commllnicntions 
Commworks 60 Smartcom II 104 
Point to Point 80 Straightalk 21 

Database 
Bank 51. Filer (1 28K) 50 Omnis 3 Plus 295 
pfs: Workmates(f,r,p,w) 170 Reflex 72 

Educatjon 
Computer SAT (HBJ) 28 Puppy Love 22 
Math Rabbit 29 SAT Improvement 70 

Grnphks 
Create a Calendar 22 Graphic Works 1.1 70 
Springboard Publisher 92 Printworks for MAC 48 

Leisure 
Hollywood Hyjinx 29 Comicworks 57 
Mean 18, Ultimate Golf 29 Smooth Talker 2.0 32 

Prol:,ramminl:, 
Terrapin LOGO 70 MacForth II 79 
Turbo Pascal 3.0 (CP/M) 50 Turbo Pascal 72 

Sprendsheet 
Planner's Choice 36 Crunch 95 
VIP Professional - IIgs 205 Excel 1.03 275 

Word ProC,'('ssjOI! 
Talking Text Writer/GS 170 MORE (512K) 175 
Word Perfect 1.1 101 M5 Word 3.0 285 

•....New, recently published software ..... 
APPLE MACINTOSH 
816IPaint 48 Business Card Mkr 44 
ASCII Mousetalk 63 Business Filevs'n 225 
Award Maker Plus 26 FullWrite 180 
Bank S1. Writer+ 128K 57 HD Back-up 34 
Clip Art Gallery - IIgs 22 Jet 40 
Music Studio/GS 57 MacOneWrite Sys 64 
Real Est. Invest. Mgt. 70 Powerpoint 250 
Term Paper Writer 36 Ragtime 250 
Where USA is C. SD 33 Tempo 66 
Writer Rabbit 29 Works 205 

Ask for a copy of our Apple or Macintosh catalog containing 
hundreds of other programs. Also, ask about our volume 
discount prices for 10 or more of anyone item. 

$3 shipping and handling per order (UPS-S4). MD residents, 
add 5% sales tax. No charges or COD's. Prices subject to 
change. Call for items not listed. 

COMPUTER WARE UNLIMITED 
P.o. BOX 1247 	 COLUMBIA, MD 21044 

301/854-2346 
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BEST OF THE APPLE ITEMS FROM Tes 
by Lou Pastura 

CUHBSIOE REVIEWS 
JERRY COITRELL ON 05/05 
Are there any GraphWorks or ReportWorks users out there? If 
so, do you recommend these products? I've read some of thp.ir 
literature, so Iknow what these products are SUPPOSED to do
l am just wondering how WELL they do it 

KEN DE VITO ON 05/06 
I have GraphWorks and can only recommend it for the most basic 
graphs. It would probably be adequate for 8th Grade Math when 
they tcach you the difference between Pie, Bar, Stacked-Bar,and 
Line Graphs. It doesn't do anything except depict the difference 
between the various types of graphs and the cost is about 4 times 
what is should be. This is probably the biggest vacuum in the 
AppleWorks Add-On area. If any- one could come up with a 
SupcrCalc 3a graphics capability for AppleWorks they could 
obtain a luxury retirement in a matter of 3 years! Are you 
AppleWorks Gurus out there listening? 

ROCKY RAGANO ON 05/06 
I can't respond to Graphworks, but I can with regard to Report
Works. ReportWorks has several nice features that are not 
contained in AppleWorks. It is more flexible and contains more 
report formatting options than AppleWorks. However, there is 
one MAJOR drawback with ReportWorks. It is VERY slow 
when it goes to actually build/compile a report. As an example, 
it took about eight minutes (yes, minutes) to compile a report 
using one input file containing about 250 records. 

t\PPLEWORKS STUFF! 
BILL HUGHES ON 05/08 
Here is what I hope is an interesting problem. When figuring out 
gr.ldes, the total number of points possible on each assignment 
can be added and so can the total number of points that a student 
has earned. Now for the problem. Is there any way to add up just 
those assignments for which the student is to be graded? For 
example, John Smith missed an assignment, but I will excuse 
him from making it up. Can I tell AppleWorks (or any spread
sheet-I also have THE Spreadsheet from Call-APPLE) not to 
include that grade? 

RICHARD ROWELL ON 05/09 
For ADDING UP just those assignments that the student has 
completed-no problem ... that's all that will be added. For 
AVERAGING also no problem-as long as you leave the 
incompleted assignment blank. (@AVG ignores blanks cells, 
but does include cells that contain the number 0.) For more 
sophisticated fiddlin' you can use @COUNT which counts all 
non-blank cells only. (@COUNTalsoincludesin its count cells 
containing 0.) 

KEN KNIGHT ON 05/10 
I have been asked to try to set up a data base for a school which 

would run under AppleWorks that would include sllch things as: 
transcripts, report cards, schedules for students... What I need to 
know is since these reports all share so much data (i.e., a report 
card can get the classes from the schedule and the transcript can 
include the report card data) ,can AppleWorks handle those 
relationships on the fly or in some relatively easy mannerwithout 
the user having to retype the data? Also could a user pull out a 
class list for any given class, assuming all the schedules were in 
place? 

RICHARD ROWELL ON 05/10 
All of the things that you ask for can be done in AppleWorks; 
however in the past it would have required a fair amount of 
experience by the user to manipulate the switches between 
spreadsheets and data bases. Today it can be set up to operate 
very simply. Suggestions: (1) Set up WP files for each report 
form (transcript, schedule, etc.) and use the mail merge feature 
of Apple Works version 2.0 to get the data out of one or more data 
bases; (2) Use the Beagle Bros. SuperMacroWorks which offers 
the ability to link AppleWorks files; (3) Get a new utility, called 
DATA.PASTE, that can merge any AppleWorks data bases. 
(The utility is available from Pacific Technology Systems.) The 
set of Word Processor, Data Base and Spreadsheet files that it 
will take to offer all of the features that you have described will 
beamedium-sizedjob to construct. Todo itproperJy (so thatdata f\ 
entry and report printing is easy for the user) wiII require about 
thirty hours of development time. 

PRINTER WOES 
JACK LINDERMAN ON OS/22 
I'm getting Linefeeds and Carriage Returns in the middle of 
words and sentences when trying to print. I'm using a lIe, a 
Grappler+, and an MXlOO.... whats happening? 

RICHARD ROWELL ON OS/24 
Run through this trouble-shooting routine in order: 1. Apple
Z(oom) to reveal carriage returns. Make certain that the typist 
didn't insert hard returns at the end of typed lines; 2. Choose #5 
"Other Activities" from the Main Menu, then #7 "Specify 
information about your printer"; then select Interface Code and 
enter a CNTRL-O (then a II to get out of entry) 

STOP THAT PROGRAM 
HENRY DONAHOE ON 04/29 
I'm trying to find a way to fix a continuously running Basic 
program so that a single keystroke interrupts the program and 
sends a lOB YE". In other words-with the program running-I'd 
like to have the user be able to hit a given key which would put 
PROSEL (or .IllY other B YE selection system) on the screen. Any 
ideas? 

HENRY DONAHOE ON 05/02 
FYI: Glen Bredon (also known as MAUG' s Angel of Mercy) left 

contd. 
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me a neat piece of code to accomplish the feat: 100 IF PEEK 
(12*4096) > 127 THEN POKE 12*4096 +16,0: PRINT 
CHRS(4) "BYE" 

'-' TOM VIER ON OS/02 
That PEEK looks at the keyboard, which will be >127 if ANY 
(ASCII) key is pressed. The POKE clears that keypress. 

NEW VERSION OF OUICKEN 
PAUL SCHLOSSER ON 04/29 
I just received the ProDOS version of Quicken from Intuit 
Haven't booted it yet, but they've made several changes in the 
program,all for the beller. The ProDOS version can be run from 
any ProDOS device, i.e., S.25's, 3.S's,a ram card,orahard drive. 
And the data files can also be used from any ProDOS device. The 
program should really fly when run from a ram card. There's 
even a menu option to copy the data files to/from the ram card; 
also, multiple accounts on 3.5's and hard drives (but only one 
account per 5.25) and a complete menu for ProDOS functions 
(formatting, renaming, deleting, etc.). About the only thing 
lacking is a way to quit from Quicken to the ProDOS quit code. 
You've got to re-boot when finishing the program. They also 
furnished a utility program to convert all myoid Pascal data files 
to ProDOS data files. 

MORE TELECOMM SOFTWARE OPINIONS! 
RICHARD SALEN ON 05/14 
I would like some input on what is a good and inexpensive 
communication software package (I have a] [c with an ADC 300/ 
1200 baud modem). I also am looking for a screen dump (guess 

"-' 	thats what they call it?) program for my Imagewriter printer. 
Thanks for any responses. 

RICHARD ROWELL ON 05/15 
(1) Watch out for saving money on telecomm software. Get 
ASCII Express or MouseTalk and save the enormous number of 
hours that you'll spend if you use a budgettelecomm package. (2) 
For a screen dump, TRIPLE DUMP from the Beagle Brothers is 
excellent. 

DALE SMITH ON OS/15 
I will second Richard R. 's comments. I use and like MouseTalk 
and in version 1.30 (the current one) it is a very solid program. 

HENRY DONAHOE ON 05/19 
There is an inexpensive telecomm program that is easy to learn 
and use but provides all the necessary features. It's called 
MODEM MGR, and it's liule known because it's not being 
distributed by any of the major software houses. I found out 
about it through the Apple SIG on Compuserve, where this 
program has quite a few enthusiastic fans (many of them con
verts from AE PRO). It retails for about S40 and does Binary II 
download and has easy-to-learn macros and fantastic support. 

FROM ALLAN LEVY ON OS/20 
"-' I am currently evaluating several packages, and right now I 

would go with Mousetalk or Proterm. Proterm has a nice dial 
library, but Mousetalk is more common around here. Both work 
well. Point to Point is also very nice and has an AppleWorks 

flavor. 

PRINTRIX-FJNALLY! 
LOU PASTURA ON 06/0 1 
Spoke with the head of Technical Support today at Data Trans
forms and here's what he had to say: Printrix was due to ship 
today; problem with the manuals; new ship date is 6/10. It is a 
ProDOS based Typeseuing program that will use Fontrix fonts 
transferred over to a ProDOS disk. List price (introductory) will 
be$6S. It will accept text files as well as files from AppleWorks, 
Apple Writer II, Word Perfect,and Word Juggler. It will include 
left, right and fill justification (microjustifies the text line); 
centering, pagination, etc. You can use up to 4 fonts per line; 
unlimited number per file. You can use graphics from Fontrix 
(therefore I assume you can use ANY hi-res screen, but that's my 
assumption, not his assertion) and any 4 sector graphic (that's 
what HE called it-he means you can use Print Shop pics!) It is 
configured for 130+ printers. It will run only on the //e, I/c and 
the GS (requires 128K). That's all I can recall. Looks like a nifty 
program! I ordered it-more after I get to play with it 

UNIVERSAL DISK CONTROLLER FOR GS? 
PAUL KELBAUGH ON 05/03 
Kim: Reference our conversation on the TCS a few months ago 
regarding the Universal Disk Controller Board from Central 
Point Software. At that time you and I left it as, "Yes it will work 
with the GS but you have to knock a hole in the front panel of the 
GS CPU because the UDC board is too long for the enclosure." 
We speculated that it should work fine in the /Ie upgraded to GS 
since the enclosure would be larger. Here's an update: owners of 
the older (and longer) UDC boards can call Central Point and get 
a return authorization number. For S25, the old (long) UDC card 
and a copy of a bill of sale for a IIgs, they will ship back a new, 
shorter and ROM modified card to work on the IIgs. 

TESTING! TESTING! 
TOM VIER ON OSI06 
In this month Journal's Apple II Q&A, Bob Platt has a long 
program to test to check all 128K in your /Ie. Here's a shorter 
version...... 

Press <Control> ..... . 
At the same time, press <Closed-Apple> ..... . 
At the same time, press <Reset> .... . 
Now release the <Reset> buLlon.... . 
Finally, release the other two keys.... 
Now, sit back and watch the show.... 
Beepity-bcep...System OK 

RICHARD ROWELL ON OS/07 
I perform this test occasionally-since I don't watch Soap 
Operas on TV my form of passive entertainment is watching the 
moniter flash during self-test. My question is: What are the 
configuration differences that produce the two different re
sponses, KERNEL OK and SYSTEM OK? 

TOM VIER ON 05/10 
The KERNEL OK is from the UNenhanced lie. System OK is 
from the newer, enhanced ROMs. The new firmware tests all 
128K. I don't know if the old ones do-I've never seen the 

contd. 
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source (except 80 col and Monitor). 

GS SOFTWARE INFO 
DALE SMITH ON OS/13 
I received an ad yesterday from Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc. 
for a new program for a GS with atleastSl2K extra RAM and 
a 3.S" disk drive. It is called SoftSwitch. The program will let 
you switch between 3 selections with a couple of keystrokes. 
You can switch between ProDOS 8 and DOS 3.3, combine 
program features of different programs, revert to earlier states of 
a program (game), save most programs to disk in mid-operation 
for later resumption, etc. The key to program compatibility is 
that those programs that will permit access to the control panel 
during operation will work with SoftSwitch. Projected release 
date is 6/1S/87. Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc., lOS0 Pioneer 
Way, Suite P, EI Cajon, CA 92020; Phone: (800) 421-6S26. List 
price: $49.9S. If you want to order, use the above address with 
"SoftSwitch Offer" as the first line. Reference: direct mailing of 
product and offer literature from Roger Wagner Publishing, Inc. 

CORY MCNUTT ON 05/15 
I posed the question of, "Why does it take so long to port over the 
programs written in 'C' from machines like the Amiga to the GS" 
to JeffJ. of Electronic Arts. He is a member of CompuServe and 
welcomes all questions. He said that even though the BASIC 
program can be easily ported to the new machine, that in order to 
take advanllige of all of the gs's capabilities a TREMENDOUS 
amount of extra programming is needed and that it will llike 
sometime before their programmers arc comforllible with the 
new machine and all of its features.-I assume that the same can 
be said for the Mac's programs coming over to the GS too-only 
a guess, but I wish they'd hurry! 

SAM SWERSKY ON OS/15 
You arc undoubtedly right-and keep in mind that the aspects of 
many programs that interest folks MOST (i.e., graphics & sound) 
arc definitely machine-specific (C functions and/or assembly 
language routines have to be completely rewritten for the pro
grams)! Also, some aspects of the hardware of each machine 
simply can't be ignored when porting a program. Most Mac 
programs aren 'tgoing to be dealing with color thata//gs program 
will undoubtedly want, for example. The Amiga 's coprocessing 
chips allow multiple I/O simultaneously without any interven
tion of the CPU as another (that's why Marble Madness has 
music playing continuously on the Amiga version but only 
during non-play sequences on the Apple // version). 

GS ART 
PAUL KELBAUGH ON OS/29 
Just received my copy of DeLuxe Paint II today direct from 
Electronic Arts. This was in response to their offer to ship [or 
549.95 plus the cover of the Paintworks Plus manual. Whole 
thing took less than two weeks. As previously reported on this 
board, the package includes a free copy of a bonus art disk. EA 
uses the original DcluxePaint II as a key disk and urges making 
a working copy which requires the key disk for "validation". 
ALSO included in the package is a certificate which, when 
signed and sent along with $20.00 gets you an UNPROTECTED 
copy of DeLuxePaint II from Electronic Arts. 
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CORY MCNUTT ON OS/29 
I've been working with my DeluxePaint II the last couple of days 
and it looks like a SUPER program! The manual, at least so far, r--., 
appears to be very well organized and allows you to create as you 
read-giving you hands on experience as you go. The more Iread 
and work with the program, the more happy I am that I waited and 
did not run out and get PaintWorks Plus-of course the $SO 
upgrade from Electronic Arts is a good offer and then you end up 
with both progmms. The Art Disks 1 & 2 that I have also have 
some pretty impressive graphics. Paul, how would you compare 
PaintWorks Plus to Deluxe Paint II? I have seen PaintWorks 
Plus but have never worked with it. I would be interested in your 
comparisons. Also, I am a litlledisappointed in the printout from 
my Imagewriter II, even with a new ribbon-the backgrounds 
just don't seem to print very well-too many lines and not 
enough detail-I guess we'll have to wait for a colored LascrJet! 
P.S. I don't know if you read the part about the memory 
requirements. It says that 768K is the minimum, but that in order 
to use the advanced features AT THE SA?v1E TIME (like fixed 
background and perspective or 3-D, etc.) one meg is needed! 

PAUL KELBAUGH ON 05/30 
Cory: Not even close, DeLuxe Paint II has it all over PaintWorks 
plus. On the oUler hand, I've picked up some nice artwork over 
on Compuserve for PaintWorks plus but seen nothing for Deluxe 
Paint II. As you pointed out, I used the Elecronic Arts trade-in 
deal so for the money I'm pleased. Got PaintWorks Plus from a 
mailorder discounter for S47 and with the 49.95 for DeLuxe 
Paint II, I have under a C note tied up in both. Your memory point r--." 
is well taken. Fortunately, I have one meg on board so I am not 
restricted by the minimum requirment for Deluxe Paint II. Give 
me several weeks and I'll tell you which program I gravitate to. 

GS SOUND & OHlER GOQDIES 
FRANK SORNATALE ON 04/30 
When I was in Clinton computer they had these neat speakers 
hooked into the back of their GS. I thought I would try a set of 
speakers into the headphone jack and see if they would work
nothing. What am I doing wrong? Do you need some special card 
or speakers to get the sound through external speakers? 

DAN HUGHES ON 04/30 

I connected my IIgs to my Fisher stereo through ule Auxiliary 1/ 

O. You can pick up the parts you'll needat Radio Shack for about 
S6.lL's not ule same as the Bose speakers though. You need jacks 
and a couple of wires long enough to reach from your stereo to 
the GS. It's not hard to set up. 

KIM BRENNAN ON OS/OI 
The Bose speakers at Clinton are A?vlPLIFIED Speakers (i.e., 
they have tlleir own built in amplifier). If you hook up head
phones to that jack they will work. Another alternative is to make 
(or buy) a cable to connect from the speaker jack to your stereo 
amplifier (tllrough an auxiliary input ), tllen you will be able to 1'"'"'\ 
hear tlle sound. The Supersonic Card from rvlDldeas connects to . 
the auxilliary sound connector and allows for stereo sound output 
from the GS. It sells for SS9.9S and I got mine on Thursday from 
Bethesda Computers. I have many comments about this card 
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Insist on GSRAM'I~' 


\Vhen You Buy Your IIGsnl 


Expand the lIes RAM and ROM with the esRAM or esRAM Plus 
with ROM Pak Available now with 256K to 8 MEG! 

GSRAlrf Pllls~ 

Remember the 16K card<; for the 11+ and 
the 64K cards for dle Ik? AI the time, dut 
much menlO!)' secmL-d like a k>l But wl1L>tl 
the ooners of these memo!)' cuds CLffie to 
lIS for more memo!)~ many had to them' 
away dleir smaller Apple memo!)' cards or 11)' 

to sen them Most of C>I.lC customers told ll'i 
that had thL',), \m(mn about Applitxi Engi· 
nL'Cring's larger memoC}' card~ when they 
bought their Apple, thL'}' "ould luw puc· 
Ch:L'iL'Cl them at the s:une time. 

GsHAM and GSRAl\t PllL~ arc avail;lble now, 
aIkJ\\;ng up to 8 MEG of memoC}' eXlxlnsion 
Tha~s 8 times the memo!)' mpacity of 
Apple's cud and just look at the benefit~ that 
on~' c.<;RAM :U1d G'iRMt l~lL~ have owc 
Apple's card: 

• Um"Cr COSt 
• lIas 6 RA,\1 banks (Apple's cud h:t~ 4) 
• lias memo!)' expansion pon 
• Has RO~t e.xpansion pon 
• ~o configuration blocks to set 
• ~o soldered in R-\M chips 
• E.'qY.IOdabie to 8 ~1EG 
• E.'qYmd~ AppIeW'orks intenl;lllimjt~ 
• Built·in Hi·Res self·diagnn'itic sofm~lI'l! 
• 5 year hassle free "'<UTanty (Apple has a 90 

daY"'<UTanty) 
• Made in l&\ 

GsRAM for More 
AppleWorks Power 

On~' G'iRAM ,U1d GsHAM Plll'i eliminate 
Apple\'\'orl<s intemal memol), limit\ inL'l'L':l,
ing the maximum numbec of ('L'(,.'ord'i :l\~til

able from 6.000 to o\'er 25,(XX) and onl\' (i" 

R-\.\I and G'iR,,\M Plus increase the nu~ber 
of lines pennilll:'l.1 in (he \\\lI'd p('(xc."~ing 

mode fmm 6,000 (0 owr 15,<XX.J, And on!\' 
(;,~R-\.\I and G.,R,,\.\1 l~l1S oIll:r a built'in ' 
printer bufter so )DU C.IO continue u'iing 
AppIL'\\urki while your printer is printing c... 
R·\.\I and G'iR-\'\1 l~lL' L'\'Cn e:-'lxmd (he 
munlx:r of IinL'S in the diplxxud from 255 to 
2(}1- :md "ill auto segment brgc filL'S ~) UK)' 

CU1 be saved on l\\D or more dish.... You can 

C\"CI1 have Pinpoint or Macroworks and }our 
f.l\orite spelling checker in RM1 for in'itant 
feipOnse. GSRA,\1 and GSRAM PlU'i wiD L'\\:n 
clli;play the time and date right on dle 
ApplcWorks screen Ncxhing comes daic to 
L'I1hancing AppleWorks so much. 

Turn Your UGS into a Giant 
Simp~' plug GSRAM into the IlG'i memory 

expansion slot and you've got up to 8 mega. 
~Itei of RAM at your fingertips-all of it 
insl;U1t!y and autOlTlatically la:ogni7.ed by the 
IlG\ GsRMI is compatible with all IlG'i 
software, induding AppleWorks, as well :t'i 
BASIC®, PIDDos, DOS 3.3, PASCAL@, "C' and 
a)/~P', 

Grow by Bytes or Megabytes 
We offer GSRMI in l\\U confih'1.lf'Jtions so 

you em increase )uur memory 256K at a 
time (GSHAM) or a megab}te at a time (GS' 
RAM Plll~), Both offer full compatibility, lower 
COSt dun OthL>t' boards, and easy CXJXlIl(iabil· 
ity, AIld both are extremely k.Jw in poo-er 
consumption A fulIye:qxmded GSRt\.\t oper· 
:lles at only 375 rna, and GSRMI Plu~ at only 
270 rna (<.....'Cn \\ith 6 ~b)tcs on board!) 

GSRAM-for Nonnal 
Memory Requirements 

GsRAM is available ",;th 2561<, 5121<, 1 
MEG or 1.5 MEG of memory already on 
board If }DU don't need the fuD 1.5 MEG 
now; }DU CU1 choose a GSRA,\1 \'.ith less 
memory and expand it up to 1.5 MEG in the 
future--or upgrade to GSHAM PIll'> for a 
small charge. 

"III qualif): 
/Ji"fOnl1((l1c<', 
compallblllf): 
"'.\l)(/1/(I(lbilif)' (Iml 
support. Appllnl 
Ellgilleering's (,)R-llI 
alld ",R-!.II PillS {lIl' 
nllmber olle " 

Slel'f! \f/ozlIiak, the crr!ator 

ofAPple Computer 


With an optional piggyoock card. you CU1 

expand (isRAM ellen higher th;U1 1.5 MEG! 
(Other card,> are only expandable to 1 MEG.) 

GSRAM Plus-forGrowing 
byLeaps and Bounds 

GsRt\M PILL'> is the first Apple memory cud to 
lL'iC I MEG RAM chip.'> on the main board 
It's a\~Ii1able with 1 to 6 MEG on board. If 
you don't need the whole 6 MEG now, you 
CU1 buy a G'iRAM Plus ",;th Ies.<; memOlY and 
C:JSily exp:U1d it in the future. 

G.';RAM PllL'i CU1 be l".'q)arlded up to 8 
MEG \..;th an optional piggyoock card 

Easy Expansion 
Uo!h G'iRAM and (;''iRA.\1 Plus 'l'iC Sl.wdard 

RAM chi~ that are CC'.Idilya\diJablc and just 
plug right in So unlike other cards, )ou'll find 
l".'q)arlding )our GSRA."'t or GSRAM Plus easy, 
com'Cnient and \"C!)' economical And \\;th 
our optional RO~I expansion module }OU 

em L'\'Cn increase the IIG'i'S ROM space and 
all in jU'it one s1ot. 
Quality and Support of the 
Industry Leader 

AppliL'<.1 Engineering L'i the largest supplier 
of Apple peripherals in the world We 
illwnled the fir..,1 large RAM cards for the 
Apple. With a 5·ycar "no·hassle" warrmty ,U1d 
out'it;U1ding tL'ChniciI suppon, }OU CU1 be 
sure GSRAM and GSHAM Plu'i ",;ll deli\'Cr the 
fX!OOnnance )uu're looking for-or return 
them within 15 da)S for a full refund 

asRAM with 256K $169 
asRAM with 512K $219 
asRAM with 1 MEG $299 
asRAM with 1.5 MEG $379 
asRAM with 2·8 MEG CALL 

asRAM PLUS with 1 MEG $459 
asRAM PLUS with 2 MEG $759 
asRAM PLUS with 3·8 MEG CALL 

Order today! 
St.'\: your dealer or ca11 App~L'd Engineering 

today, 9 aot to II p.ot 7 da}s' Or send 
chL"Ck or money order to Applied Engineer· 
ing. M:t51eICartl, VI£\' and Co.D, welcome. 
Tex;l~ residents add ()%W, s:des t;lx' Add $lO,<Xl 
out'iide ll,S.t\ 

~ APPLIED ENGINEERING"' i 

Tbe Apple enbancement experts, 

(214) 241-6060 
PO Box -9H, C;lmlUwn, TX ~SOO6 
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though. First it is NOT a neat installation procedure. The 
connectors arc at the end of loose cables which you must send 
through the back of the computer to connect with your speakers. 
Two types of connectors are provided (a plus). One is identical 
to theGS external speaker jack (except the output will be stereo). 
The other(s) are standard RCA connectors. Second, quality 
control on this product is not what I would expect. If you buy it 
locally PLEASE inspect it before leaving the store. I discovered 
a cold solder joint (translation: one component was not attached 
to the board properly). I am fairly handy with a soldering iron and 
did the repairs myself. Third, no software is provided. There IS 
a demo copy of Music Construction Set (but I found an annoying 
quality to most of the selections). However Bard's Tale for the 
GS (A role playing game) has better sound than the Music 
Construction Set demo.l keep hoping a real good music program 
will come out. We'll see. 

CORY MCNUTT ON 05/02 
I have just ordered the SuperSonic Card-hope mine comes in 
good shape! Have you tried the Music Studio GS from ActiV
ision? I have both the Music Construction Set and Music 
Studio-Music Studio is BY FAR the better of the two. Now, 
when Deluxe Music Construction Set comes out it may be 
another story-but for now Music Studio is it. You can play 15 
instruments at once versus 2 for Music Construction Set; you can 
design your own instruments; and it has far more professional 
tools than Ivlusic Construction Set. Go check it out at a dealer. 

BOB RUSK ON 05/02 
Cory, I have both Music Construction Set and The Music Studio 
and will be glad to sell The Music Studio cheap. It won't print real 
manuscript that you could put in front of a musician, won't 
double a part, is impossible to edit and tedious to enter data on. 
O.K., it has the more potent synthesis capability for the moment, 
but Deluxe Music Construction Set and the allegedly forthcom
ing offering from Passport Designs will blow The tvlusic Studio 
into the weeds, as will my antique Passport system running on a 
][+ with a Mountain Computer board. One could hope that there 
wiII be a trade-in upgrade for Music Construction Set owners 
who want to opt for the Deluxe version-not certain, but the 
registration card hinted strongly that this will be the case. 

CORY MCNUTT ON 05/07 
Bob, I am cert.1inly not a professional Illusiciun, and therefore 
can't argue why a person with an instrument could not play from 
the printout (since it looks prelLy good to me), but in as far as 
tinkering around with both programs I found The Music Studio 
easier to usc when itcame to entering data, and onecenainly had 
more choices of notes and rests to use than in Music Construction 
Set. I also thought making a change in the key or the time of the 
music was handled smoother in The Music Studio. I guess I was 
just VERY dissapointed in Electronic Art's first attempt in 
Music Construction Set. I too, have high hopes for Deluxe Music 
Construction Set, if it's anything like the Mac's version. I also 
have heard that Electronic Arts will allow us to upgrade to 
Deluxe Music Construction Set-something they did not do for 
thosc of us who purchascd Music Construction Set for the Ilc! 
When is the Passport Designs program supposed to be out-I 

have not heard of it? 


CORY MCNUTT ON 05/17 

I just received my SuperSonic card from MDldeas the other day 

and although I didn't have to solder any wires, I have to agree 

with Kim that I am rather disappointed with the construction and 

overall "feel" of it. The wires appear that they could easily break 

off, especially when you consider that they just hang out the back 

of the machine! There should have been a metal or plastic clip 

to attach to the opening in the back of the GS to hold them firmly 

in place. Also the plugs on the ends of the wires are too BIG to 

get thru the back! And, of course, the plug on the end of my 

speakers is too large to come in thru the back! As fas as the sound 

quality goes-except for the Stereo separation-I really don't 

see all that much improvement. Has anyone here purchased the 

ConServer from MDIdeas? I was wondering if it is any more 

polished than their SuperSonic card. I would really like to get 

one, but hate to buy anything sight unseen. Is it sold locally 

anywhere so that I could go and look at it? Holding one or two 

3.5" drives and also having six outlets and doubling as a surge 

protector seems like a great idea. I was just wondering how the 

translation came out! 


DALE SMITH ON 05/17 

I've seen one on the GS demo unit at Clinton Computer's Laurel 

store. Looks nice from the outside; inside ??? 


KEN KNIGHT ON 05/18 

What is this ConServer anyway? 


DALE SMITH ON 05/18 

ConServer is a combinmion-an external GS fan, socket set for 

plugging in peripherals with a front switch, and room for2 Apple 

3.5 dirves, and it works as a monitor stand, adding about 1.5" to 
screen height. 

GS CHARACTER SETS 
TOM VIER ON OS/20 
How do you change character sets in the Control Panel? I sat at 
a GS yesterd<lY that was giving me a British pound sign for the 
# character. How do I get back to the standard set? 

LEE RAESLY ON 05/21 

Control-Open Apple-Escape (All togother Now!) gives you your 

shotutthe Control Pune!. Up Arrow to Control Punel,then return. 

Up Arrow to Options, then return. The right mow goes "Up" 

through the languuges, the left arrow "down". 


GS WARNING! 
TOM VIER ON 05/12 
This is a reminder to NOT set the RAMdisk Min and Max sizes 
to difcrcnt values!!!! That can cause unrecoverable trashing of 
ProDOS!!! ALWAYS set them to the same vulue! 

KIM BRENNAN ON 05/12 

Other comments. When using ProDOS 16 you should not NEED f"\ 

u Ramdisk since most (if not all) of your program should have 

been louded into memory at startup. 


contd. 
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PROPOS TUTORIAL 
RICHARD ROWELL ON 05/13 
Apple's Disk Operating System ProDOS, under which Apple
Works operates, makes use of pathnames. The purpose of these 
names it to provide a hierarchical structure for storing many, 
many files. This structure may include the use of SubDirectories. 
If you have no more than 20 files on an AppleWorks data disk 
then you probably don't need a hierarchical organization to keep 
track of them. As you may have noticed your AppleWorks files 
are already ordered by Word Processor first, next Data Base files, 
then finally Spreadsheets. And within these groups the file 
names appear in alphabetical order. A pathname is the Volume 
(or disk) name followed by all SubDirectory names and, last, the 
file name itself. Slashes (/) are used to separate the different 
types of names. Here's an example: 

{fIPS.l{fEMPLATES/BUSlNESS/MORTGAGE 
TIPS.l is the disk volume name. To find it you can select #5, 
Other Activities, from the Main Menu, then select #2, List all 
files on the current disk drive; at the top of the listing the disk 
volume name will be shown. Sometimes when you are prompted 
to "Enter the complete pathname" the pathname must be pre
ceded by a "r. The copy disk/program COpy ][ PLUS offered 
by Central Point Software does a very nice job of showing all 
files on a disk in a graphic display of SubDirectory, SubSubDi
rectory and File. Be alert so as not to overlook AppleWorks files 
on a disk; they may be "hidden" within a Directory or subDirec
tory. Directories are not AppleWorks files, therefore if you set 
the location of the data disk as a Slot and Drive or if you set it as 
a pathname that is simply the disk volume name, AppleWorks 
will tell you the following fib: "There are no AppleWorks files 
on this disk." The remedy? Set the location of the data disk as 
/DISK VOLUME NAME/DIRECTORY NAME (e.g. (fIPS.11 
TEMPLATES). 

RAMOlSK STUFF! 
CURTIS LAURET ON 05/10 
I have gotten an AE Ultra board. I've got AppleWorks running 
fine with the extra memory, clock running o.k, etc. Now, I want 
to get additional programs to load into the extra RAM, but I am 
really confused after reading chapter 3 of the AE manual dealing 
with theRAMDRIVE.I'm not sure where to begin. I want to load 
programs like the Pinpoint Accessories, etc. Aren't there easier 
instructions, step by step. For example, do this first, do this 
second, etc? 

PAUL SCHLOSSER ON 05/10 
Curtis-there's a program that will copy files to Iram. It's on the 
AE disk that came with your board. It's'AUTOCOPY', there's 
some instructions in the AE manual on how to modify AUTO
COpy to suit your needs, although the instructions aren't the 
clearest I've ever seen. Ifyou can configure AUTOCOPY to do 
what you want, then try this: Save a startup program like this: 

10 PRINT CHRS(4)"-PRODRIVE" 
20 PRINT CHRS(4)"-AUTOCOPY" 

Copy PRODOS, BASIC.SYSTEM, PRODRIVE, AUTO
"-' COPY, and all the files that you wa~t AUTOCOPY to copy to I 

ram toadisk. Enter the two BASIC hnesand save as STARTUP. 
If 'AUTOCOPY' is configured correctly, it'll copy the files 
you've designated, and execute a designated file from Imm. @ 

MUSIC SIG is a special-interest group dedicated to music 
lovers. We use all software and synthesizers, and run on Apples, 
Ataris, Commodores, IBMs and Macs. Our meetings are held on 
the second Saturday of each month, in the early afternoon. Call 
Gary Larson (337-4267) or Bill BillIe (301) 236-9898 for meet
ing place and time infonnation, or check the MusicTech BBS 
bulletin at 490-7484. 

Our May meeting was held at the Davis Public Library in 
Bethesda, Maryland. An introduction to analog synthesis was 
presented by Carol-Lee Erikson, who many will remember as a 
featured perfonner/composer at the April WAP main meeting. 
Carol's knowledge ofanalog synthesis is quite complete, and we 
are appreciative of the time she spent in preparing the program 
to share some of that knowledge with us. 

The next meeting will be held on July 11 at 1:00 P.M. at the 
White Oak Public Library in Silver Spring, Maryland. Call for 
directions. @ 

Service 
on Apple 11+, Apple lie 

IBM and IBM Compatibles 

We Test, Clean and Align Your 
5-1/4" Floppy Disk Drives 

Factory Service on 
Epson and Okidata Printers 

Expert Repairs on Other Brands 

90 Day Warranty on All Service Work 

On-Site Maintenance Agreements 
Available 

For More Information (all 

698-0347 
Technical Sales & Service 

2820 Dorr Ave 
Fairfax. VA 22031 
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n 1t6t musical ~ppl~== 
~ V ..... by RIJY mQnd Hobbs 

Last month I discussed the making of a recording on 
computer, using an imaginary M1DI synthesizer/computer sys
tem. This month I would like to touch on two "stumbling blocks" 
frequently encountered by novices while designing instruments 
and making recordings. 

A great deal of time can be wasted in ipstrument design, 
especially if the synthesist is using the "trial and error" method. 
I am probably more guilty of this than most, because I tend to get 
stalled in details. I can recall wasting the better part of a week 
trying to get an instrument definition right by fiddling around 
with first one parameter, then another. Since there are so many 
things to remember, and so many controls to set, I have found that 
it's especially important in the music game to start with simple 
before moving on to complex. 

In a two-oscillator-per-voice setup (far and away the most 
common), I must select a waveform for each oscillator and, at a 
minimum, a five-point envelope for each oscillator. Add a 
vibrato specification and an oscillator offset (detune), and I have 
two sets of seven controls, plus one overall control (the offset), 
each one of which can take on from five to 255 unique values
at a minimum! If I go about adjusting these various parameters 
in a willy-nilly fashion, the chances of lousing the instrument up 
arc so good that a lousy instrument becomes almost a certainty. 
No wonder I wasted a week fooling around with it! How, then, 
can the process be simplified so that the instrument definition 
procedure becomes short and productive? 

First, of course, the synthesist should!ill!lli his or her manu
als. The few hours spent in studying the manuals for the system 
ean easily be reclaimed during the first instrument definition 
process. Just knowing which of tile many parameters to adjust 
flTst is worth the time spent in reading the manuals. The second 
point is to attack the major variables first-before trying to "fine 
tune" anything. I usually go for the envelope definition, since the 
human ear is much more sensitive to the envelope than to the 
waveform. Most envelopes are defined as consisting of five 
points, although more points arc generally allowed. We fre
quently hear of envelopes of the ADSR type-this simply means 
that the four major stages of the envelope are ~, Deqw, 
S!lli!.illn and Release. These stages refer to the area under the 
envelope curve between points one and two, two and three, three 
and four, and four and five, respectively. Normally the parame
ters dealing with these envelope stages arc called Attack Rate, 
Attack Amplitude, Release Rate, Sustain Amplitude, Fall Rate 
and Fall Amplitude. All the rates refer to tile slope of the 
envelope curve and the amplitudes refer to the volume levels at 
which the envelope will change its slope. The anatomy of an 
envelope is pictured below: 

I like to start with a simple assumption about my instruments. 
The assumption is that every instrument is an organ. Why an 
organ? The organ has the simplest of envelopes-four points, 
absolute rates. Theallack rate is maximum (as soon as Ipress the 
key, the sound is at full VOlume), the sustain amplitude is 

ANATOMY or TYPICAL £NY£lOPE 
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identical to the attack amplitude, and the release rate is again 
maximum. I use this instrument because I can hear the sustained 
note with no distractions. I playa long sustained note and 
compare it with the sustained sound I wish to create. At this point 
I am not concerned with attack or decay or release-just the 
sustained tone. Since there arc two oscillators, each one with 
(possibly) a different waveform and (perhaps) detuned from 
each other slightly, there can be plenty of variance in tones, but 
this is the simplest setup for trying out waveforms. I set the 
volume of one oscillator to zero first, to try to find the principal 
waveform for a single oscillator, then I can try adding other 
waveforms to the second oscillator. A tedious enough process, 
it would be a hundred times worse if I worried about all of the 
other parameters at the same time! After I have decided on my 
wavefonns, I am ready for the attack phase. The attack will add 
a great deal of color to the sound, for it describes how the r"\ 

"instrument" is played. If struck, the attack is quite rapid. If 
bowed, the attack is slow. And so forth. After the attack has been 
created, the release segment can be formed in a similar manner-
the slower the release, the longer the sound "lingers". My 
envelope creation process is pictured below, segment-by-seg
ment, for a typical five-point envelope: 

001 \

I A: Start with sustain IB: Add albck Ie: Add nlusI/ 

The sound is still probably not exactly what I want I still have 
vibrato to define, and I may want to go back to "fine tune" a few 
things. The bulk of the work should be complete, though. I also 
like to keep on hand a few "plain vanilla" envelopes representing 
major instrument types (strings, woods, brass and percussion) 
for possible shortcuts. 

My second subject this month is Quantizing. When using a 
sequencer, as I indicated last month, there are three ways in 
which music may be put into a sequence. The first procedure is 
to write the musical scorc out in the music editor. The second 
mcthod is to play thc music into the sequencer from your MIDI 
synthesizcr as if you wcre playing into a llIpe recorder. The last 
method is called "s tcp Modc" entry, in which you play Lhe notes 
in one step at a time, while the computer advances the beat by a r'\ 
predetermined amount. 

Each method is fraught with problems. If the music is written 
contd. 
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into a music editor, it may sound stilted when played. Ifplayed 
in via the MIDI keyboard, a printed score is almost unreadable. 
It is nota fault of the sequencer or MIDI keyboard-it is just that 
nobody can get every attack and release exactly on the beat. 
Using step mode normally results in a composition identical to 
that which would have resulted by writing the music into an 
editor. 

I prefer to play in the music from my synthesizer, since it 
lends a "natural" quality to the music when played back. How
ever, when I print out the score, it's a mess. The two figures 
below depict a simple MIDI sequence that has been played into 
the sequencer, and the resulting printout of the score of that 
sequence: 

Me-as./Be-at ITick Event Value On Off Duration 
001111080 Not", C3 32 64 000101232 
001111315 Note- E 3 35 64 000101248 
001121068 Note- F 3 29 64 000101243 
001121302 Not", G 3 30 64 000101227 
001131045 Nott? A3 32 64 000101231 
001131286 Nott? A#3 34 64 000101242 
001141033 Not", C 4 35 64 000101252 
001141271 Noto? D4 32 64 000101240 
002111012 Noto? C4 30 64 000131471 
002111024 Note- F 1 29 64 OOm01 219 
002111262 Note C2 35 64 000101230 
002121473 Noto? 83 30 64 001101028 

The effects of imprecision in attacks and releases can be 
mitigated to a greater or lesser extent by asking the computer to 
perform an operation known as "quantizing". Quantizing is 
essentially a mathematical operation in which attacks and/or 
rcleases are "rounded off' to a given fraction of a beat. For 
example, when quantizing to an eighth note is selected, an attack 
which takes place 1/32 of a beat too soon will be moved forward 
to the nearest eighth note-the attack will automatically come on 
the beat when played back. The same sequence shown above has 
been quantized in the figures below, and the resulting improve
ment in the printed score becomes apparent: 

Mt?as./8o?"t /Tick Evt?r.t Value- Or, Off Duration 
0011 1i 001 Not.o? C3 32 64 000101 240 
0011 1! 240 Not.... E 3 35 64 000101240 
001121001 Not... F 3 29 64 000101240 
001121240 Not.t? G3 30 E.4 000101240 
001131001 N.,t.o? A 3 32 64 000101240 
001131240 r·/o:.t. ... A#3 34 E.4 000101240 
001141001 N.,to? C4 -c:,!I._I 64 000101240 
001 !-41240 N.,to? D4 32 64 OOO!01240 
002111001 N.,to? C4 30 ';:.4 001101000 
002111001 Noto? F 1 29 64 000101240 
002111240 N.,te C2 35 64 000101240 
002121001 Noto? 83 30 64 001101000 

• I, 

When employing quantizing, most synthesists select the 
value of the shortest note in the composition as the quantizing 
factor. In the above case, I selected an eighth note for the 
quantizing factor. 

So which should we do? Kecp the original played-in se
quence for its "natural" navor, or use the stilted quantized ver
sion which results in the correct score? To musicians the answer 
may be elusive, but to computer types it's obvious-keep them 
both! Just save the original sequence, copy it to a file of another 
name, then quantize the new file. Presto! You can have your 
cake and eat it, too! 

And you can never tell when you're going to need that score 
for a copyright! @5 

Q&A contd. from pg 18 
ask you what name to use to save the chart. Type in any legal 
DOS filename. After the chart is saved to disk, exit the 
program and load in the graphics dump program. If the 
graphics dump program does not give you the option of 
loading in a disk file, load the chart back to the graphics 
screen by typing "BLOAD your-file-name" (without the 
quotes, and replacing your-file-name with the name you 
actually used of course) and then run the graphics dump 
program selecting a dump of hi-res screen 2. There are 
actually two hi-res graphics screens in the Apple and I have 
assumed that graphics screen 2 is being used. It is possible 
that screen I is being used instead. If after following the 
above procedure the printer prints a whole screen sized page 
of more or less random dots,then I guessed wrong and screen 
I is being used. In this case change line 9750 above to PRINT 
CHRS(4)"BSAVE "FILES",AS2000.LS2000" and select 
screen 1 from the graphics dump program. 

Q. What reference book do you recommend to hclp me get into 
Applesoft BASIC? I have a good grasp of the fundamentals, 
but need some insight into other programming features such 
as PEEK, POKE, ets. which I see referenced in the literature. 

A. 	Most of the good books on Applesoft are no longer readily 
available. Bookstores don't tend to keep old titles on hand. 
Apple Computer's "Applesoft Tutorial" may be a little ele
mentary for you but it is available and does contain explana
tions of some of the more popular PEEK and POKE com
mands. Ifyau can still find it, William F. Luebbert's "What's 
Where in the APPLE'!" is un excellent reference for PEEKs 
and POKEs. Itwas originally published by MICRO INK, Inc. 
Chclmsford, Massachusetts, but I believe they may now be 
out of business. Another alternative is Call -A.P.P.L.E. In 
Depth, Number I, "All About Applesoft", which is probably 
still available from A.P.P.L.E. ® 



RanlWorks@III 

Patented Peiformance from the Recognized Leader 


With battery) backed RAM port, RGB port, increased memory) capacil)~ full software . 
compatibilil)' and 1now compact design, RamWorks III is a generation ahead 

R'Ul1Works III is the nL,,\\"Cst 3rd 
gener.ltion RAM Gud for the Apple lie. It 
incorpor.ues all of the techm~l>!-,,)' and 
improvements that ycms of eXl'erience 
:md over a hundred thow;and sales have 
given Wi By scllinA more memory Glltl'i 
than :myone else and listening to our 
Cll'itomep.;, we were able to design a 
memory card that h;l'i the ultimate in 
pcrfi.1mlanCe, quality, C()mpatihility ;ulli 
ease of lISC. A desiWl ~) a(h~UKLXI it's 
pmented \Ve Glll it ltunWork'i IlL ),>u'll 
call it awc.';ome! 

The AppleWorks Amplifier. 
\\hile Itlm\Vork'i III is recognizLxl by 

all memory inten'iive progr.lm.'i, NO 
other e:-qxmsion card conK'S ch'iC to 
offering the multitude of enhancemenl'i 
to AppleWork'i that Ram\X'ork'i III dOL.."i. 

Naturally, you'd expect RamWork'i III to 
eXl'and the a\~libhle desh10p, alter all 
Applit.xl EnginL'eling \\~l'i a year ahead of 
C\'eryone el'ie illcludillg AfJ/)/e in offering 

, more than 55K. and we still prmide the 
largest AppleWork'i dcsh10pS ;t\~lj\;~)le. 

But a larger desktop is jW;( pan ()I" the 
story. ux)k at all the AppleWork'i en· 
hancemenl'i that even r\pple's 0\\11 c.utl 
does not provide and ollb' 1~U11WOrk'i III 
does, With a 256K or \:uger l~llnWork'i 
IlL aU of AppleWork'i (induding printer 
routines) ~ill automatically load iL'iClf into 
RAl',,1 dr.unatiGllly inL'ml'iing SIX.'(.'<.i by 
eliminating the time rt.xluirt.xl to accc.';s 
the progr.un disk driw, S\\itch from 
word processing to ~pread'ihL'et to data· 
\yJSe at the ~;peed of light with no wear 
on disk driw.'i. 

01/{1' R4ml\X'ork'i eliminates Apple· 
I Work'i' il1lem.~ memory limiL'i, incre:t'iing 

Ihe maximlU1l number of record<; a\-ail· 
able from 1,350 to over 25,000. 0110' 
1tU11Works inCfC'JSeS the number of lines 
11C1TI1itted in the word processing m(x.le 
from 2,250 to over 15,000. And 011f,' 
RllinWork'i offer.; a built-in printer buller, 
so you won't have to wait for your 
printer to stop \1Cfore remrning to Apple
Work .. RamWork'i L''''en exvand'i the 
clipboard And auto segments large HIes 
so they can be saved on two or more 
disk .. You em e\'en have PinlX)int ()r 
7'.\aLToWork'i and )uur fJ\"()rite spelling 
checker in R>\.\1 for instant response. 

Itlm\X'ork, nothing oomes dose to 

enhandng Apple\Vorks so much 


The Most Friendly, Most 
Compatible card Available. 

l:sing Ram\Vorks III oouldn't be easier 
bec.lll'ie it's compatible \\ith more off· 
the·shelf sorr.,~tre th:m ;my other RAM 
card Popular progran1s like App\eWorks, 
Pinlx)inL Catalyst.. i'.1ou'ieOesk H~wtl
Soft, HL'ihcaJc Pro·Filer, Managing Your 
!\loney, SuperCalc 3a, :md 7'.lagiG~c 10 

name a few (and aU hardware add on's 
like ProFile and Sider hard disk 'i), Itun· 
Work'i is even compatible \\;th ~)ftware 
written for Apple card." But unlike other 
cards, HamWorks plugs into the lie 
auxiliary slot pfO\icling our super sh.'up 
80 column text (U.s. Palent #·1601018) in 
a completely integrated S)~lem while 
lea\ ing e:-q1:tn'iion slot'i 1 through 7 
a\nilable for other periphc~ card", 

ItUllWork<; III is compatible \\;th ~l 

Apple lie's, enh:mced, unenl1.111CL"d 
AmeriGU1 or European veffiions. 

Highest Memory Expansion. 
Applied Engineering h.t'i aI\\nys of. 

fcrLxl the largc.<;t memory for the Ill' .U1d 
1~U11Works III continuc.'i that tradition by 
c:-qxmding to 1 full MEG on the main 
card ll'iing slanc\:lrd RAI'v1s, more tllan 
mUS1 will L"\'cr nccd (I nieg is alx)ltt 500 
pages of texl)...but if you do ewr neLxl 
more tll:m 1 r-.IEG, RU11Work'i III has tile 
\\idest sciL'ction of expander cards a\nil
able. Adltition:d 512K. 2 MEG, or 16 
i'.tEG Gutb jll.,l snap directly onto ~U1l' 

I Works III by plugging into the induso)'s 
, only low proHle (no slot 1 interference) 

fl~~' dLx'{x.iL'(1 memory exV:tn'iion con· 
nLX'tOf. You GU1 also ch(x)SC non·\ulatile, 
power independent expander.; allO\\ing 
pem1:U1ent storage for up to 20 year.s. 

It Even Corrects Mistakes. 
If you've got ~)me otller HAM card 

tl1.1t'S not being n.'cognii'..ed by your 
pnlgr.U11.'i, and you \\~lnt Ram\Xbrks m, 
you're in luck &'Glll'iL' all you ha\\~ to 
do is plug tile memory chips from your 
ClllTL'nt card into tile eXV~1Sion sockel<; 
on ~lmWork'i to recapnlre most of your 
invesunent! 

The Ultimate in RGB Color. 
RGB color is an option on R4unWork<; 

;U1d \\itll g(xx.1 rea~)(1. Some odlers 
mmbine HGB color output \\idl tlleir 

, memory Gtrl.b, but U1:l!'s wlfair for Ulose 
who don't nL'(.'(1 RGB (llld for those that 
do. &'C;}ll'ie if )OU don'l need RGB 
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: Applied Engineeting doe.n't make you 
buy it, but if you want RGB output 
you're in for a nice surprise Ix.>call'ie the 
RamWorks RGB option offers better 
color gf'Jphic.<; plus a more readable 00 
column text (that blows away any 
composite cok>r monitor). For only $129 
it can be added to RamWorks giving you 
a rJ'l.or shaip, vivid brilliance that most 
daim is the be..,1 they have ever seen 
You'U al'iO apprt.'ciate the mldtiple tex1 
colors (others only have green) that 
come standard But the RamWorks RGB 
option is more than ju<;{ the wtimate in 
color output becllLc;e unlike others. it's 
fuUy compatible with all the Apple 
standards for RGB output control, mak
ing it more compatible ~ith off-the-shelf 
software. With it" FCC certified design, 
you can 1I.'ie almo.<;t any RGB monitor 
becau'ie only the new RamWorKs RGB 
option prmides both Apple standard and 
IB~1 standard RGB ouqxlt<; (albles in· 
duded). 11,e RGB option plugs into the 
IYdck of RamWorks ~ith no slot 1 inter-

RG~ Option 

ference and remember) 'Ou can order 
the RGB option \\ith your RamWorks or 
add it on at a later date. 

True 65C816 16 Bit Power. 
Ram\'\'orks III has a built-in 65C816 

rn; pan for diKU oonnection to our 
optional 65C816 cud 'Ihe only one 
capable of linearly addressing more than 
1 meg of memory fOr power applica· 
tions like running the I.orus 1-2-3N 

compatible program. VIP Profes.sional 
Our 65C816 card does not llo;e another 

• slot but replaces the 65C02 yet maintains 
j full 8 bit compatibility 

Endorsed by the Experts. 
A+ ma~jne said "Applkd Enginttr· 

ing's RamWorks is a boon to those \vho 
must use laIge files ~ith AppleWorks...I 
like the prociua so much that I am 
bU)ing one for my o\\TI ~l~tem" inCider 
ma~ine said "~unWorks is the most 

"[ wanted a 
mem01.1' card for 
n~v Apple tbat was 
fast ea.9' to liSe, 

and cery' compat
ible; so I bougbt 
RamW'01:k.' " 

SU!n! \r'Ozrl~ tbe avator 

ifApple Computer 


pmverftd auxiliary slot memolY cud 
avaiL1hle for }'Our lIe, ,md I rate it four 
starS...For my money, Applied Engineer
ing's R;unWorks is king of the hilL" 

Apple expert<; everywhere are im· 
pressed by RamWorks's expandability, 
versatility, e'dSe of use, and the sheer 

power and ~peed that it add<; to any lie. 
With a RamWorks in your Apple, )DU'U 
make mM pes and ATs look like 
slowpokes. 

Quality and Support of the 
Industry Leader 

~lm\X'orks III is from Applied Engi· 
neering the laIgest, most wen sUPPOI1L>d 
manufaaurer of Apple peripherals and 
the imentor of large RMI cards for the 
Apple. With our 5 year no has.<;le 
\\'a1Tanty and outstanding technical sup' 
pon )DU're a'isured of the most trow-,te 
free produa )'Ou can buy. 

It's Got It All 
• 15 day money back guarantee 
• 5 year hassle free warranty 

• Built-in super sharp 00 colLUnn dL'ipl<ty, 
(U.s. Patent #46010IH) 

• 	ExlYdn(lahle to I r-.1EG on main atn.l 
• Expandable to 16 meg \\ith eXlxmder 

card, ~ith NO slot I interference 
• 	Can usc 64K or 256K RAMs 
• 	Powerfi.d linear addressing 16 hit 


coproces..~)r pon 

• Automatic AppleWorks expamion up 

to 3017K desktop 
• 	Accelerates Apple\X'( )J'KS 

• 	Built-in AppleWorks printer buffer 
• The only large RA\1 crrd d1at's 100% 


compatible with aU lie software 

• 	~lmDrive'" the ultimate disk emula· 


tion software indudl.~1 free 

• Memory is easily partitioned aUowing 

I many progr;uns in memory at once 
: • 	Compatible, RGB option featuring ldtra 

high resolution color graphics ,md 
mwtiple text colors. \\;(h cables for 
both Apple and mM I)pe monitors 

• 	Built-in self diagnostics soft\\~lre 
• 	Lowest power consumption (U.s. 


Patelll #4(01018) 

• Takes only one sbt (awdliary) even 


when fi.illy expanded 

• Socketed ,md U<iCr upgrade.d)le 
• 	Software indu<itry standard 
• Advanced Computer Aided Design 
• 	US{.><'\ by Apple Computer, Steve 


Womiak and vinuaUy aU sofhv.ue 

companie. 


• 	Displays date and time on the Apple
Works SLTeen ~;th any PRO DOS 
compatible dock 

• 	Much, much more! 

RamWorks III with 64K $179 
RamWorks III with 256K $199 
RamWorks III with 512K $249 
RamWorks III with 1 MEG $329 
RarriWorks III with 1.5 MEG $489 
RamWorks III with 2 to 16 MEG CALL 
65C816 16 Bit Card $159 
RGB Option $129 
Optional Software: 
Pinpoint with RAM 

Enhancement Software $79 
VIP Professional $219 

RamWork., III. 111e industry standard 
for memory expansion of the Apple lIe. 
ORDER YOUR ~lmWork<; III TODAY. 
See ynur dder or caU (214) 241·6060, 

I 9 am. to 11 p.m., 7 days, or send check or 
money order to Applied Engineering. 

MasterCard, Visa and eQ.D. welcome. 
Texas residents add 6V4~\') sales tax. Add 
$10.00 if out'iide U.SA 

~ Applied Engineering" 
p.o. Box798, Canollton, TX75006 

(214) 241-6060 
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I LOVE APPLE MUSIC - SIMPLE APPLE MUSIC: Part 2 
by GARY HAYMAN ©1987 

In part one we took a brief look at a program that would 
generate a sound driver (Listing 1) and we were able to hear the 
notes that Apple could produce on its speaker with the HEAR 
ALL NOTES program (Listing 2). We also saved to disk the all 
important SOUND DRIVER program that we will be using in 
almost all of our programs. 

This time out, let's hear a little more sound and play around 
with them before we get ready to really make music. Let us use 
our paddles, joysticks, or tablets connected to our Game I/O. I 
bet you haven't used yours for some time. Well dust it off and 
plug it in. It will be necessary for the next program as we play 
around with some of the over 65000 combinations ofpitchcs and 
durations that our Apple can provide us. Type the following: 

NEW 
10 REM PDL/JOYSTKffABLET SOUND 
20 TEXT: HOME 
30 PRINT CHRS (4);"BLOAD SOUND DRIVER" 
40 VTAB 12: PRINT "FREQUENCY" 
50 VTAB 14: PRINT "DURATION" 
60 POKE 768, PDL (0): POKE 769, PDL (1): 

CALL 770 
70 VTAB 12: HTAB 11: PRINT SPC( 3);: 

HTAB 11: PRINT PDL (0) 
80 VTAB 14: HTAB 11: PRINT SPC( 3);: 

HTAB 11: PRINT PDL (I) 
90 GOT060 
SAVE PDL/JOYSTK/TABLET SOUND 
RUN 

Listing 3 

Listing 3 (PDL/JOYSTKffABLET SOUND), when run, 
allows you to use either your paddles, joysticks or graphic tablet 
devises hooked into the gameport to select notes of different 
frequencies and durations. The chosen frequency and duration 
is also displayed on the screen. You can easily change the notes 
up or down and speed or slow their durations. You will notice 
that there is a definite break between each note-I will discuss 
this later. If you want, you can use the program to zero in your 
joystick. Ifbothnumbersread I28,youhavecenteredit. Perhaps 
you will note at which point the notes get so high that you can't 
hear them. You might also find some notes that set your Apple 
buzzing in a harmonic vibration. Play around with it for a while 
to get used to the various possibilities of sound. 

In line 60 we are poking into memory position 768 the value 
of paddle O. This is representative of the frequency of the sound. 
Into memory position 769 we arc poking the value of paddle 1. 
This is representative of the duration of the sound. Then we call 
our sound driver which starts at 770 (S302 in hex) and which uses 
information that is stored in memory positions 768 and 769. This 
is the basis of producing our sound in most of the programs that 
follow. POKE a number (1-255) represcnting frequency/pilCh/ 
tone into 768. POKE a number (1-255) representing duration in 
769. Call 770 and produce the sound designated by the pokcd 

numbers. 
Next, I want you to hear various notes presented in a random 

manner. Type the following: 
NEW 
10 REM P. 25 RANDOM NOTES CONTINUOUS 
20 PRINT CHRS (4);"BLOAD SOUND DRIVER" 
30 TEXT: HOME: PRINT "25 RANDOM NOTES 

IN 25 RANDOM DURATIONS" 
40 F = INT (RND (I) * (25) + 1)· 10 
50 D = INT ( RND (I) • (25) + 1) • 10 
60 POKE 768,D: POKE 769;F: CALL 770 
70 GOT040 
SAVE P. 25 RANDOM NOTES CONTINUOUS 
RUN 

Listing 4 

Listing 4 (p. 25 RANDOM NOTES CONTINUOUS) when 
run will produce one of twenty-five notes randomly selected in 
line 40 and sound it for one of twenty-five randomly selccted 
durations governed by line 50. Again, in line 60 you will find the 
note/duration/call technique. Another random note and random 
duration will be selccted and the program will continue, driving 
you crazy until you stop it with a <CTRL-C> or a <CTRL
RESET>. 

Let's get something more useful. Suppose I have written a 
program that will have a lot of text screens to be read one after 
another. At the bollom of the screen I have the typical "PRESS 
A KEY", or something more original. As the screen clears and 
the new text appears I would like a little sound to enliven the 
reading. How about this. Type the following: 

NEW 
10 REM QUICK NOTES 
20 TEXT: HOME: PRINT "QUICK NOTES" 
30 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD SOUND DRIVER" 
40 GOSUB 1001 
50 END 
1000 REM SUB QUICK NOTES 
1001 D = 10 
1002 FORX= 1 TO 20 
1003 F = INT (RND (1) • 25 + 1) • 10 
1004 POKE 768,F: POKE 769,D: CALL 770: 

NEXT X: RETURN 
SAVE QUICK NOTES 
RUN 

Listing 5 

Listing 5 (QUICK NOTES) produces 20 random notes of 
short duration with could be just the thing to announce the text 
page change in your program or even to signal a correct or 
incorrect answer to a choice. You can change the values of Din 
line 1001 and the number of repetitions in line 1002 ifyou would 
like to get a different effect. 

Now here's something. Since we might want to do this in 
contd. 
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several of our programs, let us save the quick note portion of the 
program as a subroutine that we could later transfer into our 
program using the hold and merge capabilities of our RENUM
BER program that I like to use. Do this: 

DEL 10,50 
"-' SAVE SUB QUICK NOTES 

Ilike to save my subroutines to a separate subroutine disk. All 
my subroutines start with line 1000. When I need a subroutine 
added to my program,all I have to do is place the currentprogram 
on hold using the &H of the RENUMBER program which is 
residing in memory. LOAD the subroutine program. Change the 
line numbers so as not to interfere with other line numbers in my 
program (I again use RENUMBER to do this) and then merge the 
two together with the &M command of RENUMBER. This 
really results in modular programming. Always let the first line 
of your subroutine be a REM statement identifying it Ifyou are 
worried about your program being "REM stripped" at a later 
date, have your GOSUBs directed to the second line in your 
subroutines (such as 1001 as I did). 

Now when I want this feature in my program, I BLOAD 
SOUND DRIVER somewhere in the beginning of the program. 
Bring in my subroutine as I described above and go to it when I 
need it. Please remember that all subroutines must have a 
RETURN. I ean't ten you how many times I forgot that and got 
a RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB message. 

Let's begin wi th some music. As a way of introduction I want 
you to hear some 8 note scales and some 13 note scales. Type the 
fonowing: 

NEW 
10 REM MAJOR SCALES 
20 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD SOUND DRIVER" 

'-' 	 30 TEXT: HOME: D =255 
40 PRINT "C MAJOR SCALES - 8 NOTES": PRINT 
50 PRINT "(WHITE KEYS FROM C TO C)" 
60 FOR Y =1 TO 4 
70 FOR X =1 TO 8 
80 READF 
90 POKE 768.F: POKE 769,D: CALL 770 
100 NEXT X 
110 FOR PAUSE =1 TO 2000: NEXT PAUSE 
120 NEXTY 
130 END 
140 DATA 216,192,172,160,144,127,114,108 
150 DATA 108,96,86,80,72,64,57,54 
160 DATA 54,48,43,40,36,32,28,27 
170 DATA 27, 24, 21, 20,18,16,14,13 
SAVE MAJOR SCALES 
RUN 

Listing 6 

Listing 6 (MAJOR SCALES) wiJI play 4 possible C 
MAJOR scales over your Apple speaker. These are the notes that 
are represented by the keyboard's white keys only - we will get 
to the black keys in a moment. Since the scales arc from C to C, 
the top C of one scale is repeated and becomes the bottom C of 
the next scale. In addition to what you hear here, there are two 

~ more lower "white key" notes that are available. We can hear 

them later. 
You will notice something different here. I have placed the 

values for the notes I want to hear in the DATA statements (lines 
140 to 170). I READ these values in line 80 and plug them into 
my POKE/CALL routine which you should recognize by now in 
line 90. In this case my duration "D" will be a constant. It was 
set in line 30. Since I pretty wen know how many notes I will be 
hearing, I do not have to put Data End test statements into the 
program. But if I use the DATA technique for more complicated 
and longer music, I will have to. More on this in a later article. 

Well, what about the keyboard's black keys. They make 
sounds too, don't they. The next program will include them. It 
is similar to Listing 6 with some slight changes and altered 
DATA statements. Type the fonowing: 

NEW 
10 REM CHROMATIC SCALE 
20 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD SOUND DRIVER" 
30 TEXT: HOME: D =255 
40 PRINT "THE CHROMATIC SCALE 

13 NOTES": PRINT 
50 PRINT "(WHITE AND BLACK KEYS FROM 

CTOC)" 
60 FOR Y =1 TO 4 
70 FOR X =1 TO 13 
80 READF 
90 POKE 768,F: POKE 769,D: CALL 770 
100 NEXTX 
110 FOR PAUSE =1 TO 2000: NEXT PAUSE 
120 NEXTY 
130 END 
140 DATA 216, 204,192,180, 172, 160, 152, 

144,136,128,120,114,108 
150 DATA 108, 102,96,90,86,80,76,72,68, 

64,60,57,54 
160 DATA 54, 51,48.45,43,40,38,36,34, 

32,30,28,27 
170 DATA 27, 25, 24, 22, 21, 20,19, 18, 17, 

16. IS, 14, 13 

SAVE CHROMATIC SCALE 

RUN 


Listing 7 

Listing 7 (CHROMATIC SCALE) will play all the notes 
from Cto C upward in the same manner as MAJOR SCALE, only 
it will also include the black keys (referred to as the sharp or flat 
keys). There are now 13 notes in each scale. As before, the top 
C of one scale becomes the bottom C of the next scale. There are 
3 notes left out on the low end. Ifwe include them we will have 
52 notes that we can use in our music. That's not too bad for our 
purposes. 

(NEXT: How to read simple sheet music and enter proper 
notes and durations in your programs.) 

(COMING UP: Quick techniques ofwriting music, creating 
a music text file collection, other sounds, commercial pro
grams-and much more.) e 
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GAMESIG NEWS 

by Barry Bedrick 

TIle first orderofbusiness at the June GameSIG mecting was 
a vote of thanks to Paul and Janice Moore, who once again held 
the very successful quasi-annual GameSIG party at their home. 
The party featured the now -traditional quest, won by Chairman 
TIlOmas Johnston (with a little help from his friends), 2 simulta
neous versions of a murder mystery game program from Elec
tronic Arts (to be reviewed in a future issue), and the also
traditional delicious food, provided through the generosity and 
culinary talents of the Moores. 

The meeting featured demos of SHADOWGATE, the new 
graphic adventure for the Mac from Mindscape. Reviewed 
c1sewhere in this issue, SHADOWGATE features the same 
outsl4Inding usc of the Mac interface in a game system as its 
predecessors, DEJ A VU and UNINVITED, and tile same excc1
lent gmphics, animation, and sound. We also saw and passed out 
for review SPACE QUEST, a conversion to the r-,'Iac of one of 
Sierm's innovative graphic adventures (sec also KING'S 
QUEST I,ll, and III) in which you control tile movement ofyour 
character. A new version of MIGHT M'D MAGIC, now 
distributed by Activision, was received and wiII be reviewed. 

Charles Don Hall filled in for the absent Ron Wartow in 
reporting on available or forthcoming games. (Although Ron 
was ostensibly not present, it was suggested that the somewhat 
moribund cicada perched on a monitor, reminiscent of the Monty 

T 

Python parrot, was tile unfortunate outcome of Ron's careless 
misuse of the Cicadios spell from WIZARDRY. Attempts to 
communicate were, however, fruitless.) Charles reported that 
Infocom has two new text adventures coming: STATIONFALL, 
a sequel to PLANETFALL, and THE LURKING HORROR, 
based on the work ofH. P. Lovecraft, the Stephen King ofhis day 
(in theme, not popularity). Also, STARFLEET II, by Cygnus, 
lets you play the role of the bad guys from ST ARFLEET I. 

GameSIG reviews in tllis issue arc of SHADOWGATE, 
PAINTWORKS PLUS, BARD' S TALE II, and ST ARGLIDER. 
Next GameSIG meeting will be at 7:30 pm, W AP office, July 2. @ 

.~

SHADOWGATE: A Review 

by Steven Payne 

At last! Mindscape has finully released SHADOWGATE 
(Mac 512K, SE or II, S49.95 list), tile third in an award-winning 
series of text and graphic adventures, a wortllY successor to 
DEJA VU and UNINVITED. This time around, you arc the 
"seed of prophecy, the last of the Line of Kings," commissioned 
by Lakmir the Timeless (of the Druidic Circle ofTwelve) to save 
tile land of Tarkus from tile evil Warlock Lord (also known as 
Talimar the Black). As you discover tluough the course of the 
game, the power-hungry Talimar, once part of the Circle of 
Twelve, was expelled long ago for his machinations. Now, 
somewhere within the heavily fortified c~lstlc Shadowgate, he 
threatens to raise up tile dreaded Behemoth to destroy the earth. 
Your mission, should you accept it, is (apparently) to find five 
magical items in the castle which will enable you to defeat the 
Warlock Lord und save Tarkus. 

I say "apparently" because, though I haven't quite finished, 
the plot seems a lillie murky, and not radically different from 
what you find in many other adventures. Still, what muke 
Mindscape "Mac Ventures" so special arc the gaming system, the 
puzzles, and the graphics. The system, essentially the same as in 
DEJA VU and UNINVITED, is a model of ~'racintosh "user
friendliness." The game is almost entirely mouse-driven, with 
boxes and windows for the player, the player's inventory, graph

ics, text, exits, any "opened" objects, and eight standard com
mands (examine, open, close, speak, operate, go, hit, and con
sume). Many of tile windows havc scroll bars and size boxes, and 
all can be moved around on the desktop. Thus, the player can 
travel from scene to scene simply by double-Clicking on the open 
doors shown in the graphics window or the corresponding 
squares in thc "exiL'i" window. Similarly, picking up or dropping 
objects is as easy as "clicking and dragging" them to and from the 
inventory. 

If anything, the game seems larger and the graphics more 
splendidly detailed than ever before. For example, in the library 
alone, the desk and scrolls can be opened, the magicul tome on 
the desktop can be examined and "operated," and dozens of 
individual volumes in the bookcase can be read. At various 
points there arc appropriate sound effects (thunder, creaking 
doors, blood-curdling screams) and even a bit of animation (will 
that meowinb cat ever capture the rat he chases so relentlessly 
around the castle?). 

The puzzles arc not always logical (Why docs a shooting star 
kill a wyvern but not a hellhound? Why docs a magic flute open 
a secret panel instead of charming a snuke?), but thcy are r"\ 
endlessly inventive. Apparently similar problems may require 
quite different solutions; not all torches or rugs arc alike, for 

contd. on pg 43 
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PAINTWORKS 
by Kim Brennan 

PLUS: A Review 

___ So you've finished Ultima 15 and Phantasie 14 now what? 
Well, how about Paintworks Plus? That isn't a game, you say, 
or, wait-is it? It certainly has a lot ofsimilarities to most games, 
colorful graphics, short on text, and copy protection. and all in all 
can be just as satisfying (or vexing) as any game. 

To run this program you only need a S12K Apple IIGS with 
a 3.5 drive. A color monitor, of course, is preferred. Paintworks 
uses key disk copy protection and hence can be installed on a hard 
disk. Itruns underProDOS 16. I reviewed iton a 1.2SMGS with 
a Sider Hard disk. The program is supplied on a single 3.5 disk, 
with a ISO-page TutoriallReference Manual. 

Let's cover the basics first. This is the rust paint program 
making use of the Apple lIGS' s Super Res Screen. Itworks in the 
320 mode (ie 320h X 200v pixels). It makes useof the GS's 
various toolboxes and hence looks remarkably like most of the 
Mac Paint programs-except for the color on the screen. With 
that color you can do remarkable graphics. And print them out 
too, if you have an Imagewriter II printer equipped with a color 
ribbon. On the screen you can select 16 colors of the GS 's 4096 
to work with. Printing docs a good job of representing the screen, 
though it tends to be a shade less intense on paper-loses 
something in translation, I guess. 

To work with all those colors, Paintworks Plus has a lot of 
tools. Brushes, Pencils, Spray Cans, Straight lines, Outlines and 
Solid figures. These arc the standard painting tools made famous 
my MacPaint. You also have your palette of colors and patterns. 

'-' Patterns can be in color and you can edit the patterns yourself. 
You also have your editing tools, the lasso and the edit box. 

The lasso is for irregular shapes and the box is for everything 
else. However, not all edit commands will work with the lasso. 
And there arc some real nifty edit commands-several of them 
arc not even noticeable by just pulling down windows. Like the 
Grow/Shrink edit. This is where you choose a section of the 
screen and can enlarge it or shrink it down-not just to see it 

better but to actually enlarge/shrink that section of your painting. 
You also have, of course, the Fat bits or Zoom window. This 

is where one can edit the painting on an individual pixel basis. 
There arc convenient shortcuts to get into and out of the Fat bits 
mode. And many other modes. 

In fact there arc so many shortcuts to various actions that you 
may occasionally stumble on them all to unaware, especially 
when first learning Paintworks. The one that bit me was the 
Erase Screen shortcut-double click on the eraser and the entire 
screen is erased! Fortunately, Undo returned my erased pic
ture-though I must admit it didn't do much to slow my heart 
rate. 

Another nice idea in Paintworks is the Revert File option. 
This will put back on the 'easel' the last saved form of your 
painting. Unfortunately, I got an error message (I/O Error No 
S0040) when I made usc of this command once. I had used it 
other times with no errors. 

Another plus in Paintworks Plus is Animation. By carefully 
creating a painting and then slightly modifying it for several 
additional paintings, one can then create an animated sequence. 
I've seen some that are quite remarkable, hut the demo one 
supplied on the disk is quite humble (a ball bouncing). 

The weakest part of Paintworks Plus has to be the text. This 
is of course logical, since it is a Paint program, but I thought that 
the fonts were rather dreadful in appearance (yes, I was filled 
with dread the moment I saw them). In truth each of the fonts 
only looks good at one point size (which is bold faced to indicate 
which size). 

One last caveat. Since it is possible to edit all of the colors on 
the screen, it is entirely possible that someday you may edit the 
screen into unreadableness (is that really a word?). There is, 
however, a very handy public domain Classic Desk Accessory 
called Color Map Fixer that will correct the palette to the default 
palette. I've used it many a time....... @ 

THE BARD'S TALE II-THE DESTINY KNIGHT 

A Review by Ray Hakim 

This fantasy role-playing game has a look and feel similar to 
the original BARD'S TALE 1. Yet it is a much larger game 
which incorporates a number of advances to the playing system. 
In the original BARD'S TALE the game is played out in the 
dungeons, sewers, and castles of a single town-Scara Brae. In 
the Destiny Knight (Electronic Arts-distributors), your cham
pions must travel the wilderness, and explore the dungeons, 
castles and tombs of6 towns, to recover the pieces of the Destiny 
Wand. Then you can face the evil archmage Lagoth Zanta. 

In this game, as in the first BARD'S TALE, a team of up to 
7 characters of mixed race and training gain experience, gold, 
and treasure by battling with a large assortment of monsters. 
(Leave space in your team, as you \::In recruit monsters). Expe
rience is measured in the Review Board and, when sufficient, 

wiII allow you to be promoted. 
Warrior classes gain in ability to hit and to avoid enemies' 

blows with each advancement. Wizard classes-from conjurer 
to archmage-gain spcIls and improved spell-casting ability 
with seniority. Each can progress through 7 spell levels, with the 
highest lcvels being most potent. Senior members of one 
spellcaster class can then elect to study another wizardly profes
sion. Having mastered conjurer and magician spells, a character 
can then proceed to master Wizard, and ultimately, Archmage 
spells. (This is a new and most powerful class for the Destiny 
Knight.) I recommend that you learn all seven levels of spells 
in one class before going on to the next, as you cannot go back 
later. 

Two other character types arc also available. 1l1ese are the 
contd. 
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Bard and the Rogue (thief). The Bard can fight but his magic, and 
greatest strength, is in his songs, which can protect your charac
ters, drive them to a frenzy, or attack enemies. Musical instru
ments are his weapons. He is often a crucial member of the party. 
The rogue is a thief, and while important, is most needed early on, 
as spellcasters can usc a TrapZap spell to remove traps from 
areas, and from treasure chests. 

Fighter types have the ability to hit with both melee and 
distance weapons (i.e., bows and arrows), and distance between 
combatants is noted during any fight. This use of short and long 
distance weapons is new to BARD'S TALE II. There are new 
songs for the Bard as well. 

Beginning the game is easy-transfer in your strongest 
characters from BARD'S TALE I, Ultima, or Wizardry scenar
ios for a quick start With these, the first dungeon is a snap. The 
alternative is to use the prebuilt weakling party, or make your 
own, and build them up in the starter dungeon. This can take a 
while. Once you emerge victorious, you are given a lot of 
experience points to bring you up quickly. 

All dungeons, castles, etc., have the same kind of structure. 
Your party isgivena perspective view of the area you are in, with 

the distance you can see varying with the light source employed. 
In fights, you sec an animated image of one of the monsters, and 
you choose your action from a menu of possible actions for each 
character. You must map all spaces in a dungeon, as clues are 
placed in specific spots in each. Typically, the puzzles of this ,-...., 
game make use of these clues. Monsters can be anywhere. 
Pieces of the Wand arc hidden in special parts of mazes, called 
Snares of Death. Once you enter one, you get a fixed amount of 
time to solve your way out. If you succeed, you get a chance to 
search for the piece of wand. 

I like fantasy adventures, such as the BARD' S TALE II, with 
their mapping and puzzle-solving components. I suggest Des
tiny Knight for more experienced players, who won't be over
whelmed by the sheer size of the environment being searched. 
All clues must be written down, since some of the puzzles ask 
you to recall the clues and carry out non-logical actions. 

My disks had a major glitch: in a 2-dri ve system, if you leave 
the game disk in Drive I and then enter the starter dungeon, the 
program locks up. Using a single drive, everything works well. 
The company knows of this problem, and I expect newer disks 
have been fixed. ~ 

STARGLIDER: A Review 
by Steven A. Muchow .... 

Time has a way of playing tricks on the mind. At first, STAR
GLIDER, from Firebird, seems to be a harmless video game in 
a flashy package-innocuous to most, too simple for others. But, 
with time, the game begins to develop higher levels of sophisti
cation and pleasure. When you open the package, you are 
inundated with information to bring the game to life, in the form 
of a poster and a novella by James Follet. The poster is 
forgettable but the novella is well worth reading, both to geta feel 
for what you will be doing and for a few chuckles. James Follet 
is an unknown in my book, but I liken him to a young Robert 
Asprin. 

Now if you don't like reading, you'U still need the book, 
because the copy-protection on this game requires you to enter 
a particular word chosen at random from a specific page, para
graph, and line. You arc given three chances to input a correct 
word before you arc told that you arc a bad typist and your Apple 
enters the TwilightZone. You need not fear that there is no write
protect tab on the disk; there arc no copy-protection worms to 
clean your disk. 

Once into the program, you arc sent back to the days of 
STELLAR SEVEN or BATILEZONE. The object is simple, 
use your AGAV unit to wipe out the whole (l7!) Egron invasion 
fleet, making pit stops at four hanger bays for laser recharging 
and missile loading, and occasionally buzzing an energy tower 
power line to refuel. As you make your presence known to the 
Egrons, the difficulty of the game increases-they begin to 
notice and exploit your weaknesses. Even if you don't get past 
10,000 points, there is still a lot of action going on to get an 
adrenalin rush. The high scores arc saved to disk and as soon as 
the game is finished, you can return to playing without having to 
go through the reboot process (and the copy-protection). 

The game may be played from a keyboard or with ajoystick, 
which can be set two different ways. There is also a provision to 
redefine the keys to personal preferences. The game has PAUSE 
and ABORT GAME features. I'm not an arcade gamer, but 
STARGLIDER has me hooked. I found that it is not unusual for 
someone who's aU thumbs to play for twenty minutes or more, 
and then see a real joystick jockey meet a swift end. It turns out 
that with planning and foresight, this game can fill many hours, 
and its 'intelligence' will surely satisfy the demands of all levels 
of playing skill. 

There arc a couple of minor problems with the game and its 
documentation. First, the copy-protection idea needs to be a bit 
more specific about what it considers to be a paragraph. I don't 
consider one word at the top of a page to be a paragraph; they do. 
Second, the playguide, has a slightly different control console, 
which mayor may not be confusing to you. Personally, while I 
could easily extract the proper information, it was just a bit 
irksome. Third, the docking procedure as listed in the playguide 
is ridiculous. Read the story to find out why. Fourth, you must 
successfully enter one of the four docking bays to discover the 
strengths and weaknesses of your enemies, though it does make 
sense if you've read the story. A poster showing these ships 
could have been substituted in place of the useless one packaged 
with the game. Fifth, The Apple II instructions arc written with 
a ][+ in mind, notal/cor /Ie. The illustration is the old ][+ board. 
I think most people will have no trouble figuring out what works 
on their machines; it's just a bother. Sixth, when you save a score 
list, you must have the disk in the drive, or you enter the Twilight 
Zone and must reboot. And finally, I feel the ABORT GAME 
feature should be switched with the PAUSE GAME feature. 
Most games use the ESC key to pause; guess what this game 
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SOME THOUGHTS ON THE SIZE OF HUMAN RAM 

by Phil Shapiro ©1987 

The demonstration of two gigantic memory storage devices 
at the May 23rd WAP meeting, got me thinking about the 
memory storage capacity of the human brain. 

It would seem that the human brain ought to compete easily 
with the 600 Megabytes of the CD-ROM device we saw. 
Whether the memory storage capability of the brain equals or 
exceeds the 6 Gigabytes of the WORM (Write Once Read 
Mostly) device, is a little more interesting to consider. Just think 
of the thousands of pages of print you've read in your lifetime. 
Add to that the fund of knowledge gained from that other I/O 
device-your ears. Pile on lOp of that your countless non-verbal 
impressions, formed by the hundreds every waking hour. Not to 
mention all those half-baked ideas (that take up only half the 
memory storage space of the fully baked ones?). Surely the total 
adds up to Gigabytes, even by laking only conservative esti
mates. 

For that maller, how many kilobytes are consumed by each 
impression? By each opinion? By each whim? Some of these 
questions will forever remain grist for the mills of the philosophi
cally bent. Yet, some of these questions come tantalizingl y close 
10 having real answers. 

For example, can the human brain's long-term memory 
exceed the 6 Gigabytes of the WORM device? The answer must 
be yes, for the simple reason that the human mind is an infinitely 
large container. Need some extra RAM for that brain of yours? 
Well, wishing really makes itso. There is always place for a new 
fact, a new idea, a new opinion. Each day of our lives is a living 
example of the ever-expanding knowledge base of the human 
mind. Except for those who spend their entire days staring point
blank at a white wall, each of us engages in day-to-day activities 
which expand the knowledge base of our minds. It's inevitable. 
The mind hungers for stimulation, and feeds itself on new ideas. 

Okay, so human RAM is theoretically limitless in size. But 
is it practically limitless in size, 100? Here the answer is not so 
clear. We've all experienced mental fatigue of one sort or 
another. After a full day of "information accessing", we all get 
that old, familiar "information-saturation" feeling. So if there's 
a limit to the rate at which information can be sent to the brain, 
then there must be a limit to the size which RAM could possibly 
grow to in a given lifetime. Limits, once again, rear their ugly 
heads. 

But while we may get tired of inputting facts and figures into 
our minds, seldom do we ever tire of accessing new ideas. Just 
think of how ridiculous it would sound for someone to cry out, 
"Stop! I can't inputone more idea !". Curiousity springs eternal. 
So it would seem that the brain's saturation point for ideas is far 
above the brain's saturation point for facts, figures, and other bits 
of raw data. 

Which brings us back to wondering about the kilobyte size of 
ideas. Unlike facts, figures, and other bits of raw data, "ideas" 
have no equivalent memory size in the mechanical world. 
Experience with artificial intelligence work does show, how
ever, that what we know as "higher thought" uses phenomenal 

amounts of computer memory to achieve the intricate branching 
patterns of human thought. Those chess-playing programs 
gobble up memory. 

So it's very possible that one "idea" could lake up far more 
human memory than the words of the sentence used to represent 
the idea. That is, an idea is probably much more than the sum 
total of the ASCII numbers of the letters of the sentence repre
senting the idea. Just think about it: one idca can often be 
expressed in a number of different linguistically equivalcnt 
sentences. Therefore there can't be a direct and immutable 
relation between an idea and one of the many sentences that 
could equally well express the idea. 

So, if an idea can be expressed in many different, linguisti
cally equivalent ways, then the idea must in some way be greater 
than any of its worldly representations. It only follows that if an 
idea is greater than the sum of the words in iL') worldly represen
tation, then the idea must take up more space in human memory. 

Then there's the phenomenal capacity of the human mind 10 
express its ideas in the many hundreds of human languages on the 
face of the E'lrth today. Docs the bilingual person, then, have 
twice the human RAM asa single-Ianguagcd person? How about 
those United Nations instantaneous interpreters, capable of 
accessing the same thought in five different languages at the 
1)link of an eye? Do they possess Gigabytes, or what? 

I'd say they bcatthe WORM device hands down. ® 

Starglidcr contd. from pg 42 
does? Of course, since you can redefine the keys, this is only a 
minor complaint. 

Despite these minor quibbles, I found STARGLJDER to be 
quite enjoyable, and a worthy follow-up to Firebird's previous 
release, ELITE. Buy it and enjoy. ® 

Shadowgatc contd. from pg 40 
example. There are a fair number of red herrings, and the game 
does throw a few curve balls (besides all the secret traps and 
passageways, in at least one scene not all of the currently 
available exits are indicated in the "exits" window). Also, as Ron 
Wartow has pointed out to me, you die much too frequently, 
though it is relatively easy to recover a saved position. Most of 
all, the game is fairly tough, even for an expert adventurer. But 
if you enjoyed DEJA VU and UNINVITED, you will no doubt 
love SHADOWGATE. After reluctantly criticizing Mindscape 
in the last issue for INDIANA JONES IN REVENGE OF THE 
ANCIENTS, I am delighted to recommend another of their 
producL'), which clearly proves they are capable of offering some 
of the finest electronic entertainment around. 

Now back /0 lhe game . .. J' ve gOllhe talisman.lhe silver orb, 
lhe spike, and even lhe pialinwn horn ... and lhere's lhe 
Behemolll wilhille Warlock Lord . .. but where's lhe Slaff of 
Ages? 011. no .. .fried again! ® 
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for MACWORLD Exl 

And save enou 


Head for 

MACWORLD 

Expo/Boston

August 11-13. 


Bayside Exposition Center, 
And step on it. 

Hail the nearest ted and roll on over to 
~IACWORLD Expo/Boston, the original 
~Iacintosh computer show, 

'lest drive an extraordinarv arra\, 
of hardware, software and peripherals' 
firsthand. Weave in and out of traffic. 

Stop at hundreds of exhibits. Attend 
dynamic seminars and workshops run 
by industry experts. TUne up your 
Macintosh skills. And more. 

In three davs. under one roof, 
you'll pick up tips. tricks, techniques, 
do's, don'ts, how-to's and what's news 
that would otherwise take weeks to col
lect. And if you register before July 22, 
1987. you'll save $5, Enough to pay 
for cab fare, 

Keep your hands on the 
wheel, Mac. 

~IACWORLD Expo/Boston is a han(l~
on, do-ii-yourself show, It's exciting, It's 
challenging, It's fun, And it's fruitful. 

Create professional-quality busi
ness graphics-on the spot. Compose 
vour own newsletter, ads and brochures~ 
:rry your hand at desktop engineering' . 
and design. Send or receive messages 
from Mac to ~Iac, \X'itness the power of 
the latest Mac programming environ
ments, Do all this and more in just 
three short days, 

There's something for everyone, 
It doesn't matter whether \'ou're a 
seasoned hack or just out 'for your first 
drive. After three days. \'oldl be chock 
full of information on \vhat Macintosh 
can help you do. In the office, in the 
lab, at school or at home. 
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$0 i I 
22.
)o/Boston by

for cab fare. 
There's literally something for 

everyone- including special programs 
')n computer-aided design, business 

"-6raphics, communications, desktop 
publishing, education, programming 
with Mac and then some. 

Taxi, anyone? 
Avoid long lines at the door. Register 
now for this exciting three-day confer
ence. And save $5. 

Simply fill out the coupon 
and send it with your check for $35 
(or supply credit card information) to 
the address listed before July 22, 1987. 
On-site conference admission is $40. 
And no credit cards or checks will be 
accepted at Bayside Exposition Center. 

This low $35 fee allo\li'S you to 
visit all exhibits and attend all semi
nars. If you just want to visit the exhib
its, admission is $15, payable only at 
the door. 

To register additional people, just 
copy this form and complete it for each 
attendee. For group and student rates, 
please call 617-329-7466 bYJuly 11. This 
form must be received by July 22. After 
"at, you must register at the show. All 

'-<gistrations are non-refundable. 
Don't miss out on this opportu

nity to take a free ride. Register now 
and save $5. 

HERE'S ABIG TIP. 
REGISTER BY JULY 22. AND 

SAVE $5-ENOUGH FOR CAB FARE. 
o Yes. I want to pre-register for MACWORLD Expo/Boston. August 11-13. 1987 at the Bayside Expo 


Ccnter. ~!y payment for $.'IS is enclosed. Please send my badge to: 

Name _________________________ 


Title _________________________ 


Company ________________________ 


.'!ailing Address ______________________ 


City State Zip Phone _____ 

o Check enclosed (make payable to ~IACWORLI) Exposition) 

o MasterCard n Visa 	 n Americ<lIl Express 
~~~~~~-.,-.-~~~~~-.,-.-~ 

Account # LI--L----L_L-.LI---LI-Jl-L--L--L--1--l.---LI-JIl-LI---L--'llIlIcllIdC Jilllllmb,'rs I 

Expiration Date ____ 	Signature _______________ 

(Signature IItee,,,,,, to be ,~Iidl 


--------------------------~~ 
Send payment and coupon 10 MACIVOI(1.Il Expu. PO. lIox l'i'i. 
Weslwood. ~lass:lchltseHs 02090 Coupon must arril'e at our offices 
no later than Wednesda\'. JIIII' 22. For further information. 
call ~litch lIall Associates·at6In29·7~66. 
111e ~j,\C\rOHI.\) ExpOSition is produced Il\' World Expo Co.. and 
mana~ed hy ~lIIch lIall A.\sociatl~, MACWOHLIl Expo~illon Is aBO S TON 
[(·gi>ll·rcd trademark (If \\'orld Expo Co .. Inc 
.\IACWOIU.1l Exposition is an independent tmde show twt affiliated with Apple Computer. Inc. APPLE and the APPLE 
I.OGO arc rcgistcrl'd trademarks and ~IAC. \IACI:\TOSll. and ~IACWORL\) arc trademarks of Apple Com pUler. Inc, 
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TRADEMARKS: WHAT DO THEY HAVE 
TO DG»WITHiGOMR.W"l"ERS 
by Harvey Kaye 

There have recently been references in this Journal to the 
subject of trademarks and their use in connection with comput
ers. For example, on the TCS recently, (and in May it also 
appeared in "The Best Of The Apple Items From TCS" by Lou 
Pastura, p. 36) there was a question posed by one member and 
answered by another as to why Apple requested that when its 
trademark "AppleWorks" or any other one of its other trade
marks are used, there be a designation that it is a trademark. 
Usually, trademark owners want everyone who places the trade
mark into print, note that it is one which is registered with the 
U.S. Patent and Tradcmark Office (PTO) by using an "R" within 
a circle-like so: ® 

Also, you may have noticed that in all Apple ads there are 
notes stating that "Apple" is the registered trademark of Apple 
Computer Inc. For example, see the Clinton Computer ad on 
page 1 of the May Journal in which the terms "Apple" is used 
followed immediately by TM. Later, there is reference to the 
"brand new Apple Macintosh SE." After the term "Apple" is an 
®, and between "Macintosh" and the "SE"there is the TM. At thc 
bollom of the page it states" Apple .... are registered trademarks 
of Apple Computcr, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple 
Computer, Inc." Why are these statements madc in these ads? 
Read on. 

Rights in tradcmarks are obtained undcr the common law 
(basicaUy decisional law, made by judges, as distinguished from 
statutory law made by various legislatures) and rights are ob
tained by actual use of the mark. No amount of fedcral or state 
registration of trademarks will convey rights in a mark unless 
there has been use of the mark. 

The purpose of a trademark is to identify the source of goods 
and services and develop goodwill by customcrs in the source of 
the product or service. The greater the goodwill the more 
valuable (and protectable) the mark. Trademarks are the brand 
names a manufacturer or seller places on its goods or services to 
distinguish them from the goods and services of others.After 
reading this article regarding trademarks you might ask: "Why 
then should someone seek to fedcrally register a trademark?" 
Good question! One aspcctof using tradcmarks has not yet bcen 
communicated to you and it is important. Using tradcmarks 
provides protection only in those geographic areas where the 
mark is used and known. Therefore, if a mark is used and known 
only in Washington, D.C., a business in the same ficld in another 
geographic arca of the country, such as California, may also use 
this mark on the same goo$ and not be committing tradcmark 
infringement. Why? Because therc is no goodwill in California 
in the D.C. flTffi'S mark since consumers in California have not 
heard of it and it has no special meaning to them. However, it 
does have meaning to local California customers of the Califor
nia company.But, if the trademark is federally registered this 
providcs notice to the outside world that the D.C. firm considers 
it their tradcmark and the U.S. government agrces that there are 

rights in the mark. One in California who uses thc same mark as 
someone on the East Coast cannot be heard to complain that he 
did not know of the existencc of the mark, because he should 
have searched the trademark registration rccords in the U.S. PTO 
before adopting his mark.Federal registration also provides 
some procedural advantages when onc goes into court to enforce 
his trademark rights, e.g., the mark is presumed to be valid and 
the burden of proof is on the alleged infringer to provc that it is 
not On the othcr hand, ifa trademark is not registered, then in 
court, the owner, in thc first instance, has to prove that he has 
tradcmark rights in the mark.Apple has protected the term 
"Apple" in connection with computers, and whcn computers 
were being sold in the U.S. with thc term "Pineapple" on them, 
Apple complained in court that this was trademark infringemcnt 
Apple was able to stop the salcs of the computcrs which used the 
term "Pineapplc" on them, because the use of this term in 
connection with computers was confusingly similar with the 
term "Applc" used on computers. This is thc tcst for determining 
whethcr or not thcrc is tradcmark infringemcnt.The court found 
that thc addition of the prefix "Pinc" to thc trademark "Apple" 
presented a likelihood of confusion. One of the possible effects 
of thc use of the prcfix may bc to suggest that the computer kits 
arc manufactured by licensees or subsidiaries of Apple. The 
court concludcd that continuing infringement would result in 
loss of control over Apple's reputation and loss of goodwill. 

In anothcr case "Comcct" was uscd by a corporation cngaged 
in salc of communications computcrs and the Communications 
Satellite Corporation used thc service mark "Comsat." The 
court found that the defendant's use of Comcct as a tradcmark for 
its products by marketing a computer bearing the mark 
COMCET 60 infringed the dcfcndant's service mark 
"Com sat". You will recall that the purpose of a tradcmark is to 
identify the source of goods and scrvices and develop goodwill 
by customers in the source of the product or scrvice. When a 
tradcmark no longcr docs this it no longer acts as a trademark and 
is not entitled to protection. If the trademark no longer does this 
because it has becomc generic, the originator of that trademark 
loses his rights to it. If a trademark is used without being 
designated a trademark, the trademark owncr could evcntually 
lose his rights to thc mark. The words "aspirin" and "escalator" 
and "linoleum" used to bc tradcmarks, but became gcneric 
because thcy wcre used to dcsignatc all products in the field and 
no longcr distinguishcd the goods of any onc manufacturer. 
Therefore, it is prudcnt for each tradcmark owner to police the 
use of its mark so that the mark will not bc weakened and 
eventually become generic. Thus, companies such as Apple try 
to assure that thcir marks arc properly uscd, and we should 
cooperate with Apple and other companics in using their trade
marks in a proper manner. ~ 
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STOCK SIG NEWS 
by Andrew D.Thompson 

The May meeting consisted of7 reports ranging from matters 
technical to matters even more technical. 

1. MUTUAL FUND SUB-GROUP REPORT 
The Sub-Group met on April 21 and reviewed the range of 

national guru projections, from Robert Prechter's long-term 
"buy" to Joe Granville's slightly bearish short-term hold. Troy 
Klein gave an overview of his market projections based on 
measures of volatility in the futures market. Andrew Thompson 
updated members on his price and asset momentum ranking 
method for short-term trading among Fidelity Select funds. Ferd 
Hassler shared his longer-term analysis of which no-load or low
load mutual funds showed the strongest performance in both bull 
and bear markets. Using Forbes' and American Association of 
Individual Investors' ratings as to mutual fund performances in 
both up and down markets, Hassler found the best performances 
were turned in by Loomis Sayles Capital Development fund, 
Tudor, Value Line Leverage Growth, Fidelity Magellan and 
Twentieth Century Select funds. All 5 funds showed percentage 
gains forthe year and most recent quarter quarter (ending March 
31, 1987) greater than the 20% average gains made by the 25 
funds reviewed. 

Starting in July, the Mutual Fund Sub-Group will meet in the 
WAP office on the 4th Tuesday of each month. 

2. INTEREST IN CYCLE ANALYSIS REMAINS 
HIGH 

A. Peter Kasper reviewed the April 6th projections of 
Mercari, Inc. and indicated lhat although the actual performance 
of the NYSE fell consistently below their forecast numbers, in 
hindsight lheir projected trend has been on target. As of May II, 
Mereari projected a continuation of a relatively flat market over 
lhe next several monlhs. Longer term, Kasper and Steve 
Rinehart projected a somewhat downward trend lhrough No
vember, at which time lhey expectthe market to rise. For the ncar 
term, Kasper said their analysis had found a strong 10 day cycle 
was in evidence during April but seemed to have declined in lhe 
fIrst half of May. Ifitrecmerges, Kaspersaid, its cyclic rises and 
falls, with 10 trading days between peaks, will be evident even 
wilhout computer analysis and traders can play the market 
accordingly. 

B. John VanHorn, using Fourier analysis, reported he also 
found a 10 day cycle but his work indicated that cycle has not 
been declining in strenglh. 

C. Irv Lowen presented his research which combines cycle 
analysis and non-linear,lhird-order regression and which iden
tifies lhe stock market's trend for lhe next 3 to 5 days. Lowen 
projected the S & P 500 would bottom at the 288 level on 15 May 
and rise to the 294 level by May 22. 

3. OPTIONS ARE CONSERVATIVE INVESTMENT 
AllhOUgh an admitted A. F. Hutton broker, Apple Pi member 

Dan Wages gave a thoroughly "objective" presentation of win
ning strategies for playing the options market. He explained lhat 
playing the options market correctly is actually more conserva
tive than investing in stocks per se. Historical studies, Wages 

indicated, found 80% of all options expire unexercised Most of 
these investors simply buy and hold the options, and accordingly, 
these are the people who lose their money. The same studies 
indicated that selling options gave the investors a better proba
bility of making money. Wages then demonstrated, by using his 
personally designed Mac software and his charts, his strategy 
which combines the purchase and sale of puts and calls, and, by 
trading them across the life of the options, increased his proba
bility of success. "By selling options, you get olherpeople to help 
you make your purchases. 

The participants requested that Wages make an in-depth 
presentation at lhe June meeting and furlher explain how he uses 
the Mac to increase his probability for success. 

4. Bob Popejoy gave a brief show-and-tell demonstration of 
the Pocket Quote Pro hand-held quotation provider which dis
plays Telemet data galhered from FM radio signals. The device 
gives real-time quotes on indices, 15 minute delay orreal-time 
on stock quotes, and can be programmed to track an extensive 
portfolio and give alerts when indices or stocks hit certain levels. 
The cost is $400 and monthly access charges are $28 for 15 
minute delayed stock quotes, he said. 

5. MARKET TECHNICIANS BEARISH 
Jack Upper, akin to Santa, arrived at the meeting just off a 

plane from the annual Market Technicians Association meeting. 
Along with his sack full of sample technical and chartist publi
cations which he distributed to members, Upper summarized the 
short-term projections of the MTA participants as somewhat 
bearish. Those national gurus, including Ned Davis, Martin 
Pring and Ian Otley, said they were concerned about inflation
relatcd developments such as lhe rising Consumer Price Index, 
the rising commodity prices and continued decline in bond 
markct. This bearish senario was not without ambiguity, how
ever. Allhough one national guru gave a sell signal in early May, 
he said he had difficulty belicving his own analysis and so 
remainly primarily in equities and moved only 5% of his assets 
to a cash position. Upper will give a fuller report at lhe June 11 
Apple Pi meeting. @ 

Butlon-Down Guide contd. from pg 16 

assembly language routi~e, "60 RTS ; RETURN ". It 
is having lhis single-byte instruction terminating the assembly 
language program which ~nables its operation as a subroutine in 
your BASIC program. The "RTS" stands for "Return from 
Subroutinc", and acts exactly like lheRETURN statement which 
returns a GOSUB back to lhe main program. 

Line 40 shuts down lhe opcration. 
Now. What can bcdone whcn lhC listing isjust the assembly 

language instructions without the corresponding machine lan
guage instructions? Well, I'mjustgoing to have to postpone that 
onc for anothcr article, because my cicada is singing like crazy, 
and my GS must respond.... @ 
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r-.J Ma<:Nf)vi<:e C()lumn 
C0 - I-D by Ralph J. Begleiter 1 

<"'-6') ~ "Hide and Seek" 

Occasionally a new Macintosh user discovers the "loss" of a 
document-just-created in the maze of files and foldcrs on the 
electronic desktop. Often, this happens to MacNovices who've 
begun working productively with their computcrs within min
utcs of unpacking them, and ~ reading their Macintosh 
uscrs' manual. 

Because the Mac is so easy to use, there's nothing wrong with 
getting to work right away. But it's worth learning to take 
advantage of the Macintosh filing system to avoid losing docu
mcnts and to make finding them fast and efficicnt. 

Macintosh users who work with oldcr Macs, such as the 12SK 
or 512K machines, use a simple filing systcm which was devel
oped when storage space was limited to 400K on one disk. Users 
with more recent machines, such as the Mac Plus, "cnhanced" 
512K Mac,SEorMacintosh II, useamorecomplcx filing systcm 
capable of handling more files. That's because SooK disks and 
hard disk drives can hold so much more infonnation. 

Making the switch from the older, simpler filing system 
(known as MFS-for "Macintosh Filing Systcm") to the newer 
one (called HFS-for "Hierarchical Filing System") isn't al
ways easy. And delving into the HFS system without previous 
Macintosh experience make take a bit of understunding. But the 
difference between the two filing systems can make finding a 
newly-created document baffling at first. 

On the surface ... at the electronic desktop level... thcre's 
very little apparent difference betwecn the two filing systems. 
The desktop in both cases contain the same kinds of icons: 

• Disks 
• Folders 
• Files (documents or programs) 
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No maller which filing system you're using, it's easy to find 
what you're looking for. Just OPEN the folders, one by one, until 
you locate the document you seek. If you've placed documents 
in foldcrs that make sense, you won't have to search very far. 
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But the confusion can easily sct in whcn you're !1Q1 at the 
electronic dcsktop point. Instead, you're working within a 
Macintosh progmm, such as MacWrite, and you're looking for a 
certain document after you've chosen the OPEN command from 
the FILE MENU. 

Here's where differences become apparent between the 
older, simpler MFS filing system and tJ1e newcr, more capable 
but complex HFS filing system. Using the older MFS system (on 
all 12SK Mac's and most 512K machines), choosing OPEN 
presents you WitJl a list 0/all. Macwrite documents on your disk, 
no mailer what/olders they're stored in. By scrolling tJtrough 
the list, you can easily find the document you're seeking. 

Uscrs of ncwer Macintoshes (equipped with the latest inter
nal programmed-mcmory ROM chips), find tJ1at the HFS filing 
system prescnts you with a list only o/the MaclVrite documents 
which happen to be storedin lhe/olderyou most recently opened. 
And this is whcre it's C.1SY to get lost in the maze of folders and 
disk space available to you. 

To find a document in this maze, you must pay attention to 
two "clues" right before your eyes. Look carefully at tJte dialog 
box you see aftcr you've chosen OPEN from the FILE menu. 
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The name you see in the upper right-hand comer of the dialog 
box is the name of tJle disk whose contents this dialog box is 
currently displaying. If this name is of the disk you want to be 
searching, fine. If it's tJ1e name of another disk, then CLICK on 
the button called DRIVE. Clicking tJtis button will tell tJte Mac 
to take a look at your other disk drive(s) to see if tJlere arc other 
disks available to search. Each time you click DRIVE, Mac wiII 
switch tJ1e list of documents to show tJtose on disks in different 
drives. You'll see the list change right on your scrccn. The Mac 
wiII scan your internal disk drive, any external drives you have 
connectcd, and any hard disk drives you're using. Clicking on 
DRIVE is idcntical in both the MFS and P,PS filing systems. 

Once you've selected the corrcct disk to be scanning for your 
document, look for the other "clue" to tJte whereabouts of your 
document. This one doesn't appcar on Macintoshcs using the 
older, MFS filing systcm. This clue is the icon-and-name in the 
rectangular box directly above the list of documents. r'\ 

Many MacNoviccs don '1 realize that it's important to CLICK 
on this rectangular box to let it help you find your lost document 



When you CLICK here, and HOLD DOWN the mouse button, 
you can display a list offolders in which your document might 
be buried. 
This rectongle shows which folder Is open now. 
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The HFS filing system doesn't "see" all the MacWrite 
documents on your disk atone time. It only "sees" the documents 
inside the folder which happens to be open. The rectangle above 
the document list tells you which folder is open (note the icon of 
an OPEN folder). By clicking on the rectangle, you reveal the 
"nest" of folders in which the currently-open one resides. You 
can also DRAG the mouse down the list of folders in the 
rectangle to return yourself to any of the previously opened 
folders ... or, if you drag all the way to the top of the rectangle, 
you'll return to the disk window which contains all folders. 
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In the document list window, you may also see a list of closed 
folders. DOUBLE CLICKING on any of these closed folders 
will OPEN it, revealing (in the document list window) whatever 
documents and folders may be nested inside the folder you just 
opened. In addition, the folder you just opened will have joined 
the list of OPEN FOLDERS you'll find when you CLICK on the 
rectangle above the document list. 

Actually, this HFS filing system mechanism is harder to 
describe than it is to usc. Just experiment a bit. Don'tforgetthe 
analogy to your real office filing system: documents are placed 
inside folders. These folders might be grouped together with 
other, related folders inside file drawers (large folders), which 
are in turn located inside filing cabinets (disks). 

Now, what docs all this have to do with "losing" your files? 
You can see that because the Macintosh hierarchical filing 
system doesn't "see" all your documents at once any more, it 
becomes important to tell your Mac where tofile newdocwnents. 
Boloro you click 
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Many MacNovices simply click SAVE immediately when 
creating a new document. This tells your Macintosh to file the 
new document inside whatever folder happened te be open last. 
That could be your MacWrite folder-or any other folder. It 
probably won't be the folder in which you expect to find your 
document the next time you need it. So, when you QUIT to the 
desktop, you seem to have "lost" your new document. It isn't 
lost, of course, just misfiled. Search through the folders you had 
open last. You'll find it. 

Then, in the future, be sure to pay careful attention to the new 
HFS filing system when you SAVE a new document. You'll 
keep everything in its place-a lot easier to find when you need 
W ~ 

PI SIG NEWS 

by Robert Golden 

The June meeting was held on Monday June 1, in the WAP 
conference room. After a short question and'answer session, we 
formed a workshop centered on two Apple IIGS systems brought 
in by members. 

Demonstration programs from WAP Volumes 2001 and 
2002 were displayed. Some of these were described by Ted 
Meyer in the June W AP Journal. The method of getting them to 
run and the time it took was a bit more than it would take on the 
)[+, if it were possible, but the results were well worth the 
difference. 

Settling down to more serious interests, we attempted to use 
the Apple II GS Programmer's Workshop to link two routines, 
"Turtle" and "Turtle Demo", under a shell and thus create a "new 
program" which could then be executed. This was to be the first, 
tentative, step toward programming the IIGS using shells. It was 
immediately apparent that the IIGS requires precise obedience to 
rules for linking, that one must remember exact definitions and 
notation, and that the IIGS can be most unforgiving of small 
errors. Experimenting with slight changes in format resulted 
each time with being "thrown into the monitor", David Todd and 
Ray Hobbs provided informal and interesting guidance. Their 
two computers working on different aspects of the same problem 
were far more effective than one alone, from a teaching stand
point. Todd emphasized that it was important to set the TML 
Pascal prefixes correctly, and that both searching the documen
tation and creative experimentation would provide solutions to 
most problems encountered. He also noted that the pink back
ground sometimes seen with the IIGS Desktop was due to a video 
chip in distress. 

We plan to explore further the programming aspects of the 
IIGS in the July meeting. Solutions generated in June by the 
members for the problems encountered June 1, will be presented 
and used to organize our first approach. Hopefully, we shall see 
the start of very basic programs with a few applications built in.0 
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A 
1 Excelling on Your Mac 
2 Part 13 
3 by 
4 David Morganstein 

As usual, let's start with a couple of quickies. Most of these 
can be found in Tjps for Microsoft Excel by Doug Cobb. Let's 
say you want to move a selection of cells, that is, select them, 
copy them and put them somewhere else. First, do the select and 
the copy. Then place the cursor in the upper left hand comer of 
the area where the cells are to be moved and do a Paste. The 
copied values are moved. 

Necd to do a fast insert? The usual method is to select the cells 
above which (or to therightofwhich) cells arc to be inserted and 
then select Insert in the Edit menu (or strike the Command-I 
keyboard abbreviation). You can insert an entire row by select
ing the box at the left with the row number or you can insert an 
entire column by selecting the box at the top of the column. A 
shortcut: hold down the option key before making the selection. 
When you release the mouse button, Excel automatically does 
the insert command. 

Ifyou are using a special format, and plan to do somecopying, 
be sure to format the cells before you do the select and copy. In 
this case, the format will be copied along with the formula. 

Do a lot ofFill Downs or Fill Rights? Usually this is done by 
entering the formula you need in one cell, then selecting the cells 
below (or to the right) into which you Fill. A shortcut: hold down 
the Option key and select all the cells first, including the one at 
the top (or to the left) into which the formula is entered. When 
you hitthe enter key,the formula will be entered into the lead cell 
and then filled into the remaining ones. The first law of Mac. 
When in doubt, try holding down the Option key and see what 
happens... 

More On Databases and Array Functions. In our last 
installment, you saw the following piece of a sprcadsheet My 
son, Joshua, is keeping track of his investment with Excel. He is 
an astute collector of comic books who maint.uns an inventory 
of his holdings and their value, his sales and his (what else) 
profits. Ifhe can use Excel, its time for you to get in there and 
try! He constructed a database containing the Title, Comic 
Number, His Cost, Value (which changes almost monthly) and 
ifsold, the Selling price. As new comics are purchased, they are 
entered at the bottom of the list and the database is resorted. To 
assess the value of his investment, he needs the total value of 
what is in the collection, plus any proceeds from sales, less the 
price he has paid. Let's look at several steps of the process. 

A B C 0 E 
I Title lit Cost Value 4/87 Sold For 
2 Amazing Splderman 121 $10.00 $1000 
3 Amazing Splderman 208 $2.50 $100 $lOO 
4 Amazl.OO.5P.I.derman 210 $.f...QQ. ~JOO 3>175 
5 AmazlC9 §elderm?n-31~ ......f..t§ 

1--~..L.~t2-
.......lL2.9.. 

_fl~~ 
...........H.?Q. 

_$_I~~ 
.....lL??. . .....L tf.mI.?tQ9..~.I.~.tr:mlln......... 

We'll assume you can build a database by deciding on the 

variables to be included, giving them names and typing those 
names into the top row of the rectangular area used for storing the 
values of these variables. If you don't need any of the special 
Database Functions (like DSUM), that's all there is to it. Ifyou 
do need them, one more step is required, selecting the entire area 
and choosing the Set Database option under the Data menu. 

Let's move on to a common problem ofexpanding an already 
initiated file. Let's say you will be entering items, that is new 
lines, over a period of time and will need summaries of the data 
such as column totals. In Josh's problem for example, he needs 
the total of the Cost column (C). In the screen shot below, Josh 
gets the total he has spent using the familiar Sum command. 

C207 I I =SUM(C2:C205) 

A I B I C I 
20 1 0..:.t:!~.~.............................................1........J..9.§1........~J..?:.9..Q..+.. 
202 X-Men ! 1071 $15.001
203 ·X·:··M"e·r;···········.....······..···..···....···..·..·j····..•..2·2·0·1"......··..$·(5:"7·5..,..· 
204 X·:·Me·j)........·....···..·..·····..·..··....·····..r·..·....2i"fj···....·....t·O·j·Sr 
205 ·;;;·;·;;;·;·;;;·;;;;;;·;·;;;·;;;;·;·;;;·;·;;;·;;;;·~·;;;·;·;;;·;,;;;;;T;;;·;·;;;·;.;;;.;.;;;.;.;;;. 

·· .. ·..····....·..···....···..........·...... ······ ....·..···t······..·..·····..t..·..··......·····..···· .... T..

206 i i : 

i207 ·f.~J~I·.::·.::::·.·:::.:·:::.~:::::::::.:·:::::::::::::::.·t·::::::::::::::::JS6 6 5.35 t: 
"nn I: 

D JoshColiecti(] 

Notice however that the sum goes from row 2, clearly the nrst 
row ofthe database to row 205. Notice further that row 205 is two 
rows below the last entry in the file appearing in row 203. What 
is this all about? Here we have a simple solution to the problem 
of expanding the file. All calculations referencing the whole me 
will run from row 2 to row 205. Josh set up 205 as a "place 
holder". In fact, it is filled with a special character, here the "=" 
though you can use just about anything, as a reminder that 205 
is the last row in the database. 

To insert a new record, select row 205, 

~o JoshColiection6/1/87 
II BI C DIE 

and do an Insert command. 
The results can be seen below, an empty row for a new entry 

without having to change the formulas in the subseqent cells. 
The formula in cell C208 now references C2:C206, as desired. 

contd. 
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Arter a new record is entered,the database can here-sorted to 
maintain the order Josh wants, numerical sort of comic number 
within alphabetic sort by title. This is done with the Sort option 
under the Data menu. Before choosing Sort, select the area of the 
spreadsheet containing the data to be sorted. Include ALL 
column containing data which must remain together! This 
manual selection by the user of both the rows and the columns is 
a weakness in the sort operation. Ifyou leave out one column, it 
will not be sorted along with the other columns, completely 
destroying the database. (Something I would never tell you I had 
done...ahem...) Unfortunately, the Sort command does not work 
on the Database defined with the Define Database command, say 
as a default This would eliminate this potential problem. 

The Sort dialog box allows you to select up to three Keys 
(variables) to use in sorting the selected area. As you can see 
below, you can sort by rows or columns, with the three keys heing 
used in either ascending or descending order. Josh sorts on 
column A as the first key and column B as the second key. 

2nd Key 

l'lU! 
@ Rscendlng @ Rscendlng 
o Descending 0 Descending 

t OK )J 

[Cllncel J 

3rdKey

I I 
@ Rscendlng
0 Descending 

column which contained only ones and zeros. A one would 
denote the item was still in inventory while a zero would indicate 
that it had been sold. Next we could multiply this column, item 
by item, by column D, the value of the item obtaining a column 
containing the values of those items still in inventory. Last, we 
could sum this last column. A much easier way, using an array 
operation is shown below. 

0206 {=5UM«E2:E205=0)*02:0205)} 

only those items still in inventory, denoted by a zero value in 
column E. The expression E2:E205=0 generates a column of 
ones and zeros which are maintained by Excel for computational 
purposes but which do not appear in any spreadsheet cell. This 
"vector" of ones and zeros is multiplied, item by item, by column 
D (rows 2thru 205) by the array function. Again, the product is 
held by Excel but does not require space in the spreadsheet The 
sum is obtained of there suIting cell by cell multiplication. Those 
familiar with vector operations know this as the "dot product" of 
two vectors or as the sum of cross-products. Remember, to enter 
array functions, hold down the command key before hitting the 
entcr key. 

(As an aside, Bob, a W AP member, sent me a macro he had 
entered from a book. It didn't work. One problem I found was 
that a pair of array formulas shown in bold in the book had been 
entered without use of the Command key. They were not 
interpreted by Excel as array formulas and moved individual 
cells rather than a whole set as planned. The result? Chaos! 
Aren't computers fun?) 

We're back to the straightforward Sum for the amount of 
money Josh has reaped from his sales. 

E205 I =SUM(E2:E20S)J _. 
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2031204 
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 .........•.•••.... 
.......
................. 
_...__._-- . ..... 1 $57.50

1206 ------ i~6S:~ip{~~~~Total2071..no 

An interesting approach, using an array function, can be used to 
compute the sum of the current value for only those items still in 
Josh's inventory. Column E contains the proceeds from any 
sales. If any value in this column is zero, the item is still in 

'-' inventory. We want to sum column D for those item still in 
inventory. A space wasting method would be to create a new 
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} ::VIEW P>ROM THE HILL: Macintosh Programmer'sWorkshop 

by Rich Norling 

During 1986 there were so many programming languages 
and environments introduced for the Macintosh that there could 
have been a "programming language of the month" award issued 
every single month. But this year a quiet change has been 
occurring that will profoundly affect Macintosh software devel
opers. 

Programming Environments 
Companies that sell programming languages actually pro

vide more than just an application (compiler or interpreter) that 
translates code from a language people undersland to the 
computer's detailed commands. They also provide a working 
environment in which the user of the language writes programs. 
The environment commonly includes at least a text editor and a 
mechanism for linking several pieces of code into a single 
application. 

Many providers oflanguages have cut corners in the past, and 
merely used the Edit and Linker applications that Apple shipped 
with its original Macintosh Assembler. Neither of those was 
particularly startling in its capabilities; they were used because 
they were available. 

Edit, in particular, is not what you would call a modern power 
tool for professional use. Its performance is fairly speedy, but I 
don 'tknow any professional writer or programmer who wants to 
entrust hundreds of lines of text to a text processor that docs not 
provide a way to Undo an action that might have just deleted the 
entire lex l. 

One language provider who moved away from Edit and 
Linker was Think Technologies, which provided its own pro
gramming environment for Lightspeed Pascal and Lightspecd C. 
The Lightspeed environments use the concept of a "program
ming project." They make much of the Linker's activity invis
ible to the programmer (that's an improvement because linking 
of programs is sort of an unnatural activity, anyway, and there's 
no reason for programmers to concern themselves with it). 

EnterMPW 
Apple's Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (commonly 

referred to as "MPW") appeared last year in its first version, 
available only through APDA, the Apple Programmers and 
Developers Association. MPW includes a full programming 
environment including integrated editor, linker, assembler, 
Pascal and C compilers (available separately), and many other 
specialized programming tools. Even though MPW provided 
the most complete programming environment on the Macintosh, 
I quite frankly did not like Version 1.0. 

MPW conlains a text-based script languilge, input/output 
redirection, and other Unix-like structures. That gives MPW a 
lot of power, but Version 1.0 provided few of the conveniences 
in the user interface to which Macintosh users have become 
accustomed. I firmly believe that programmers are people, too, 
and should be entitled to the benefits of the Macintosh user 
interface. Using MPW 1.0 reminded me too much of CP/M and 
other anachronisms, so I kept most of m y soft ware development 
work in the more comfortable Lisa Workshop environment. 

MPW2.0 
This year, MPW is realizing its potential with Version 2.0, 

now in Bela test. Every part of MPW has undergone improve
ments, but the most important thing is that MPW has now 
become more Mac-like without sacrificing its original power. A 
new tool allows you to gain access to any MPW tool through a 
well-crafted dialog box interface that builds the text command 
line for you. 

In addition, the editor has benefitted significantly from the 
addition of better dialog boxes to control searching and replacing 
text, and from the addition of markers that help you move quickly 
from one place to another in your text. Instead of guessing that 
the text you want is now "about half way" in the document or on 
a particular page, you can actually mark itand assign a name thai 
appears on a menu of markers. 

I usually mark procedure names, so when I want to find 
Procedure PrintWindow, all I have to do is choose PrintWindow 
on the Mark menu and the text scrolls right to it! I grew 
accustomed to markers while using the editor in the Lisa Work
shop, but I must say that the MPW 2.0's implementation of 
markers is the nicest I have seen anywhere. MPWeven displays 
the marker names on the menu in the orderthey appear in the text. 

The MPW 2.0 editor has so many features that I often use it 
instead of a word processor for notes and memos that don't need 
to usc several fonts. But that's only the beginning of the reasons 
why you should now switch to MPW if you write programs on r----., 
the Macintosh. 

Most large computer programs have "hot spots" in the code 
where they spend most of their execution time. Typically, these 
"hot spots" include less than 5-10% of the total code in the 
program. It is not necessary to optimize the entire program to 
speed up its execution; you can identify the "hot spots" and 
concentrate your optimizing there. Version 2.0 of MPW con
tains a perfonnance measuring tool that helps the programmer 
locate these "hot spots" in the code in which the program is 
spending the most time. 

It is clear that Apple has made a strong commitment to 
providing and improving MPW. I expect that Apple will 
continue to add new features after Version 2.0, including addi
tional tools for debugging program code after it is written. 

Many Languages 
The MPW Pascal and C compilers arc extremely powerful, 

and the Assembler has such strong macro capabilities and 
template definitions (yes, you can define record templates that 
look almost like Pascal) that you can make your Assembler 
source code look much like a high-level language if you want to. 

The MPW Pascal compiler had its origins as the Lisa Pascal 
compiler, with new features continually being added. It now has 
more extensions and improvements than any other Pascal com
piler on the Macintosh, including object extensions (MacApp 
was written for this compiler) and a new peephole optimizer that r'\ 
reduces code size by about 4%. Seems like every time I try to 
move some of my code from this compiler to one of the others, 
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I discover that I am using some feature that the other compiler 
does not allow. 

I haven't used the MPW C compiler extensively, so I am not 
the best source of advice on its merits. However, I do know that 
at least two of the current providers of C compilers are writing 
versions of their compilers to run in MPW. The likelihood is that 
if it's not already there, your favorite C compiler will soon be 
available in the MPW environment 

One of the true strengths of the MPW environment for 
professional software developers is that you can write different 
parts of a single application in different languages. You can 
already link Pascal, C, and Assembler code together into a single 
application. In addition, the future will bring C++, Modula, 
FORTRAN, and probably BASIC into the MPW environment 
That will make MPW the truly universal Macintosh program
ming environment in which you can write pieces of code in 
whatever language you wish. 

MPW is a large, powcrful programming environment. Bc
cause of its size, it does not run well with less than a megabyte 
of memory. Plan to use it on a Macintosh Plus or larger machine. 
Right now, MPW (version 2.0bl) is available only from APDA. 
Version 2.0 is expected to be available in a few weeks. Ifyou are 
a "power programmer" I highly reeommend it. 

Macintosh II 
If you switched from a 128K or 512K Macintosh to a Mac 

Plus or SE, you probably noticed that you weren't spending as 
much time waiting for the machine. Wcll,lct me tell you about 
the Macintosh II-this is "not waiting." 

Frankly, I had become accustomed to those gentle little half
second pauses whcn using my Macintosh Plus. The p'lUses 
weren't long enough to be irritating, and perhaps even provided 
little moments for relaxation in the midst of word processing or 
writing program code. With the Macintosh II executing most 
code 3 to 4 times faster than a Macintosh Plus, I found I missed 
those Ii ttle pauses. The rhythm of my work changed. Instead of 
automatically pausing for thought after choosing a file to open, 
I could proceed immediately to search for the spot in the file I 
wanted. 

The computer no longer dictates the pace of my work. 
Instead, I can jump quickly from one file to another, or scroll 
immediately to another place in a document. Because ofthe fast 
reaction time, I spend less time thinking about how to get the 
computer to do something, and more time thinking about what I 
want to do. 

This speed is especially important when writing. Whether I 
am writing words or program code, my inspiration tends to come 
in bursts. When I am ready to write a paragraph, or several 
paragraphs, the Macintosh II allows me to type them as quickly 
as I can without any waits for scrolling, screen refreshes or other 
distractions. I am free to spcnd most of my time thinking about 
what I am creating, instead of concentrating on the mechanical 
processes involved. 

My original view was that the speed and power of a Macin
tosh II would be overkill for simple word processing. I have 
changed that view. The speed and power of the Macintosh II is 
important when I have thousands of lines of program code to 
compile, but it is also wonderful when simply working with text. 

If you spend much time writing, you owe it to yourself to try 

a Macintosh II. I think you'll find that it speeds the process of 
getting your thoughts on paper, thus giving you the freedom to 
spend your time thinking and creating. To quote a slogan I heard 
somewhere, the Macintosh II truly gives you the "power to be 
your best." 

Rich Norling is coauthor ofStalWorkslM and Cricket Graph. and 
the author ofPict.O.Graph1M. a new Macintosh application thal draws 
picture graphs. He wrote the book Using Macintosh BASIC. published 
by Osborne·McGrawlHill. Rich is President of Language Systems 
Corp. @ 

11 @ W@@ High P~rform&nCQ iNJ&clntosh Products 

Prodigy 4 $2975 Mac Plusl5121128 4 Megs Ram 
68020,68881, fan, pwr supply 

Prodigy Prime 
ProdigySE 

$1615 

$1275 
$275 
$425 

Mac Plus, 68020, 1 Meg Ram 
fan, pwr supply 
SE,68020, 1 Meg Ram 
Optional 68881 Coprocessor 
Additional 1 Meg Ram 

Monster Mac 

One Plus One 

$780 

$320 

2 Mea upgrade for 1281512 
inclu as fan and SCSI 
Additional 1 Meg for Mac Plus 
includes fan 

Includes 15% Wap Discount Dave Ferris 202-332-9109 

" 2121 Crystal Drive 
Arlington VA 22202 
(703) 521·9292 a mostly Mac store ... 

"'......______________",~ 

rent computertlme on a Macintosh 

buy software for all your needs 


MacSource Is a new concept In computer stores: 

We sell: 	 SOFIWARE 
PERIPHERAlS 
ACCESSORIES 
for Macintosh and other computers, 
all at discount. 

We offer: 	MEMBERSHIP 
-increased discounts & benefits 
SERVICES-RENT TIME ON OUR: 

-Macintoslu!s 
-Laserprinter 
-MacScan 
-MAGIC Digitizer 
-Big Picture Monitor 
-MacTablet 
-Modem 

We also offer training, desktop publishing services on 
consignment, data conversion, reconditioning of laser 
cartridges, and 24·hour repair service. 
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DEVEL0 PER'S V lEW .. .68020 vs the 80386, more SCSI disk drives ... 

.. 

by Jim Lanford 

SCSI Disks 
The capacity of SCSI disk drives for the Macintosh is 

increasing while the prices arc dropping. Computer Age in 
Silver Spring has a 30 Meg drive for the Mac for $699. If you 
show your W AP card, the price lowers to $675. A friend ofmine 
bought one of these drives and brought it by. I pulled the cover 
and discovered that the disk drive is made by NEC and the 
controlleris made by Adaptec. Ifyou add up the prices of a power 
supply, case, fan, and misc cables, this drive is less expensive 
than buying the parts. Not to mention putting them together 
yourself. 

It is not worth building a hard disk from scratch unless you 
have some of the parts or you can get a great price on a disk drive 
from a PC owner. A great price is: SO to S50 for a 10 Meg drive 
and S50 to $150 for a 20 Meg drive. If you already have an old 
working Tecmar, Corvus, Sunol or Devong (remember them), it 
is worth the conversion effort. You will usc everything but the 
old controller card and cable. All you have to do is remove any 
controller cards in the case, install an Adaptec 4oo0a, hook up 
a SCSI cable to the Mac and run the format / driver installer 
routine. You will then have a SCSI drive which will auto boot 
on a MacPlus, SE and II. 

Macintosh II Video Memory. 
Some of you have called to say that you had trouble convinc

ing the receptionist at New Image Technology (301/464-3100) 
that they sell the NEC 41264 dual ported video RAM chips for 
the Mac II. These are the chips needed to allow the Mac II video 
card to display 256 colors. They arc just plugged into the eight 
empty sockets on the card. New Image docs have them. As a 
favor to developers and WAP members, New Image will sell you 
eight chips for less than half of what Apple sells them for. If the 
receptionist gives you a hard time, ask for Mike Fritz. 

Mac II color monitors. 
Some people have wrillen in other journals that the NEC 

Multi-sync does not work with the Mac II. As I wrote in my 
March column,the NEC docs work. You must remember to set 
the switches in the back to analog and manual or it will not sync. 
The Sony Multi-scan should be set to analog. In the DC area, the 
NEC costs about S500 and the Sony S600. The Sony has better 
color and smears less. Ifyou do make your own cable, make sure 
to use shielded cable to reduce video interference. 

68020 vs the 80386. 
On paper, the Motorola 68020 (used in the Mac II, Levco 

Prodigy and Radius accelerator) and the Intel 80386 (used in the 
IBM PS/2 model 80, Compact 386 and every announced 
"Klone" at Comdex) arc about equal. But independent tests on 
real hardware arc showing the 68020 beating the 386 by 20 to 
40%. 

While that speed difference is nothing for the Klone makers 
to worry about, the fact that Intel recalled their 386 chips is 
definitely causing concern. Further, the fact that Intel says 
"sorry, please wait until the fourth quarter" is hitting the entire 
PC industry very hard. It will probably hit Apple hard too, 

pushing demand for the Mac II higher. 
Those of you with manufacturing backgrounds will be saying 

"hey, what about second sources?" The Intel 386 has no second 
source! Intel convinced everyone that a second source was not 
needed. In the computer and electronics industry, wise manufac
tures demand a second source for every component they put in 
their equipment. This is why you will find some of the 68000 
microprocessors in the Macintosh manufactured by Motorola 
and some manufactured by Hitachi. Apple is using multiple 
sources for almost all of its parts. IBM has purchased the masks 
for both the 286 and 386 chips from Intel. It will be interesting 
to sec if they are going to make their own part for the 386 or wait 
for Intel like all the Klone manufactures. 

Finder 5.5 and System 4.1, Apple's free upgrade to the SE 
ROMS. 

Apple did provide a software upgrade path for Mac Plus 
owners. Finder 5.5 and System 4.1 gives the Macintosh Plus 
most of the ROM features of the SE: hierarchal menus, pop-up 
menus, text edit extensions (style and font mix etc.), script 
manager (great for non-Roman alphabets), and AppleTalk 
extensions. These do take up RAM space, so while this new 
System and Finder will work on any Mac with the 128K ROMS, 
such as the 512Ke, some applications may run out of RAM. 
Levco, Dove and others do have memory upgrades with an 
optional SCSI port. If you are using an original128K ora 512K r-\ 
Macintosh, and you are going to want to use the newer software, 
you should upgrade to at least a 512Ke. Ifyou are using a 512Ke 
with no hard disk and are not sharing a LaserWriter, then I 
recommend that you stick with the reliable Finder 5.3. The new 
Finder and System will not fit on a 400K floppy and do notlcave 
much room on an 800K floppy. With hard disks getting less 
expensive all the time, Apple is apparently assuming that serious 
Macintosh users will be gelling a hard disk. Apple reports that 
85% of all SE's are purchased with the 20 Meg hard disk option. 

Used Macintosh Prices. 
The news weekly Computers & Software News has a column 

which gives the used computer prices as reported by the Boston 
Computer Exchange. The average price varies +/-$100 to a high 
and low. This information will be about 6 weeks old when you 
read this, but is has not been varying much over the last month. 

128K Macintosh S625 
512K Macintosh S825 
512Ke Macintosh S1200 
Macintosh Plus $1375 
Considering that New Mac Pluses have been selling locally 

for under $1600, the value of the Macintosh family seems to be 
holding up in the marketplace. 

Jim Lanford is lhe archileCI of MacLabcler™, Micro Dynamics 
MARSTM, Pastilasle™ ,and other softwarefor lhe M acinlosli /I. /Ie has 
implemenled groulld slatio/lSfor Sparlan} and olher real·lime 68020
based lesting systems for various salelliles. Jim is presidellt ofM icro ~ 
DY1UJ17lics, Ltd., lhe largesl Macilllosh software company in lhe DC 
area. ~ 
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DEALER'S CORNER 

by Dave Ferris, Leveo 

I have recently been evaluating the cost of various ap
proaches to get "68020" performance by buying the Mac II or 
upgrading the Mac Plus or SE. In each case the requirements 
include the 68020 processor, the 68881 coprocessor and a 20 
Meg hard disk. The question is what is the cost differential 
between buying the Mac II' after selling your Mac Plus versus 
upgrading your Mac Plus. Additionally one can buy an SE (to get 
the new 256k ROMS) and upgrade it. 

The following results are based on some discount prices 
offered to WAP members by local stores and the 15% discount 
offered by your local Levco representative (me). Note this does 
not represent a thorough investigation of the lowest price on 
Apple products. 

The following arc the various system costs: 
Total Cost 

Mac II $5500 
MacSE $3095 Levco upgrade $1550 
$4645 
Mac+ (owned) Levco upgrade $1890 
Hard disk $800 $2690 
Mac+ (owned) Levco upgrade $1890 
Hard disk(owned) $1890 

An additional assumption is that the value of a used Mac Plus 
with and without hard disk is $1300 and $1850 respccti vely. The 

SAVINGS 
Upgrade Mac+ versus buy Mac II 

and sell Mac + with hard disk 51760 
Upgrade Mac+ versus buy Mac II 

and sell Mac + (no hard disk) $1510 
The upgrade route right now seems attractive from a cost 

standpoint versus laying out the money for the Mac II. An ad
ditional option is to buy the SE and upgrade it while selling your 
Mac Plus. This approach is attractive as it provides the expansion 
capability, new ROMs, and a new warranty for an additional cost 
of only 5650 to $900 over upgrading the Mac Plus. 

Self-service & Full-service· By Appointment 

DeskTop Publishing 
Monday· Friday 8:30 a.m.· 5:00 p.m. Evenings & Weekends On Request 

laserCopyTII Typesetting 
50¢ an original for PCR users group members 


Plus resource time - $10/hour (Minimum $5) 

PCR Users Group Membership - $25 


PC Resources (703) 860-1100 

1850 Centennial Park Drive· #300 • Reston, VA 22091 


Client responsible for disk back·up • Prloes subject to change without notioe • 876 


savings by upgrading tile Mac Plus versus the Mac II approach 
is shown below. 

2400 bps 2400bps 2400- bps 2400 bps 2400 bps 2400 bp 
The AJ 2412-STH - Not just another Hayes 'aT" compatible 2400 bps modem! 
The AJ 2412·STH has all the But, the AJ 2412·STH offers 
features you'd expect from a more - including:

high quality 2400 bps modem, 


• Optional MNP errorsuch as: 
detection and correction 

• Full compatibility with • CCITf V.22, V.22 bis Be Bell 
the Hayes 2400 bps "AT" 103, 212A standards 
command set • MIlMIC or AlAI operation 

• Synchronous and • Nonvolatile memory 
asynchronous operation at (EEPROM) 

0·300, 1200, and 2400 bJ;>s 
 • Integral speaker for call 

• Automatic speed detection progress monitoring 
and matching • Convenient front panel 

• Voice/data switching status indicators 
• 	Software programmable 


options 

• 	Automatic and manual 


originate and answer 

• Single number redial 

The Al 2412·STH - all this/or a suggested list price 0/$395. 

1 ANDERSON Anderson Jacobson. Inc. ~weU ~ndergroph (301) 921-4200 
..JACOBSON 8653 Grovemon! Circle Commor! (301) 261·4344 

Gaithersburg. MD 20877-4191 Comsal (301) 734·3880 
(301) 840-5700 

400 bps 2400bps 2400 bps 2400 bps 2400 bps 2400 bps 
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DON'T UPGRADE TO FINDER 5.5/ SYSTEM 

4.1 ... UNTIL YOU READ THIS FIRSTI 
by Tom Warrick 

Apple Computer released in Maya new version of its Macin
tosh System Software: Finder version 5.5 and System version 
4.1, as weIl as a new set of printer drivers (the ImageWriter, 
AppleTalk ImageWriter, LaserWriter and Laser Prep files) and 
utilities (Font/DA Mover and other files). Before we get into 
discussing whether you should upgrade your disks to the new 
system software, let us briefly review the bidding to sec what the 
latest versions are: 
~ 
System Tools 
TeachText 
System Folder: 

AppleTalk ImageWriter 
Clipboard File 
Finder 
General 
ImageWriter 
Key Layout 
Keyboard 
Laser Prep 
LaserWriter 
Monitors 
Mouse 
Scrapbook File 
Sound 
Startup Device 

System 
Update Folder: 

ReadMe 
Utilities Folder: 

Apple HD SC Setup 
InstaIler 
Installer Scripts: 

version 
2.0 
1.0 15K 

2.6 
1.0 
5.5 
3.1 
2.6 
2.1 
3.1 
4.0 
4.0 
1.0 
3.1 
2.2 
3.1 
3.1 

4.1 

41K 
4K 

79K 
13K 
36K 
4K 
2K 

25K 
50K 
17K 
4K 

12K 
4K 
3K 

312K 

(II only) 

(II only) 
(II; SE wI 
int HD) 

2.0 4K 

1.3 
2.4 

26K 
32K 

Mac +, 512Ke, 512K Script 
Macintosh II Script 
Macintosh SE Script 

Utilities Disk 
Apple HD SC Setup 
Desk Accessories 
Disk First Aid 
Font/DA Mover 
Fonts 
HD Backup 
System Folder: 

AppleTalk ImageWriter 

Clipboard File 

Easy Access 

Finder 

General 

ImageWriter 

Key Layout 

Keyboard 

Laser Prep 


4.1 5K 
4.1 6K 
4.1 5K 

2.0 
1.3 26K 
2.0 16K 
1.2 38K 
3.5 35K 
2.0 132K 
1.0 24K 

2.6 41K 
lK 

1.0 4K 
5.5 79K 
3.1 13K 
2.6 36K 
2.1 4K 
3.1 2K 
4.0 25K 

LaserWriter 
Monitors 
Mouse 
Startup Device 

System 
TeachText 
Update Folder: 

ReadMe 

4.0 50K 
1.0 17K 	 (II only) 
3.1 4K 
3.1 	 3K (II; SE wI 

int HD) 
4.1 210K 
1.0 15K 

2.0 lK 
You can get these files on two SOOK disks from your author

ized Apple dealer (it's free, but bring your own disks) or from the 
Washington Apple Pi public-domain software library (at the 
same price per disk as other W AP Mac disks). Make sure you get 
both disks, as you will need the new version of Font/DA Mover 
to work correctly with System 4.1 and the new versions of the 
fonts in the Fonts file on Utilities 2.0. (You should replace your 
old versions of those fonts.) Also, Apple says that you should not 
use Switcher with System 4.1. 

Who should use Fittder S.s alld System 4.1? Afair question, 
since not even Apple wants everyone to upgrade to Finder 5.5 
and System 4.1. This is an adaptation of Apple's chart showing 
the system software you should be using, depending on what type 
of Macintosh you have: ,-...., 

Recommended System Software Configurations 
w 

N N ~re ..J 	 W x iii iii c:: III = r; r; r; r; r; r; r; 
III III III III III III III 
g g g g g g g 
c: c: c: c: c: c: c: 
'0 '0 '0 '0 '0 '0 '0 
III III III III III 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

System 2.OIFinder 4.1 

System 3.2IFinder 5.3 

System 3.31Finder 5.4 

System 4.OIFinder 5.4 

System 4.1lFinder 5.5 

••V ..... 

••V ••V ••V 
(0¢ 

'.\.h 

~~~ 
I?~ $ 
,V/ 

QQ'
,V 

V@i' 
,.V/ 

'0~ •• •• •• 
~~~~ 
~~~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

The best system software to use with this Macintosh 

Okay to use with this Macintosh 

The best system software If you're using AppieShare 

Okay to use with AppleSharo 
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I have a slightly different view, for reasons I will explain 
below. I would say this: 

1. 	 If you have the old. 64K read-only memory (ROM) chips. 
i.e.. ifyou have a Macintosh 128 or 512 (unenhanced). or if 
you have a Lisa/Mac XL, use the version recommended by 
Apple. 

2. 	 Likewise. if you have a Macintosh SE or II, upgrade to 
Finder5 .5/System 4.1. Your Macintosh is designed to work 
properly only with the new Finder and System. 

3. 	 Ifyou have a Mac 512 enhanced or a Mac Plus. upgrade to 
the Finder5.5/System4.1 ifand only ifyou have aharddisk. 
Ifyou do not have a hard disk. do not upgrade-stay with 
Finder5.3/System3.2. Here is where I disagree with Apple, 
which would recommend you upgrade if you have a Mac 
Plus but not otherwise. (Note that if you use AppleShare, 
you cannot use Finder 5.3/System 3.2; use Finder 5.41 
System 3.3, as Apple recommends.) 

4. 	 Ifyou use a LaserWriter or LaserWriter Plus. use the new 
LaserWriter4.0 and Laser Prep 4.0filesfrom Apple. These 
files are much faster than previous versions. Using these 
versions is especially important if you share a LaserWriter 
with another Macintosh user, as using different versions of 
these files on different Macintoshes will require you to re
initialize the printer (which usually means physically turn
ing the LaserWriter off then on, then waiting for it to print 
outa test page) every time a user on the network wants to use 
a different version of the LaserWriter printer driver. Apple 
says that LaserWriter4.0 and Laser Prep 4.0 will work with 
earlier versions of the System file. 

'" '" '" 
I must flrst note a caveat with regard to upgrading to System 

4.1, particularly for Mac 512 enhanced users. The new version 
of the System file forces your Macintosh to devote more of its 
memory to the "System heap," an area of memory not available 
to your application but, rather, reserved for use by the Macintosh 
and the System file while your application is running. It is 
possible to reduce manually the size of the System heap by 
changing your disk's boot blocks (FEdit Plus will allow you to 
do this), but this is highly risky as it may cause your applications 
to bomb because the Macintosh needed more memory in the 
System heap. 

The effect of increasing the size of the System heap while 
reducing the amount of memory available to your applications 
means that applications that keep their documents entirely in 
memory while they are in use (Excel is one such application; I 
believe OverVue is another) may not be able to load large 
documents that previously just barely flt into the amount of 
memory available on your Mac. Ifyou have any very large Excel 
spreadsheets or OverVue databases, I recommend trying them 
out with the new version of the System me to sec if they still flt. 
Similarly, if you run outof memory in the future, consider trying 
System 3.2 to see if the extra memory wiIlletyou work with your 
document. 

'" '" '" 
The second and more serious problem created by System 4.1 

has to do with disk space. System 4.1 is signiflcantly larger than 
previous versions of the System, even System 4.0. The differ
ence is dramatic. In the following chart, I have noted a number 

of components of the System file separately for purposes of 
comparison. 

Size of the System File 

~~---------------------------
3~~------------------------;~-

K 
(1000 

bylOs) 

~+-----------------------~. 
2~+-------------------------1 

200 +-----------f:2J-~~f7l-i 
EI For= 

COA'l 

• AI Ell. 

• """""" ItO", 
C1sJ120(\I<r~ons 
3.2 .........., .... 

I~ +==-------Io~-I 
100 

~ "'f-""-~~::::J-
0 ....-..-.....- ... 

1.0 	 -1.1 g' 2.0 3.0 3.1.1 3.2 4.0 
4.1 	 =~=~ 

Vorslon 	 ......Itf). 

The sizes shown in this chart were derived from versions of 
the System me as "pristine" as I could flnd them. (With the early 
mes I am not altogether certain thatlhe me I was looking at was 
a faithful copy of the original, as-shipped version. Also, to 
measure sizes consistently, I used the version of Font/DA Mover 
to count the size of the fonts or desk accessories in each System. 
While not altogether accurate, it provides a reasonable basis for 
comparison.) 

First, the number and size of fonts and desk accessories that 
a Mac user uses are a matter of individual taste; the size as 
shipped by Apple is only somewhat important. (The introduc
tion of the LaserWriter and, later, the LaserWriter Plus did, 
however, dramatically increase the number of fonts that users of 
Apple's laser printer needed to have in their System mes.) 

Of somewhat greater importance are the miscellaneous mes 
that, strictly speaking, are an integral parlof the System file even 
though they might physically lie in separate meso This category 
includes the Hard Disk 20 file, which is used to give the 
Macintosh 512 (unenhanced) the ability to use Apple's Hierar
chical File System (HFS), which enables the Mac 512 to work 
with double-sided external drives and many brands of hard disks. 
With System 4.0 and later, Apple has shipped separate "Control 
Panel Extension" mes, which provide information to the Control 
Panel desk accessory. Some of these small files can be dispensed 
with on some computers-for example, only a Macintosh II 
needs the Monitors and Sound files. 

The core, though, which is everything else, has grown signifl
cantly. The "all else" portion of the System flle contains code 
routines that could not flt into the ROMs of early Macs. patehes 
to flx bugs in the ROMs, and, in System 4.1 in particular, a 
number of patches to the ROM that give older Macintoshes some 
of the features found in ROM on the Mac SE or Mac II. The "all 
else" portion of the System me more than doubled in size 
between versions 4.0 and 4.1. Indeed, the "all elsc" portion of 
System is now more than four times what it was when Finder4.l 
and System 2.0 ruled the waves, in late 1984. 

The ideal solution would be to be able to remove those 
portions of the System file that your Mac Plus, SE or II does not 
need. Forexample,the System file contains the Chicago 12 font, 
but Mac Plus, SE and II owners have tile Chicago 12 font in 
ROM. The same is true with a number of bug flxes, features and 
other fonts. 

But this is not easy to do,asitis difflculttotcll what can safely 
be dispensed with. Tim Buehrer, a former chairman of Washing
ton Apple Pi's Macintosh Programmers' Special Interest Group, 

contd. on pg 64 
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PASCAL NEWS 
by Robert C. Platt 

The May PIG meeting featured an excellent presentation by 
Michael Hartman on working with ProDOS files from Apple 
Pascal 1.3. APDA now distributes interface tools. When this 
unit is used by your program, you can access ProDOS direetory 
information as well as ProDOS files. The version of the Access 
Tools which Mike received would only work with disks initial
ized under ProDOS version 1.0.1. However, Apple has been 
promising to fix this bug. 

PIG meetings are open to anyone interested in Pascal or 
Modula-2 on either the Mac, the Apple // or the /1/. Please bring 
your latest programming accomplishments and/or mystifying 
bugs. Our next meeting in Thursday, J ul y23, at the WAP Office. 

Book of the Month. Past PIG Chairman Jim Harvison called 
and reeommended Sawyer & Foster, Programming Expert Sys
tems in Pascal (Wiley 1986) $20, as interesting reading. Who 
knows, maybe we can write a Pascal-based expert system to code 
Pascal programs. 

Visit to SirTech. Ron Wartow, eat your heart out! In an 
effort for the PIG to out perfonn the GamcSIG column, your 
reporter toured the officers where Wizardry games arc created. 
Bob Woodhead demoed his Mac II complete with an extra-large 
color monitor. His Mac II, Mac SE, IIgs, and PC Clones are all 
tied together with a local area network. Game publishers, such 

as SirTech, arc an excellent example of users who most need a 
universal operating system, such as the p-System. Versions of 
Wizardry run on most popular computers, and each machine 
implementation is based upon a home brewed version of the p
System. Bob provided me with a color Mandelbrot program for 
the Mac II, which will be added to the WAP library. (No Ron, 
he didn't give me a Mac II version of Wizardry.) 

CAl Driver. As I reported previously, the SigMac Program
mers are working on a Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) 
driver as a group programming projecL In a prior column, I 
showed a short program which demonstrated the use of Picture 
Comments to implement features of the driver. Steve Seaquest, 
another SIG member, has focused upon the question of how to 
branch between the various frames of a CAl lesson or between 
lessons. His sample is based upon instructional frames created 
as dialog boxes using ResEdit. In the final program, the author
ing mode of the CAl driver would generate the frames. Listing 
1is the TML Pascal source to his demo. It is worth careful study 
as an example of using dialogs, creating your own resource 
types, and using resources for maximum flexibility. Steve's 
companion article describes what the program docs. I wiII give 
you a few highlights on how the listing does it. 

PROGRAM Playback; 
{SL Playback.Rsrc } 
{SB+ } 
(ST APPL nCAI 
USESMaclntf; 
TYPE TJumpHdl = "TJumpPtr; 

TJumpPtr ="TJumpRec; 
TJumpRec = RECORD 
NbrEntries: INTEGER; 

Lits: RECORD 
CASE INTEGER OF 

1: (ALRT,DLOG)UMP,PREV,QUIT,STRL,fill,fiI2: 
2: (Initl,Init2:
END; PrevResFileName:Str255; 
INTEGER; PrevResType: 
SFLoc: Point; TempResFileName:Str255; 
INTEGER; TempResType: 

FUNCTION StrToLst (SFTypeStr: 

ResTypc); 
SFTypeList); 
PrevResID: 
ResType; 
TcmpResID: 
RcsType; 
Str255) 

Entry: ARRAY [1..5] OF 
RECORD VAR i: 

SFTypeList; 
INTEGER; 

fResStrNbr: INTEGER; Temp: PACKED ARRAY [1..16] OF CHAR; 
fResType: ResType; 
fResID: INTEGER; 
END; 

BEGIN FOR i:= 1TO 16 DO 
IF i <= LENGTH (SFTypeStr) TIffiN 
Temp[i] := SFTypeStr[i] 

END; ELSE 
TXrefHdl ="TXrefPtr; 
( (str list of ext'llesson filenames) ) 

Temp[i] :=' '; 
StrToLst := SFTypeList (femp); 

TXrefPtr 
TXrefRec 

="TXrefRec; 
= RECORD 

END; 
PROCEDURE StudentChoosesLesson; 

NbrEntries: INTEGER; VAR reply: SFReply;
(The strings thal follow arc referenced by StringPtr ) BEGIN SFGetFile (SFLoc,'Choose a Lesson' ,NIL,I,StrToLsl ('Lssn'),NIL,repl 

END' IF reply.good THEN BEGIN 
VAR CurrDialog: DialogPtr; CurrResFileName := reply.f~ame; . 

Currltem: INTEGER; CurrResFileNbr := OpenResFlle (CurrResFlleName); 
CurrJumpHdl: TJumpHdl; CurrResType := Lits.DLOG; 
CurrResFileName:Str255; CurrRcsID := 128; 
CurrResFilcNbr:INTEGER; PrevRcsFileName := CurrResFilcName; 
CurrResID: INTEGER; PrevRcsType := Lits.QUIT; 
CurrResTypc: ResType; PrevResID := 0; 
CurrResStrNbr: INTEGER; END 
CurrStrOffsct: INTEGER; ELSE 
CurrStrPtr: StringPtr; CurrRcsFileNbr := -1; 
CurrXrcfHdI: TXrcfHdl; END; 
ij,k: INTEGER; PROCEDURE Report (pStr: Str255); 

contd. 
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With reviews like these 
who needs advertising? 

They say the best advertising is word of 
mouth. So w(,'n' reprinting some of the multi· 
tude of words that have alreadv heen said 
about ;\licroPhone communications software 
for the Macintosh. 

And what they're saying. universally. is 
that MicroPhone -created bv Dennis Brothers 
- has far outdistanced all its predecessors. 
That for the novice. :o.licro"hone is the silll' 
plest telecom software e\'er devised. That for 
the expert. ;\licroPhone is the 1I10st powerful. 

On-line 

for the lazy. 


:o.licrol'hone gives you the means to create 
infinitelv elaborate macro I automated) rou· 
tines with infinite simplicity-Its powerful script 
language is written in plain English. and it 
also feature~ a recording mode ihat watches. 
saves. and repeats what you do. So no 
programming skills are required. 

The upshot is that MicroPhone will save 
you time. hassle. and on·line fees by auto· 
mating virtually every opl'ration you now 

have to key by hand. Log on procedures. File 
transfers. And. for a good example. E·mail 
retrieval routines. 

At a single command from you. ;\Iicro· 
Phone will dial your E·mail service. give your 
In numher and password. Navigate its way 
through the labyrinth to )'our mailbox. Check 
for mail. Log off if there IS none. And if there 
is. MicroPhone will collect. print, and save all 
messages to your disk. Then. politely log off. 

Let's get technicsl box. 

• 50 10 51.600 B.ud • ScoplS Inroked by 
• Supports XMOOEM Bulton 

YMOOEM Menu 
ASCII Command Key 
IK BlOCKS • SCflPts have lull logIc constructs 
MACiJlNARY • Worts with All Macmtosh 
MACTERMINAI II models & l asel w"rel 

• EmU/lIef 	TTY • Works Wllh all urnc modems 
VT5l ,fHlres Includedl 
VT100 - 'n,lud~$ Switcher & 

• C,pIUff! hie On/Off CompuSef'Ve subscflpllon 
• Printer On/OR -Includes le~1 ed/lol "censed 
• Auto log on st"prs fOf infor from Dreams ollhe PhoeniX Inc 

mation ulllitles prOVIded • Documentarlon by Ned Shaplfo 

TM 

S C> F 'J' Vi J\ R J.: 
V )~ N' 'J' U R ] ; S 

If you prefer. you can direct M icrol'hone 
to initiate this sequence sil11ply by inserting 
the disk. Or automaticalh: at anv specified 
tilllC, day, night. Or at regular i,ltervals. 

Anything else vou need to do, from collect· 
ing ,tock qUott'S to' s('mling and rl'Cl'iving filt's. 
i, Just ilS ,illlpll'. 

Try it out at 
home or office. 

}()u can find out firsthand just what a 
rl'l11arkable program I\licroPhonl' is. Without 
risklllg a cent. We give vou a thirtv·dav 
moncyback guarantee, iH! qucstiolls . 
askcd. Which is virtually unprecedented 
in software. 

Sinn' MicroPhonl' is not copy 

protected. Wl' obviously have vast 

confidence both in our program. 


""~~ 
fVl Commuoicali",,-, So/I",,,,, 
r , r jor Ihe !,vlacilliosh 

~la(L1Sl'r Editor\ 
Cill,ic(' Award 

2907 Claremont Avenue Suite 220 Berkeley, CA 94705 415·644·3232 
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.... 
c: 
:< 

VAR sPort: GrafPtr; 
sReet: Reel; 
sWindPtr: WindowPtr; 
sWindRcc: WindowRccord; 

BEGIN 

GetPort (sPort); 

SetRcct (sRccl,25,50,450,lOO); { why is SctRect in "I,l,r,b" ordcr? } 

sWindPtr := NcwWindow (@sWindRcc,sRect,'Press any key to continue.', 


TRUE, DocumcntProc, POINTER (-1), FALSE, 0); 
SetPort (sWindPtr); 
MoveTo (20,20); 
DrawString (pStr); 
Repeat UNTIL KcyPress; 
CloseWindow (sWindPtr); 
SctPort (sPort); END; 

BEGIN 
( INITIALIZATION ) 

MaxApplZone; MorcMastcrs; MorcMaslcrs; MoreMaslcrs; MorcMastcrs; 
MoreMaslcrs; MorcMaslcrs; MorcMaslers; MorcMasters; MorcMastcrs; 
MoreMastcrs; MoreMastcrs; MoreMaslcrs; MoreMasters; MorcMasters; 
MoreMastcrs; MoreMasters; MorcMastcrs; MorcMaslers; MorcMasters; 
MorcMastcrs; 
InitGraf (@thcPort); 

InitFonts; 

InitWindows; 

InitMcnus; 

InilDialogs (NIL); 

TEInit; 

InilCursor; 

Lits.Initl := StrToLst (' ALRTDLOGJumpPrev'); 
Lits.Init2:= StrToLst ('QuitSTR#'); 
SFLoc.h := 82; 
SFLoc.v := 124; 
( Playback Loop 

StudcntChooscsLcsson; 
WHILE CurrRcsFilcNbr <> -1 DO 

BEGIN 

CurrXrefHdl := TXrcfHdl (GctRcsource (Lits.STRL, 128)); 

IF CurrXrcfHdl = NIL THEN 

( The Xrcf objcct (STR# 128) isn't necessary if the LcssonFilc} 

( docsn't makc any extcrnal rcfcrcnces, but we cre.1te a dummy) 

( onc anyway to kccp thc program's logic consistenL) 

BEGIN 


CurrXrcfHdl := TXrcfHdl (NewHandle (2)); 
CurrXrcfHdlM .NbrEntrics := 0; 


END; 

WHILE CurrRcsType <> LiLS.QUlT DO 


BEGIN 

IF CurrRcsTypc = Lits.DLOG THEN 


BEGIN 
CurrDialog:= GctNewDialog(CurrResID, NIL, POINTER(-I));
IF CurrDialog = NIL THEN 

) ) 

BEGIN 
Report ('Told to jump to DLOG, but couldn't "find it! '); 
LEAVE; 

END; 

ShowWindow(CurrDialog); 

SetPort(CurrDialog); 

ModalDialog(NIL, Currltem); 

DisposDialog(CurrDialog);


END 
ELSE IF CurrResTypc = Lits.ALRT THEN 

Currltem := NoteAlcrt (CurrResID, NIL) 
ELSE 

BEGIN 

Report ('Told to jump to unknown resource type! '); 

LEAVE;


END· 
CurrJumpHdl:= TJumpHdl (GetResource (LitsJUMP, CurrResJD)); 
IF CurrJumpHdl = NIL THEN 

BEGIN 

Report ('Couldn't fmd Jump resource! '); 

LEAVE; 


END; 
IF (CurrItcm < 1) 
OR (CurrItcm > CurrJumpHdlN\.NbrEntries) THEN 

BEGIN 

Report ('Button number outside jump table range! '); 

LEAVE; 


END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
IF CurrJumpHdlN\.Entry[CurrItem].fResType = Lits.PREV THEN 

BEGIN 
TempRcsFileName:= CurrResFileName; 
TempRcsType:= CurrResType; 
TempResID:= CurrResID; 

CurrResFileNamc:= PrevRcsFileName; 

CurrResType:= PrevResType; 

CurrResID:= PrevResID; 

PrcvResFilcName:= TempRcsFileNamc; 

PrevResTypc:= TempResTypc; 

PrevRcsID:= TempResID; 

IF CurrResFilcName = PrevRcsFileName THEN 


CYCLE 

ELSE 


LEAVE; 

END; 

PrevResFilcNam := CurrResFileName; 
PrevResType := CurrResType; 
PrevResID := CurrRcsJD; 
CurrResStrNbr:=CurrJumpHdlN\.Entry[CurrItem).fRcsStrNbr;

conld. 

) 



$ WANTED $ 

CurrResType:=CurrIurnpIIdlM.Entry[Currlteml.fRcsType; 

CurrRcsID:=CurrJumpIldIM.Entry[CurrItcm).fRcJiD; 

IF (CurrRcsStrNbr > 0) 

AND (CurrRcsStrNbr<= CurrXrcntdlM.l'.'brEntrics) TIIEN 


BEGIN 
CurrStrOffset:= 2; ( aftcr NbrEntries ) 
FOR i := 1TO CurrRcsStrl'.'br 00 

BEGIN 
CurrStrPtr:= Stringl'lr (LONGlNT (CurrXrcflldl") + 

CurrStrOffsct); 
CurrStrOffsct:= CurrStrOffsct + 1+ Ptr 

(CurrStrl'lr)"; 
Er-.U; 

CurrResFIlc.'lame:=CurrStrPtr'; 
LEAVE; 

END; 
END; 

END; 

CoseResFile(CurrResFilcNbr); 

IFCurrResFileName= PrcvRcsFiIc.'lame THEN 


StudcntChoosesLesson 

ELSE 


BEGIN 

CurrResFileNbr:=OpcnResFile(CurrResFilcNllme); 

IF CurrResFileNbr = -I THEN 


Rcport ('Jump to LessonFile failedl'); 

END; 


END; 
ExitToShcJ]; 
END. 

Empty Toner Cartridges - Canon PC, Hewlett 

Packard Laser Jet, Apple LaserWriter, Corona or 


Q.M.S. 


"STOP Throwing Away Those Empties - We Buy 

Them!!" 


Also ask about our long-life recharge. 


American Laser Savers 
1901 Andrew Court 
Owings, MD 20736 

(301) 855-6477 

SUMMER WAP 
TUTORIALS 
by Robert C. Platt The Complete COPy Shop 

• LaserWriter Plus 
• Self Service Macintosh Plus 
• Volume Priced Copies 
• Binding • Stapling • Folding 

Capitol Hill 547-0421 
611 Penn. Avenue, S.E. 

Fairfax 691-<7Ull 
10683 Braddock Rd. 

Open Seven Days A Week 

WAP Members receive a 10% Discount 

Remember that our regular Macintosh tutorials continue 
through the summer. The introductory Apple II tuLorials will 
resume in the fall. We arc also pleased LO announce two spccial 
tutorials for August Call the office or send in Lllcform at the back 
of the WAP Journal to reserve a place. 

Making Music with Your Macintosh - Judy Moore 
Saturday, August I, 10 a.m. - noon. Work with Professional 
Composer, DeLuxe Music Construction Set, Music Type and 
Performer. Bring your own software and Mac. Judy Moore, a 
high school teacher and member of MusicSIG, is repeaLing this 
popular tutorial. 

Word Perfect on the Apple 11- Lee Raesley - Saturday, 
August 8, 9 a.m. - noon. Word Perfect is one of the most popular 
word processors in the MS-DOS world. I L is now available on the 
lie, lie and Ilgs. Learn the basics of Lhis applicaLion from one of 
W AP's most experienced instruclOrs. Bring your machine, 
WordPerfect and a blank disk. @ 
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...... 

"PLAYBACK" PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
by§t§ve Seaquist .. ... 

I wrote the Playback program w demonstrate that a cuswm 
"Jump" resource would be an elegant (simple and efficient) way 
W control frame flow in a Computer Aided Instruction (CAl) 
lesson. I did this as part of the Washington Apple Pi, Macintosh 
Programmers' Group (Sig~c) CAl project. This documenta
tion is mainly to convey to other SigMac members how it works, 
but can also be used by anyone who has a copy of Playback and 
wants w start building lessons right now (if they know how w use 
ResEdit). 

My design is to kccp Dialogs (DLOGs and ALRTs), their 
Item Lists (DITLs) and their Jump resources in synch by re
source IDs. For example, the LessonFile must be entered at 
DLOa 128, which uses DITL 128, and jumping from that Dialog 
is controlled by Jump 128. 

In addition, my current limited implementation of this design 
allows flow control only by PushButtons. By decree of l.nsiW< 
Macintosh (User Interface), the default PushButton of a Dialog 
must be Item #1 in the Dialog's DITL, because the Dialog 
Manager returns the value 1 as "ltemHit" if the user presses 
Return or Enter. (The default butwn typically says something 
like "OK". It's common programming practice w make aCancel 
butwn Item #2, though this isn'trequired by IM.) To simplify the 
task of writing Playback and demonstrating how the Jump 
resource could be used, I simply take the ItemHit returned by the 
Dialog Manager and use it w index inw the Jump resource's 
jump table. 

Playback's custom Jump resource currently has the follow
ing format: 

"Demo" LessonFile Flow 


DLOG 128 

ALRT~..... 
129 

ALRT 
130 

Resource Jump 128 Jump 129 Jump no 
NbrEntries 3 2 1 
First Entry 0, ALRT, 129 0, DLOG, 1280, DLOG, 128 
Second EntryO, ALRT, 130 0, ALRT, 130 
Third Entry 0, Quit, 0 

Because the LessonFile is entered at DLOG 128, Playback 
initially usesJ ump 128 to decide how to respond to PushButlons. 
If the user pushes the second button, for example, Playback will 
index 2 deep into Jump 128'sjump table and retrieve "0, ALRT, 
130", which is another way of saying 

fResStrNbr [2] is 0, 
fResType [2] is ALRT, and 
fResID [2] is 130. 

Because fResStrNbr is 0, it will stay in the same lesson. 
Playback calls the Toolbox routine GetResource to get the next 
frame if fResTypc is DLOG or ALRT, and if fResID is in the 

~______________________r~an~g~e~0~f~I~~~th=r=u~3n~~e~~w~s~~d~u~ 

TYPE 
TJumpHdl =I\TJumpPtr; 
TJumpPtr =I\TJumpRec; 
TJumpRec = 

RECORD 
NbrEntries: INTEGER; 
Entry: ARRAY [1..5] OF 

RECORD 

( GetResource returns a handle, so Jump ... ) 
( ... resource is referenced via that handle. ) 

fResStrNbr: INTEGER; { non-zero for inter-Lesson jumps) 
fResType: ResType; ( DLOG, ALRT, Prev or Quit) 
fResID: INTEGER; { If fResType =DLOG or ALRT: ID # } 
END; 

END; 

resource IDs). Because fResTypc is 
ALRT and fResID is 130, it will get 
ALRT 130, but it could just as easily get 
DLOG 12345, if the author wishes it to. 
Once in ALRT na, it will use Jump .l.]l 
w control flow, which in the Demo les
son can only jump to DLOG 128. 

The keyword Quit means "quit the 
lesson", not "quit the program". This 
allows the user to play back as many 
LessonFiles as he/she wants without 
having to reenter the program from the 
Finder. Pressing Cancel in response to 

L------------------------=:=~~::_:r~~. the SFGetFile (request for LessonFile 

The "jump table" is the ARRAY of "Entry" subrecords. (Its 
nominal range of 1 ..5 is misleading. It can actually contain any 
number of entries because it's indexed by variables. The TMPL 
"Jump" that allows ResEdit to create and edit Jump resources 
also allows for any number of entries.) All fields of the Entry 
subrecord refer to resource information elsewhere in the same 
LcssonFile. For example: 

name) qUits we program. 
If the LcssonFile is improperly constructed, Playback will 

take certain standard actions, as follows: 
o If a resource that Playback needs doesn't exist, Playback 

docs a Quit. 
o If the jump table's entry contains garbage, or if the index is 

out of range, it does a Quit. 
o The fResType field is case-sensitive, so "dlog" is !1Q1 

equivalent to "DLOG". 
(Note: This is required by the Macintosh Resource 

~nager's case-sensitivity...sorry.) 
contd. 
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The "Pre v" feature: 
I originally construclCd the Beginner lesson, before it was 

called "Beginner", simply to illustrate the Prev feature, as 
follows: 

"Beginner" LessonFile Flow 

DLoa 128 
... , .... \.. 

,~ ~ .. ~ , 
ALRT ..... ... ALRT 

129 r 130 

Resource Jump 128 Jump 129 Jump 130 
NbrEntries 3 2 1 
First Entry 0, ALRT, 129 0, OLOG,128 0, fuY....1 
Second EntryO, ALRT, 130 0, ALRT, 130 
Third Entry 0, Quit, 0 

Quit ) 

The Beginner lesson differs from the Demo lesson only in the 
frrstEntry of its Jump 130 resource, but it significantly affects the 
flow diagram ofthe lesson. Playback kccps track of the previous 
frame, and if the user pushes a button (whose item number 
indexes into the jump table) to an Entry where fResType = 
"Prev", Playback will jump to the previous frame. In the 
Beginner lesson, that means 

• ifitgottoALRT 130 from ALRT 129,it will return toALRT 
\"""I 129, and 

• if it got to ALRT 130 from DLOG 128, it will return to 
DLOG 128. 

For right now, Playback can go back only one level to the 
previous frame. Later, however, it will keep an audit trail of.all 
frames that a user played back, and it should be possible to go 
back to frames 2,3 or many more levels previous. I can't think 
of a situation where an author would want to do that, but just in 
case some author can, the fResID field says how many levels 
back to go and it's currently limited to 1. 

The "inter-Lesson jump" feature: 
An author would typically do inter-Lesson jumping from 

more-complicated to less-complicated lessons. In a lesson on 
multiplication, for example, if a student's answers indicate that 
he/she doesn't understand addition well enough, the author may 
want to jump directly into the addition lesson without telling the 
student of the changeover. There may also be situations where 
the author may put the student into a more-complicated lesson, 
or one which isn't harder or easier-just different Playback's 
inter-Lesson jump feature allows for any of these possibilities. 
To illustrate it, I constructed 3 interlocking lessons, called 
"Beginner", "Intermediate" and "Advanced". (My Prev ex
ample became the Beginner lesson.) 

fhe External LessonFile NameList (STR# 128): 
"'-" Playback uses the STR# 128 resource as a stepping stone to 

external LessonFiles. The buzzword for this technique is "indi
rection". If we kept the external LessonFile name in the jump 

table of each frame that needed to do an inter-Lesson jump, we 
would be big trouble if the author wanted to change the name of 
the external LessonFile being jumped to. We would have to 
require the author to go to every frame that does an inter-Lesson 
jump and change the LessonFile name in every one of them! 

Thinking ahead to such a headache, I programmed Playback 
to handle anon-zero fResStrNbrin thejump table as an index into 
the STR# 128 resource and to pick up the exlCrnal LessonFile's 
name from there. This means that a lesson would have a list of 
LessonFiles it could inter-Lesson jump to, and changing that list 
would affect all inter-Lesson jumps. I call this list the External 
LessonFile NameList. For now, that's just an English language 
logical equivalent of saying "STR# 128". 

The STR# (pascal string list) resource is a standard Macin
tosh resource type. It begins with an integer that says how many 
strings there are, followed by that many Pascal strings ~ 
to~etherone rjeht aftertheothcr. That is, the strings arenmstored 
as an ARRAY [l ..n] OF Str255. 

In the case of the Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced 
LessonFiles, for example, I have defined the STR# 128 resources 
to be (in hex and char notations) as follows: 00,03,08, 'B', 'e', 
'g', 'it, tn', 'n'. 'c'. 'r',OC, '1'. tn', '1', 'c'. IC'. em', 'e'. ad'. ai', 
'a', 't', 'e', 08, 'A', 'd', 'v', 'a', 'n', 'c', 'e', 'd'. The length byte 
of the second string (OC) is not on a word boundary, but it doesn't 
have to be. Playback breaks strings out of the jumble by using 
a StringPtr variable (calculating the string addresses from the 
pointer pointed-to by the resource handle, the 2 byte offset and 
the sum of previous string lengths). The authoring program can 
build the LessonFile's STR# 128 resource using the same tech
nique. 

"Intermediate" LessonFilc Flow 

"Utllinner" LuoionFlle "lnlermedlale"I..6SonFlle 

Inter·Lesson jump to "UegiMu" 

Resource Jump 128 Jump 129 JumpJ30 S T R # 
m 
NbrEntries3 2 3 
1st Entry 0, ALRT, 129 0, OLOG, 1280, Prev, 1 "Begnnr." 
2nd Entry 0, ALRT, 130 I, ALRT, 129 "In termed." 
3rd Entry 0, Quit, 0 "Advanced" 

Because Jump 129, Entry 2 has a non-zero fResStrNbr, 
Playback will do an inter-Lesson jump using that value to index 
into the External LessonFile NamcList. The value is one, it 
indexes in one-deep into the NameList and gets "Beginner", it 
switches LessonFiles and then jumps to ALRT 129. When you 
play back the Intermediate LessonFile and press the bUllon to do 
this jump, you may detect a slight pause and disk whirring while 
it reads in the Beginner LessonFile. 

Note that I have constructed the lessons in such a way that it's 
impossible to get back to the Intermediate lesson without quitting 
the Beginner lesson. I could just as casily have defined an inter
Lesson jump back to Intermediate, but chose not to. 

contd. 
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Will the Prev jump feature work immediately 
after an inter-Lesson jump?: 

Yes. To illustrate this, I constructed the Advanced Lesson
File to jump to the Intermediate's ALRT 130, which simply does 
a Prev jump without any knowledge of how the user got there: 

"Advanced" LcssonFile Flow 

''Intermediate'' LessonFlle "Advanced" Lcssonflle 

Resource Jump 128 Jump 129 Jump 130 S T R # 

J2.8. 
NbrEntries3 2 3 
1st Entry 0, ALRT, 129 0, DLOG, 1280, Prev, 1 "Begnnr." 
2nd Entry 0. ALRT, 130 a. ALRT, UQ "Intermed." 

3rd Entry 0, Quit. ° "Advanced" 
The Intermediate LessonFile doesn't have to have "Ad

vanced" in its External LcssonFile NameList. It just so happens 
that it did, but it's not necessary. Playback remembers which 
LessonFile to return to, so a Prev is a Prev is a Prev. It returns to 
the previous frame, even if that means changing files back again. 

Inter-Lesson jumping under HFS: 
The entry in the External LcssonFile NameList will be passed 

as-is to the Toolbox routine OpenResFile. Therefore, if only the 
filename is given, the LcssonFile it names must be in the same 
folder as the current LessonFile, or in the "Blessed folder" 
(System folder), or in the root directory, or in one of the 
remaining directories in the "Poor Man's Search Path" (PMSP). 
The most convenient way is to keep interdepcndentlessons in the 
same folder. The PMSP contains up to 5 default directories to be 
searched and can be set using the Set Paths desk accessory, which 
is distributed with TML Pascal level 2.0 and higher. Another 
possibility is to give the full "VOL:Folder:Folder: ...:Folder: 
LcssonFile" name in the NameList, but this approach is !llilffi 
more cumbersome to correct when you copy lessons to a differ
ent folder. 

Epilogue: 
I hope there's enough info here to show how to build these 

resources, either manually (to build lessons with ResEdit), or in 
the authoring program's memory (to build handles to pass to 
AddResource). ® 

Finder Upgrude contd. from pg 57 

once experimented with removing resources one at a time from 
the System file (using ResEdit-not for the fainthearted!) until 
the System crashed. Then he would replace the removed piece 
of the System file and try to get things running again. Then he 
would try to remove something else. By doing so he was able to 
reduce the size of the System file in a material way, but obviously 
this is not something everyone can do. 

On a hard disk, these problems are truly trivial, but to those 
who have only external disk drives, especially 400K ones, every 
single byte of disk space is precious. In this case, System is not 
the only file that has grown considerably from the "older days" 
of 1984. Finder itself has undergone a similar progressive 
increase: 

Finder Sizo 

~~-----------------------------------
70+-______________ ~~---------------------------

K 50 +--____-==_ 
(1000 
bylaS) ~o 

30 

20 

10 

10 1.1V ~.1 50 52 53 5.• 

Here the increase is less dramatic, but no less significant 
for the user who would like her disk space back. The printer 
drivers show a similar slope upward in size as time goes on. 

The problem becomes particularly acute in connection with .'" 
large, powerful applications like Microsoft Word 3.0 (339K) 
and, particularly, Microsoft Excel (394K). In order to run these 
on a single double-sided disk, the System file must be virtually 
stripped of fonts and desk accessories, and the System Folder 
stripped of seldom-used printer drivers-hardly an ideal situ
ation. Having the System Folder on one disk and the application 
and data files on the other is workable, but represents a throw
back to the days before single-sided drives. Reviews of Excel in 
those days downgraded the package for not fitting onto a system 
disk; the more things change, the more they stay the same. 
(Fortunately, hard drives are now inexpensive enough so that the 
problem is much less serious.) 

In the short term, the only solution is to get a hard disk or not 
upgrade your Finder and System files unless you have to. 

In the long term, it would be desirable for Apple Computer to 
permit and encourage users to remove unwanted bits and pieces 
of the System file. This would, to be sure, violate Apple's long
standing objective that a disk should be able to run on any 
Macintosh. But now that there are seven different types of 
Macintoshes out in the world. this objective is, to many, a 
limitation ralller than a benefit. 

Ready for some fun news: There's another upgrade coming.® 
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·.•.. .................... .... 
MAcINTOSH BITS AND BYTES 
by Lynn R. Trusal 

Creating Tree and Bullet Charts Using MORE and 
MacDraw 

MQRE is the most recent software package from Living 
Videotext, Inc., of Mountain View, CA 94043. It derives its 
origins and lineage from Think Tank which is available for both 
the IBM and Macintosh. Think Tank was the first of a new kind 
of software programs called "outliners or thought processors." It 
seemed to be most popular among those who had a need to 
organize class presentations or speeches and helped by better 
organizing the thought processes necessary for such talks. Since 
our thoughts often do not flow from the brain in an organized 
fashion, the outline function of both Think Tank and MORE 
made the task more orderly. Many Macintosh users may think 
they have no need for such a program, but unless we understand 
what a program can do, we are not able to see that it might be 
useful. 

I will describe how MORE and MacDraw can be used to 
prepare quick tree charts. This is useful for organizational charts, 
and flow diagmms used to graphically illustrate certain kinds of 
data. MORE considerably shortens the process that I previously 
used to du only with MacDraw. Since tree charts are usually not 
text intensi ve, they lend themselves to an outline format and this 
is where MORE begins to shine. In this regard, MORE functions 
like ThinkTank and the user can quickly enter text that will 
eventually be contained in boxes of the tree chart. Subordinate 
text is indented from main text and so on until the outline contains 
all the points for the chart. Once this is completed, the "tree 
chart" option is chosen from the "Reorganize" menu and the 
outline is instantly changed to a tree chart format with boxes 
eontaining the text. 

Not all desired organizational chart styles can be laid out 
exactly as desired using MORE. MORE makes boxes subordi
nate to other boxes based on their position in the outline. Ifyour 
particular organizational chart does not lend itself to the outline 
format you will need to use MacDmw to customize it. The 
following is an example of a sales territory organization that 
begins as an outline and is later converted to a tree chart. 

Fil!ure 1 is a sample "Sales Territory" outline prepared in 
MORE. Each indented Iineoftextis subordinate to the preceding 
line. 

~O 	 Soles Territories = 

1+ 	 AMERICAN TECHIlSAlES OFFICESI ~ 
+ NATIONAL SALES MANAGERIIJacl< Hardy 

+ 	 EASTERN REGIONIINewYorkllJohn Mynatt 
- BostonllRoy White 
- WashlngtonllPeterTam 

+ 	MIDWESTERN REGIONIIChicagollDon Goodall 
- MlnneapollsllAlice Miller 
- St LoulsllCarrie Blum 

+ 	SOUTHERN REGIONIlAtlantallNancy Tamler 
- DailaSIlFred Steiner 
- MiamillFranl< Gallo 

+ 	 WESTERN REGIONIlSeattleliArt Hopper 
- DenverllDoug Castle 
- Los Ange1esilPat Jacobson 
- San FranciscollElio Malatesta 

Fil!U[e 2 illustrates the overall tree chart layout afterthe above 

outline was converted to the chart by selecting the "tree chart" 
option form the "Reorganize" menu. By using the pallet tools on 
the left side of the screen, the attributes of the chart may be 
customized. The user has the option of increasing the size of the 
boxes in two dimensions, adding shadowing to the box, changing 
the shape of the box, changing the kind of lines that connect 
boxes or the thickness of the box lines. In addition,the fonts, font 
style and orientation of the tree may also be changed. 

Fil!ure 3 demonstrates a higher magnification view of a 
portion of the above chart with plain square boxes and straight 

• " rIIo Edit Window Ulew 1I"llrIlllnll" h!fII,llalo\ formal. 
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line connections between boxes. 
Figure 4 shows some of the options available to customize the 

tree chart layout In this figure, all the boxes have been made 
black and shadowing has been added. The font has also been 
changed but right angled lines still connect the boxes. 
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Fjgure 5 is a sample bullet chart ofthe same "Sales Territory" 
information presented in the previous tree chart. The layout is 
plain with no addition of options available in MORE. The paleue 
at the bouom of the figure allows easy on-screen selection of 
fonts, font sizes, font styles, point sizes, borderpauerns, shadow
ing and bullet designations. 

NA TIONAL SALES MANABEfl//.Jack Hatdy 

+ EASTERN REGIONIiNew Yor1cIlJohn Mynatt 

+ MIOWESTERN REGIONIlChicagollOon Goodall 

+ SOUTHERN REGIONIiAtiantallNancy Tamler 

+ WESTERN REGIONIiSeattlellArt Hopper 

Fonl Size Space 0 • (Q) [g] B I 0 2 of 6 

OIQ OIQ OIQ .... 0 • A I ~:~11 ' 6fQiQ 
press (spocebor) to hide controls 

Fi~ure 6demonstrates some of the special formauing permit
ted in MORE to include the addition of font changes, style 
changes, border pauerns, and different "bullets" preceding the 
text lines. 

• EASTERN REGIONIiNowYor1cIlJohn Mynatt 

• MIDWESTERN REGIONIIChlcagoliDon Goodall 

• SOUTHERN REGIONIlAtiantallNancy Tamior 

• WESTERN REGIONIiSeaWeliArt Hopper 

press (spacebar) to hide controls 

The above figures give you a pretty good idea what can be 
done with MORE itself. As I mentioned earlier, if you desire tree 
charts modified from what is possible within MORE you may 
use a special feature of MORE to "export" tJle chart to a 

MacDraw PICT format for customizing. 
Figure 7 is an example ofa general tree chart outline that was 

partially created in MORE and exported to MacDraw for custom 
organization. 
S FIle Edit Style Font Loyout Rrrange Fill Lines Pen 
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If you have a Macintosh Plus and Switcher, the process can 
be speeded up even more. MacDraw can function with 128 Kof 
RAM while MORE needs 312 K. SuperPaint can't be used with 
MacDraw and Switcher because it requires more than 600 K of 
RAM by itself. A 1.5 or 2 meg RAM upgrade would be needed. 
Once MORE and MacDraw are opened in Switcher, they may be 
saved for future use by using the "save set" Switeher command. 
This creates a special icon you may label as "More/Draw" or an 
equivalent. The next time you desire to use both MORE and 
MacDraw, just double-click on this icon and both applications 
will be automatically open. Once a tree chart is created in 
MORE, merely "copy" it to the clipboard, switch to MacDraw 
and "paste" the tree chart into a Mac Draw window. In this 
manner, you can eliminate the need to use MORE's "export" 
command for transfer to MacDraw. 

I have not been able to completely cover all of the options and 
possible combinations permitted by MORE but I wanted to give 
the reader a taste ofwhat can be done with this exciting program. 
Ifyour organization has the need to prepare "bullet or tree" charts 
you should order MORE without delay! 

Using MacDraw to Customize Cricket Graph 

Output 


Just as MacDraw can be used to make custom changes in 
MORE trec charts, it may also be used to customize graphs 
created by Cricket Graph. As good as Cricket Graph is, it still 
docs not afford the user all of the options or layouts that are 
sometimes called for. The first figure is an example of a graph 
created in Cricket Graph, while the second figure is the same 
chart after making changes in MacDraw that were not possible 
in Cricket Graph. The process can be speeded up by using 
Switcher and quickly switching between tJle two applications to 
make the necded changes. Cricket Graph graphics can be copied 
to the clipboard for transfer to MacDmw or tJley may be saved in 
the "PICT" format in Cricket Graph and then opened up in 
MacDraw directly. The "PleT' format is MacDraw's text save 
format. 

contd. on pg 81 
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()h "()-he~s back>!! 


John AI Laue) III 

Microsoft's BASIC Interpreter, Version l, has been out now 

for about 7 months ±an hour or so. I wish to conclude from this 
statistic that anyone who is the-least-bit interested in program
ming in BASIC is reasonably familiar with this significantly
enhanced version. Furthermore, since each of the following 
four(4) program listings is prolifically laden with comments, I 
will here emphasize only the critical background material per
taining to Version 3 and ignore that which you should have 
mastered via your use of Versions 2.1 and prior. 

I'm currently in the process of developing some commercial 
software for an educational testing service. In the process, I had 
discovered a requirement for inputting some PICTure Resources 
attached directly to the BASIC text file. In order to accomplish 
this, of course, I needed to develop separate code to create said 
PICT Resources (see Listing 1 and Listing 2). My ultimate 
goal was the BASIC code shown in Listing 3, wherein you can 
automatically scroll your Company's Logo within what-I-call 
your Entry Credits Display that the user sees shortly after 
double-clicking your application's Icon. Within this Entry 
Credits Display, the user sees the title of your software, your 
name and your Company's Logo bouncing back & forth. It's a 
neat touch, ~ if I do say so myself. 

Finally, NOT related to any of the above, is Listing 4, 
wherein I accomplish two things. First., I input Icon data that I 
then save as an ICON Resource & attach directly to the BASIC 
text file. Second, I enable the user to drag the resulting Icon 
around the Window Port. Another neat touch!! 

In all cases, I attached the necessary CODEd resources 
directly to my BASIC text file using either ResEdit or the 
application Statement Mover supplied with Version 3 of 
Microsoft's BASIC Interpreter. In this vein, please name each 
file that which is specified in each listing's LIBRARY state
ment. Furthermore, since I am either inputting or writing 
Resources (PICT and ICON) from/to my BASIC text file, I 
specify the same file name in the following OpenResFile 
statement 

So far it appears simple enough. Just two more critical items 
of required interest: 

• Note that I specified single precision, vice integer, when I 
named the required LIBRARY Resource, for example Open
ResFile! Since IllilS.l of these LIBRARY Resources require 
integer variables or parameters to be input and output, instead of 
specifying % as a suffix for these integers cvcrywhcre, I executed 
aD EFINT A-z at the very bcginning of the code. However, now 
I have a problem with the names of the LIBRARY CODEd 

-- Resources. You sce, whcn the Microsoft BASIC Interpreter 

BASIC 
A 
S 
S 
E L 
t1 A 
B H 
L GI.-_-, 
Y UAGES 

executes the LIBRARY statement, a variable such as "Open
ResFilc" iscreated and more than 16 bits of information is stuffed 
into this variable. So, a1.kas1 sjngle precisjon must be specified. 
Voila-the! 

• Any parameter/variable used in the Resource's calling 
sequence must be pre-defmed if simple, or DIMensioned if an 
array whose size is ~ 10. 

~,thecode. 

Listing 1 creates a PICT Resource using your own input 
HEX data. We first create an empty PICTure for a specified 
rectangular frame via the OpenPicture and ClosePicture 
combination. In between, we execute any BASIC QuickDraw 
statements except other LIBRARY functions. The latter are a 
no-no!! At the end of this sequence we have suecessfully 
defined a filled PICTure with a given Handle. We then draw it 
on the screen and subsequently attach it to our BASIC text file. 
Note that you must specify a unique ID for each PICTure, an 
impediment I avoid in Listing 2. Once my new PICT Resource 
is successfully attached, I dispose of its Handle to avoid Heap 
problems. 

In Listing 2 my source of data is the ClipBoard. Note the 
UniqueId call. Also, I use SavePicture instead of AddPicture 
because I'm working with a string and NOT a Handle. Then, I 
add a little twist that I could have easily implcmented in Listing 
1-namely, I ask the user for a name which I then assign to the 
PICT. By the way, I use GetRes AFTER I execute SavePicture 
for the sole purpose of creating the Handle required by SetRes
Info. Also, I could have used DisposePicture ralher than 
ReleaseRes to un-clutter the Heap. 

Listing 3 uses my just-created and named PICTure Resource 
to have some fun. Follow the bouncing ball, folks!! 

Finally, Listing 4 presents some educational fun with Icons. 
The reason for the obvious lack of prosaic attendants to these last 
two listings is that I am fulfilling my promise stated at the 
beginning-namely, I am deleting all explanations for the fun
damental BASIC syntax, for example, WHILE-WEND loops, 
PUT statements, the MOUSE function, etc. 

contd. 
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Ljsting 1 
• Creates a PICTure Resource by inputting HEX data {Version I}.
• 
• This program file contains the following CODEd Resources: 

• LIBinit 
• OpenResFile 
• CloseResFile 
• SetRect 
• OpenPicture 
• ClosePicture 
• DrawPicture 
• AddPieture 
• DisposePicture
• 
• You must change the following for EACH run : 
• DIMension size & DATA 

ID# 
CLS : CLEAR: DEFINT A-z 
LIBRARY "Create PICT.l" • Version 1. 
RefNo =0 : OpenResFile! "Create PICT.l",RefNo 

OPTION BASE 1 
DIM BitArray(14) • Integer data count + 2 for the width 

& height. 
FOR bit= 1 TO 14 

READ BitArray(bit) 
NEXT bit 
• The 1st two integers are the width & height of the Bit Image 

in # of bits. 
The actual Bit Image then follows. 

DATA 16,12 
DATA &HFFFF,&HFF7F,&HFE3F,&HFCIF 
DATA &HF80F.&HF007.&HE003,&HCOOI 
DATA &HF80F.&HF80F,&HF80F,&HFFFF 

WINDOW 1,....,(30.30)-(480,330),3 

MOVETO 130,15 : PRINT "Here's your PICTure Resource!!" 

SetRect! rec( 1),10,30,10+ 2"'BitArray( 1 ),30+2'" BitArray(2) 


• Magnify the Bit Image times 2. 
PictH! =0: OpenPicture! rce(I).PictH! 
PUT (rec(2).rec(l».BitArray(l) 
ClosePicture! 
DrawPicture! PictH! .rce(l) 
AddPicture! RefNo.PictH!,200 • ID = 200 {change each 

time. also}. 
DisposePicture! PictH! • Un-cluttcrs the Heap. 
CloseResFile! RefNo • What is opened, must be close!! 
STOP 

Listing 2 

I Creates a PICTure Resource by inputting the data on the 
• ClipBoard after a "Copy" operation to the ClipBoard. 
• (Version 2) 

• This program file contains the following CODEd Resources: 

• LIBinit 
• OpenResFile 
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• CloseResFile 
• SetRect 
• UniqueId 
• SavePicture 	 [Watch Out!! =====> 

Fails when ClipBoard> 3K ] 
• GetRes 
• SetResInfo 
•ReleaseRes 

• Change for EACH run : Rectangle 
CLS : CLEAR: DEFINT A-z 
LIBRARY "Create PICT.2" • Version 2. 
OPTION BASE 1 
RefNo =0: OpenResFile! "Create PICT.2",RefNo 
PICTresource: 

WINDOW 1,"".(30,30)-(480,330).3 
MOVETO 130,15: PRINT "Here's your PICTure R6ource!!" 
SetRcet! rec(l),l0,30,275,255 

• Change according to the scale of your ClipBoard art. 

OPEN "CLIP:PICTURE" FOR INPUT AS #1 
• From the ClipBoard. 


ClipImagc$ = INPUTS(LOF(l),l) 

CLOSE #1 

IF ClipImagc$ = ..., THEN BEEP: BEEP: MOVETO 


160.200 
: LPRINT "Nothing on ClipBoard !!": GOTO endProg 

UniqueIdNo = 0: UniqueId! "PICT',UniqueIdNo 
• Insure that there is no conflict II 


SavePieture! RefNo,UniqueIdNo,ClipImagc$ 

PICTURE (rec(2).rec(1»-(rec(4).rec(3»,ClipImage$ 


• OR, GetPicture & DrawPicture. 
BEEP: BEEP 
MOVETO 10.275 
INPUT "Enter name of your PICTure?? ",PictNameS 
PietH! = 0: GetRes! RefNo,"PICT',UniqueIdNo,PictH! 

• Returns a Handle. 

SetReslnfo! PictH! ,UniqucldNo,PictNamcS 


• Assigns your just-input name. 
ReleascRes! PictH! 

endProg: 
CloscRcsFile! RefNo • Now, everything is closed. 

STOP 

List;ng 3 
• Demonstrates a moving Logo on your Entry Credits Display. 

· 
•This file contains the following CODEd Resources: 

• LIBinit 
• ChangeCursor 
• OpcnResFile 
• CloseRcsFile 
• GctNamedRes 
• SetRect 
• OffsctRcet 
• DrawText 
• DrawPicture 



, DisposePicture , 

, AND my Logo created as a PICTure Resource using 
"Create PICT.2" 

CLS : CLEAR: DEFINT A·z 
OPTION BASE 1 
LIBRARY "Scrolling Logo" 
RefNo =0 : OpeoResFile! "Scrolling Logo" .RefNo 
Watch =4 : ChangeCursor! Watch ' 10 # of Watch 

Cursor in the System File. 
LogoH! =0 : GetNamedRes! RefNo."PICT'· ."Initials 

Logo"tLogoH! 
true =-1 : false =0 
notYet =true ' Use these constants for scrolling the Logo. 
deltaX =50 
ON TIMER(2) GOSUB TimerEvent : TIMER OFF 

'When ON. every 2 seconds. 
____ Entry Credits Display [exceptionally quick using 

"DrawText" rather than "PRINT"). 
WINDOW 1......(10.30)·(500.330),4 , 490 by 300. with a 

shadow border. 
MOVETO 123.45 
CALL TEXTFONT(O) , Chicago Font. 
CALL TEXTSIZE(36) • 3 times normal Size. 
DrawText! "Miracles etc." 
CALL TEXTSIZE(24) , 2 times normal Size. 
MOVETO 120.80 

DrawText! "by John A. Love. III" 

CALL TEXTSIZE(12): CALL TEXTFONT(I) 


, Default values. 

MOVETO 160.140 

DrawText! "Click 'OK' or press <CR> and." 

MOVETO 160.160 

DrawText! "then. select from the Menus." 


SetRect! LogoRect(l),20.180.240.290 
DrawPicture! LogoH!"LogoRcct(l) 'Original size. starting 

at a specified comer. 
'DrawPicture! LogoH!,LogoRect(1) • Scale to given 

Rectangle. 
SetRectl but(1).310.270,480.290 
CALL BoxedButton (1."Copyright (1987) [OK)") 

, 10# and the title. 
INITCURSOR : BEEP • Decision time. folks! I 
DialogActive =true 
TIMER ON ' Start scrolling your Logo. 
WHILE DialogActive ' OK or <CR> exits. 

EventType =DIALOG(O) 
IF EventTypc =1 OR EventType =6 THEN DialogActive = 

false: GOTO endActive 
GOSUB ScrollLogo 


endActive: 

WEND 

TIMER OFF ' SlOp the scrolling. 

____ Bye Bye !! 

WINDOW CLOSE 1 
'-'" DisposePicture! LogoH! , Un·clutters the Heap as you 

continue. 

• Your LONG program has just begun!! 

CloseResFile! RefNo 
STOP 

• Sub·routines & sub· programs : 
,------------
TimerEvent: 

notYet =NOT notYet 
RETURN 
' ................... 

ScrollLogo: 

IF notYet THEN RETURN 
CALL ERASERECT (VARPTR(LogoRect(I») 
OffsetRect! LogoRect(l)tdeltaX.O • Only back & forth. 

NOT up & down. 
DrawPicture! LogoH!.,LogoRect(l) 'Original size. 

starting at a specified corner. 
, DrawPicture! LogoH!,LogoRect(1) • Scale lO given 

Rectangle. 
notYet = NOT notYet • Wait for next TIMER Event ... 
deltaX =-deltaX ' ... and. then. reverse throttle. 

RETURN 
' •••••• * •••••• * •• * •• 
SUB BoxedButton (ld,titlc$) STATIC 
SHARED butO 

BUTTON Id.l.titleS.(but(2).but(I»·(but(4).but(3».1 
LINE (but(2)·l,but(I)-1)·(but(4).but(3»"B ' A double 

box around the Button. 
LINE (but(2)-3.but(1)-3)·(but(4}+2.but(3)+2)..B 

END SUB 

Listing 4 
• "Create ICON Resource" 
• by: John A. Love. III 
, Washington Apple Pi Users' Group 

• Creates an ICON Resource by inputting HEX data. 
, This program file contains the following CODEd Resources: 
• 
• LIBinit 
, OpenResFile 
, CloseResFile 
• ChangeCursor 
, SctResInfo 
, SetRect 
, UniqueId 
• SaveIcon 
• GetIcon 
• Drawleon 

• You must change the HEX data for EACH run. 
CLS : CLEAR: DEFINT A·z 
LIBRARY "Create ICON Resource" 
RefNo =0 : OpenResFilel "Create ICON Resource"tRefNo 
WatchCursorId =4 : ChangeCursor! WatchCursorId 

• Tick Tock !! contd. 
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OPTION BASE 0 
DIM IconData(63) 
DIM OldImage(201) , See Page 147 of MS BASIC's 

User Manual. 
READ IconName$ 
FOR word =0 TO 63 

READ IconData(word) 'Data only, NOT the Mask. 
NEXT word 
DATA Disk 
DATA&HOOOO,&HOOOO,&H3FfF,&HFFFC,&H41FF,&HFF82 
DATA&H41FF,&HE382,&H41FF,&HC182,&H41FF,&HC182 
DATA&H41FF,&HC 182,&H41FF,&HC182,&H41FF,&HCI82 
DATA &H41FF,&HE382,&H41FF,&HFF82,&H40FF,&HFFO 
DATA &H4000,&HOO02,&H4000,&H0OO2,&H4000,&HOOO2 
DATA &H4000,&HOO02,&H4000,&H0002,&H4000,&HOOO2 
DATA &H43FF,&HFFC2,&H4400,&HOO22, &H4400,&H002 
DATA &H4400,&H0022,&H4400,&H0022,&H4400,&H0022 
DATA &H4400,&H0022,&H4400,&H0022,&H4400,&H0022 
DATA &H4400,&H0022,&H4400.&HOO22.&H4400.&HOO22 
DATA &H3FfF,&HFFFC,&HOOOO,&HOOOO 
'--------
UniqueldNo =0 : Uniqueld! "ICON". UniqueldNo 

SaveIcon! RefNo.UniqueldNo.IconData(O) 

IconHandlel =0 : Gellcon! RcfNo,UniqueldNo,IconHandle! 

SetReslnfol IconHandle! ,UniqueldNo,lconName$ 

Show: 


WINDOW 1.....,(10.30)-(490,330),3 • Global coordinates. 
wTop =0 : wLeft =0 : wBottom =300 : wRight =480 

, Local coordinates for this Window. 
LOCATE 2.11 : PRINT "Drag the new ICON around to test 

its appearance." 
• I could have presented the following message prompt in an 
, active. but un-selected BUTTON (State #1). However. if 
, I then dragged my Icon across this BUTTON. the Icon 
, would disappear behind the BUTTON rather than appear 
, over it I still need a State #1 BUTTON though in order for 
• the DIALOG (0) function to register my prcssing a <CR> to 
, exit this "Show" routine. So I create one, but one that is 
, infinitesmally small so it can't be secn. It just has to be 
, "therc" folks I! Take out a magnifying glass and see for 
, yourself II 
MOVETO 180,280: PRINT "Press <CR> to Quit" 
SetRect! rect(0),150.265.330,285 
ovalwidth =5 : ovalheight =5 • Dimensions of the 

rounded comers. 

FRAMEROUNDRECT VARPTR(rect(O»,ovalwidth, 


ovalheight 

BUTTON 1.1,....,(477.297)-(478.298).1 

State = MOUSE(O) • Quantifies values for MOUSE(I) 


& MOUSE(2). 
r(O) =MOUSE(2) : r(l) =MOUSE(I) : r(2) =r(O) +32 : r(3) 

=r(1) + 32 • Top, Left. Bottom. Right local coordi
nates. 

GET (r(I),r(O»-(r(3).r(2».Oldlmage • Save image 

BEFORE plotting Icon [GET image within (xl.yl)

(x2.y2) and store in the array =Oldlmage). 


Drawlcon! r(O).lconHandle! 
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INITCURSOR : BEEP •Wake up. folks!! 

GetNextEvent: 


IF DIALOG(O) =6 THEN ExitShow • <CR> exits 

the program. 


State =MOUSE(O) 

IF MOUSE(2) < r(O) OR MOUSE(2) > r(2) OR 


MOUSE(I) < r(l) OR MOUSE(l) > r(3) THEN 
GetNextEvent 
• Nothing to drag if starting outside of Icon. 


WHILE MOUSE(O) < 0 AND DIALOG(O) <> 6 

• Must drag !! 

IF MOUSE(2) < wTop OR (MOUSE(2)+32) > wBottom 
OR MOUSE(l) < wLeft OR (MOUSE(l)+32) > 
wRight THEN 10 • Don't drag outside of 
enclosing Window. 

PUT (r(I).r(O»,Oldlmage,PSET • Put old image 
back BEFORE plotting Icon again at a new place 
(force Copy transfer mode, rather than the default 
XORmode). 

r(O) =MOUSE(2): r(l) =MOUSE(l) : r(2) =r(O) + 32: 
r(3) = r(l) + 32 • Local coordinates of moved Port 

GET (r(1).r(O»-(r(3),r(2».Oldlmage • Save image 
of moved Port 

Drawlcon! r(O),1conHandle! 
FOR delay =1TO 500 : NEXT delay • A small 

enough delay to eliminate some of the screen flicker 
during the drag operation. 

10 WEND 
GOTO GetNextEvent 

ExitShow: ~,
WINDOW CLOSE 1 
OoseResFile! RefNo 
STOP 

"Good news. Inspector! I have finally succeeded in destroying 
Professor Moriarty's laboratory. UlUS ridding UIC world forever 
of his fiendish Ulinking machinc, wiili ils 8 meg of RAM, ils 
25-MHz clock speed, ..... 



Open 7 Days 
9 AM to 9 PM 

Visa '. Master Charge • Choice MACINTOSH SERVICES 

By Appointment Only 
Call (301) 424-3942 
702 Twinbrook Parkway 

Rockville, MD 20851 

WorkStation Rental 
Macintosh workstations are available starting at $10.00 
per hour depending on hardware configurations. Price 
also includes use of the latest popular software . 

•••Coming Soon ••• 
Macintosh SE with 19 inch SuperMac B&W Monitor 


Macintosh II with 19 inch SuperMac 8 Bit Color Monitor 

o 
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LaserPrinting Service 
We have the largest selection of Type faces for the 
LaserWriter on the East Coast. Over 300 fonts are 
available for your use. We print on Hammennill 
LaserPlus paper for better camera ready copy. 
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LaserFonts/LaserSampler II 
MacTography sells all the currenty available PostScript fonts. 
Call for a listing of fonts and prices. The LaserSampler II, 
published by MacTography, is a useful reference guide on all 
the current PostScript Fonts. 1\vo Volume set $39.95. 
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Scanning Service and Sales 
Abaton • MacScan • PC Scan Plus • LaserMagic 

Scan your art work and photographs into the Macintosh. 
Fast, accurate scanning, saved in MacPaint SuperPaint, 
TIFF, EPSF format. Self service or Full service available. 

! ::em 5111 .. , 

OCR Service-PC Scan Plus 
With OCR software from Dest we can read typewritten 
pages into MacWrite or ASCII for,use on the Macintosh 
or mM. Self service or Full service. When Avaliable we 
will have OCR from Abaton and New Image Technology. 

Ii : Sm: 

IBM to Mac File Transfer 
With the Dayna IT 100 we can transfer data from 
the IBM 5.25" disk to the 3.5" Macintosh format. 
Some programs can be transfered with formatlng 
retained. Self service or Full service. 
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MACMEMORY UPGRADES 

by Pe~er Trinder 
Overview 

I read Lynn Trusal's brief report about the TurboMax in the 
June Pi and it reminded me that I had not seen anything else 
written about this product or the other memory upgrades from 
MacMemory. I upgraded my 512 enhanced Macintosh to 2 Mb 
by adding a Max2 board. I have now sold that and replaced it with 
their newest upgrade board called TurboMax. I thought you 
might like to hear about my experiences. 

Max2 
The Max2 is a daughter board that will fit onto either a 512 

or 512e and will expand the memory to 2Mb. Ifit is installed onto 
a 64k ROM machine the memory is divided 512/1.5Mb; the 
1.5Mb is in a RAM disk. (I think this is correct but as mine was 
on a 512 enhanced with the 128k ROMs I never tested it with the 
old ROMs). In my case the Max2 provided me with 2Mb of 
contiguous memory. A disk including a Ram Disk and 
Imagewriter spooler called MaxPrint is included. 

The board is normally supplied already mounted on a genuine 
Apple motherboard on an exchange basis. In the USA you send 
back your old board to MacMemory or their agent; in the UK 
there is not as far as I know a postal arrangement. I had mine 
supplied as a raw kit and had to modify the motherboard myself. 
I enlisted the aid of the company service engineer and we worked 
through the instructions step by step. I did the reading and he did 
the surgery. It took us 1 hour of concentrated chip removal, 
solder sucking, placing in new sockets and finally fitting the new 
daughter board into the new locations provided on the mother
board. After fitting we set the voltage to the correct level, a very 
important procedure often forgotten. We were gratified by the 
About Finder showing 2048K! 

It is possible to add additional 2 Mb to the Max2, something 
that I never did because of the high cost of the Megabit chips. The 
chips required are the ones with 16 legs, not surface mounted 
ones. It is also possible to modify a 128K board to add a Max2; 
instructions are provided and kits arc available to special order. 

I find that 2Mb isjustnice. I usePageMaker, Word and Excel 
in Switcher all day with no problem. Alternatively, I set 512K 
Ram Cache and the Mac will reload the last application in no time 
at all. 

One feature missing from the Max2 is a SCSI port. Mac
Memory now has the MaxPort which adds this to a 512e 
Macintosh, either with the Max2 or without I doubt whether any 
other make of SCSI port will work because of the physical 
limitations imposed by the Max2 board. The MaxPortclips onto 
the 68000 and a ribbon cable goes to an auxiliary board located 
on top of the disk drive case. From this board, a second cable 
goes to the external port. MacMemory designed this to fit into the 
battery compartment in place of the cover. The connection is a 
Centronics type not a DB25. I did not like the location, so I 
carved a neat hole in the same location as the SE external Bus 
port. We are fortunate at work to have a number of old Mac 
backs, so I had a backup in case of errors. 

I have one recommendation if you have the Max2 and 
MaxPortand that is to have the MaxChill fan fitted. I felt that the 
Mac was getting rather hot. The MaxChill is very quiet and will 
not worry those who love the Mac for its peaceful silent 
operation. The combination of Max2 and MaxPort worked 
flawlessly and I can recommend these as an excellent buy. 

TurboMax 
This upgrade consists of a daughter board which attaches to 

the motherboard of a 512e OR MacPlus, a new drive housing, an 
additional auxiliary power supply and a rotary fan. The board has 
a 68000 CPU running at 16 MHz, a faster SCSI port, an 
additional 1.5 Meg of RAM and an optional 68881 maths chip. 
Italso has a built-in interface for the E-Machines Big Screen. The 
RAM chips are on SIMMS and there is a pair of empty slots for 
two I meg boards to increase the RAM to 4 Mb. The new disk 
drive housing is ready drilled to take an internal hard disk. 

Installation is relatively simple. It involves making only two 
solder connections-these arefor the new power supply. Other
wise it is just a fitting job. Clear instructions are provided so that 
it is unlikely that any problems will occur. The first operation is 
the strip the Mac of back, motherboard and disk drive mount 
You then solder in the PSU connection. The PSU has a jumper 
for 11 0(220v selection so that it can be used in Europe. It is, of 
course, essential to set this before anytJling else. It comes set to 
nov. 

The next operation is to connectand setup the auxiliary power 
supply to the TurboMax board. Then, very carefully, because 
everything is laid out on the bench, tum on the power and set the 
correct voltage on the TurboMax (4.9v). This is done without the 
Turbomax being connected to the Macintosh board. Then attach 
the Killy clip to the Mac's 68000. This clip is a high class clip 
and can only be attached once. If you have a ceramic 68000 CPU 
(mauve coloured) make sure it has little plastic spacers at each 
end. Some ceramics are actually on the board and are unsuitable 
for attaching the clip. (The black plastic 68000's are fine.) So it 
is wise to check this with whomever is going to fit the kit. I did 
not find this as difficult as I had thought. Following the 
procedure laid down in the manual, it snapped into place very 
easily. 

With the clip on, you attach 3 standoffs to the TurboMax. 
Three little plates with instant adhesive arc located on top of 
some chips on the Mac motherboard. You then lower the Turbo 
onto the Mac board carefully inserting the connecting clips into 
the Killy clip and resting the bases of tJle stand-offs on the plates 
you have just attached to the motherboard. This is not difficult 
but you must be careful. 

At this stage you have to re-assemble, check that the Mac is 
working and set the voltage between pin 5 of the mouse port and 
the chassis to+4.9v. Next.installthefan in the top right hand side 
ofthe case and connect everything up. I then cut a hole in the back 
of the case for the SCSI. This takes almost as long as insLalling 
the TurboMax! Interestingly, they provide a 25pin connector so 
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the standard Apple SCSI cable will work. 
The exchange disk drive mount has space for a 20 or 40meg 

drive. MacMemory supplies a Connor drive. There are several 
different versions of this drive, so I would suggest that MacMem
ory ones should be used. They are called TurboDrive 20 and 40. 
I will try to get hold of a suitable drive to try it out The SCSI 
cable has got a connector built in so it is a simple maller to install. 

Ifyou have a 512e, you use the TurboMax SCSI port. On a 
MacPlus the you have the choice of using the Apple port or the 
TurboMax port by altering ajumperon the TurboMax. This docs 
mean opening the case. 

I had some initial problems with my SCSI which is a Qisk. 
They are 20 and 40 meg units. Very well made with neat metal 
cases, a SCSI device number selector on the front panel, and a 
security key like a car ignition on the front They use a fast driver 
and initially my drive would not work off the TurboMax port 
However, I have temporarily reinitialised with Apple's new 
SCSI 1.3 from the new system stuff and it goes very fast The 
Qisk makers have subsequently tweaked their driver and we have 
tested a Qisk40 with a 1 to 1 interleave with Disk Test. For the 
Standard Qisk,100 32K Reads were done in 9.6 seconds. With 
a 1 to 1 interleave we got this down to 5.5 seconds! 

The TurboMax gives you a total of2Meg on a512e board and 
2.5Mb on a Plus, in both cases expandable to 4 meg as I 
mentioned earlier. There is also MacMemory' s CrashSaver built 
in to the board. If you have a RAM disk and there is a bomb it 
recovers everything intact. I set up a RAM disk with System, 
Finder, Printer Driver and Excel. I selected ShutDown the Mac, 
rebooted, and in about2 seconds there was the Finder as I had left 
it! 

Every program that I have tried so far runs perfectly. Except 
they run significantly faster. I hear that on a 68020 there is some 
software that necds to be patched to run, which is not surprising. 
On the TurboMax this is not a problem. I have the 68881 filled 
and at the prescnt 2 meg of RAM. Excel 1.03 and 1.04 (which I 
don't have yet) use this chip and the performance enhancement 
is astonishing. Scrolling, opening dialogs and other normal Mac 
events all happen with noticeable increase of specd. 

Oh I almost forgot-there was one incompatibility. After I 
installed the TurboMax, it was near midnight and I was keen to 
sec what happened. I was totally frustrated when on booting I 
lost the keyboard response. I tried everything I could think ofbut 
to no avail. So I called MacMemory, told them Ihave System 4.1. 
"Got Easy Access?" he asked. "Yes", I replied. "Well throw it 
away", he said. And that was the problem! Since then I am 
totally delighted with the enhanced performance. 

Peter Trinder lives in England. and manages an Apple Dealership 
in Maidenhead. lie has been a member ofPi since 1980. @ 

DON'T GET 
STUCK WITH 
1/2 A CAD 
PACKAGE! 
Use MiniCad ™ 
"MiniCadH1 is actually two separate programs in one. 
II consists of a 2D/3D application with every feature you 
have corne to expect in programs like MacDmw and 
MacDraft. plus features common only to professional 
CAD programs." 

Personal Publishing 

Features: 
Full 2D/3D integration 
Up to 40 layers 
<) decimal place accuracy 
1000+ zoom in/out 
Double line tool with mitered ends 
Fillet. Intersect and Trim commands 
Symbol Libmry (32.000 symbols) 
Clip. Add. and Intersect polygon tools 
Object. Grid. and Locus Snap 
A through E size drawings 
Rotation in degrees. minutes and seconds .!:;::~====3;:;::iC===Z~ 
Architectural & Engineering scaling ratios 
Modeling in wire frame. solid or shaded 
surfaces 

Save 25% off the $495 

list price. One time offer to 

W AP members. 


Gestalt Systems, Inc. provides 
training and hotline support for 
MiniCad1M and other software applica


tions. Gestalt also offers consulting c::;:::~~=~~====== 

services in Electronic Publishing. 

Computer Aided Design. and 

Workstation!Network 

Configuration. 


Order Now: 
Gestalt Systems. Inc. 
470 SpringPark Place 
Suite 6(X) 

Herndon. Virginia 
22070 

(703) 471-6X42 

Ge~(ah S . .Y'lcm.'. Inc. is an authorized di\lribulO! of MiniCad1
\4, Mi(liCKP"'~... a rcl:htered trademan. of Dithl 
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BESf .. OF THE MAC ITEMS ~FROfv1 rcs 
~yBili Baldridge ... <i ...•••.•.•• 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~~~ 

Accessories 
Bll..L BALDRIDGE on 12/12 
The only advantage the Fanny Mac has over the System Saver is 
its low profile. Other than that, the SysSaver also has built-in 
surge suppression, but in addition, it has two outlets into which 
one can plug peripherals (printer, modem, hard disk, etc.) and 
switch them on from the front of the SysSaver. Add to this the 
added quietness of the Kensington unit, and I think that unless the 
low profile of the Fanny Mac is important, the SysSaver is by far 
the better unit. 

MARK BERRY on 02/15 
I bought a Fanny Mac over the System Saver because of the price 
and the low profile. The profile is important to me as I have a 
Macstation II. The System Saver wouldn't fit under the Macsta
tion. 

DOUGLAS E CANTON JR on 02/16 
How does it work/compare noise wise? 

MARK BERRY on 02/18 
It works fine keeping the upper left nice and cool and best of all
no power supply problems(knock on wood!). I couldn't really 
say about the noise level because I haven't heard any other fans. 
I vaguely remember reading a rcview in one of the Mac mags 
saying it was in thc middle noise-wise. It doesn't bother me 
much. 

PAUL CHERNOFF on 02/21 
I got a Fanny Mac a month ago, and it has kept my Mac cool, 
though I believe that it causes occasional interferrence on my 
screen. While the noise does not bother me, it makes more noise 
than my IBM AT clonc docs at work. 

Bll..L BALDRIDGE on 03/22 
A hint for those wishing to retain the integrity of those valuable 
disks in transit: Stop by your local tobacconists and ask for La 
Corona Whiffs; thcy comc in a flat tin (or mctal container, if you 
don't speak british). The dimcnsions of this can (to really get 
colloquial) are so closc to thosc of a 3.5 inch diskette you'd swear 
it was made for this purpose. For a really tight fit, just use the 
plastic sleeve the disk came in. The can will hold two comforta
bly or three if you want to force feed it (but you'll have to tape 
it closed). Lastly, as to what to do with the "little cigars" which 
come with the tin...many ideas come to mind, but most can just 
toss them, or give them to someone who has the habit. Cost: 
around $1.75-$2 (but can <grin> be re-used many times). (Ed. 
Note: Seems we had advicc eons ago not to use the plastic 
envelopes-static electricity producers.) 

nusiness Accounting 
SEAN GRIFFIN on 02/15 
I've been using Dollars & Sense since Jan. 1985 and I think it's 
great. The manual is only so-so. But there is a book I found at B. 
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Dalton's called either "Understanding Dollars & Sense" or 
"Using Dollars & Sense" that made lots of things clear. I prefer 
to set up my own accounts, and probably my biggest mistake 
early on was to misunderstand the "monthly amount" column 
under Account Dcfinitions. Instead of entering figurcs for assets 
and liability accounts, I just entered zero. So my budgets were 
scrcwy and my cash flow oftcn in the wrong direction. The other 
mistake I made at first was making too many accounts, leaving 
my finances unnecessarily complex. Thc book I mentioned 
earlier docs a pretty decent job of explaining how and why to 
keep things simple without sacrificing access to the info you 
need. 

CHASE RIDGELY on 03/25 
We have just purchased Great Plains hard disk accounting 
software for work. Our choice was limited to this program since 
as home builders we need an intergrated job costing pack. Thus 
far, GreatPlains has not been very supportive of their productand 
their hclp has at times been disinformation. I hate to say this but 
I probably should have listened to our CPA and bought a MS
DOS machine [BIG MISTAKE! - ed.]. Great Plains refused to 
answer our questions and directed us to a local CPA firm to demo 
the program. It was encouraging knowing local support wouldbe 
coming from someone who denied thc cxistence of Switcher. 
After we decided to find someone familar with the program on 
the Mac thc CPA firm had thc audacity to bill us for the dcmo. 2 
weeks ago after spending $1500 on the package and several 
wceks lcarning the manual I saw a Mac version of hard disk 
accounting at Mac Corner. Phone calls to Great Plains and we 
fmd out ,yes since last November they have had a Mac release
no we can't cxchange our version for the Mac version since we 
didn 'tpay for the upgrade despite the fact they said itdidn'texist 
when it did. We have now sent the program back for the 
upgrade-anyway, thus far Great Plains has been a great pain. 
The people at Layered have been wonderful even though we 
don't own their program. Also, if anyone knows of job costing 
programs that use the Mac interfacc I would be interestcd to 
know. 

DAVID GURSKY on 03/25 
Sorry to hear about your experience with Great Plains. I'm afraid 
Ican'tbeofmuch helpthough,asI have no idea what Job Costing 
is. A person who might be able to help you is W AP's Treasurer, 
Ed Meyerson. His number ought to be in the Journal. He and his 
wife are CPAs by profcssion and Ed gave a demo of two Mac 
accounting packages at last month's General meeting. Actually, 
now that I think about it, another option is so-called "vertical 
softwarc". I'll sparc you the gory explanation, but what you also 
should consider is calling one of the big local dealers (Clinton 
would be your best bet), explain to them what you are looking for, 
and ask them to check with the listing of vertical softwarc on ."-". 
AppleLink. I did this reccntly for Dcntal software, through 
Clinton's Tyson's Corner office, and had my listing that evening. 
Whatever you do, when you have some more information, come 
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on back and let us now what you found out! 

Data Bases 
KEVIN PARKER on 03/14 
Iam looking for an inexpensive database or file system thatcould 

........, 	 handle a directory of members for a small (<200 people) organi
zation' with the capability of listing members by membership 
status, zip code, etc. Iam thinking aboutgetting MicrosoftWorks 
because I could also use a spreadsheet. The other possibility is to 
buy two separate programs, like Reflex and MacCalc, which 
would be cheaper but probably they don't work together as well. 
Ihave MacLion, but it doesn't seem to run on my enhanced Mac 
and it's not very good, anyway (I got it on .clearance for $30, so 
it wasn't much of a loss). Any suggestions? 

DAVID GURSKY on 03/15 
Kevin, Ifyou don't need relational capabilities (i.e. you have in 
your database a list of people which contains a state of residence, 
and a list of states. In a relational database you can logically 
connectagiven record in the person list with agiven record in the 
state list, by the common state field) then take a look at Record 
Holder. It has gotten consistentlygood reviews, and itsdirtcheap 
($50 Retail!) And I would not go with MS Works as I find it to 
be an expensive solution, and if you're going to spend the bucks, 
you can find two separate packages that would do the individual 
tasks better and link them with Switcher! 

NICK ROBERTSHAW on 04/07 
News! Record Holder will export a database that Microsoft 
Word 3 can read for mail merging. This is much better for 
formatting to the laser than Record Holder's report formats. 

FERNANDO SALAZAR on 03/26 
David, some questions about Double Helix... I've been using 
(single) Helix 2.0 for about a year, and I'm very pleased. 
Question 1: is it possible to upgrade to Double Helix? and 
Question 2: are Helix 2.0 collections compatible with Double 
Helix? 

DAVID GURSKY on 03/26 
The answer to both of your questions is yes. To upgrade to 
Double Helix, you'll need to contact Odesta. And yes, Helix 
Collections are upwardly compatible with Double Helix Collec
tions. There is a version of the "Update Collection" application 
shipped with DH that will read and modify Helix Collections to 
Double Helix format I have done so with all my collections and 
have had no problems. Given my above caveat, I strongly 
recommend upgrading from Helix to Double Helix. DH is a 
superior product, and it is where Odesta is focusing their aUen
tion. 

ALLAN BALLIETT on 04/07 
Dave, are you a member of the Helix users association? I called 
the guy who runs it and he said he would send me an info packet 
and application but I've seen zip. But what a wonderful data
base!! What I find so unbelievable is the abstract stuff that 

~	DBaseIII programmers are subjected too! HELIX makes rela
tional databases FUN and EASY. Of course, I'm going to need 
another 20 mg hard disk if I enter much more inventory!! 

DAVID GURSKY on 04/07 

I never joined the Helix User's Group. I have their original 

application from when I bought Helix 1.14 (seems like just 

yesterday). What is their phone number? I have noticed a 

detereoration of the quality of help on their line. Frankly I think 

it's a pity, but the other side is it's no worst then many other help 

lines I've seen. A shame the 800 number went away, but on the 

other hand, they do return calls. I agree wholeheartedly with you 

about dBase III (are you listening Bill Amon?). 


ALLAN BALLIETT on 04/08 

Thanks Dave! I don't have the HELIX Assoc. # handy, but! will 

dig it out and post it for you. (It may take a while!) The shocking 

thing about it is that it costs around $60 a year but, on the other 

hand, they theoretically have a BBS system that contains a lot of 

pre-templatedsolutions to common HELIX applications, plus in 

depth support and news. I'll start hunting now... 


ALLAN BALLIETT on 04/12 

Dave, The Phone Number for the Helix Users Group is: (503) 

344-4252. Buddy Page heads it up. 


Desk Accessories 
JERRY WALZ on 03/29 
CE software's DiskTop is an excellent implementation and 
improvement on DiskInfo. I have it on all of my systems disks 
and use it every day. Good $25 value. 

DEACON MACCUBBIN on 04/07 
Ijust received an update to DiskTop 2.0 yesterday. It came with 
a new version of Widgets and a very solid and professional 
manual. Those folks at CE Software are fabulous! The new 
DiskTop 2.0 has some new additional features and CE asks that 
you send another $7 if you decide to keep the new version. 
Version 2.0 will not be released as shareware. It will be sold at 
$39.95 and sent free to all v1.2 registered owners. (v1.2 will still 
be distributed as shareware). 

JERRY OPPENHEIMER on 04/03 
I'd like to alert everyone to an incompatibility problem I've 
encountered on my Plus using Tempo 1.lb (the latest version) 
and Superspool, the latest version. Ihave Tempo autoboot I have 
found that when I boot Superspool, which is not a DA, but is 
booted from the desktop - they don't work and I get a bomb. 
This has happened to me with word processing files in Microsoft 
Works 1.0. Apparently Tempo and Superspool in ROM don't 
mix. The way around it, I've founnd, is to to quit Tempo, then 
print and Superspool will work. When the printing is over, call 
up Tempo again. Has anyone see this problem. If so I'd like to 
hear your experiences. Maybe I'm doing something wrong. 
neither the Tempo nor the SupcrSpool manual discusses incom
patibilities. 

DOUGLAS E CANTON JR on 04/06 
I have seen similar problems with Maclightning when using 
SupcrspooI3.1d? or Maxprint (Macmemory) with, among other 
programs, Word 1.05 and 3.0. The printing goes haywire and 
eventually there is a bomb. It "sccms" to work (spooling or 
spellcheck) as long as they are not being done at the same time! 

contd. 
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exiting Maclightning when printing. Word 3.0 has problems 
with Superspool-period. (footnotes print double & other an
noying bugs). Note that my Word "preferences" is set for 
program and file to reside in memory (2meg) and may thus be 
competing for memory. With 2meg, I dont know if that may/ 
should be the case. P.S. Is tJlere a later version of Supcrspool? 

LOUIS M. PECORA on 04/11 
I've also found Tempo incompatible with Switcher (lots of 
garbage appears in the menu area when switching- clicking on 
it causes bombs) and with the DA PopUp (which makes menus 
PopUp anywhere on the screen-it intercepts Tempo <cmd> 
strokes if they use the shift key). Tempo is nice, but it must do 
some real deep messing with the keyboard-system interface. Oh 
yes, one more: Tempo and OverVUE are also incompatible
when using Tempo the OverVUE menus remain dimmed and 
apparently inaccessible. 

Desktop Publishing 
LLOYD SWIFf on 03/16 
I have three specific RSG3 questions: 1. How do you write black 
on top of a pattern. See page 28 of RSG3 docs for what I want to 
do. I can't find documentation of how anywhere and can't figure 
it out myself. It used to be possible in RSG 1. 2. How do you set 
up a template for a left-hand or right-hand page with text (and 
possibly other) blocks in place and then copy it to the proper 
pages, e.g I'd like to set up text blocks with a gutter margin for 
left and right hand pages and then copy the template for right 
hand from page 1to pages ,5,7,9, etc. and the left-hand one from 
page 2 to pages 4,6,8,10 etc. Haven't figured this one out yet 
either. 3. Why when you import a picture into a graphics block 
and set it to "run around" and then put a frame around it and mess 
around a bit with the picture and the frame, the text suddenly 
departs from beside the picture and won't come back? The 
picture behaves like a picture in MacWrite--takes the whole 
width of the page even though it has a small-sized block. The 
"objects" don't seem ever to do this but pictures do sometimes. 
Frustrating. Anybody had similar trouble and any fix? 

RICHARD MARTIN on 03/17 
I really like RSG3, too. It can't beat MacWrite for simple word 
munching, but the output sure looks pretty on a LaserWriter. In 
facl, I know somebody that prefers RSG to Word as a straight 
word processor. So what's the big deal about Pagemaker, any
way? On to your questions... 1. You can do this by overlaying a 
text block on top of a pattern with run-around turned off. I hope 
this is what you mean, because the subject isn't touched upon on 
page 28 of my docs (Premiere edition). 2. I assume you know 
about the two "Master" pages, L & R. What you type on them 
can't be edited on regular pages, but there's a way around that. 
On page I, layout text blocks and whatever however you'd like 
them to be on the odd pages. Then go to the size-to-fit view, select 
everything using the selection rectangle on the whole page, and 
paste that merrily onto all your odd pages. Repeat tlle process 
with all the even pages. When finished, delete pages 1 & 2. Voila! 
You can adjust the gutter via "Design Grids." 3. You have to 
make sure tllat your graphics & frame overlap one of tlle sides of 
the text block underneath. RSG can't run-around botll sides of a 
block, so just shoves the text underneath. I hope they do some
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thing about this in RSG3.l.... 

LLOYD SWIFT on 03{29 
Thanks for your answers to my RSG3 queries. I still have not 
found a way to make it overlay a black text over a pattern. When .-"', 
I do what you suggested-"overlaying a text block on top of a 
pattern with run-around turned off'-I still get tlle text block as 
a white rectangle overlaying (covering up, defacing, obscuring) 
the pattern. When I said that what I wanted was on page 28 of tlle 
documentation, I meant that the right hand column on that page 
consist of black text on top of a gray pattern which is what I want 
to be able to do. I was NOT suggesting that tlle subject was 
"touched on" on that page-the documentation says notlling 
about what I want to do. They do have (on page 48) a box on 
Outline type on background fill which sounds like the same tlling 
but isn't. Anyway I haven't found a way to make it work-even 
sending the pattern behind doesn't seem to do it. The other two 
answers are right on! Thanks. 

Educational Software 
FRED PUHAN on 02/02 
Just read about a package of 11 games for pre-K to 2nd graders 
for the Mac called Match-On-A-Mac by Teach Yourself by 
Computer Software in Macazine... Their address is 2128 W. 
Jefferson Rd., Pittsford, NY 14534. Has anybody heard about it? 
I would REALLY like to purchase some QUALITY software 
that my S-year old can use!!! She LOVES to play on my Mac, but 
what I've got for her (learning math, reading, etc.) is REALLY, 
REALLY LIMITED!!! 

Graphics & Design Software 
CHARLES REILLY on 04/05 
Please explain how Mac deals with laying out wide documents, 
say 12-16" wide. Say we want to do some artwork as a template 
for making asilk screened papcrdecal. Docs software (Full Paint, 
MacDraw, etc.) limit widtll? Or is there a way to do wide 
documents and have them print out sideways?? A second prob
lem is finding a printcr. If it's true that software allows one to 
utilize full widtll of printer, then I may be able to get by with a 15" 
wide printer. Arc people finding the Imagewriter 15 a good 
machine for desktop pub uses? Are tllere alternatives? Finally, is 
Laserwriter output wider? Please refer me to sources of reading 
so I can get a handle on these tllings before I jump in. 

DAVID GURSKY on 04/05 
The answer to your question varies from from package to 
package. Software has an entry under the File menu called "Page 
Setup", which sets up what type of paper is in your printer, 
including 11" x 14" continuous forms. The options vary from 
package to package. Helix will allow you to setup customized 
form sizes. MacPaint only knows about 8.5" x II" forms. 
Printing wide documents sideways can be done in the Print 
dialog box (appears when Print is selccted from the Filc menu.) 
Two icons appear in the lower left corner of the box, one for 
normal printing, the otller for sideways, (portrait vs.landscapc). 
LaserWriters are stuck with forms no wider then 8.5". Now you 1'"""'"'\, 

can print sideways on legal forms for 14" output, but your 
printout could still only be 8.5" wide. Laserwriters do not do 
continuous forms. contd. 



BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/06 
There are some applications, like MacPlot, which are set up 
specifically to output to plotters. There are also plotter drivers for 
MacDraw (plotS tart from SoftStart), and speaking of which, 
MacDraw allows documents of almost unlimited size, if you 
have a good straightedge, an X-acto knife and some Spray 
Mount-I regularly do 16x20 posters with this latter method. 
With the Mac, you arc only limited by the screen and your 
imagination when it comes to graphics. 

Hard Disks 
JAMES DONNELLYon 03/30 
Why is a hard disk (Apple 20SC) likely to do this? About twice 
a week it decides to obliterate all icons and announce that "The 
disk is so full that I cannot do this" or "The disk is so full that I 
cannot do that" Generally, ALL icons on the hard disk become 
generic until I reboot, at which point they reappear. Funny thing 
is, this disk has FIFrEEN and ONE-HALF MILLION free bytes 
on it when the software decides that it's too full for words. 
Anybody have any experience of this problem? 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 03/30 
Suggest you boot something like Fedit or HDTools or another 
applict:tion which will allow you to look at the disk directory. I 
suspect your desktop file has become cluttered with "ghosts of 
files past" Bernie Urban might be able to beuercommenton this, 
as he had a desktop of around 5Mb once. 

JAMES DONNELLY on 04/01 
Thanks for the tip. By coincidence I had been looking at the 

~	 desktop's APPL resource and found two of almost everything. I 
rebuilt the desktop, just on general principles - at least I tried to. 
The first time, Mac said the desktop could not be rebuilt So I 
dumped everything onto floppies, wiped out the hard disk and 
restored everything. Desktop seems uncluttered now, and I 
haven't had any "disk full" messages yet. 

CAREY ZIMMERMAN on 04/01 
I'm going to upgrade my 512 to an enhanced and am planning to 
add a hard disk. Presently planning on the Jasmine 20 meg. I 
would appreciate any comments pro or con concerning this 
drive. Would also welcome any and all comments concerning the 
SCSI ports that arc available for the 512E's. Arc there any things 
that I should watch out for on the upgrade? Any recommenda
tions on who should do the upgrade? 

JONATHAN TETZLAFF on 04/05 
Athough I haven't used the Jasmine 20 meg drive, I have used the 
Jasmine 80-meg drive for many many hours. It has behaved very 
well during some heavy use. I'm very pleased. I only have two 
complaints (apans from the 3 or 4 weeks it took to get it). It's 
pretty noisy (the fan), and the Mac will notconsistenLly boot from 
it. That is, I have the Mac plugged into the back of the drive. 
When I tum the drive on, the Mac comes on. It should automati
cally load the system file at this point, but does so only about half 

'-". of the time. All I have to do is hit the reset switch, but I don't feel 
I should have to do that so often. Small complaints, though. I am 
very pleased with it overall. 

DAVID GURSKY on 04/05 
That is a problem with the Mac, not the drive! Solution: Tum the 
drive on first and let it start. After its up to speed and ready, tum 
the Mac on. You should not see the problem. 

DEACON MACCUBBIN on 04/07 
Someone else may have already told you this, but you should call 
Jasmine about an upgrade in their operating software. I under
stand the "failure to boot" problem has been fixed in the current 
version. 

Other Hardware 
DAVID GURSKY on 02/20 
While I'm not sure about other manufacturers, Sony (in order to 
cut costs) polishes both Double Sided and Single Sided disks on 
both sides. The difference is that Sony CERTIFIES (i.e. tests) 
Double Sided disks on both sides, but on only one side for Single 
Sided disks. To wit, I have about 60 (atleasL!) Sony SSDD disks 
that I've formatted on both sides, no problem! 

LEE DVER on 02/20 
Ican ehco Davids comments re the Sony disks. I too format these 
on the olher side and verify it with Copy II Mac tools (I really am 
not sure that makes it better but feel better when its confrrmed) 
I have formatted over a hundred of these that way and have yet 
to have a failure. 

LLOYD SWIFr on 02{20 
Agree! I've had 5 OLD SS disks fail to initialize as DS - all 
others arc working fine. As long as you keep your data backed up 
regularly, I sec no problem with using SS disks as DS. 

JERRY OPPENHEIMER on 03/15 
Is anyone using a third party 800 drive. I'd like to hear upsides 
and downsides, warnings and recommendations. 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 03/19 
Let me jump in here with both left feet. ..I have been using my 
Chinon 800K external about 6 months now and find it SUPER! 
As long as I remember that800K disks go in the 800K drive (the 
internal400K drive won't read them, and in fact I once mistak
enly clicked on [initialize] instead of [eject] and had to rebuild an 
800K disk of,luckily, public domain software). The only danger 
inherent in the 800 external is if it dies on you all your 800K disks 
will be useless until you get it fixed or get an 800K internal drive. 
But then on the other hand, you don't have to send your whole 
Mac off 10 the shop,just the drive. Overall, I've been very happy 
with the $200 I spent for the external 800K drive. It seems to 
digest SS disks (albiet SONY/FUJI) as happily as DS disks, and 
will read 400K disks as readily as 800K disks. Though I think the 
addition of ANY eXlemal drive to the Mac is a MAJOR upgrade, 
the decision as to how much to spend and wherelhow to buy 
should be predicated on the needs and budget of the purchaser. 
Caveat emptor. 

BILL QUALLS on 03/22 
I don't own a third party 800K external drive, but I have a good 
friend at work who does, and I have used his drive. We also 
compared his drive wiLh my Apple external drive, so I'll Lell you 
what I know. First, he paid less for his external drive than I paid
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for mine, but his drive is more cheaply made and not as rugged. 
Apple uses Sony drives, and there is no question about their 
quality. The third party drive does have a button that you can 
push to eject the disk. I like that feature. Speed is the most 
important factor in a disk drive, and the third party drive is 
noticeably slower than the Apple drive. This could be somewhat 
subjective-by noticeably slower I mean a few seconds, but it's 
something to think about. On the positive side, he has had the 
drive for almost a year now, he uses it almost daily, and he hasn't 
has any problems with it. His main application is Cprogramming 
to give you an idea of what he does with his machine. To 
summarize, I think you'll save some money buying a third party 
drive, but you'll sacrifice some performance. Reliability proba
bly won't be a problem. BTW, I think he bought his drive from 
Warp Nine Engineering for $199. 

JERRY OPPENHEIMER on 03/23 
I appreciate your detailed and quick response. I've decided to go 
ahead with a Dataspace. I've been told that the third party drives 
using the Chinon drives are the best as opposed to those using the 
Fujitsu drives. Warp Nine makes the Phaser 800. I'm not sure 
whether that had Chinon or Fujitsu. 

CHASE RIDGELY on 04/07 
I've got a small problem (I Hope). A Mac Plus with a Levco 1+1 
eard installed is refusing to recognize disks - half of the time it 
rejects as bad disks checked on other Mac's as good it rejects the 
disk. We tried various disks so it seems to be a mechanical 
problem? Any thoughts? 

JAY HELLER on 04/08 
Check the cable to the drive, it might be loose. Docs this happen 
if you use an external drive? 

Printers 
MARK BERRY on 04/01 
HELP.... The foil attached to the paper guide has partially tom 
away by the print head. How do I fix this or is it not repairable? 
It makes a racket during printing and smears the ink and God 
knows what else. I need answers fast on this. 

DEACON MACCUBBIN on 04/07 

Ihave been told that youcanjustremove that piece of foil without 

causing any problems. Otherwise, you'II have to take advantage 

of your Applecare and take the printer to your dealer. 


CHARLES REILLY on 04/04 

Please advise of wide-carriage printers available for Mac. Sec

ondly, is a wide carriage Imagewriter II on the way? I mean 

should I hold on expecting a new machine to pop up soon? 


BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/04 

Suggest you either contact Epson America (call the 800 operator 

for their toll free number [800-555-1212]), or Printers Plus 

(several locations in the DC area~heck YeHow Pages). 


DAVID GURSKY on 04/04 

In addition to the options Bill mentions, Apple has a wide 

carriage version of the ImageWriter I (called ImageWriter 15). 


I doubt there will ever be a wide carriage version of the 
Imagewriter II. 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/05 
BTW, Charles, if you just want the wide carriage for occasional 
print jobs requiring the extra width, the New Carrollton Public 
Library has a Fat Mac and a 15" Imagewriter in their Computer 
Room. You need to call to reserve it beforehand though--of 
course this presumes you are in this area. 

Spreadsheets 
BILL QUALLS on 02/14 
You might get some argument about what the "best" book on 
Excel is, but I recommend Hands-On Excel by Danny Goodman. 
It's published by SCOlt, Foresman & Company and costs $21.95. 
I would think B. Dalton Booksellers would have it. 

DAVID GURSKY on 02/14 
Hands On Excel is supposed to be a good book, as Bill pointed 
out. My information is the "Excel in Business" from Microsoft 
Press, by Doug Cobb leads the pack. 

KEVIN PARKER on 03/14 
I am looking into buying both a database/file program and a 
spreadsheet. I don't want to spend a whole lot of money, so there 
seem to be two basic possibilities. The first is to buy Microsoft 
Works, which will have both, and they will presumably work 
together well. The other is to buy two separate programs like 
Reflex and MacCalc, which is a cheaper but perhaps not as 
effective an alternative. Any suggestions? 

ALLAN BALLIETT on 03/20 
47th St Photo, a mail order firm in NY is selling the most recent 
version of J AZZ for $99. This is no joke, and they do have copies 
in stock (as of 10 days ago). I bought one. I swear, it's worth $99 
just to see the elaborate packaging. (and the diskette detents that 
were place for the wrong comer the 3.5 diskettes in the spiffy 9 
diskette wallet that comes with JAZZ) If you need their 800 
number, you best call me at 241-0473 in Arlingtron. PS-It is a lot 
of stuff for $99. 

KEVIN PARKER on 03/27 
I ordered my copy of Jazz today and also looked at some books 
about it. I think it will do everything I need it to do and then some, 
and I'm not going to get any sort of spreadsheet/database 
package for less. I'll let you know what I think of it after it comes 
in and I play with it for a while. 

ALLAN BALLIETT on 04/08 
After playing with it for awhile, I'm not sure I would pop $99 for 
itagain. (I mean,jeez, that's what I paid for MORE!) I do use the 
Spreadsheet a lot, but then SIDEKICK is upgrading to a pull 
downSS!!! My complaints about JAZZ are: 1. VERY slow laser 
printing (I've not found a way of avoiding grid and coVrow 
headings on the print); 2. I've actually run out of MEMORY 
(Mac+!) while computing a VERY simplespreadsheel! Anxious 
to hear your discoveries! 

KEVIN PARKER on 04/10 
I've ~en using the database mainly, and I think it's great! I've 
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put member information in for my club. Now I've got it set up so 
that when we get a new batch of members, I type all the info in, 
select the records, open up the new member's letter, do a print 
merge, and I've got all my letters ready to go. I really haven't 
used the spreadsheet much, yet. but I keep wanting to. (It's a lot 
better than MacLion, anyway). Anyhow, where else are you 
going to get a spreadsheet and a database together for less? (Of 
course, maybe I'll come on here in a week grousing about the 
spreadsheet.) 

Tech Notes 
RICK GLASBY on 02/14 
I've been experiencing a series of diskette and/or system failures 
recently. After inserting an application diskette into my 512, the 
screen goes black, and an unhappy Mac face with the code 
"OFO064" appears Any guesses as to what might cause this? Bad 
system file? Bad diskette media? Bad diskette drive? Sick Mac? 
It's happened on about4 different diskettes recently. I don't want 
to sound like a whiner, butmy IBM PC at work doesn't wimp out 
nearly so often (in fact, never.) I do love my Mac (in a purely 
platonic manner) but it does frustrate me with its sensitivity. 
Over the last 2 1/2 years more system crashes than I care to 
remember. Seriously, if anyone has an idea as to what might be 
eausing these failures, please leave a message. 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 03/15 
I realize this comes a MONTH late, but I'll post this anyway in 
case you haven't yet gotten a reply elsewhere, Rick. The OFOO64 
is indicating a ALL OK on the hardware side - if I remember 
correctly. What apparently is happening is the disk you are using 
has been corrupted, and the Mac is getting indigestion trying to 
read it. I'll suggestacouple of things, and you can try them ornot: 
1) Stick to SONY, FUJI, or MAXELL diskettes - ifyou gotta run 
sans Hard Disk, these arc proven performers (avoid VERBA
TIM like the plague). 2) The 512 (aka Fat Mac) should be paired 
with Finder 4.1 and System 2.O-stay away from 5.3/3.2 until 
you either get the new ROMs or buy a Plus. These SHOULD 
keep the blues away...any further questions, feel free to post it 
here-we'll try to reply more promptly in the future... 

NICK ROBERTSHAW on 04/07 
Ihave System 3.2, finder 5.3 stable on my 512E since November. 
Recently, three of my diskettes have become unreadble on this, 
or any other Mac. These were all Maxell DSDD. They have not 
been subjected to any environmental stress (heat, stray magnetic 
fields, soap operas, etc). Has anyone else had trouble with this 
brand of disk? Is there any way to recover files from a disk that 
the Mac only seems to want to re-Initialize? 

DAVID GURSKY on 04/07 
Maxells and Sonys are probably the most reliable magnetic 
media today. If you've lost data on one of them, forget it. Its 
history. Well maybe not. Have you tried FEdit on it? IfFEdit (or 
actually FEditPlus [or Disk First Aid -ed.Dcan 'tread it, that disk 
IS history. 

~ 
DOUGLAS E CANTON JR on 04/14 
Start up Mactools, insert the disk and it should acknowledge the 
disk with options to repair, mount, initialize or eject. If repair 

does not fix the problem, then mounting the disk and subse
quently choosing the undelete option under the 'Disk" menu 
should recover the files. Note: these unrecovered files also 
require that you speciy the file type and creator (a mactools 
command) in order for the original application to recognize the 
file. If this all seems greek, the Copy ][ Mac/Mactools manual 
explains it better than these few lines can. Good Luck from a 
survivor of Verbatim Datalife disks. 

Telecommunications 
RICHARD BROSNAHAN on 02120 
I am having some trouble and some great success using RR 9.4 
and the CMS system mainframe at U of M. The trouble comes 
from two sources. One is Kermit uploads. Instead of tabs, I get 
;;;;; (semi-colons). Darned annoying and really fouls up a pro
gram. I have to go through and edit the darn things and that takes 
hours. Yes, I must use tabs. If I strip the control chars out before 
uploads then the resulting program will compile and run, but the 
source code looks like the dickens and is hard to read due to the 
indentations being gone. So, what to do? Anyone got any ideas? 
Also, how do I get more PF keys than Red provides? Red gives 
you 1 through 4 but I also could use keys 5 through 12. I do not 
know the ASCII code or escape code necessary for this. I think 
I could figure it out from there if I did. Red provides for this with 
macros. I think you use /[ and then the number. True? Thanks, in 
advance. P.S. Where is Red 1O.0? 

DAVID GURSKY on 02/21 

Forget Red Ryder. If you want to do 3278 emulation on the Mac, 

the only real option you have is MacTerminal. It will do PFI 

through 24, and many other program function keys. 


NANCY SEFERIAN on 03/15 

I downloaded a game from the downloading system, and when 

I tried to open it I got the message, "Application Not Found." 

What do I need to do to see the game and play it? 


BILL BALDRIDGE on 03/15 

It's highly possible you need PackIt. Nancy. It should be avail

able in the Utility section of the board - this is the "application" 

your Mac is looking for when you double click on the file you 

downloaded. There are two things you can check to verify this: 

1) If the file you downloaded has an extension of" pit" or ".p3t" 

or somesuch, it indicates it is a "packed" file and will require the 

aforementioned PackIt. 2) Use Fedit or other utility which can 

display Type and Creator information. If the Creator is PIT then 

you again will need Packlt to Un-packit. 


DOUGLAS E CANTON JR on 03/23 

I need to know what terminal settings to use (i.e. parity, stop bits, 

echo, etc.) to use with an Apple Modem 1200 to access the Pi 

boards, Compuserve, and Dow Jones. Settings for the following 

programs would be appreciated: Macterminal, RedRyder, and 

Straight Talk (Dow Jones). Also, I would appreciate any assis

tance with straight Talk/Dow Jones in general. Just as a bit of 

background, I have used Macterminal and RR with an Apple 

Personal Modem and everything worked fine. I vaguely remem

ber reading somewhere that the Apple Modem 1200 was not 

fully Hayes compatible/may need additional commands to get it 
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to do some functions. Any assistance with this modem is appre

ciated. 


DAVID GURSKY on 03/23 

I use an Apple 1200 with MacTerminal. The key settings are 8 

bits, no parity, and no handshake. The Hayes compatibility is 

only an issue if you are using Smartcom II, which I gather docs 

some rather esoteric things. 


DAVID BERNHARDT on 04/06 

I'm new here and need help with the procedure for downloading 

files from the library using Red Ryder 9.2. I want to get some 

DA's and so forth, but can't seem to get the procedure right. Arc 

there help files about this somewhere? Thanks for any assistance. 


CHARLES REILLY on 04/13 

Please advise which modem you prefer for use with Mac+/SE. 

Yes, I'm not proud, I'll even look at that DAKS modem. 

Whaddya say: what's hassle-free easy-to-use and cheap? 


BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/14 

I've been using my DAK/ADC 1200 for almost a year with no 

complaints, no problems, and they just reduced the price to $149 

(now $129! - cd.). 


Utilities 
LEE DUER on 03/23 
On page 142 of the new MacUser ther is an ad from ALSoft, Inc. 
re their software program called DiskExpress. according to their 
pilch a disk or drive slows down with use because it gets 
"fragmented" (my gosh, that sounds awful). Their progrmn of 
course UN-fragments the disk or drive. QUESTION (at last)- is 
all that hype OR is that type of program good for us?? If so, does 
anyone know of other available programs that do the same or 
does DISKEXPRESS have an exclusive on this? 

LOUIS M. PECORA on 04/07 

For your info, I have used DiskExpress. It is straightforward and 

appears to work well. So far, no problems with the "reeon

structed" files on my, now un fragmented, hard disk. Though, I 

did back it up first before using Disk Express. I would recom

mend it. 


Word Processors 
BILL QUALLS on 03/16 
Awhile back, InfoWorld reviewed WriteNow. I reported on this 
review then. At the time, InfoWorid gave WriteNow a Satisfac
tory rating (5.2 on a 10 point scale). It seems that this review 
contained several inaccuracies which affected the product's 
scorecard. In the March 2 issue, InfoWorid corrected these 
inaccurracies and updated its rating of WriteNow to 7.0 (Very 
Good). The rating breakdown is, as follows: Performance 
VERY GOOD; Documentation - SATISFACTORY; Ease of 
Learning - VERY GOOD; Ease of Use - SATISFACTORY; 
Error Handling - VERY GOOD; Support -VERY GOOD; Value 
- VERY GOOD. This review update is one of read several 
complimentary reviews of Write Now I've read lately. If you're 
looking for a word processor and have no need for a full-blown 
production word processing system, then WriteNow is definitely 
worth a look. 

MARK OSTROFF on 03/16 
An interesting aside is the fact that, according to the folks at the 
Micro Dynamics booth atFOSE, WriteNow is the ONLY current 
WP package that will run on the new Mac II at this time. 

BILL QUALLS on 03/17 
That is an interesting aside. From what I've read about 
WriteNow, it conforms to the programming standards published 
in Inside Macintosh in all respeets, including such things as 
keyboard command equivalents. I also know that Apple has laid 
blame on software incompatibility problems with the Mac II on 
developers failing to rigorously follow these standards. This 
probably explains why WriteNow works. 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/01 
I've been "messing" (for lack of a more definitive word) with 
WriteNow since January, and am not convinced it is what I'm 
looking for in a text processor-too many limitations, and some 
outright bugs. It does have some nice features for the price, but 
I've gotten to the point (and I assume many other Mac users have 
also) where if I have to drag out the manual to look up how to 
adjust margins on a footer, then it isn't intuitive enough. Maybe 
I'm just lazy... 

BILL QUALLS on 04/01 
I hear what you're saying about WriteNow lacking some nice to 
have features. I got a change to play with a demo of the program 
a while back. WriteNow is billed as an enhanced MacWrite, 
which puts it at the low end of the word processor scale. I figure 
WriteNow will fit the bill for most personal word processing 
needs (letters, garage sale flyers, etc.). Every now and then 
something will come up, and WriteNow won't have the capabili
ties or features to handle it. Business word processing is another 
ball game, and I don't sec how WriteNow can compete seriously 
in that arena. It'sjustlOO limited. A while back I read that Apple 
Computer has site licensed a couple a hundred copies of 
WriteNow for use in its corporate hc.1dquarters in Cupertino. I 
have a hard time believing that WriteNow is THE standard word 
processor at Apple. Am I all wet on this? Docs anyone else have 
any commcnts about WriteNow? 

BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/02 
I've had documents up to 90 pages loaded into WriteNow and it 
didn't seem to slow it down significantly, except when doing 
massive changes like a font change or margin change, and even 
these never took more than a minute (with MacWrite you could 
probably write an opera longhand before this magic occurred). 
Another drawback is when doing a leaflet format (sideways, 4 
column), WriteNow eannot do a lefL/right page number, or 
separate headers or footers. Despite what T/Makcr says, lines 
which are not aligned on the screen do not line up when printed 
(with older System/Finder - ed.). Anyway, despite these admit
tedly niggling details, WriteNow is a powerful tool in a compact 
(80K) package; I can put it on a 400K disk with a pretty good 
system folder, and still have room for MacPaint and a couple of 
other small utilities. I can see why Apple Inc. considers it worthy 
of office usc-it's compact, fast, fairly intuitive (unless you want 
to get fancy), can do multiple columns, sideways on the screen, 
spell checking built-in, and some other gee wiz stuff. But for 
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expectations of a word processor. We do not need many of the a few things but can'tseem to get the spacing right. Any help will 
features that others seem to require, such as automatic index or be greatly appreciated. 
table of contents generation. WriteNow is clean and works well 
with DAs. (Word 3.0, on the other hand, refuses to accept BILL BALDRIDGE on 04/04 
"Shorthand" glossaries, and its own glossary function is about as You need MacWrite version 4.5, and select the 6 line per inch 

'-' badly implemented as one could imagine.) To sum up, option on the ruler. You also need to select "No breaks between 
WriteNow meets many business needs quite well, thank you. pages" on the Page Setup option from the FILE menu. 
Perhaps it is time to recognize that there is no one "business word 
processor," and that niches will develop for different needs. MARK BERRY on 04/05 

BilI-you'rcapeach [Aw, gee. -ed.]. Thanks. It's things like this 
MARK BERRY on 04/02 that make the $6 I spent joining this board the best investment I 
HELP..... How do I set up MacWrite to print on labels. I've tried ever made. And it doesn't depreciate like my Mac! @ 

Bits and Bytes conte!. from pg 66 Figure 9 is an example of the above chart that was originally 
Figure ais an example of a column graph created in Cricket created in Cricket Graph and then exported to MacDraw for 

Graph. 
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Lynn R. Trusal is a Major in Ihe U.s. Army and a research 
physiolog isl with Ihe U.s. Army Medical Research InslilUle oflnfeclious 
Diseases, Fl. Detrick, Frederick, MD. He hasn'l wrillen any computero 150 180 books, he doesn't own a consulling firm, he's never laken a computer 
course, he doesn 'Ido programming, but he reads a hell ofa 101 and loves 
Ihe Macintosh (not in the Biblical sense!). Take Ihat Fred Seelig! @ 

DISKETERIA DISPATCH 

by Jim Little 

First I made a mistake in the credit for the data base program 
last month. The author is Jim Low. . 

We have seven new disks this month-telecommunications, 
pre-school age games, four AppleworksTM user group disks, and 
a "C" compiler. 

ProDOS Disk 812 - Toddlers and Kids Game Room. A 
complete icon menu composed and assembled by Linda Van Zee 
ofWAP. Instruction, amusement and challenging games. Icons 
are large enough to be easily readable by youngsters. Pressing 
the matching number key loads the program. ESCape returns to 
the menu. Neat. Best on a color monitor. Some require a 
joystick. 

ProDOS Disk 813 ITA WUG-l - The start of a series of 
AppleworksTM aids, templates, data bases, etc. This contains 
printer aids, control characters, printing character size, business 
help, tips and lots more. 

ProDOS Disk 814 ITAWUG-2 - Money related helpers. 
Amortization table generator, stock tracker, financial records, 

and a lot of ete. Use the ideas if not the contents. 
ProDOS Disk81SIT A WUG-3 -Food and garden, StarTrek 

(trivia, not the game), genealogy, time, fun stuff, collections and 
more misc. 

ProDOS Disk 816 ITA WUG-4 - Lists. Movies, books, 
magazines, programs, T A WUG lists, records. Any thing that 
you may need to keep track of, classify or search. Let the 
computer do the walking. 

All these disks were due to the efforts of Paul Kelbaugh, of 
WAP, who extracted these goodies from 28 TAWUG disks. 

ProDOS Disk 817 Telecom - A set of communication 
programs and utilities allowing binary file up and down loads, 
data compression, a nifty text file print/screen dump utility, and 
more. Another disk from Canada's LOGIC group. 

CP/M Disk 420 is a small "C" compiler and documentation 
set. John Bell put this together so that with this two sided disk 
you should be able to venture into the universe of "C". 

More coming next month, stay tuned. @ 
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MAC DISKETERIA NOTES 

by Martin Milrod and David Weikert 

Forgive us, Ron! 
Let us clarify that Deep Angst, the superb World Builder 

program, (released last month on Mac Disk #95,) was the genius 
product of our much-celebrated Emeritus GameSIG Chairman, 
Ronald Wartow. Deep Ennui (Mac Disk 96,) another World 
Builder game, was written as a response to Ron's Deep Angst 
product. 
Here we go again•••• 

With the introduction of 256K ROM (Read Only Memory) 
instruction sets in the Mac SE and MacII, authors are rewriting 
and revising Mac programs rapidly. Reportedly, some 20-25% 
of previously working software fails on the SE and II because 
their authors did not completely follow the ROM instruction sets 
used in the earlier 128K ROM machines (the Mac Plus and Mac 
512K"Enhanced.") This problem previously occurred when 
Apple increased its original 64K ROM instruction sets (in the 
Mac 12SK and Mac 512K,) to 12SK ROMs; and this caused 
much consternation when earlier Mac Disk programs failed to 
run on the then-upgraded ROMs. 

Be aware, then, that SE and Mac II owners may need revised 
versions of some software if the Mac Disk materials they now 
have in hand fails to work on their machines. Similarly. some of 
the newest releases may have problems running on the earlier 
machines. Within six months, all of this "compatibility" prob
lem should have been ironed out, so stay cool Matilda! 
Should we go to 800K disks? 

In order to increase the value of Mac Disks, we are consider
ing going to 800K (2-sided) Mac Disk format when our Library 
collection is restructured over the summer months. We know 
that some percentage of W AP members have 400K (1 sided) 
disk machines, and that they would have to find a "friend" to 

unbundle the SOOK disks into digestible 400K disks for their use 
or go to the office to copy them from SOOK formalled disks. 

This would be a pain for 400K disk machine owners, but an 
improved bargain for the majority of Mac owners who now have 
800K disk machines. (Apple only makes 800K disk machines 
now.) While thedeeision to"go 800" may not bea sharp business 
decision in terms of sales volume and income, it may mean 
greater services and value to our members. Please let know ifyou 
think that our conversion to the 800K format makes sense to you 
and if you think we should proceed in that direction. 
Volunteers still needed 

Good and reliable writers of program notes, especially in the 
area of telecommunications, are needed more than ever now that 
the Mac Disk Library is being restructured to present numbered 
series of disks organized along functional lines such as Utilities 
(and Inits,) DA's (and FKeys,) Fonts. If you arc willing to 
contribute your time and effort in these areas to help out fellow 
members of the Pi, please contact Dave Weikert, the chief 
Honcho and coordinator of the Mac Disk Library (301) 963
0063. 
Errata for Mac Disk 88 

Lofty Becker sent us the following information on some of 
the DAs and FKeys that he has written. 
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A Talk Key: Written for a specific person who needed it for 
a particular use. Lofty says, "Not one of your major stars.". 

Print Clip Key: "This ~ print the clipboard. However 
it probably will not if run from an application since most 
applications keep a private "scrap" and only put things in the 
"public" clipboard when a DA asks them to, or when they quit. 
Hence it is probably mostly useful only with DA word proces
sors-and these can usually print anyway. 

Fontsie Special 2.0: The program note should have indi
cated that this is shareware. 

Time Logger: The FKey version of this is no longer being 
supported. Time Logger is now exclusively a DA with its own 
INIT resource to run automatically at startup and shutdown. It 
is still shareware but the fee is now SlO.OO. (Time Logger 2.02 
is included on Disk 9S.) 
New Mac Disks for July 

This month we issue five new disks including two fonts disks, 
one game disk, one disk of utilities and one with sounds. This 
month's submissions are brought to you by Bob Soule and Dave 
Weikert and the efforts of all the duplicators listed under the 
masthead. Credit for last month's submissions was inadver
tently omitted but they were brought to you by William Jones, 
Mike Robinett, Bob Soule and Dave Weikert. Folder informa
tion, where appropriate, precedes the listing of program con
tents. Folder information is underlined, programs and files are 
printed in bold and shareware price information is printed in bold ~ 
italic. 

Please remember to send the authors their requested share
ware fees if you decide to add the programs to your software 
library. Shareware now accounts for over half of the material that 
we receive for Mac disks and we all need to encourage the 
authors to continue to use this distribution channel. If we don't 
support the shareware concept with cash, the sources will find 
different distribution channels. 

In July, six more disks will be removed from the Disketeria: 
Mac Disks 60, 61A, 6IB, 62, 63 and 64. Ifyou want to add them 
to your collection, order them this month as they will no longer 
be stocked even on an archival basis. 

Mac Disk 100: Fonts VIII 
In each font folder, there is an Icon that looks like a Laser

Writer with apage sticking up with letter"T" on it. Copy this Icon 
to your System Folder. Then install the bit mapped font in your 
System file (or to an application file) using Font/DA Mover 
version 3.2 or later. Some of the fonts are self downloading. 
However none of the fonts appear to work with the new System 
4.1/Finder 5.5lLascrWriter 4.0/Laser Prep 4.0 files so you must 
use the System 3.3/Finder 5.4 or earlier combinations with the 
appropriate LaserWriter and Laser Prep files. Download Allows 
you to send a specific Postscript or text font file to the Laser
Writer. You can choose whether the font file will stay perma- ~ 
nently in the LaserWriter memory until the LaserWriter is reset 
or turned off or just during the printing of the document. 

contd. 



Cunei Stuff Folder 
Cunei You might use this on thecoverofan archeology paper 

but certainly not on a resume. 
Read Me First(cf) is the documentation for Cunei. 

Cuneifont.bmap is the screen font installed with Font/DA 
Mover. Shareware· $20.00 • 

GreyHeI Stuff Folder 
GreyHel Converts the LaserWriter built-in Helvetica font 

into a Gray Helvetica. 
Read Me is the documentation for GreyHel. 
GreyHelvetica.bmap is the screen font installed with Font! 

DA Mover and GrayHelvetica.AFM is the font metric file. 
ModerPriBol Stuff Folder 
ModerPriBol This font looks like very fine hand printing. It 

works best with an application that allows you to change leading 
in one point or smaller increments. 

Read Me First(mp) is the documentation for ModemPrint. 
ModernPrintBold.bmap is the screen font installed with 

Font/DA Mover. Shareware· $20.00. 
IimesFra Stuff Folder 
TimesFra This font replicates Times and produces very 

attractive fractions of any length (up to a full line). The method 
of typing the fractions takes some getting used to but is very 
effective after some practice. 

Font File A You'll find some nice specialty fonts named after 
cities and neighborhoods in our own Washington area. Alexan
dria, in 18 point size only, is a slightly improved Palo Alto font. 
Bethesda, in 12 point, is a font with sweeping curves on the 
upstrokes. Dupont Circle, in 12, 14, and 24 points, is a stylish 
Broadway-looking font. Georgetown, in 12 and 24 points, is a 
font with extra little flourishes on the ends of the strokes. Silver 
Spring, in 12 and 18 points, is a circular font Takoma Park, in 
12 point, is a decorative font. Washington, in 9, 10, 12, and 18 
points, is a square-comer font 

Font File B More specialty fonts, all with descriptive names. 
Angular comes in 12, 14, 18, and 24 points. Bamboo comes in 
36 point. Bold Script comes in 14 point Crescent Moon comes 
in 18 point Morse, which shows Morse code beneath the letters, 
comes in 14 point. Optimizer, similar to the standard Optima 
printer's font, comes in 12, 14, and 18 points. 

Font File C A variety ofHebrew fonts. Jerusalem, a relatively 
standard font, comes in 10, 12, 14, 18, and 24 points. Haifa, a 
stylized font. comes in 9, 10, 12, 14, and 18 points. Tel Aviv, a 
rounded font, comes in 12, 14, 18,24,28, and 36 points. Eilat, a 
script font, is available in 12, 14, 18, and 20 points. 

Font File D Contains the Delancey Street font, in 12 and 18 
points. The author describes this one as a "pseudo-Hebrew" 
font-{)rdinary letters in Hebrew style. 

TimesFractionsDocs is the documen Bruce R. Gilson Fonts:
tation for TimesFractions. 

TimesFraction.bmap is the screen Font File A: 'A..lexanciria. Bethesd.a. 
font installed with Font/DA Mover. 
Shareware· $25.00 • DJlIl1lIPOlTll'it GDIr~De. J3.£OAJ3.£J'OW'N. 

SunSer Stuff Folder Sltl.)€R SPRlroG. 7ak.ona Park.. lUashingtcn.SanSer A font that the author suggests 
could replace Helvetica or Avant Garde. It 
looked a little too squashed for my tastes F0 n t File B: A 7\ ~u.l a V" . 
but you may find it attractive. 

Read Me First-SS is the documenta c~eSCeffi1' mOOffi. t!g_g§~- Optimizer. 
tion for SanSerif. SanSerif.bmap is Font Fil e C: Eil at: ID?e.O~ Hai fe: 'Llio.JLliythe screen font installed with Font/DA 
Mover. Shareware· $20.00 • Jeruselem: n~~,-r~'~~~r Tel Aviv: ~-Yl 'lJi\Di\V 

Font Fil e 0: Oe::'a nc::e::y Stre::e::t.Mac Disk 101: Fonts IX 
Specialty Fonts - Foreign & Domestic 

Cirth 48 A large font in 48 point size. 
Elvish 12 A foreign font in 12 point. Linea1l2,18 A script 

font in 12 and IS points. 
Taliesin 9,12,18,24 A graphical font with four different sets 

of symbols in four sizes. 
Vienna 18 A tall, straight font in 18 points. 
Beneven!ana Folder 
Scriptura Beneventana The Beneventana font, available in 

12 and 24 points, is based on the manuscript hand used by the 
monks of Monte Cassino in the lOth-12th centuries and is most 
useful for typing Latin. 

Beneventana.doc A two-page MacWrite document which 
describes the Beneventana font. Practice your Latin translation 
on parts of this one! 

Bruce R. Gilson Fonts Folder 
BRG Fonts List A one-page MacWrite document describ

ing the fonts in the Bruce R. Gilson Fonts folder. 

Korean Foot Folder 
Hangul 3.01 This font suitcase contains two Korean fonts. 

Hangul comes in 12 and 14 points. Hangul-key comes in 12 
points. My experimentation indicates that you only get Korean 
characters when you press the Option key 

ReadMe in Hangul 3.12 Sorry folks, but you'll need to know 
Korean to make anything out of this five-page MacWrite file. 

Mac Disk 102: Sounds I - Digitized Sounds and Players 
Disk 99, Inits I - BeepSounds, was our introduction to digitized 
sounds and that theme is continued on this disk. Any of the 
digitized sounds on this disk can be used with the BeepSound Init 
by changing the name of the file to BeepSound and placing it and 
the Beep.lnit file in the system folder. Conversely, any of the 
digitized sound files on Disk 99 may be used with the sound 
players on this disk. 

Mr. Ed You guessed it; that stalwart equine performer is 
back. 

SoundPlay: A player for digitized sounds that doesn't take
contd. 
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up much space. 
SoundPlay.da A desk accessory version of a digitized sound 

player. 
SunerPlay 4.0 SlUff Folder 
SuperPlay 4.0 A program that plays digitized sounds. Unlike 

the smaller SoundPlay, this one also allows selection of different 
sampling frequencies and opening and creution of resource files. 
It has a play all feuture that will allow playing all of the sounds 
in a specified folder. Try one of the lower frequency sampling 
rates for some really weird sounds. Shareware - $ What you 
think it's worth. 

SuperPlay Doc(MW) The documentation for SuperPlay 4.0 
explaining some of the capabilities of the program and a lillIe bit 
about the types of digitized sound files. The two FKeys men
tioned are not included on this disk but will be considered for a 
future FKeys disk. 

Sounds Folder 
F-Troop Yes, those boys in blue are at it again. 
Look, Up in the Sky ... It's a bird, it's a plane ... And Clark 

Kent is nowhere to be found. 
Trying to Think OK you old movie watchers and trivia 

buffs, who said this? This is the way wcfeel after assembling one 
of these disks late at night (and sometimes for the next few days). 

Woob Woob This is a laugh? 
Yabba Dabba Doo Fred Flintstone making happy sounds. 

Muc Disk 103: Utilities XVII 
Word Processing Utilities 

Acta Reader Allows you to read and print any file created by 
the Acta desk accessory. Acta is a commercial outline processor. 

Case Converter Changes upper case text files to lower case. 
MacWriteToText Changes a MacWrite document into a 

text document. It also preserves format information which is 
enclosed in curly braces. 

MacWriteRecover Another program that converts 
MacWrite documents into text. This one just provides the text 
without any format information. 

Read MacWrite Use to read a MacWrite document or to 
recover files that MacWrite will not open. You can print to the 
screen or to a file and the screen. 

Add/Strip 1.3 Folder 
Add/Strip 1.3 Add or strips Line Feeds (LFs) and/or Car

riage Returns (CRs) from text files. It also has a feature to strip 
CRs from all lines not followed by two CRs thus creating 
paragraphs. 

For you programmers, Add/Strip1.3.pas and Add/ 
Strip 1.3.rsrc are the Pascal source code and the resources for the 
program. 

Index 4 5 Sluff Folder 
Index 4.5 Indexes Word 4.5 files one page at a time. It creates 

a list of words that you have marked with their page number. You 
also need a program that sorts the list alphabetically. 

Index.help is the associated help file. 
Mangle SlurrFolder 
Mangle Change style and ruler changes in a MacWritc 

document. Since it directly changes your MacWrite file on the 
disk, make sure you have a backup in case something gocs 
wrong. Style changes include font type, size and style. 

Mangle Doc (MW) is the associated documentation. 
Tab Stuff Folder 
Entab This handy utility changes a specified number (or 

more) of spaces to a tab character. 
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Detab does the reverse by changing a tab to a specified 
number of spaces. Great for preserving column layouts in text 
files if you use a mono-spaced font such as Monaco or Courier. 

WordCount 3.0 Folder 
Word Count 3.0 Counts the number of words in a Word 3.0 

file. Note the author's strictures in the WordCount Doc on the 
use of Option - j codes and the requirement for a full save, not a 
"fast" save. 

Word Stuff Folder 
Microsoft Word Commands This Word 3.0 document is a 

well organized and presented summary of all of the Word 
keyboard and keypad commands, formalling, editing, the use of 
formula commands, the special codes for Find/Change and the 
Hidden Text Entries. Since the document is written in Word 3.0, 
it also serves a an example of how to use some of the features 
described. 

MS Word Keys This is a similar document but the reference 
is arranged in alphabetical order by function. 

Word 3.0 Hints Just what the title says, a short but useful 
collection of "how-to" instructions on default font change, 
adding fonts to the menu, merging graphics with text, making a 
work menu and defining formulas. 

Wri tcNowTranslalor Folder 
WNTransText.DA Translates WriteNow files to text and 

vice versa. The Text Doc is a standard text file and the Tran
sText Doc is the same version in WriteNow format. Shareware 
$5.00. 

Mac Disk 104: Fun & Games XXII 
Canfield 2.0 A version of solitaire. Nice lead in sound from 

SCOll Joplin's "The Entertainer". An update to earlier versions 
originally issued on Mac disks 80 and 35. Shareware - $10.00. 

This Ain't Othello Allows the selection of game options ~. 
including who plays first, how smart the computer plays and 
whether the alerts arc provided as text or sound via Macintalk™ 
Free, source code is S5.00. 

CrossMasler f Folder 
CrossMaster If your crossword puzzle gets ratty from all of 

the cross-outs and erasures, this is the program you have been 
looking for. CrossMaster easily allows you to create crossword 
grids and then type in your proposed solutions. If you make a 
mistake,just go back and retype it. The final version may include 
implementation of a dictionary. 

CrossMaster.doc describes the use of the program and 
SAMPLE 1 is a completed crossword puzzle. Shareware 
$15.00 registration entitles you to the final release. 

Scarab of RA f folder 
Scarab ofRA Down,down into the Great Pyramid ofRA the 

Sun-God. This is a text-graphical adventure game with a nice 
help menu, a hints menu and a mapping feature that allows you 
to make notes. Dean's List is the file with the top scores of 
previous players. Shareware - $15.00. 

The High Roller f FQlder 
The High Roller A dice rolling program designed to support 

fantasy role playing games. There is a "Quickie Panel" for 
frequently rolled dice and a "Versatile Die Roller" which pro
vides practically any possible combination of number of sides 
and number of dice. This is all nicely explained in the High 
Roller™ Info documentation. Shareware - $15.00. @ 

~, 
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EDSIG PROGRAM INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE - FOR ALL WAP MEMBERS 
(You need not be an EDSIG member to respond! We lookforward to your responses.) In an effort to learn what programs and activities 
would a~ to Apple Pi members, we would greatly appreciate your completing this questionnaire and returning it by AUGUST 15 to: 

Dr. Patricia Kirby 
Co-Chairman, EDSIG 
P.O. Box 90227 
Washington, DC 20090 

Do it today before vacation! 
If you already completed a questionnaire at the May meeting, please check here _. 

CHECK AU.1HAT APPLY. 
1. 	 Are you: 

_a. A parent 
_b. A classroom instructor (grade level?)___--:: 
_c. An instructor ABOm computers or computer applications 
_d. A troining designer or instructional designer 
_e. A writer of educational publications 
_f. An instructional graphics artist 
-&. An educational researcher 
_h. A computer prognunmcr 
_i. A software developer
---J. A designer of computer games or simulations 

2. 	 Which educational computer applications would most entice you to come 10 an EDSIG meeting? 
_a. General educational computer issues 
_b. Choosing educational software for children and young adults (specify, if you wish): 

_ Kindergarten - 2nd grade _ 8th - 9th grade 
_ 3rd - 5th grade _ High School 
_ 6th - 7th grade _ College 

_c. Educational software for various subject areas: 
_ Social sciences _ Programming _ English 
_ Other languages M4Ith _ Natuml sciences 
_ Typing _ SAT preparation 
_ Special education (specify, if you wish):._---:-_____ 

_ 	 d. Opportunities for adults to take courses about - or via - computers 
_e. Opponunities for accessing educational forums and bulletin boards via modem 
_f. Instructional graphics 
-&. Educational games or simulations 
_h. Computer camping 
_i. Networking with others intcrcstcd in educational computer issues 

3. 	 Have you ever thought of joining EDSIG? 
_a. Yes _b. No 

4. 	 (If yes) What prevented you from doing so? 
_8. Work demands 
_b. Concern to be home with family 
_c. Tired at the end of the day 
_d. Distance 10 Bcthesda 
_e. Courses I've taken in school 
_f. Other Apple Pi activities 
-&. Other conflicting outside commiunents (Camp Ftrc/Scouts, church/synagogue, ete.) 
_h. Program offerings not of strong enough inlerCSt 
_i. Can keep up with educational computer issues well enough just by reading journals
---J. Member of some other educational computer -oriented group (specify):.____ 
_ k. Other (specify):_____ 

5. 	 Which EDSIG meeting days and times would attract you? 
_8. Same as now (4th Thursday eve.) 
_b. Other preferred weeknight (specify): 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Fri. 
_c. A meeting in conjunction with the regular WAP meeting (3rd Sat) 
_d. An occasional presentation DURING the regular WAP meeting 
_e. "Meeting by modem" - so I wouldn't have to leave home 
_f. Other weekend options: 

_ Sal am. (non-WAP day) _ Sun. aft 
_ Sal aft (non-WAP day) _ Sun eve. 

-&. Non-preferred meeting days and times? Specify:.__________ 
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WAP TUTORIAL REGISTRATION 


Apple U: The following three WAP tutorials are being offered to Apple Uowners on the first three Tuesday evenings of the month from 7:30 
to 9:00 PM, at the office, 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30; if you bring your computer please ar?'""\ 
15 minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or all of the series. They are designed for the "beginner" and will be repeated mom...,. 
Arevised outline of the tutorials was given in the October Journal. The fee for each session is $10.00. You are urged to bring an Apple, monitor 
and disk drive. (Monitors are available for the 1st 5 registrants - call office.) Please note that WAP does not have equipment for you to usc; 
if you do not bring your own, you will have to look over someone's shoulder. 

( ) No Apple II - WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF APPLE Apple II Tutorials 
( ) Tutorials in - HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE will resume 
( ) July and Aug. - POPULAR APPLICATIONS: APPLEWORK in September ........................... 

Macintosh: Tutorials for the beginners are regularly given on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Monday evenings of the month at the office, from 
7:30-9:30 PM. You may sign up for 1,2 or all 3. The fee for each tutorial is $ 1 O. You are strongly urged to bring your Macintosh. These tutorials 
fill up quickly - call the office to verify space before mailing in your registration. 

( ) Monday, July 13 or ( ) August 10 - Introduction to Macintosh. Prerequisite: Guided Tour to Macintosh. 
( ) Monday, July 20 or ( ) August 17 - Intermediate Mac Skills. Prerequisite: Familiarity with Desktop, disk copying, etc. 
( ) Monday, July 27 or ( ) August 24 - Becoming a Mac Power User. Prerequisite: First two sessions or equivalent. 

Non.Regular Tutorials: The following tutorials are being offered in August at the office. The fee for these tutorials is S15 ($20 for 
non-members). 
( ) Making Music With Your Macintosh· Judy Moore - Saturday, August 1, 10am·12 Noon. Fee $15 ($20). Bring your own 

software and Mac. Work with Professional Composer, DeLuxe Music Construction Set, Music Type and Performer. 
( ) WordPerfect on the Apple II - Lee Raesly - Saturday, August 8, 9am-12 Noon. Fee $15 ($20). Bring your Apple, WordPerfect 

and a blank disk. Learn the basics of this popular word processors for the /Ie, /lc and IIgs. 

Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with fee(s) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to: 
Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 
Aun. Tutorials Name Membership No. ____ 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 Day phone Eve. phone Total Enclosed $ ____ 
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA MAIL ORDER FORM 

Software for Creative Living 


This fonn is only for ordering disks that you want mailed to you. 

5 1/4" DISKEITES: - Members $ 5.00 each; Non-members $ 8.00 each, Plus $1.00 each postage up to a maximum of S 5.00. 

3 1/2" DISKEITES: - Members $ 6.00 each; Non-members $ 9.00 each, Plus $1.00 each postage up to a maximum of $ 5.00. 

A $1.00 per disk discOlUlt on the above prices is offered for orders of 5 or more disks. Postage remains as above. 

DOS 3.3 Volumes DOS 3.3 contd. Eamon contd. Macintosh @$6 (see above) 

41 IAC25 Mach.Lang.Util 141 S~ial Data Bases -213 Slave Pits of Kzorland 17.3a Red Ryder 9.2 
42 One Key DOS 142 lAC 28 Pinball Games -214 Alternate Begin. Cave 17.2b""" 
43 lAC 29#Utilities H 143 Sports -215 Lifequest 31.1 Dun.Doom/Eliza Talks 
44 Utilities#1 144 lAC 27 Applesoft Prog. -216 Swordquest 32 Fun and Games IT 
45 Diversi-Copy' 145 Apple Logo Tool Kit -217 Priest of Xim! 33 Desk Accessories II 
46 French Vocab. Tutorial 146 LOgo Documentation -218 Heros Castle 35 Fun and Games III 
47 Tic-Tac-Toe in French 147 App. Logo Samp'.Prog. -220 Utility II 36 Utilities III 
48 Boot for l'Hote 150 EDSIGl (Elem. Matli) -221 UtiliI)' III 37 Fkeys 
79 !'Hote Story 151 1983 Tax Template -223 Temple of the Undead 38 Graphic Tools 
50 !'Hote#Ouiz 152 lAC 31 Miscellaneous -224 Ouest for Holy Grail 39 XLlspand Mini-ADA 
51 French Poetry Tuworial 153 Investments A -225 Caves of Mondamen 40 Mac Videos 
52 Apollinaire Biography 154 Investments B -226 Orb of Polaris 41 Cap'n Magneto 
53 Albert Camus lotcrvlew 155 lAC 33 Miscellaneous -227 Death's Gateway 42 Studio Session (512K) 
54 Tic-Tac-Toe io Spanish 156 lAC 35 Applsft-AW/le -228 Escape from Ofc's Lair 43 CE Software Sampler 
55 Rafel-boot 157 lAC 36 Arcade Games -229 City in the Clouds 44 Boston II Fonts 
56 Rafel 158 Apple Logo Programs Pro OS Volumes 45 Games IV 
57 Rafgl Quiz 159 Recipe Files 802 Utilities (A) 46 Games V 
58 MalUle 160 Utilities & Games 803 Filecabinet 47 Fonts IV 
59 Lo Fatal 161 Wizard Worker 804 Shareware --- 48.3 Fonts V 
70 BusinessIMath/Statstic. 162 Games E 806 ZAP 49 Utilities IV 
71 Music 163 Graphs and Displays 807 Imageworks 50 Paintings III 
72 Keyboard Games 164 Games F 808 Comm-Tenn 51.2 Telecom I1(no sys) 
73 Text Adventure Games 165 Happy Holidays 809 '86 Tax Templates-AW 52.1 Utilities V 
74 Paddle Games 166 Charts and Graphs 810 Haunted House 53 Utilities VI 
75 Color Graphics for Fun 167 lAC 40 - Pilot La_n.K. 811 Adventures Disk 54 Games VI 
76 Education 168 lAC 41&47-A W Uiil. 812 Toddlers and Kids 55 Games VII 
77 Utilities 169 Hayes Tenn. Pro.K. 813 TAWUG-l 56 Games VIII 
90 Spreadsheet C Gen. Bus. 170 Love's Follies (Um.) 814 TAWUG-2 57.1 New Member Disk '86 
91 Spreadsheet D Investmt. 171 Cat-Graphix 815 TAWUG-3 58 Desk Accessories IV 
92 ~preadsheet E Bus. Rec. 172 Print Shop Graphics 816 TAWUG-4 59.1 CE Sampler II 
93 VisiPlot & VisiTrend 173 Riley's Pers. InStru. 817 Telecom 65 Desk Access. V 
94 CALCULINK .. - 174 Imag~works Pascal Volumes (See also 133) 66 Desk Access. VI 
95 SJlTdsht F-Coin Coil. 175 No Name Yet 300 PIGO:A1TACH l.l/BIOS 67 Desk Access. vn 

100 Utilities A 	 500 Master Catalo~ Listing 301 PIGl: 11302 PIG2: 68 Utilities VII 
101 Utilities B 501 Util.-Beginners Choice 303 PIG3: 304 PIG4: 69 Utilities vm 
102 Games A 502 Util.-Intennediate User 305 PIG5: 306 PIG6: 70 Utilities IX 
104 Business A 503 DComm 307 PIG7: 308 PIG8: 71 Utilities X 
106 Science Engineering 504 Database - LOOIC 309 PIG9: 310 PIGtO: 72 Utilities XI Sys./Grph. 
107 Games B amon Series Volumes 311 PIG11: ( ) 312 PIGl2: 73 Word Processing 
108 lAC l~GraPhiCS) 180 Dungeon Designer 313 PIG13: aueriUa Guide 74 Fun & Games IX 
109 lAC 11 ~leso(t Tutr) 181 Begmners Cave 314 PIGl4: 75 Fun & Games X 
110 Persona !Education -182 Lair of Minotaur P t Volumes 76 Fun & Games XI 
111 Games C *183 Cave of the Mind 401 Master Catalog 77 Fun & Games XII 
112 Utilities C -184 0phur Rivcrventure 402 Utilities 1 78 Fun & Games XIII 
113 Business B -185 Castle of Doom 403 Communications 79 Fun & Games XIV 
115 lAC 12/13 Misc. -186 Death Star 404 Utilities 2 80 Fun & Games XV 
116 lAC 14 MieromodemII -187 Devil's Tomb 405 Utilities 3 81 Utilities XII 
117 Picture Packer -188 Caves of Treas.IsI. 406 ZCPR2 Install 82 Utilities XIII 
118 Utilities D -189 Furioso 407 ZCPR2 Documentation 83 Telecom III 
119 lAC 15 Misc. *190 The Magic Ki!1gdom 408 ZCPR2 Utilities 84 Fun & Games XVI 
120 lAC 16 Misc. *191 The Tomb of Molinar 409 Modem 730 85 Fun & Games xvn 
121 WAPABBS 1.1 Doc.-- -192 Lost lsI. of Apple 410 Essential Utilities 86 Utilities XIV 
122 lAC 17 Misc. -193 Abductor's QUarters 411 Text Editor 87 Utilities XV 
123 French Vocabulary -194 Ouest for Tre7.0re 412 S!'!eadsheet 88 DAs & F Keys VIII 
124 Utilities E *195 Onder/?TOund City 413 MDM740~SC&Com) 89 Fun & Games XVIII 
125 lAC 18 Misc. -196 Merlins Castle 414 MDM740 7710&A-Cat) 90 Utilities XVI 
126 Sights and Sounds ·197 Horgrath Castle 415 Orig. 350 L Adventure 91 Fun & Games XIX 
127 Math/Science -198 Deathtrap. 416 Kcnnit Source Code 92 Education II 
128 Games D -199 The Black Death 417 Kennit Documentation 93A & ( ) 93B Fonts VI 

-200 The Temple of Ngurct 418 Kennit Running Code 94 Paintm~s IV 
130 Diversi-DOS --- -201 Black Mountain 419 Util.-ZSE,REZ, VDE 95 Fun & Games XX 
131 Personal/Educ.2 *202 Nuclear Nightmare 420 Small "c" Compiler 96 Fun & Games XXI 
132 lAC 19-Utilities F -203 Feast of CarroIl Apple 1/1 Volumes 97 Fonts VII 
133 lAC 20-PascaI&DOS 33 -204 The Master's Dungeon 1001 Games Volumes 1 & 2 98 DAs IX 
134 New Members Disk -205 The Crystal Mountain 1002 Basic Utility Vol. 1 99 Inits I 
135 WAPABBSl.1 Disk-- -206 The Lost Adventure 1003 Basic Utility Vol. 2 100 Fonts VIII 
136 WAPABBSl.1Disk2-- *207 The Manxome Foe 1004 ~ys Utils & Data 101 Fonts IX 
137 lAC 21 ~preadshect A *208 The Gauntlet 1005 New Member Disk 102 Sounds I 
138 lAC 23 Utilities G -209 Caverns of Langst 1006 Word Proc. & WPL 103 Utilities xvn - W.P. 
139 lAC 24 Education 3 -210 Future Ouest Apple figs Volumes (@ $6 104 Fun & Games XXII 

( ) 140 Education 4 -211 House 01 Secrets ( ) 2001 Apple IJgs Disk 1 
-212 Sewers of Chicago () 2002 Apple IIgs Disk 2 


-Vol. 181 required with these disks. -- Vols. 121, 135, 136 must be purchased together. DATE: _______ 


Total Order = __ Disks; Postage $__; Total Amount Enclosed $ __.Note: Allow 2 to 3 weeks for mailing. 

Make check payable and send to: (U.S. funds payable on a U.S. bank.) '-' NAME: 

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. Telephone ______ADDRESS: 
Attn. Disketeria 

CITY, STATE, ZIP __________ 	 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 WAP Membership No. ___ 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Washington Apple Pi - July 1987 87 



READY, SET, GO 
__1!~~. 3.0 IN STOCK 

NOW! 
$26995 

LIST: $395 

DataFrame 
XPUPGRADES 

$99PLUS LABOR 

LIST: $150 

SIDEKICK 

IN STOCK' 

• 

Mac Draft 1.2a 

IN 
STOCK! 

$189 95 

LIST: S269 

PROFESSIONAL DRAFTING 
S()FT\VARE 

EHMAN ENGINEERING 
aOOK DISK DRIVE 

THE BEST VALUE IN 
DISK DRIVES' 

.
?$\Jf~~~C; 

SUPER LASER SPOOL 

LIST: S150 $119 95 

DISK FIT $54 95 

LIST: $80 

LIST: $99.95 

2.0 
SUPER

$6995 
i. PAINT 

Thl' Ol'M Or'tlll' PJuning progr,l!l1s &: ;\l.lcDrJ\\ 
wmninl'd in one.. Jnd ....iriJ (oillr! 

Color nbhom $ 69 9 5 
LIST: $99.95 no\l 111 ,lOck . 

· 0St e p pingut 
The !\lacintosh 
Screen Extender 

$79 95 'l., 
LIST: S95 'J;::=.\~",.... / 

Max 2 
: !~1';: nll'n1(lr\ bOJrJ 
!~ If .\1.1( :; 12 1'\;,.111.1.1' 
bk TO .. :ncS' St 'SI pon 
.1Y.lii.lHr. Full: IT $495\\.UT.lIm . 

MAXPORT ... $99 

WITH MAX 2 PLUS LABOR 

OTEM FROM BERING 
NLiMITED STORAGE FOR THE: 


MACINTOSH WITH 5'/4" 

REMOVABLE BERNOULLI 


20mb CARTRIDGE. 

$1350 
LIST 5'"00 

~~ 
20-20·32095 

" " 

t:fl(:kct
#Jt«v~DRAW 


NE\" $209 95 

VERSIO~ LIST: $295.95 

RADIUS 


--=-Apple Pi 
Sale Price $1795 

THESE SPECIAL PRICES ARE FOR 

CURRENT WA APPLE PI MEMBERS 


ONLY! ALL LISTED PRICES ARE FOR 

CASH/CHECK ON IN-STOCK ITEMS. 

MacCORNER will match or beat any 


advertised in·stock price in the WA 

metro area. 




SUPERMAC 

DATAFRAME XP40 
lUST 51899.951 .. . . .............. $1539 

DATAFRAME XP 40 +40 
lUST 523991 .. . . . ..... . .. . . . . . ... CALL 

G" Each DataFrame includes 
5300 FREE Software: Super 
Spool, Super Laser Spool Disk 
Fit and more as well as a full 1 
year warranty! 

NEW FROM 

MattORNER 


SOFIWARE 

COMSERVE \MOdem sharing

for Ar?RleTa k . ............. . . . CALL 
FASTBACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CALL 
MAC FLOW lUST 51251 . .. ........... $99 95 

MACLINK PLUS lUST 5199951 ····· $149 
PRINTWORKS lUST 5751 .········ · ·· · · · $65 
SMART SCRAP &CLIPPER (UST 5601 $49.95 
STEPPING OUT ILiST 5951 ·· . ... . . $89 
VIP lUST 51251 . $99 

HARDWARE 

MAX PORT (SCSI for Max 21 (LIST 51891 . $149 
TURBO MOUSE lUST 51301 .$109 
SI2K UPGRADE ...... . .$169 

GAMES 

SMASH-HIT RACKETBALL . $1995 

DARK CASTLE . . . : .... $3750 

MOST GAMES ARE NOW 25-50%OFF 

WE W il l 

MATCH OR BEAT 
ANY IN-STOCK ADVERTISED PRICE 


IN THE METRO AREA. 


SEE OUR AD ON THE BAC K C O VER. 

GOOD UNTIL APRIL 24, 1987 

DATAFRAME 20 & 
DATAFRAME 20 XP 


SPECIAL PRICES: 

$799/999 

SPECIAL SUPERMAC PROMOTION 
Buy any XP DataFrame hard disk IXP-40, XP-20, 


XP-40 +40) and get the following boards at 

incredible prices: 


ENHANCE ... ... . . . . . .. .. . ..... . .. . . .. .. $499 

SUPERRAM 2 . . /2 meg Ram upgrade) .. $250 

DATAPORT ..... . .... . .. . ....... . . . . ...... . $75 

SPECIAL PROMOTION OOFSNOTINUUOEDATAfRAME20 

SOFT STRIP READER 

Cauzin Soft Srrip Reader pro\ides all vou 
will nro:! to read your 0\\TI 

~~u:~ CJbles ..... . .. $17995 


~1Z...clft~ 
Turn any printed image into J detailed high re· 

solution Macintosh graphic. Works with aU Im


agcII"riters. Mac Plus 
 $195 
adapters in stock. . .. . ... . 

MEGASCREEN 

• For those with more demanding 
applications, the MegaScreen 2's 
19" display offers room for 2 full 
pages ! ..-- - .. _ _ 

• An inter- · . t~" .v~ a.• i~~ J
face card . s.:._..~. ~i.. C,<i!.U" ' : 

forthe MAC ;:i - , ! 


SE is now 

available. CALL 
 . ~ .... 

<. , • ~ 

FOR ~~~ SALE • *' 
PRICE ----;::. 

COME TO OUR SHOWROOM 

FOR MORE SPECIALS! 


Enhance turns ANY 
Mac SJ 2e into a 
2MB SCSI Super 
MacPlus. In fact, it 
increases your Mac 
5J2e speed 30% 
with 2 Meg stan
dard and upgrade
able to 6.5 Meg. All 
this with a lifetime CALL! 
warranty, Call Mac

CORNER today for IN 

further details. STOCK! 


VAXKillers 

TurboMax 


New from MacMemory TurboMax is an 
upgrade loaded with all the features a 
r?0wer user needs. The raw speed of the 
16MHz 68000 processor and the 68881 
co-processor boosts your speed up to 
60 times faster CALL 
Call today for details 

LEVCO PRODIGY 

For those of us wantinq the ultimate per
formance out of the Mac or Mac Plus 
without regards to price " ' , .. . CALL 



® 

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

ForwardiRg and Address 
Correction Requested 

Bulk Rate 

U.S. Postage 


PAID 

Permit # 5389 


Silver Spring. MD 
20910 

MacCORNER offers you powerful professional 
solutions for your Macintosh system or network. Call 

us to set an appointment & discuss your needs. 

Radius - MegaScreen - Big Picture NEW~ 
NUMBER!- SuperMac and many others! We carry all major 
FROM MONAMacintosh hardware & software business products. CALL (301) 948·1538/39 


